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Preface

The term Ambient Intelligence (AmI) has come to symbolize systems,

designed to serve us, that are embedded in our surroundings and are context

aware, adaptive and anticipatory. Ambient Intelligence systems have been

around for much longer than many of us would imagine. If we look at our

surroundings—our homes, offices, automobiles or public places—we might

realize that evolving technologies have been making us more comfortable,

safe and content for some time. Fire or burglar alarm systems are examples

of early AmI technologies. These early systems were followed by basic

devices such as motion detectors coupled with lighting controls in homes

and offices. Considered elementary today, these early applications are often

not classifiedasAmIdue to the limited intelligence involved in these systems.

Typically, the process of application innovation is driven by a two-

pronged effort–the application pull from the top and technology capabil-

ity push from the bottom. High performance and high functionality

technologies trigger creative ideas leading to innovative applications. Or,

creative minds conceive of new ideas and then seek practical technological

solutions. In either approach, a close interaction between the two levels

(top and bottom) is conducive to meaningful innovation.

AmI applications can be classified into four broad categories based on

the maturity level:

I. Applications that already exist in the marketplace.

II. Applications in the development phase that primarily involve tech-

nology integration. Here system requirements are well defined and

practical integration is the major challenge.

III. Applications requiring a basic technology breakthrough to accom-

plish the requirements. The requirements are mostly known but

implementation technologies are not fully available.

IV. Applications which are not completely defined but are more in the

idea phase. These typically have to do with providing cognitive

xv



functionality and the like. The technology requirements are not

clearly defined but expectations exist.

From a research perspective the last three categories are of interest.

One can map ideas in the appropriate categories to determine require-

ments and challenges. The number order reflects the degree of challenge

which consequently is related to the time frame for practical implementa-

tion as depicted in figure-1. Also depicted in the figure is the increasing gap

between system level ideas and practical technology capabilities.

The process of top down innovation in AmI has been addressed in

numerous conferences, seminars and publications in the past. To comple-

ment this effort, a symposium was held to emphasize the bottom-up

process to help bridge the gap between the top-down thinkers and the

bottom-up innovators. This book is based on the contributions to the

symposium ‘‘Hardware Technology Drivers of Ambient Intelligence

(AmI)’’, held on Dec 9-10, 2004 at The Koningshof, Veldhoven, the

Netherlands. Technical experts from around the world were invited to

present developments in various hardware technologies, relevant to AmI.

Defining the term AmIware for these hardware technologies, the authors

were asked to identify the drivers of their respective technologies with

I II III IV
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Figure 1. The AmI Application categories and the capability gap.
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regard to AmI applications. Key hardware technologies were selected

based on their relative importance in AmI applications.

The book begins with a broad overview of the physical layer of AmI

applications and is followed by five sections covering key technologies that

are relevant to AmI applications:

. Wireless communications

. Smart sensors

. Low power electronics

. Energy supply and management

. Enabling technologies and devices

Papers in each section cover different elements of hardware technolo-

gies, describe the state of the art and identify challenges that need to be

addressed to bridge the capability gap shown in figure-1. A concluding

chapter summarizes and adds to the key hardware challenges that need to

be addressed in the future.

It is hoped that this bottom-up effort to identify some of the main

hardware technologies (AmIware) and the challenges involved will inspire

top-down thinkers to devise meaningful AmI applications and solutions.

Bridging the existing gap between the system architects and the hardware

technologists will allow us to create truly rewarding consumer applications

that will improve our quality of life.

Satyen Mukherjee

Philips Research
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Foreword

Hugo De Man

Professor Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

Senior Research Fellow IMEC

Ambient intelligence (AmI) refers to the vision of a world in which secure,

trustworthy computing and communication will be embedded in every-

thing and every-body. This will create a pervasive, context aware electron-

ics ambient that is adaptive and sensitive to the presence of people. It is all

about cooperating electronic systems that will enrich human experience

and improve the quality of life in an unobtrusive way.

So far much attention has been paid to application scenarios that often

look like dreams in a far future. It is now time to pay attention to the

realities of hardware technologies and engineering art needed to realize

these dreams. This book is one of the first to fill the gap between scenario

dreams and hardware reality. It is a compilation of contributions to an

international workshop on state-of-the-art hardware suited for ambient

intelligent systems organized by Philips NV in December 2004.

Ambient intelligent systems are very heterogeneous in nature and

require the smooth cooperation between a wide variety of hardware

technologies. Design of such systems is interdisciplinary by nature and

requires an intense dialog between specialists of multiple domains. This

book reports on the dialog between such specialists working on hardware

issues that fit within the framework of AmI systems.

Personal healthcare and wellness, smart home systems and the progress

of communication networks are taken as the system drivers in this book.

These driving applications define the AmI framework, which consists

of tether less networking between people and objects, of transducer net-

works to sense and actuate the ambient and the human body, of inter-

facing to the human senses, and of wearable or stationary embedded

computing to provide intelligence, interpretation and smart interaction

when necessary.

xxi



Pervasive to all of the above is the extreme requirement on the energy

efficiency of all hardware components either because they are nomadic

(small size battery or fuel cell powered) or because they are cheap such that

cooling cost and packaging must be minimized or, last but not least,

because sensors and actuators must be autonomous also from an energy

standpoint. This leads to the concept that they must scavenge their energy

from the ambient itself. All of this introduces great challenges that cover a

wide spectrum of hardware technologies.

Wearable computing and communication systems operating on huge

databases of audiovisual data will require ‘‘More Moore’’ i.e. further

relentless scaling of digital devices down to the nano-scale dimensions to

provide the giga-scale complexity required by AmI computing and data-

storage within the energy constraints discussed above, while keeping em-

bedded software programmability to provide flexibility and adaptivity. As

all AmI systems have to communicate with the analog nature of human

interfaces particular challenges occur to analog electronics in a nano-

scaled device world. These ‘‘More Moore’’ issues are covered in the section

on Low Power Anaolog and Digital Electronics and Technology.

Next to the above world of ‘‘More Moore’’ there is the world of ‘‘More

than Moore’’. This refers to the plethora of hardware technologies on top

of CMOS that are needed for interfacing to the real world and to the

human body and senses. Sensors are a crucial part of all AmI systems

leading to exciting requirements on MEMS, on cheap but ever more

powerful optical sensors as well as on biosensors to couple bionics to

electronics while no sensor is complete without appropriate packaging

technology. These issues are covered in the section on Smart Sensors.

But AmI is also about providing experience to people and hence actuators

must provide natural light, sound and image experience to people. The

section on Actuation provides us with state-of-the art realizations in solid-

state lighting, flexible displays and the latest in high quality sound repro-

duction within an extremely small form factor.

Last but not least, the section on power supply and energy scavenging

pays attention to one of the key technologies of nomadic devices and

transducer nodes: power supply and power management. Opportunities

and limitations on energy scavenging are reported and recent progress in

flexible batteries with highly improved efficiencies are reported. This book

is one of the first to bring all these hardware aspects together under one

cover. It is recommended to all engineers involved in the realization of the

AmI dream and is an inspiring source to create a dialog between the many

hardware disciplines that must become interoperable to create a working

AmI system. It is precisely that global system aspect that makes AmI such

xxii Foreword



an exciting discipline that promises to have a great impact on society and

on economical progress.

Leuven, March 2005
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Chapter 1.1

AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE: THE NEXT WAVE IN

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

Rick Harwig
Philips Research Eindhoven

rick.harwig@philips.com

The history of consumer electronics has been marked by major advances in

each of the past three decades, the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Our present era

(2000–2010) holds the promise of even more exciting technological pro-

gress. The seventies (1970–1980) could be called the era of the ‘‘hardware

wave’’ when major consumer electronic (CE) devices, such as TVs and

VCRs, were primarily hardware-based and product differentiation came

from component technologies and system architectures. As component

technologies matured and became commoditized, software became the

key factor in product innovation, contributing to differentiation in device

applications such as the CD player and the PC. Thus, 1980–1990 could be

called the ‘‘software decade.’’ With the nineties (1990–2000) came the

‘‘network wave’’ when markets became flooded with devices such as the

mobile phone. The Internet took off in a major way and the world became

increasingly more connected through all kinds of information systems. The

networks and their performance were the differentiators. The present era

(2000–2010) belongs to a new class of technologies called ambient intelli-

gence (AmI). AmI, along with commodity hardware, standardized soft-

ware, and networks that are becoming ubiquitous, is transforming the

way that we utilize and experience traditional products and services. AmI

will manifest itself in many ways and affect our lifestyle in a fundamental

manner. Characterized by invisible electronics embedded in our environ-

ment (ambient) the AmI system will be capable of automatically responding

to our needs and even desires (intelligence). This vision has been embraced

by the European Union with a 3.6 billion Euro ICT program until 2006.

3
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The need for AmI can be traced back to the dark ages when people

were at the mercy of nature with little control over their environment.

Improvements came gradually until the era of broadcast radio and televi-

sion which represented a major leap toward allowing ready access to

information. Today with mobile phones and the internet, information

access is unrestricted in space and time. In the coming era AmI will

bring us a step further in enhancing our lives and simplifying control of

our environment.

From the consumer electronics point of view the most striking change

in the living room between the last century and the next will be the

disappearance of the entertainment boxes (TV, VCR, DVD player, and

PC) and the appearance of an ambience (characterized by unobtrusive

displays and sound reproduction systems) that surrounds the user in a

simple manner but makes a profound difference in the user’s overall living

experience (Figure 1.1–1).

Philips has been engaged in the revolutionizing technology of AmI for

some years now and has introduced a number of products to the market.

The ambilight TV, for example, automatically adjusts the ambient light

around a TV to extend the image viewing experience beyond the bound-

aries of the physical display as shown in Figure 1.1–2.

Electronic paper is another example of AmI where information is made

conveniently available everywhere in a flexible manner. In the healthcare

domain an example of particular interest to the physician is the 3D image

rendering of vital organs, such as the human heart in real time as shown in

Figure 1.1–3.

There are a number of key hardware technologies in the semiconductor

arena that contribute to AmI applications. Important among them is the

systems-in-package (SiP) that allows multiple functions to be integrated in

one component module for a variety of applications. The celebrated Moor-

es’s law has allowed increasing functionality in system-on-chip (SoC) using

digital CMOS technologies and primarily addressing computation applica-

tions. With the addition of components such as RF circuits, high voltage

circuits, different types of sensors and even microfluidics and solid state

light sources in the same SiP, implementation of AmI systems is moving

closer to reality. The range of technologies and devices that can be inte-

grated in a SiP are shown in Figure 1.1–4.

The near field communication (NFC)-enabled mobile phone is one of

the recent applications introduced by Philips for a broad range of uses

including mobile banking, money transactions, building access, public

transport access, information display anywhere on the move, micropay-

ment, and e-business cards as shown in Figure 1.1–5. This product in-

volves a concerted effort between Philips, Sony, and Nokia.

4 Chapter 1.1



AmI now represents embedded systems that are context aware, person-

alized, adaptive, and anticipatory to our needs and desires. Several insti-

tutions and companies around the globe are engaged today in various

aspects of this exciting development, and a technology ecosystem is devel-

oping to address this field. Hardware advances continue to be one of the

major drivers towards commercialization.

Figure 1.1–1. The change in the living room from the last century (above) to the next

(below) enabled by ambient intelligence (AmI).
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Figure 1.1–2. Philips ambilight TV.

Figure 1.1–3. 3D image rendering (of the human heart) for professional and consumer

applications.
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Figure 1.1–4. The domains of SoC and SiP.

Figure 1.1–5. NFC-enabled mobile phone and various application opportunities.
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Chapter 1.2

THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF AMBIENT

INTELLIGENCE

Henk van Houten
Philips Research Eindhoven

henk.van.houten@philips.com

Abstract Ambient intelligence (AmI) refers to future digital environments that are

sensitive and responsive to the presence of people. This chapter addresses some challenges at

the device level that need to be overcome to be able to realize a physical layer for AmI. As

we will show, the physical layer of AmI cannot be realized by Moore’s law type of

innovation alone. The nontraditional functionality and form factors of the required devices

call for heterogeneous integration and miniaturization approaches. The key enabling tech-

nologies are system-in-package(SiP) and large-area electronics. The soaring complexity of

innovation in this field calls for open innovation approaches.

Keywords ambient intelligence; autonomous microdevices; displays; large area elec-

tronics; open innovation; sensors and actuators; solid state lighting; system-in-package

1. INTRODUCTION

Ambient intelligence (AmI) refers to future digital environments that

are sensitive and responsive to people [1]. We note that many other

companies and institutes are studying concepts similar in spirit to AmI

[2]. The concept of AmI has been studied primarily from a systems

perspective, combining visionary insights from social science and com-

puter science, and stressing the new experiences that will be enabled by

future technologies. The AmI vision can be applied to very diverse appli-

cation environments, varying from homes, offices, or cars to homes for the

elderly and hospitals. It refers to all human senses: sight, hearing, touch,

smell, and perhaps even taste. It also refers to a wide range of human

9
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emotional and intellectual needs, from comfort, pleasure, and entertain-

ment to safety, security, and health. In this chapter, we present an over-

view of the challenges that this vision poses to innovation in the field of

devices and microsystems, which constitute the building blocks for the

physical layer of AmI.

As we will discuss, the physical layer of AmI cannot be realized by

Moore’s law type of innovation alone. Next to mainstream system-on-chip

(SoC) solutions for signal processing, solid state storage, and control, we

expect that the nontraditional functionality and form factors of the re-

quired devices for ambient intelligent environments will require heteroge-

neous integration and a variety of miniaturization technologies. This

inspires new paradigms in microelectronics, such as system-in-package

(SiP) solutions, large area electronics, and textile electronics.

The SiP concept applies to quite diverse technology and application

areas, ranging from sensors and actuators, RF modules for mobile com-

munication devices, solid state lighting to health care devices, such as

biosensors or cardiac pacemakers. The challenges include miniaturization

and special packaging, allowing for a variety of input–output functional-

ities. Autonomous wireless sensor nodes, accepted to be essential compon-

ents of ambient intelligent environments, pose the additional challenge of

operation without having to replace batteries regularly, which requires

ultra low power operation, and energy scavenging techniques.

Large area electronics has been developed in particular with active

matrix displays as application carrier, and with amorphous or polycrys-

talline silicon on glass as the technology of choice. Polymer electronics is

an emerging technology, which will allow large area flexible devices to be

manufactured on plastic substrates, eventually using roll-to-roll technol-

ogy. In addition to flexible displays, applications may include low cost RF

tags, solar cells, or electronics embedded in paper. Light emitting polymers

are being explored for display applications, but increasingly also as large

area light sources. We predict that a cross fertilization will occur between

the display and the lighting application domains, leading to new products

such as pixel lamps. These can be used to generate special lighting effects,

and novel user interfaces.

Finally, it will be a characteristic of ambient intelligent environments

where electronics will be integrated in almost everything, including soft or

deformable objects, such as furniture, curtains, or clothing. This field is

known as textile electronics, which can be approached in quite different

ways. One approach is to make functional fibers, which are subsequently

woven into a fabric. Another is to integrate discrete electronic building

blocks (made by SoC, SiP, or large area electronics technologies) into

textile fabrics.
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In the following sections, the physical layer of AmI is discussed while

focusing on examples and concluding with remarks on the necessity of

open innovation approaches in order to manage the soaring complexity

associated with this field.

2. THE ROOTS OF AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE

The concept ofAmIbuilds upon the pioneeringwork by MarkWeiser on

ubiquitous computing. A computer has already progressed enormously

from the 1970’s powerful mainframe, enshrined in a dedicated computing

building, to the present day’s almost equally powerful personal desktop

computers and portable notebooks. The usage paradigm has remained

essentially the same: input of data through typing on a keyboard, and

output of data through a display. Weiser’s vision was to make computers

effectively invisible to the user, by having them distributed throughout the

physical environment [3]. The display remains as the device to interact with.

Weiser describes three such devices, ranging from a wall-sized inter-

active board (like an office whiteboard), a much smaller note pad, and

really small devices called tabs. The tabs are of the size of the text on the

spine of a book, or a post-it note. In a typical environment, the user would

interact with one or two boards, tens of pads, and a swarm of tabs.

The essential point is that these computing devices should be unobtru-

sive: their size is determined by the display, and the rest is invisible. Many

more unobtrusive devices are conceivable that do not have a display, for

example sensor and actuators. These can be even smaller, leading to the

concept of ‘‘smart dust’’ [4].

A second major pillar behind the concept of AmI is the work on

intelligent social user interfaces by Nass and Reeves [5]. They wrote an

influential book ‘‘The Media Equation’’, subtitled ‘‘How people treat

computers, television, and new media like real people and places’’. Nass

and Reeves found that human attributes like emotion, and aspects of

human behavior like politeness, equally apply to the interaction of man

with modern machines. Designing an effective user interface calls for an

understanding of such psychological phenomena.

3. THE VISION OF AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE

Philips has defined AmI as digital environments that are sensitive and

responsive to the presence of people. It is not a purely technical vision but a

people oriented vision. The emotional dimension is crucial. In this sense it
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can be seen as a marriage of the unobtrusive computing world of Mark

Weiser, and the sociological vision of human–media interaction of Nass

and Reeves.

Putting emphasis on the emotional aspects is fully in line with an

understanding of how the economic added value progresses through the

stages of extracting commodity goods or materials (such as silicon or

glass) to producing finished products out of the basic materials (such as

an IC or a compact disc player) to delivering content or services (like

music on a CD or broadcasting a movie) to staging experiences (like

attending a live opera at La Scala in Milan). Putting it in a different

way—people are prepared to pay substantially more for a cup of coffee

at the Champs Elysées in Paris than at the office coffee machine. This is

why in commercials a photo camera is not presented as a box one can

shoot pictures with but as a tool to capture valuable or dear memories.

In a world where computing devices are ‘‘invisible,’’ because they

disappear into the background, it becomes even more important for

companies to find innovative ways to capture the value. This must be

done through selling experiences rather than products.

This vision requires electronic functions that are seamlessly integrated

with the home, car, or office environment. These functions will be

integrated in lifestyle products. Appliances will be smart, forming self-

configuring networks. Wearable electronics, artificial intelligence, and

sophisticated user interface functionality will be required.

Studies of human behavior will have to reveal whether people actually

like to give orders to a picture on the wall, whether they would like to have

their friends being ‘‘telepresent’’ while they are watching a soccer game in

the living room. Will people appreciate having a wearable personal assist-

ant that continuously monitors a number of biological functions, such as

blood pressure or heart rate variability? Will they want the music and

lighting atmosphere in their living room to adapt automatically to their

unarticulated preferences? Philips Research has recently opened a ‘‘Home

Lab’’ where such questions are being addressed by interdisciplinary teams

through carefully designed and monitored experiments.

What does it take for an environment to be truly ‘‘ambient intelligent’’?

A key requirement is that many invisible or unobtrusive devices should be

distributed throughout the environment. These should be context aware,

in that they should know about their situational state. These devices

should also be personalized, so that their function is tailored towards a

specific user’s needs. They should be adaptive, able to learn and recognize

people. Ultimately, they should be anticipatory, wherein the user’s desires

are anticipated without the need for input by commands.
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The scientific community tends to address these requirements from the

perspective of the higher architectural layers of the system. Indeed, here

one may find many interesting computer science challenges, such as data

and content management, and dealing with data stored onto many differ-

ent storage devices incorporated into a network. There is a strong link

with connectivity problems, such as pervasive wireless networks, ubiqui-

tous communication, or peer-to-peer computing. At a more subtle level,

issues such as trust and privacy are very important, with associated

disciplines, such as digital rights management, encryption, and biometric

identification. User interface technologies, such as speech recognition and

synthesis, or computer vision will be highly relevant as well. The ultimate

system level challenge will be to design algorithms and programs for

computational intelligence and contextual awareness.

4. PHYSICAL LAYER CHALLENGES

Much less attention has been devoted so far to the physical layer of

AmI, probably because of the implicit assumption that the Moore’s law

type of progress will provide all the technology that will be required.

Weiser has mentioned some generic hardware issues: ultra low power

computing, low-power small range communication (tiny cellular systems,

with cells measuring just a cubic meter), and the realization of interaction

devices, such as special pens for his digital whiteboards.

However, as discussed in this chapter, the physical layer of AmI is

much richer than this. For example, we will need flexible displays that can

be integrated into a variety of objects. We will have to invent soft controls

and wearable displays for user interfaces integrated into garments or

furniture. Smart RF identification tags, able to measure a variety of

environmental parameters, will have to be incorporated into objects. A

range of sensor and actuator functions will be required, with CMOS-

enabled intelligence, integrated in miniature packages. These will also

have to have a wireless communication function. And ideally, they

would need to ‘‘scavenge’’ their energy from wherever and what is avail-

able in their environment. In the following paragraphs, a number of such

physical layer challenges are discussed, without any claim to completeness.

4.1. Displays Everywhere

In an ambient intelligent world, displays will be virtually everywhere.

First of all, we will need large flat screens integrated in the walls of our living

roomsoronourdesks.For this purpose, liquid crystal displayswith thin film
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transistors are the current winning technology. LCD panel sizes are increas-

ing steadily, and costs are coming down. Many of the performance issues,

such as a limited viewing angle have been resolved. LCD panels are rapidly

penetrating in the monitor market, and LCD-TV will be the next wave.

Manufacturing larger and larger LCD panels is requiring huge capital

investments. It is intriguing to think about new ways to manufacture LCD

panels, with the aim of achieving a cost breakthrough. For example, one

may think of printing technologies to define the active matrix. It has been

demonstrated by Philips Research that displays can be made using a

bottom-up technology. Starting with a single substrate containing a pat-

tern of interdigitated electrodes, this so-called stratified LCD technology

[6] allows the formation of LCD cells using photoinduced phase separ-

ation and polymerization. Such a technology would eliminate one of the

very large glass plates, and the associated complex handling issues.

LCD technology will clearly be an enabler for the realization of the

vision of ubiquitous displays. A recent example is the so-called ‘‘Mirror

TV’’ launched in 2003 by Philips. By integrating an LCD display behind a

semitransparent mirror, display functionality is added to the bathroom

mirror. This enables entirely new ambient intelligent applications.

LCD panels have various limitations as well. For example, they require

a backlight. An emerging emissive display technology that does not re-

quire a backlight and offers very high quality color images, are active

matrix panels with light emitting organic materials. There are currently

two routes being pursued: conjugated polymers and oligomers. The small

molecules require deposition by evaporation in vacuum, which is a rela-

tively expensive method. The polymers are soluble and can be processed

Figure 1.2–1. A rollable display using a polymer electronics active matrix.
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by spin coating or ink-jet printing. Full color inkjet-printed polymer-

matrix displays suitable for high quality television applications have

been shown to be possible. With emissive polymers, new types of displays

can be made in principle, such as dual sided displays, or a transparent

display integrated onto a window’s pane.

Eventually, one would like to develop a reflective display technology

that would offer high contrast images even under conditions of bright

sunlight. Both LCD and polymer LED displays suffer from poor daylight

contrast. A contender in the race towards developing real ‘‘electronic

paper’’ is the electrophoretic display technology that is being developed

jointly by e-ink and Philips. The principle is based on electrophoretic

separation of white and black particles that are suspended in a liquid

cell. It has now been demonstrated that gray scales are possible using

sophisticated electrical switching strategies. The realization of full color

electronic paper remains a challenge. A recent contender in this race is the

electrowetting display, invented at Philips Research Laboratories [7].

One would like to have flexible displays as well, ranging from weakly

curved displays that can be made conformal to the shape of an object or

that can be integrated onto non-flat surfaces, such as car dashboards to

displays that can be rolled up into a cylindrical container to paper like

displays. Flexible displays are being investigated based on many of the

known flat display principles. The manufacturing of the active matrix is

one of the real challenges. LCD and e-ink panels can be switched with

relatively low currents, and can probably be based on an amorphous

silicon active matrix on flexible substrates. Organic LED displays demand

larger driving currents, and will probably require a polycrystalline silicon

active matrix. Polymer electronics is also a candidate technology for

driving flexible displays. A desired breakthrough would be the invention

of semiconducting organic materials with a much higher mobility than the

conjugated polymers used so far. This would enable the realization of a

fully organic display technology optimal for flexible displays. However,

already today it is possible to make reflective flexible displays based on an

electrophoretic display principle, in combination with a polymer electron-

ics backplane (see Figure 1.2–1, courtesy of Polymer Vision).

4.2 Sensing and Control

AmI calls for a multitude of different sensors to be embedded in

the environment and into objects. As stated by Estrin et al, ‘‘interfacing

to the physical world is arguably the single most important challenge in

computer science today’’ [8].
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The main physical layer challenges in this domain are integration and

miniaturization, and function extension beyond measuring simple param-

eters, such as temperature, or pressure.

For known sensor principles, integration andminiaturization are the key

challenge. This is needed, because it will be necessary to have very low cost

sensors that can be unobtrusively integrated into objects. They will need to

be integrated with a certain amount of silicon electronics, for preprocessing

the data, for identification purposes, and for adding communication func-

tionality. Microsystems and SiP technology are rapidly emerging as en-

ablers for miniaturization of functions that cannot be realized using

mainstream SoC technology. Whereas most analog and digital signal pro-

cessing functions can now be integrated in standard IC processes, this is not

true for many sensor and actuator functions or for discrete components,

such as inductors, transformers, capacitors, and antennas, which require

specific physical materials properties for their proper functioning.

A wide range of physical parameters is easily accessible to measure-

ment, such as temperature or heat flow. The orientation and acceleration

of objects can be measured. Image capture is becoming a standard feature

on mobile phones. Miniaturization of mechanical functions, such as

zooming and focusing, will call for new types of adaptive optics. Philips

has invented a miniature camera, comprising a CMOS image sensor and a

tunable lens based on electrowetting (called Fluid Focus). Figure 1.2–2

illustrates various prototypes of this lens, showing the progression from a

research demonstrator to a solution that lends itself to mass manufactur-

ing. The phenomenon exploited in electro wetting lenses is the electric field

dependence of the contact angle of a liquid at the walls of a container [9].

Figure 1.2–2. Successive prototypes of the Fluid Focus lens.
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A rugged lens is made by adding a layer of oil on top of a layer of water. The

two liquids have a different refractive index, but the same specific density, so

that there are no undesired side effects of gravity or acceleration.

Also in the domain of function extension, microsystems technologies

are very promising. For example, acoustic MEMS microphones and loud-

speaker arrays in combination with phased-array technology and dedi-

cated signal processing will enable miniature adaptive highly directional

acoustic systems with obvious advantages for the suppression of back-

ground noise in mobile phones for speech recognition applications, and

for directed speech output.

The chemical composition of the air in a room will give useful infor-

mation that can be fed into air purification systems or in security systems

(think of the Anthrax scare). Analysis of breath can provide information

with a high clinical relevance (for example for patients suffering from

asthma). But one can also think of sports coach systems requiring infor-

mation on the lactate concentration in sweat. These applications will need

chemical sensors, or biosensors. Such sensors can be made using a variety

of different microsystems technologies, enhanced by surface modification

with suitable capture molecules. MEMS like technologies can be added to

manipulate gases or liquids.

The multitude of sensors embedded in ambient intelligent environ-

ments will have to communicate wirelessly to control systems, and pos-

sibly to each other. This calls for low power short-range communication

systems, with appropriately designed miniature antennas.

4.3 Autonomous Devices

The ultimate challenge in the field of AmI is to invent technologies for

smart and autonomous microsystems. Such microsystems would typically

need to incorporate sensor and communication functions. For applica-

tions where many autonomous devices are distributed throughout the

environment, it would clearly be impractical to replace batteries all the

time. Autonomous devices would therefore preferably be batteryless, tak-

ing their energy from the environment (visible or RF radiation, thermal

gradients, vibration . . . etc.). This is called energy scavenging.

An attractive practical example of an autonomous microdevice is

the wireless wall switch marketed by EnOcean [10]. This ‘‘push button’’

generates 50 mJ of electrical energy by converting the mechanical

energy associated with pushing the button on the switch, using a piezo-

electric transducer. This is enough to meet the power demands of the

electronic circuitry needed to transmit a payload of 250 bits using an RF
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link at a bit rate of 100 kbit/s, at an activation lifespan of 2.5 ms (20 mW

average power)

Familiar devices that can operate without a battery are the RF identi-

fication tags, that are rapidly becoming ubiquitous. These are passive

devices, wherein the energy is provided from an external RF field gener-

ated by the reader device. Such RF devices enable intuitive interaction

between devices and users through near field communication. Figure 1.2–3

shows a recently developed paper-thin RF tag made using ‘‘Silicon on

Anything’’. In fact, this tag is so thin that it can be integrated into value

paper.

Other wireless autonomous microsystems that are on the market today

are tire pressure sensors. A practical example of an active autonomous

microsystem is the quartz wristwatch powered by the irregular motion of

the wrist. Also motion powered pace makers have been developed based

on similar principles.

Various research laboratories have begun to study the design and

system requirements for networks of smart and autonomous microdevices

that operate in a collective fashion. The realization of such electronic dust

[4] will be essential to make the vision of AmI come true. So far, most

groups have focused on system design issues. Prototypes have been based

on off-the-shelf components with a limited level of integration. Typically,

a standard battery is used to power these early prototypes, and the battery

tends to determine the size of the system.

We expect that (wireless) energy supply will remain the key limiting

factor in the realization of ambient intelligent environments. Although

there are some interesting approaches to integrated microbatteries and

Figure 1.2–3. Paper-thin RF powered tag made using the ‘‘Silicon on Anything’’

technology.
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super capacitors, it is fair to say that progress in the energy storage density

of batteries is by far not as impressive as that of the digital technologies

mentioned above [11].

The amount of power that can be scavenged from the environment is a

function of system size and of the strength of the driving forces. Rabaey

has provided some estimates of attainable power levels [12] (Table 1.2–1):

From these numbers we can conclude that energy scavenging can

provide typically 10---1000 mW=cm2
for a device of cm dimensions under

normal conditions. It is of interest to contrast this to a typical battery, with

an energy density of 400 Wh/l. Assuming continuous operation during 10

years without any recharging, such a battery can provide a power of

4 mW=cm3
. Of course, this number would rapidly go up in case recharging

is allowed or if the operational lifetime could be shorter. For ambient

intelligent environments with swarms of smart sensors it will clearly be

impractical to exchange or recharge batteries.

Metrics from the field of IC design can be used to estimate what can be

done with limited power. We should consider both computation and

communication [13]. From the computational point of view, a power

range of 10---1000 mW=cm2
would enable 1–100 k operations per second

for the 0:18 mm CMOS technology node, neglecting leakage power. This

would be just enough for low data rate sensor applications. Moore’s law

type technology scaling would enable successively more complicated com-

puting applications, such as audio processing. Unfortunately, devices

optimized for high performance computing have a rather large leakage

power, typically 0:01 mW per device. For low complexity sensor applica-

tions, with 10000 devices, leakage power alone would already take as

much as 100 mW, and this problem gets worse with scaling.

From the communications point of view, we should focus on the short

range (on the order of meters). This is the realm of systems such as

Bluetooth (1 Mbit/s), Zigbee (80 kbit/s), or PicoRadio (1 kbit/s). From

these, only PicoRadio falls in the power consumption range of

10---1000 mW=cm2
. Typically, the energy required to transmit a single bit

over short ranges is in the order of 10–30 nJ. This energy does not scale

Table 1.2–1. Energy scavenging [12].

Energy source Power density

Vibrations 0:05---0:5mW=cm3

Sound pressure (100 dB) 1 mW=cm2

Temperature gradient (thermoelectric) 1---10 mW=K=cm2

Photovoltaic: direct sunlight 10mW=cm2

Photovoltaic: indoor 10 mW=cm2
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with Moore’s law. For the lowest bit rates, standby power (typically 50 mW)

is again a limiting factor.

Of course, a lot can be gained by proper system optimization. For

example, microsystems can be provided with a ‘‘sleep mode’’, so that

they consume power only intermittently, whereas energy scavenging is

functional continuously. Yet, it can be concluded safely that with real

smart dust type devices relying on energy scavenging or on a single non-

replaceable battery, very limited computing and communication is possible.

The realization of simple wireless sensor functions will undoubtedly be

feasible, but ubiquitous computing and communication based on wireless

and batteryless autonomous microdevices is likely to remain a dream.

4.4. Textile Electronics

We are used to thinking of consumer electronics in terms of self-con-

tained appliances, or ‘‘boxes.’’ There are circumstances where such boxes

are not the most convenient ways to package electronics. Think of a jogger

carrying an MP3 player. It is not convenient to operate the tiny controls of

such a device while jogging. Sportsmen, as well as elderly people, or

individuals with an identified health risk may well want some of their

body parameters to be monitored continuously. Examples are the electro-

cardiogram for sportsmen, or for heart patients, or the glucose concentra-

tion in the blood for diabetic patients.

Such cases call for electronics integrated into clothing. A first step

could be to integrate controls and sensors in apparel. Systems researchers

are already going a step further, and are investigating wireless ‘‘body area’’

sensor networks.

Device physicists and materials scientists need to come up with the

enabling technologies for this new field of ‘‘textile electronics’’ [14]. What

needs to be invented is soft controls, wiring and interconnect solutions,

flexible segmented displays for signaling functions, and integrated sensors.

One may also think of apparel woven from light emitting, or color chan-

ging fibers. By incorporating suitable fibers, also the textile itself can have

sensorial functions, for example to measure the degree of stretch [15].

The application of textile electronics is not limited to personal apparel.

Electronics can be incorporated in furniture, or soft furnishings (curtains

and wall paper) as well. A research group working at Infineon has devel-

oped a concept for ‘‘intelligent carpets’’[17]. These carpets are woven

fabrics containing conducting wires, connecting and powering a two-

dimensional array of (conventional silicon) chips. The chips form a self-

organizing network: it can be cut into any shape, without losing its

functionality. The carpet is provided with sensors, able to monitor
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temperature, pressure, or vibrations. This approach may also be used to

solve the energy supply problem of ‘‘smart dust’’ type of autonomous

microdevices, allowing truly ubiquitous computing.

Energy scavenging looks like a viable option in the domain of wearable

electronics. A human typically consumes 2500 kcal a day, or 10 MJ. This

corresponds to an average power of about 100 W, which roughly equals

the power consumption of a desktop computer. Starner [16] estimated that

while walking about 5 W may be recoverable using appropriate trans-

ducers. This may be enough for wearable computing.

4.5. Solid State Lighting

Light bulbs have provided the basic technology for the invention of

electronics based on vacuum tubes. Yet, illumination as an application

domain has remained relatively unaffected by electronics. Exceptions are

electronic ballasts for compact fluorescent lamps, and electronic dimmers.

However, we can expect that the emerging solid state lighting technologies

based on light emitting diodes will change this state of affairs [18]. There

are two major solid-state lighting technologies. The first is LEDs based on

heteroepitaxial growth of III-V semiconductors that have shown an expo-

nential increase in luminous efficacy, and they now offer very bright point

sources. An LED lamp containing red, green, and blue LEDs can be

controlled electronically to span a large part of the color triangle. In its

most complex manifestation, one may expect that LED lamps of the

future will encompass various LED dies, photo detectors and control

electronics for active color control, passive or active microoptics for

beam control, passive or active thermal management, and a wireless link.

Figure 1.2–4. Textile photonics: LED’s integrated into a pillow.
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Such lamps will be made using SiP technologies. An early prototype is

shown in Figure 1.2–5.

The second emerging solid state lighting technology is based on electro

luminescent amorphous organic semiconductors, which can be deposited

on large area substrates by evaporation (small molecules) or wet process-

ing technology (polymers) — just as in the organic displays described

above. Organic LED light sources will be ideal for large area diffusive

light sources (see Figure 1.2–6). They can be flexible, and of any shape.

They can be made to emit white light through the appropriate layer

composition or red, green and blue pixels can be made in combination

with some kind of a matrix-addressing scheme. It is also possible to make

transparent light emitting devices on glass, enabling new applications,

such as privacy or atmosphere providing windows.

It is expected that these LED technologies will show rapid growth in

special lighting markets, followed by a penetration in the general lighting

market. This will probably start with halogen lamp displacement. But

eventually, one can envision a more dramatic impact. They may not

require a socket because of the long lifetime of LEDs. In combination

with the increased design freedom in tailoring the shape of organic LEDs,

one can anticipate that entirely new types of luminaire will be designed.

Because of the added control over color and illumination intensity and

distribution, the distinction between the lamp of the future and a display

may become less sharp than we are used to. Perhaps the lamp of the future

will be a flat light-emitting surface that shall also function as a touch

screen, just like an interactive display. This way one could freely adapt

parts of the surface that would emit light. The added degrees of freedom in

Figure 1.2–5. Color tunable solid state lamps will be based on System–in-Package

technology.
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controlling the light output of solid-state lighting will also call for an

increased number of (light) sensors and control functions in the environ-

ment. Digital control and wireless networks will play a role in this appli-

cation domain as well. Solutions will eventually be found to provide

lighting tailored to the specific mood of the people present. This will call

for context awareness. Thus, the expected impact of solid-state lighting fits

very naturally with the vision of AmI.

5. MORE OF MOORE AND MORE THAN MOORE

5.1. System on Chip and System in Package

Microelectronics has become the most pervasive global industry with

products in almost any application domain, ranging from mobile commu-

nications, computing, and automotive electronics to personal healthcare,

security and identification. Innovation in mainstream silicon microelec-

tronics is following the path of Moore’s law all the way down to the

nanoelectronics size regime. In formulating his famous law, Gordon

Moore not only made a lucid prediction but also provided a clear direction

and time line for innovation in the semiconductor industry, which has

enabled the definition of internationally agreed roadmaps. Because of this,

the various actors in the industry ranging from materials suppliers to

toolmakers, IC manufacturers, and software houses can be fairly confi-

dent that their expenditures on R&D are timely, well directed and profit-

able. On an architectural level, the winning solution is the SoC approach.

Based on generic and standardized technology generations, a SoC

Figure 1.2–6. An organic light emitting diode.
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provides a solution based on modular IP blocks, which can be designed

using well-defined design rules with compact models describing the behav-

ior of the individual devices. Because of its programmability, a SoC can be

manufactured in large numbers for a range of applications, offering max-

imum reuse of costly design and testing effort.

Meanwhile, as described in this chapter, we are witnessing a diverse

branching off of progress in microelectronics beyond the one-dimensional

highway of Moore’s law. Further miniaturization of electronics requires

extensive integration of passive components, such as inductors and capa-

citors, which nowadays take up the majority of PCB area in, for example,

a mobile phone. This requires new approaches in materials, design and

processing as the traditional scaling rules for CMOS circuits do not apply

here. Another trend is the increasing incorporation of a rich variety of

novel functions into personal electronic systems. One may think of mini-

ature camera modules, a personal weather station, GPS, accelerometers,

biometric identification, and health monitoring systems. Apart from dedi-

cated non-CMOS semiconductor process features, such as high-voltage,

low power, analog, and radio frequency devices, non-semiconductor tech-

nologies too are needed to realize functions like integrated passives, or

mechanical and optical sensors (MEMS). Nanotechnology and biotech-

nology are around the corner, and they will have a dramatic impact on this

new class of sophisticated elements.

At an architectural level, the complexity can be addressed at least

partially, by the concept of SiP. Where a SoC minimizes the cost per

switch, a SiP focuses on achieving the highest value for a single packaged

microsystem. Added value in a SiP is achieved by integration of several

functions into a single module or package thereby combining electrical as

well as nonelectrical elements. The challenge for SiP will be to develop a

degree of standardization and reuse, so that an economically viable indus-

try can be built. Of course, the economics will be quite different for high

volume consumer applications and low volume professional applications,

for example health care.

5.2. Open Innovation Approaches

In the world of ‘‘more of Moore’’, the exploding costs of realizing

successive technology generations have become almost prohibitive. Deal-

ing with the soaring costs of innovation is today the number one challenge

for silicon microelectronics. The solution is offered by open innovation

approaches [19]. As an early adopter of this approach, Philips Research

has pioneered intensive partnerships in R&D. Thus, we are carrying

out our advanced silicon process technology research together with the
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Interuniversity Microelectronics Center (IMEC) in Leuven, Belgium. Phi-

lips semiconductors and its partners STMicroelectronics and Freescale

carry out the subsequent development and pilot manufacturing in the

Crolles 2 Alliance near Grenoble, France. By using advanced wafer foun-

dries, such as TSMC of Taiwan, cost sharing and risk reduction is

achieved in mass manufacturing as well.

The key challenge to be addressed in the new field of ‘‘More than

Moore’’ is managing the soaring complexity, caused by the bewildering

variety of applications and emerging technical solutions. Roadmaps are

virtually nonexistent, and the pursuits of material suppliers, toolmakers,

device makers, designers, and OEM customers are not yet well aligned.

Added to this are the pitfalls of the innovator’s dilemma: how to balance

investments in a new application based on unproven technology against

investing in the next generation of a predictable technology development?

In our view, the world of ‘‘More than Moore’’ can only become as

successful as silicon microelectronics if we succeed also in this field in

defining shared roadmaps, with attention for modular and platform solu-

tions, common modeling, simulation and design tools, and shared testing

strategies. This will call for intensive technology partnerships. Philips,

being a strong believer in open innovation, is pursuing this actively by

articulating and sharing our long-range application and technology vi-

sions with technology partners and key customers. We are also actively

engaged in a variety of joint R&D programs with our technology partners.

As a concrete step toward open innovation in the new field of SiP,

Philips Research has recently opened its new MiPlaza cleanroom at the

High Tech Campus in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. Facility sharing is

actively promoted here. Several third party start-up companies are already

using MiPlaza today. Also, we are working together with toolmakers and

with leading universities. It is our intention that MiPlaza will become a

highly interdisciplinary meeting place for academic and industrial re-

searchers in the field of microsystems and nanotechnology working to-

gether in a spirit of open innovation [20].

6. CONCLUSION

Summarizing, we hope to have provided an idea about the type of

physical layer challenges posed by vision of AmI. The major topics to

work on are: ubiquitous, flexible and reflective displays, extreme miniatur-

ization, and integration of new functions, such as sensors and actuators

with silicon logic, textile electronics, and solid-state lighting technologies.

A key bottleneck in the development of autonomous devices and
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ubiquitous computing is the energy supply of the distributed device nodes.

Open innovation approaches will be required to manage the soaring

complexity of this field.
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Abstract Successful deployment of wireless sensor and actuator networks in sufficient

numbers to provide true ambient intelligence requires the confluence of several disciplines

including networking, low power RF and digital IC design, MEMS techniques, energy

scavenging, and packaging. Progress in each of these areas has been documented and proof-

of-concept prototypes have been tested. Research in RF transceiver design utilizing bulk

acoustic wave resonators has yielded fully integrated, ultralow power transceivers. Novel

digital circuit design techniques, including aggressive power management, robust subthres-

hold logic operation, and ultralow voltage SRAM with data retention enable efficient

computation. These technological advances should be accompanied by novel opportunistic

networking and media access techniques to provide robustness and decrease the duty cycle

of the node. Future challenges include the integration of a sub-50 mW carrier sense detector

for asynchronous and non-beaconed receiver wake-up, efficient hybrid energy scavenging

power generation, and cheap, robust three-dimensional packaging techniques.

Keywords leakage reduction; MEMS; RF CMOS; SRAM

1. INTRODUCTION

The successful large-scale deployment of wireless sensor networks

(WSN) will yield large benefits for environmental, medical, and security
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monitoring applications [1]. A truly ubiquitous deployment is economic-

ally feasible only when the cost and size of the individual elements become

negligible. Achieving such a diminutive stature requires a minimal number

of components, favoring those that are inexpensive, have a high level of

integration, and have simple packaging and assembly requirements. In

addition, the cost of deployment and maintenance of the network should

be negligible. The physical implementation of an individual network node

is constrained by three important metrics: power, cost, and size. These

requirements are outlined below.

. Power: To reduce installation cost and to allow flexible deployment,

most nodes must be untethered and have their own energy

source. Frequent replacement of the energy source is infeasible be-

cause it would result in a high maintenance cost. Thus, the nodes

must scavenge their energy from the environment. This requires

the average power dissipation of the node to be extremely low

(< 100 mW).

. Low Cost Implementation: For commercial viability, the cost/area of

the wireless sensor network mesh must be very small. For network

reliability, the node density (nodes/area) must be high. Thus, the cost

of each node must be extremely small (<$1US).

. Small Form-Factor: Embedding the components into the infrastructure

of daily life (walls, furniture, lighting, etc.) requires a small form factor

for each node. For many scenarios, sizes smaller than 1 cm3 are neces-

sary. A very high level of integration is mandatory if such small

dimensions are to be achieved.

This chapter discusses circuits and technologies aimed at realizing the

ubiquitous deployment of WSNs. We begin with an exploration of ad-

vancements in digital computation that reduce active and standby power

requirements. Recent and future research in RF communications links is

then described.

2. EFFICIENT DIGITAL COMPUTATION

As process dimensions and supply voltages decrease, the CMOS leak-

age power becomes a significant component of the total power budget.

This is particularly true for sensor nodes because the low duty cycle means

that a large portion of the total time is spent idling. This section describes

techniques to reduce the leakage power consumption of the digital com-

putational blocks and embedded memory.
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2.1 Advanced Power Management

Power management is critical in ambient, wireless devices to maximize

battery life or enable operation on scavenged energy. Numerous leakage

reduction techniques for logic have been explored, including using non-

minimum device length, stack effect, reverse-body-bias, sleep transistors,

and MTCMOS [2,3]. The most dramatic savings are attained by the latter

three techniques, which are run-time strategies that have an active mode

and a low-leakage sleep mode. A power manager is thus required to

control the mode of the various subsystems in the node.

To make an informed decision about when to switch modes, the power

managermustcollectdata fromthevarioussubsystems.Eachsubsystemthat

can be controlled independently forms a power domain (PD). A common

interface for eachPD facilitates compositionof thePDs into a complete low-

power system. Within each PD, related input/output (I/O) signals are bun-

dled into ports that can be either open or closed. When the port is closed, a

signal wall forces all I/Os to a known state. This prevents spurious external

signaling from corrupting a PD that is in sleep mode [4]. A PD can influence

the port states by issuing power control messages through the common

interface. Compatible ports on different PDs are directly connected, but

the ability to actually communicate is controlled by the power manager.

An example of this power management architecture is the PicoRadio

Charm digital protocol processor. The chip integrates a synthesized 8051-

compatible embedded microcontroller with 64 kB of RAM, two 1 kB

packet queues, a custom data-link layer, a neighborhood management

subsystem, digital baseband logic, a location computation subsystem, and

several standard interfaces enabling connection of arbitrary sensors and

actuators. These functions are divided into eight PDs, all controlled by a

centralized power manager (system supervisor). This supervisor is pro-

grammed with the connectivity between all the ports in the system and

keeps track of which ports are currently open. Its basic power policy permits

a PD to sleep when a port is closed on both sides and the PD is idle. A PD is

reactivated when another PD opens a connected port. This method is

particularly suitable for event-driven systems like sensor nodes. False

wake-ups never occur because the power manager simply reacts to pending

events. However, it is possible for the supervisor to put a block to sleep that

will be awoken before the minimum idle time is reached (on the order of

hundreds of microseconds). Since the expected time between external events

is on the order of milliseconds, minimal false alarms are expected.

The leakage suppression method used in the Charm chip is a switched

virtual supply rail that retains the state of the PD during sleep mode. It is

implemented as a power control switch (PCS) cell that is added to the
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standard cell library. When a PD is active, a power switch in the PCS

connects the active voltage (VDDHI ¼ 1:0 V) to the virtual power rail. Since

the control signals have sufficient swing to prevent a threshold-drop, a

smaller NMOS switch connects a lower retention voltage (VDDLO ¼ 0:3 V)

when the PD is sleeping. The cells are placed using a script that easily

integrates into an industry standard place and route design flow. No

changes to the standard cell library are required. The retention voltage is

generated by an on-chip, switched-capacitor voltage converter.

The Charm chip, shown in Figure 2.1–1, is implemented in a 0:13 mm

triple-well, bulk digital CMOS process with six metal layers.

The chip is (2:7� 2:7)mm2 and integrates 3.2 M transistors. The power

manager core utilizes 1574 gates. The next section describes how the

embedded SRAM memory leakage for this chip can be reduced.

2.2. Ultralow Data Retention Voltage SRAM

A large percentage of the leakage power in the Charm chip is dissipated

in the embedded SRAM. Thus, this section contains a detailed analysis of

how to reduce the SRAM leakage while maintaining the state. The most

effective circuit level techniques are to lower the supply voltage and

increase the transistor threshold voltage. Dynamic techniques include

putting inactive sections into standby mode, such as lowering the supply

to a minimal retention voltage. The idle time between active bursts is

usually long (> 1 ms) so switching the entire SRAM module to standby

mode is feasible. This scheme can effectively suppress the leakage of entire

SRAM block as a whole. To preserve the memory contents while maxi-

mizing power savings during the low voltage standby mode, the minimum

reliable data retention voltage (DRV) should be used. We now present an

analysis of the minimal DRV for a 6T SRAM cell.

2.2.1. Ultralow voltage data retention analysis

The circuit structure of a common 6T SRAM cell is shown in Figure

2.1–2. During standby mode, the bitline voltages are set to VDD. When

Figure 2.1–1. Charm protocol processor.
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VDD is reduced to the DRV, all six transistors in the SRAM cell operate in

the subthreshold region. Thus, the data retention strongly depends on the

subthreshold current conduction behavior of the transistors.

To reliably preserve the state of the cell, the feedback loop must be

regenerative and have high stability. Regeneration requires the cross-

coupled inverters to have a loop gain greater than one. Stability of an

SRAM cell can be measured with the static noise margin (SNM) [5]. As

shown in Figure 2.1–3a, the SNM is graphically represented as the area

between the voltage transfer characteristic (VTC) curves of the cross-

coupled inverters. As VDD is lowered, the loop gain is reduced and the

SNM falls to zero. Note that the VTC curves in this figure represents worst

case variations in both inverters.

Thus, if VDD is reduced below the DRV, the inverters can switch to the

other biased state determined by the deteriorated inverter VTC curves,
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Figure 2.1–2. Standard 6T SRAM cell structure.
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corrupting the stored data. The DRV of an SRAM cell can be determined

by solving the subthreshold VTC equations of the two internal data-

holding inverters. Transistor currents involved in DRV analysis are dom-

inated by the drain–source leakage in current technologies.

The DRV is dependent upon process and temperature variations. Mis-

match between the two internal inverters has a strong impact on its

DRV. Simulation data in Figure 2.1–3b plots the change in DRV value

versus the magnitude of variations in an SRAM cell. Local mismatch

among transistors results in substantial DRV increase. Based on a

0:13 mm technology model, with 3s local Vth mismatch, the DRV is

70 mV higher than the ideal case with perfect matching. Global parameter

shifting has a much weaker impact on DRV.

2.2.2. SRAM test chip implementation and measurements

A 4 KB SRAM test chip with dual rail standby control was implemen-

ted in a 0:13 mm technology (Figure 2.1–4b) to verify the DRV model and

explore the potential of leakage suppression using this method. As shown

in Figure 2.1–4a, the SRAM supply rails are connected to the standard

and standby VDD through power switches. The test chip contains a 4 KB

SRAM module and a switched-capacitor converter that generates the

calculated DRV with 85% conversion efficiency [6].

The DRV is measured by monitoring the data retention capability of

an SRAM cell with different values of standby VDD. The actual DRV for

each of the 32K SRAM cells is measured by monitoring the data retention

with different values of standby VDD. Figure 2.1–5a shows that the distri-

bution of the results ranges from 60 to 390 mV with a mean of 122 mV.

Such a wide range of DRV uncertainty reflects the existence of consid-

erable process variations or noise. Due to global variations, the lower end

VDD

Stby

5.1
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Conv

4KB 
SRAM

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1–4. (a) Standby leakage suppression scheme. (b) 0:13 mm test chip.
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of measured DRV is slightly lower than the 78 mV ideal DRV, assuming

perfect process matching. The long distribution tail reduces the leakage

achievable reduction using this method.

Leakage measurement results of the 4 KB SRAM are shown in Figure

2.1–5b. The shaded area in this figure indicates the range of measured

DRV (60–390 mV). Although the memory states can be preserved at sub-

400 mV VDD, the robustness of state preservation can be increased by

adding an extra guard band of 100 mV to the standby VDD. With the

resulting 490 mV standby VDD, SRAM leakage current can still be re-

duced by over 70%. Subsequently the leakage power, as the product of

VDD and leakage current, is reduced by about 85% compared to 1 V

operation.

2.3. Ultralow Voltage Digital Design

Reducing the power dissipation of future digital circuit and system

designs requires the adoption of drastic new design approaches, such as

operating under very low supply voltages (300 mV and below). Design

challenges for such ultralow voltage operation include performance deg-

radation and exaggerated variation effects, which can cause dramatic

losses in yield. However, innovative techniques at all levels can be applied

to enhance the system operation speed and robustness. For example,

effective error-correction schemes can help reduce the standby VDD of

an SRAM below the DRV, achieving a dramatic reduction in memory

leakage power. Other techniques include adaptive design methodologies

and yield-aware logic optimizations.
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3. LOW POWER RF COMMUNICATION LINKS

Experience and experimentation have shown that the radio frequency

(RF) communication link constitutes a majority of the power consump-

tion in wireless sensor nodes. Commercial low power transceivers typically

consume over 10 mW in both transmit and receive modes. In addition,

numerous external components are typically required for these implemen-

tations. The unique constraints placed on the transceiver by the wireless

sensor network application can be broken into three categories:

(1) Power Dissipation: Assuming a 100 mW node power budget, a 1%

transceiver duty cycle, and a 10% power allocation to the RF link,

the transceiver must consume approximately 1 mW when active.

(2) Integration: There exists a well-documented power/integration tra-

deoff in the design of RF transceivers. External filters, surface

mount inductors, low carrier frequencies, and special IC processes

enable low power designs. However, the 1 cm3 volume constraint

eliminates the luxury of multiple external components, or low car-

rier frequencies to relax the transceiver specifications.

(3) Agility: In an ad-hoc network scenario, the radio is idle or off mode

mostof the time,data communicationsare rare, andpackets are short.

Thus, it is essential that the radio start-up and acquisition be very

short to represent a small overhead in the overall packet duration.

This section describes design strategies and examples for how these

goals can be achieved.

3.1. MEMS/CMOS Codesign

The relatively new field of radio frequency microelectro-mechanical

systems (RF-MEMS) provides unique opportunities to RF transceiver

designers. This section provides background on RF MEMS and gives

insight into the opportunities presented by these new technologies.

The field of RF MEMS includes the design and utilization of RF filters,

resonators, switches, and other passive mechanical structures constructed

using integrated circuit fabrication techniques. These devices are already

available as discrete board-mounted components, primarily used to en-

hance the miniaturization of mobile phones [7]. RF-MEMS components

have the potential to be batch fabricated using existing integrated circuit

fabrication techniques. New capacitively driven and sensed structures

offer the potential of integration on the same substrate as the CMOS

circuitry. In addition, since the resonant frequency is set lithographically,
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and not by a deposition layer thickness, it is possible to fabricate devices

with many unique resonant frequencies on the same wafer.

A proof-of-concept, 2 GHz bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonator was

codesigned with a 0:18 mm CMOS oscillator [8]. The completed system is

shown in Figure 2.1–6. The BAW resonator die is wirebonded directly to

the CMOS chip. The elimination of surface mount quartz crystals, the low

power consumption, and the fast start-up time makes this a good candi-

date to replace the quartz-based PLL in low power, highly integrated, agile

transceivers.

3.2. Ultralow Power Receiver Architectures

The first BAW-based transceiver was shown in [9]. A two-channel

tuned radio frequency (TRF) architecture was chosen to demonstrate the

effectiveness of RF-MEMS resonators in low power transceivers. By

shifting the burden of channel selection from active components to passive

resonators, the transceiver size and power consumption was decreased. See

the transceiver block diagram in Figure 2.1–7.

The antenna feeds a 50 V impedance presented by the LNA. The LNA

drives a tuned LC load absorbing the capacitive input of two channel

select amplifiers (CSAs). Each CSA is tuned by a BAW resonator, which

performs receiver channel selection. Channel selection with passive high Q

filters eliminates the need for a PLL or mixers, reducing the start-up time

and power consumption of the receiver. Although two channels were used

in this implementation, the architecture is scalable to larger numbers of

channels (limited by the 200 MHz LNA bandwidth). In the future, ad-

vanced RF-MEMS technology will allow lithographically defined reson-

ant frequencies and integration of MEMS onto CMOS wafers. An RF

detector performs self-mixing of the signal to perform downconversion

BAW CMOS Ibias : 300 µA

Phase noise:
         −120 d Bc/Hz@100 kHz

Supply pushing:220 kHz/V

VDD: 1 V

200 µ
m

Startup time: 1 µs

Figure 2.1–6. 300 mW BAW-based 2 GHz oscillator.
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without a local oscillator (LO). See the receiver front-end schematic in

Figure 2.1–8.

The channel select amplifier provides gain to reduce the noise contri-

bution of the detector as well as to interface the electrical signal with the

acoustic resonator to perform high-Q filtering of the signal. The amplifier

must exhibit high RF gain with low power consumption while limiting the

extent to which the resonator is detuned. The BAW, used in the parallel

resonance mode, performs high Q filtering by presenting an high imped-

ance for a very narrow bandwidth (� 3 MHz) about its parallel resonant

frequency. However, for off-resonance frequencies, the resonator presents

Match LNA

CSA

CSA

RF
Detector

RF
Detector

BB

BB

Figure 2.1–7. Two-channel transceiver block diagram.
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Figure 2.1–8. Two-channel transceiver front-end schematic.
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a 1=jvC impedance (mechanically, off-resonance, the resonator is modeled

two parallel plates filled with an AlN, k ¼ 9 insulator). To provide bias

current to the active devices and reduce LF gain, a low load impedance at

DC is required.

However, at the signal frequency, the load impedance must be high to

avoid detuning the BAW resonator. Thus, an inductive structure is a

natural candidate. To avoid detuning of the BAW at 1.9 GHz, the bias

device must exhibit an impedance greater than 1500 V. This corresponds

to an inductance of 125 nH, which is marginally feasible to fabricate on-

chip. Even if possible, it would resonate with the parallel plates of the

BAW (2 pF) at 318 MHz, adding an out-of-band response to the receiver

input. It would also consume > 10,000 mm2 of silicon area. The use of an

active inductor, however, allows the realization of very high inductance

values and accurate control over the inductor Q.

The two-channel embodiment displays flexibility in terms of modula-

tion schemes; the receiver can detect two unique on–off keying (OOK)

data streams at two carrier frequencies or it can detect FSK. For dense

wireless sensor networks, it is anticipated that two separate OOK channels

will be used, with one reserved for beaconing. Changing between these two

modulation schemes can be accomplished with no receiver modifications,

and can be performed dynamically in either the analog or digital baseband

detection circuitry. The transceiver was implemented in a 0:13 mm stand-

ard CMOS process (Figure 2.1–9).

The (4� 4) mm2 CMOS die is wirebonded to the four-BAW resonator

die: two for transmit and two to receive. Both receive channels exhibit a

Figure 2.1–9. Low power two-channel transceiver implementation.
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3 MHz bandwidth and close gain matching. The loaded Q of the BAW

resonators in the receive chain is approximately 600. Receiver sensitivity

for a 12 dB SNR was measured at �78 dBm up to 40 kbps. As discussed

above, the agility of the receiver is crucial in a wireless sensor network

application. The enable-to-data latency of the receiver was measured to be

10 ms, much less than one symbol period. The total receiver current

consumption is 3 mA with both channels enabled.

To further reduce the power consumption of the receiver, a super-

regenerative architecture was explored. The design and implementation

is beyond the scope of this chapter. The super-regenerative receiver con-

sumes 400 mW and is implemented in 1 mm2 of standard 0:13 mm CMOS.

3.3. High-Efficiency Transmitter Architectures

Wireless sensor networks present new challenges to the RF transmitter.

This application requires (1) power shutdown of the transmitter when idle,

(2) a short turn-on time of the transmitter to minimize overhead power, (3)

a low transmit power of about 0 dBm (1 mW), and (4) a high global

transmitter efficiency.

We first examine the direct conversion transmitter, which is the work-

horse of today’s wireless systems, and later propose the direct modulation

transmitter, which is more suitable for low power ad-hoc wireless sensor

networks. Finally, we present the implementation of the direct modulation

transmitter.

3.3.1. Direct conversion transmitter

The direct conversion transmitter is the most common architecture in

today’s wireless transceivers. See Figure 2.1–10.

In the direct conversion transmitter, the data stream is processed by the

digital modulator to a suitable baseband signal before being converted

Digital
modulator

DAC

DAC

LPF

LPF Mixer

Mixer

90�

Low power
amplifier

Matching
networking

Antenna

0�

Frequency
synthesizer

Figure 2.1–10. Traditional direct conversion transmitter.
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into an analog waveform at the DAC. Next, the baseband signals are up

converted and boosted to the required power level by the power amplifier.

The matching network transforms the 50 V antenna to an optimal imped-

ance for efficient operation of the power amplifier.

An implementation of the direct conversion transmitter for wireless

sensor networks is reported in [10]. The transmitter delivers 0 dBm and

consumes a total of 30 mW, resulting in only 3.3% efficiency. The break-

down of the transmitter’s power consumption is as follows: frequency

synthesizer, 40%; PA, 48%; modulator, 1.8%; mixer, 10%. A careful an-

alysis reveals that the direct conversion transmitter is not suitable for

wireless sensor network applications for the following reasons:

(1) Highoverhead:Thepowerbreakdownabove shows that the frequency

synthesizer,modulatorandmixer consumemore than50%of the total

power. This is a high proportion compared to cellular applications

where the PA dominates the transmitter’s power consumption. The

radiatedpower incellular systems ismuchhigher (�30 dBm)thanthat

in wireless sensor networks (0 dBm). Thus, the overhead of the syn-

thesizer and upconverter becomes comparable or higher than the

radiated power. This results in low transmitter efficiency.

(2) High Complexity: In typical cellular system or wireless LAN trans-

ceivers, complex modulation schemes are employed to maximize the

spectral efficiency or data rate. However, in wireless sensor networks,

the data rate is low and spectral efficiency is not paramount. In this

case, thedirect conversion transmitter is overkill andwe could employ

a much simpler transmitter which uses fewer circuit blocks to reduce

the overall power consumption.

3.3.2. Directly modulated transmitter

Leveraging the unique characteristics of the wireless sensor network

environment, the direct modulation transmitter shown in Figure 2.1–11

below is very attractive.

The transmitter is directly modulated by the baseband data with OOK

modulation. The oscillator produces the RF carrier and the low power

amplifier efficiently boosts the RF signal power. Direct modulation yields

an ultralow power transmitter because of its simplicity. The mixers, digital

modulator and DAC are eliminated. OOK obviates the need for quadra-

ture channels, reducing the number of active circuit blocks. Furthermore,

the transmitter is only active when transmitting a ‘‘one’’ symbol, resulting

in a 50% energy savings if the long-term probabilities of sending a one or

zero are equal.
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3.3.3. Directly modulated transmitter implementation

The schematic of the direct modulation transmitter is shown in Figure

2.1–12.

The transmitter consists of a BAW-based Pierce oscillator and a class C

low power amplifier. The baseband signal directly modulates the bias

current of the oscillator and the low power amplifier, thus enabling

OOK. Carrier generation is accomplished with an oscillator codesigned

with a BAW resonator, eliminating the PLL and quartz crystal.

The nonlinear class C amplifier boosts the RF signal power. In this

implementation, a capacitive transformer is used to transform the 50V

antenna (RL) to an optimal impedance for high efficiency operation.

Capacitive transformation is preferred over LC matching networks be-

cause on-chip capacitors are less lossy and occupy smaller silicon area than

integrated inductors. The cascode transistor ensures that the gate–drain

voltage does not exceed the low gate breakdown voltage and increases the

output/input isolation of the amplifier.

This transmitter was implemented in a 0:13 mm CMOS process [9]. The

die photo is shown in Figure 2.1–9. The CMOS circuitry occupies about

1 mm2 and the BAW is packaged with the CMOS circuitry using low cost

chip-on-board technology. The measured peak efficiency of the transmit-

ter is 16.5% when delivering 1.5 mW. The transmitter achieves a start up

time of 2 ms, enabling a bit rate of 50 kbps if the start-up time is set to 10%

of the symbol duration.

3.4. Opportunistic Routing and Efficient MAC Design

To ensure network-level efficiency, the transceiver cannot be studied in

isolationbecausetheRFtransceivercannotguaranteeperfectlyreliablecom-

Oscillator Low power
amplifier

Matching
network

Antenna

Baseband data

Figure 2.1–11. Directly-modulated transmitter.
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munication. Low-power, narrowband transceivers in particular can suc-

cumb to deep fading, interference, and multipath effects. Thus, the

protocol stack (routing and media-access control) is designed such that

no end-to-end connection ever relies on the presence of a specific node.

This approach is called ‘‘opportunistic routing’’ [11]. During packet

forwarding, the recipient node is not based on routing tables, or prede-

fined paths, but on the presence of a reachable node that is awake and is

located in the direction of the final destination. This technique ensures

reliable communication even in the case of deep fading or node energy

shortages. To achieve network robustness even with unreliable, inexpen-

sive hardware, system/hardware codesign techniques such as this are

crucial.

In order for two nodes to communicate there must be a rendezvous

scheme that ensures both will be simultaneously active to initiate the

communication. Such schemes can be broadly categorized as purely syn-

chronous, pseudo-asynchronous, and purely asynchronous.

Purely synchronous schemes require synchronized nodes across

the entire network, which is difficult in ad-hoc networks. Pseudo-

asynchronous methods employ a beaconing protocol where nodes wake

up periodically to monitor the channel for data transmission. In a fully

asynchronous rendezvous scheme, each node constantly monitors the chan-

nel with a carrier sense receiver, or wake-up radio. The wake-up radio

monitors the channel for beacon signals from other nodes and turn on the

node’s main data radio for communication. Since the wake-up radio is

always monitoring the channel, its power consumption must be minimal.

Power modeling of several rendezvous schemes shows that the wake-up

radio must consume less than 50 mW to save power over pseudo-asynchron-

ous schemes [12].

Vmod

VDD VDD

Vb2

Vb1

V0

RL
BAW

Figure 2.1–12. Schematic of directly-modulated transmitter.
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3.5. Next Generation: Ultralow Voltage RF Design

As discussed in the previous section, a purely asynchronous communi-

cation scheme between nodes offers the lowest global power consumption.

This necessitates an ultralow power carrier sense receiver to monitor for

transmit beacons from neighboring nodes. This component must consume

less than 50 mW to outperform pseudo-asynchronous schemes. This is an

extremely aggressive target for any type of RF receiver. The implementa-

tion of the wake-up radio requires rethinking of traditional RF design

techniques with power consumption as the limiting design constraint.

In addition to the new opportunities provided by RF-MEMS technol-

ogy, the impressive advances in CMOS technology also open up new

frontiers in low voltage and low current circuit design. Two design tech-

niques, namely subthreshold device operation and exploitation of low

supply voltages, offer a potential path to ultralow power carrier sense

receivers.

3.5.1. Subthreshold design

In the past ten years, CMOS technology has become well-established in

RF circuit design. Traditionally, high frequency transistors are operated

in strong inversion to take advantage of the high device fT in this regime. It

has long been understood that subthreshold (weak inversion) device oper-

ation provides more transconductance gm for a given bias current, enabling

extremely low power CMOS circuits [13]. This increased transconductance

efficiency comes at the expense of lower device fT, so subthreshold design

has historically been confined to low frequency applications. However, with

recent CMOS technologies boasting maximum fT above 100 GHz, it is no

longer necessary to bias devices for the highest possible fT. By carefully

choosing the region of operation for critical transistors, the designer can

trade off device bandwidth for transconductance efficiency to achieve a

lower power design.

As presented earlier in the chapter, the device drain current in weak

inversion is given by Equation (2.1–1). In this region, ID becomes exponen-

tially dependent on the gate voltage of the device, yielding a characteristic

similar to a bipolar transistor. In order to gain an intuitive understanding of

device performance across the various regions of operation, it is useful to

define an inversion coefficient (IC) for a given device [14]. See Equation (a)

in Figure 2.1–13. ID is the device drain current, n is the subthreshold slope

factor, k0 ¼ m0C0x, and Ut ¼ kT=q. The specific current I0 is technology

dependent and can be extracted from simulations or measurements. For

a given device and bias condition, the inversion coefficient can be readily
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calculated (Equation (b) in Figure 2.1–13). If IC � 1, then the device is

operating in weak inversion. IC � 1 indicates strong inversion, while

IC ¼ 1 is designated moderate inversion. For many applications, moderate

inversion provides an attractive compromise between bandwidth and trans-

conductance efficiency. A plot of simulated gm=ID versus IC is shown in

Figure 2.1–13.

The vertical line in Figure 2.1–13 at IC ¼ 1 indicates the center of

moderate inversion. The roll-off of transconductance efficiency in strong

inversion is evident in the region where IC > 1. Also shown is the trend of

device fT across all regions of operation. These concepts provide the

designer with accurate, simulation-based charts that ensure efficient tran-

sistor biasing.

3.5.2. Design for low supply voltage

One of the difficulties with continuing technology scaling is the reduc-

tion in supply voltage for modern CMOS processes, causing reduced

voltage headroom and dynamic range for analog applications. In some

cases, however, it is possible to embrace this trend and reduce the supply

voltage as low as possible to achieve minimum power consumption.

The standard differential LC oscillator shown in Figure 2.1–14a is able

to operate with a very low supply voltage. The inductive load does not

consume any voltage headroom, enabling the output to swing above VDD.

Furthermore, if the cross-coupled devices operate in weak inversion, VGS

and VDsat are minimized. Theoretically, the oscillator can operate on a

supply voltage as low as VDsat1 þ VDsat3. The critical parameter for oscil-

lator start-up is the gm of the cross-coupled devices, which establishes a
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lower limit on the current consumption of the oscillator. Thus, the current

consumption is minimized by operating in weak inversion.

The main drawback to such a low VDD is reduced output voltage swing.

Most VCOs for transceiver applications are designed for maximum swing

in order to minimize phase noise [15]. For an ultralow power oscillator,

phase noise performance is sacrificed for power savings. This results in a

start-up limited design where swing is not limited by supply voltage.

3.5.3. Low power oscillator design

Employing the design principles outlined above, the oscillator shown in

Figure 2.1–14a was designed and fabricated in a standard 0:13 mm CMOS

process. The fully integrated design utilizes on-chip 10 nH inductors and

includes 50 V output buffers to drive measurement equipment.

Nominally, the oscillator is biased at 400 mA from a 0.5 V supply,

where the oscillation frequency is 1.35 GHz and the in situ differential

output swing is 120 mV zero-peak. Under these conditions, the cross-

coupled transistors operate in moderate to weak inversion with

IC � 0:4. To verify performance for low supply voltages, the oscillator

was tested across various bias currents and voltages. The resulting vari-

ations in oscillation frequency and output swing are shown in Figure 2.1–

14b. The nominal DC power consumption is 200 mW, however the oscil-

lator continues to operate down to an extremely low VDD of 300 mV.

Although the frequency changes due to nonlinear device capacitance,
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output swing is nearly constant across the range, indicating that the low

supply voltage is not limiting the swing.

This exploration into ultralow voltage RF design shows that RF cir-

cuits are indeed feasible with diminishing CMOS supply voltages. This is

particularly convenient from a system integration point of view, since

other components, such as the SRAM standby circuitry already require

the availability of a low voltage supply to reduce leakage.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have described circuit design techniques that reduce

the cost, decrease the power consumption, and increase the level of inte-

gration of wireless sensor nodes. Advanced power management and

SRAM leakage suppression techniques are used to reduce digital power

consumption. Subthreshold biasing and RF-MEMS technologies facilitate

new RF-CMOS transceiver design techniques, enabling previously un-

attainably low power consumption and levels of integration.
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Chapter 2.2

WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY FOR IN HOME

AUDIO/VIDEO NETWORKS

Gerhard Fettweis, Ralf Irmer, Marcus Windisch, Denis Petrovic, and

Peter Zillmann
Vodafone Chair Mobile Communications Systems, Technische Universität Dresden

{fettweis, irmer, windisch, petrovic, zillmann}@ifn.et.tu-dresden.de

Abstract At the advent of wireless connectivity of our audio/video entertainment

equipment at home, we should reflect the advantages and use cases to understand the

technology needed. The required data rate for high quality audio/video entertainment is

1 Gbit/s. As an example of the wireless gigabit system with advanced multimedia support

(WIGWAM) system concept, the path to a system meeting these requirements is drawn.

Technological challenges are shown as examples of dirty radio frequency (RF) effects.

Keywords audioandvideoconnectivity; dirtyRF;wireless short-range communications

1. MOTIVATION

1.1. Data Rate

Cables today provide sufficient data rates for audio and video applica-

tions in office, home, and public access scenarios. However, these cables

will be replaced to a substantial amount by wireless connections, provided

reliable standardized mass-market connectivity solutions with sufficient

throughput will be available. Markets for in-house connectivity include

office, entertainment, and productivity. From a technical point of view,

A/V streaming for entertainment is almost equivalent to audio/video (A/V)

conferencing. The net data rate requirement for high quality video is about

20 Mbit/s (e.g., with high quality H.264, or HDTV), and in ad-hoc net-
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works, up to three hops can be involved. With the medium access (MAC)

overhead, the required gross data rate per user adds up to be 100 Mbit/s.

With multiple users and applications in one room or area, in which the

wireless medium has to be shared and also with the highly bursty nature of

multimedia traffic, the required data rate for A/V applications is 1 Gbit/s.

This data rate is necessary for cable replacement and for new applica-

tions, which are just enabled by wireless connectivity. Other crucial re-

quirements for home networks are self-configuration, zero-maintenance,

and quality of service (QoS).

Fromauser requirementperspective, thebreakthroughforA/Vnetworks

is at 1 Gbit/s. But when will technology provide this data rate? If we look at

thedevelopmentof user data rates in cellular systems inFigure 2.2–1, there is

a factor of five in data rate increase every four years if we go from global

system for mobile (GSM) to global packet radio service (GPRS), universal

mobile telecommunication system (UMTS), high-speed downlink packet

access (HSDPA) etc. The same applies to short-range wireless local area

network (WLAN) data rates, as shown in Figure 2.2–2 for IEEE 802.11,

802.11b, 802.11a/g, and 802.11n. For A/V networks, WLAN-type networks

are relevant. One Gbit/s is currently envisioned by several research initia-

tives, and a broad commercial application can be expected by 2010.

1.2. Future Seamless Indoor/Outdoor Broadband Connectivity

Seamless broadband connectivity is key to future consumer products.

However, there will be no single dominating standard but many standards

for different environments and applications. There will be devices, which

will be capable to communicate via multiple standards. This is really a

challenge because all these standards have to be integrated and approved.

Also, these devices may have size and energy constraints. Additionally,
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Figure 2.2-1. Data rate development for cellular networks.
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seamless session handover, concurrent operation, and power management

have to be handled. As an example, Figure 2.2–3 shows the integration

roadmap of wireless standards into handsets. Currently, only GSM,

UMTS, Bluetooth and IrDA are included in most handsets. Thus, the

mobile handset can be seen as a black hole of integration. A similar constel-

lation applies to set-top boxes and Internet home gateways.

One driver for this development is the advent of unlicensed mobile access

(UMA).This technology provides access to GSM and GPRS mobile ser-

vices over unlicensed spectrum technologies, including Bluetooth and

802.11. UMA will be an enabler for HSDPA and home networking.

Another challenge comes from the storage memory roadmap for hand-

sets. In 2006, handsets will have 10 GB (¼ 80 Gbit) storage. This amount

of data (e.g., audio/video content, games) has to be transferred to the

handset somehow, ideally without any cables. With a data rate of

0.5 Gbit/s, the time to transfer this data will be 3 or 10 min without and

with overhead, respectively. To upload a 100 GB hard disk of a handset, it

would take about 1.5 h. Thus, 10 Gbit/s will be needed for local intercon-

nect by 2009.
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Other challenges from a user perspective are real-time intra- and inter-

standard handover for voice, data and A/V streaming applications

1.3. Technology Challenges

To meet the user requirements, various technology challenges have to

be faced. The power consumption for mobile devices cannot be scaled with

the growing data rate as shown in Figures 2.2–1 and 2.2–2. Thus, the

power efficiency per bit has to be increased. This requires innovations in

RF & mixed signal processing and in digital signal processing.
The driving trends of wireless standards and semiconductor compon-

ents are:

. Higher carrier frequency

. Lower supply voltage

. Smaller scale and feature size.

This leads to new technology challenges, since physical effects, which

used to be negligible become dominant. Figure 2.2-4 shows examples of

these impairments, such as phase noise, nonlinearities, IQ imbalance,

aperture jitter, sampling, ambiguity, and flicker noise. So far, transceivers

have been designed in a way to keep the analog (RF) domain widely

separated from the digital signal processing design. For wireless A/V

connectivity with data rates at 1 Gbit/s and beyond, a paradigm shift is

necessary. By the Dirty RF approach, digital signal processing algorithms

are designed to cope with a new level of impairments, allowing leeway in

the requirements set on future RF subsystems.

Digital signal processing forwirelessA/V is also a technologybottleneck.

The challenges are low cost, low power, small area, quick time-to-market,

and reconfigurability. Before wireless standards are defined, proprietary

solutions are necessary early in the market. Furthermore, standards are

constantly enhanced and updated, thereby requiring flexibility.

Nonlinear LNA

Aperture Jitter
ambiguityI/Q

 imbalance
RRC mismatch

flicker noiseNonlinear PA

Figure 2.2-4. Picking up ‘‘Dirt’’.
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For A/V applications, the sampling rate can be higher than the usual

DSP processor clock speed. This requires either tailored application spe-

cific integrated circuit (ASIC) design or parallel application specific digital

signal processors (DSPs).

2. GBIT/S HOME CONNECTIVITY: GETTING

THERE WITH THE WIGWAM PROJECT

It was pointed out in the previous chapter that current wireless stand-

ards cannot meet the user requirements for high quality wireless A/V

connectivity. Currently there are several initiatives to develop high-data

rate short-range communications systems. Standardization in IEEE

802.11n is focused on extending the IEEE 802.11a/g standards with data

rates up to 250 Mbit/s. Within the IEEE 802.15.3 group, short-range

communications systems are being developed using ultrawide band

(UWB) technology or mmWave frequency band technology. There are

research activities looking beyond, and among them is the WIGWAM

project. A consortium of 10 main contractors (Alcatel, DaimlerChrysler,

IHP, Infineon, MEDAV, Nokia, Telefunken Racoms, Philips, Siemens,

and TU Dresden) was formed, with the support of 17 German research

institutes and universities with funding by the German Ministry of Sci-

ence and Education (BMBF). The aim of the WIGWAM project is to

design a wireless system that is able to support a maximum aggregate data

rate of 1 Gbit/s, using resources in the 5 GHz band, with extensions to 17,

24, 38, and 60 GHz. This project includes the development of technolo-

gies that allow the adaptation of the user data rate to the specific mobility

pattern. Due to the extremely high data rates and carrier frequencies, the

currently prevailing technological frontiers will be touched or even have

to be extended.

2.1. User Scenarios

In first phase of the project, user scenarios with the accordingly re-

quired parameters were defined without considering any technological

assumptions. They form a basis for subsequent system concept develop-

ment. Four scenarios were identified:

. Home: Due to its characteristic as a mass market, fulfilling the user

needs arising in the home environment constitutes a major design

criterion. The massive use of high quality multimedia applications

(streaming audio and video) with data rates well in excess of
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100 Mbit/s for numerous users is one major reason for the need to have

1 Gbit/s overall throughput. Other key requirements in this scenario are

self–configuration, zero maintenance features, and low transmit

powers, with a pupose tominimize electromagnetic- radiation exposure.

. Office: WLAN solutions available to date have already enabled office

staff to work away from their desks to some degree. However, with

100 MBit/s and gigabit ethernet backbones being state of the art, and

business applications, such as voice over IP (VoIP) and video confer-

encing demanding high quality of service, several key challenges are

yet to be tackled in order to provide office users with the desired

service quality. To ensure the confidentiality of information transmit-

ted over the air, powerful encryption is a core issue.

. Public access scenario: In a future heterogeneous wireless network,

large scale coverage will be provided by next generation cellular

networks whereas high data rate access in urban and hot spot

environments will be provided by short range wireless systems.

Expected high variations in user data rates and differing service

requirements call for a highly flexible MAC. In order to enable

user mobility, horizontal and vertical handovers must be supported,

i.e., the system will have to interoperate with other B3G standards.

. High velocity: The aim is to establishwireless linkswith vehiclesmoving

at very high speeds (up to 600 km/h) as a backbone access method

required to provide coverage within the vehicle. Classical examples for

this scenario are bullet trains and cars on highways. The wireless link

will be set up to strings of access points forming a row, e.g., on

the highway’s center divide, with line-of-sight connection to cars.

The communication is supposed to use a directed beam for the link.

Due to having line of sight in typical train scenarios, directional an-

tennas (typical 58, or 208) may provide this type of beam. This ap-

proach calls for fast and accurate frequency offset correction, as well as

technologies that enable reliable high speed (soft) handovers.

2.2. Cross-Layer Design of System Concept

To meet user requirements and to face technology challenges, the system

concept has to embrace all layers involved in wireless data transmission.

Therefore, five working groups with specialized know-how have been setup

to address specific research topics arising in the different layers:

. System concept: The task within this working group is to coordinate all

research efforts and to use the defined scenarios as well as data from

standardization bodies to develop parameter sets that are then used as
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guidelines for other working groups. Furthermore, the availability of

spectrum resources is evaluated, and the system concept is provided to

relevant standardization bodies (e.g., IEEE, ETSI) and frequency

regulatory agencies.

. Hardware platform: This working group develops technologies that

support transmission, reception and processing of data at 1 Gbit/s,

thereby calling for novel approaches in antenna technology, analog

and digital signal processing, analog-to-digital conversion (ADC),

and digital-to-analog conversion (DAC). The DAC’s can be seen as

a bottleneck at these high transmission speeds. However, within the

envisioned time frame, the development of a 12-bit DAC’s, operating

at 100 MHz is possible. Given the stated bandwidth requirements, the

effect of Dirty RF significantly affects the system performance.

Appropriate analog predistortion as well as digital compensation

techniques have to be developed, too. Besides, cost-efficient imple-

mentation and a low power budget clearly favor system-on-chip

designs solutions for the multiband multiple input–multiple output

(MIMO) RF front end.

. Physical layer: Transmission of 1 Gbit/s at 100 MHz bandwidth

requires a spectral efficiency of 10 bit/s/Hz which can only be

achieved by using MIMO technology. After developing channel

models for the propagation conditions prevailing in the different

scenarios, adaptive modulation and coding techniques will be a key

focus of investigation. This will be in order to facilitate the efficient

adaptation of the user data rate to the prevailing channel capacities.

. Link layer: Wireless communication at such high rates generally

requires new MAC techniques that need to be as resource-efficient

as possible in order to leave the maximum possible bandwidth for

the payload, where high throughput and low latency are key require-

ments. Very short transmission ranges at high frequencies (60 GHz)

require the inclusion of multihop strategies into the developed solu-

tions. Connection with wire-based (IP-based) networks and inter-

operability with other wireless network standards calls for

appropriate hand over mechanisms and convergence layers in such

heterogeneous environments.

. Network layer: Providing 1 Gbit/s to a mobile user who is moving fast

through a system of short range cells, is a challenging task for the

mobility management. Cross-layer optimization of network layer and

radio resource management will help to develop handover techniques

between neighboring cells and different wireless standards that meet

the quality of service requirements.
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2.3. System Concept Development

Despite ongoing research, the shape of the system concept was visible

during midterm of the project in spring 2005.

2.3.1. Frequency ranges

. 5 GHz: This is the main band considered for the WIGWAM project.

The World Radio Telecommunication Conference (WRC-03)

agreed in July 2003 to allocate a total of 455 MHz in the bands

5.150–5.350 GHz and 5.470–5.725 GHz for wireless access systems

including RLANs. To protect radar and satellite operations, dy-

namic frequency selection (DFS) and transmit power control

(TPC) are mandatory.

. 17 GHz: In Europe, there is a band of 200 MHz bandwidth at

17 GHz dedicated to RLANs to be used on a non-protected and

noninterference basis. This is an extension band for the WIGWAM

system concept.

. 24 GHz: There is an unlicensed band at 24.0–24.25 GHz with

250 MHz bandwidth available in Europe and the USA.

. 38 GHz: In Europe, there is a band at 38 GHz dedicated to direc-

tional communication links. For example, the special high velocity

train system TRANSRAPID is operating at 38 GHz. The WIG-

WAM high-speed scenario will operate at this frequency.

. 60 GHz: This mm-wave band has attracted a lot of attention re-

cently, e.g., in the IEEE 802.15.3c Millimetre Wave Interest Group.

There is large bandwidth available in the range of 59–64 GHz. The

limited propagation range, and therefore high interference isolation,

makes this band especially attractive for home and office environ-

ments. The design of low-cost integrated transceivers at 60 GHz is

extremely challenging. Only recent technological progress has made

60 GHz realistic for mass-market applications.

2.3.2. PHY

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been chosen

as modulation format. To support IEEE 802.11g devices in the same fre-

quency range, bandwidth has been kept flexible in n� 20 MHz steps, up to

100 MHz. Multiple antennas at the transmitter and the receiver can be used

for spatial multiplexing or link quality enhancement. The concept adapts

the transmission scheme flexibly to the amount of channel state information

(CSI) at the transmitter. Thus, scenarios with CSI, with long-term statis-

tical, or no CSI at the transmitter are supported. With four transmit and
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four receive antennas, four parallel MIMO (multiple input–multiple out-

put) data streams can be transmitted. However, a spatial equalizer is neces-

sary at the receiver. The challenge is to provide sufficient performance in

terms of packet error rate with a reasonable computational complexity.

Linear processing, successive interference cancellation and sphere decoding

(SD) are among the suitable algorithms [2].

Advanced coding concepts like low density parity check (LDPC)-codes,

or multilevel coding are considered (see [1] and references therein). They

provide a performance gain compared to conventional convolutional

codes, and have the potential to have a lower complexity. However,

since convolutional codes are used for a long time in many standards,

highly optimized hardware solutions exist now. Within this project, hard-

ware solutions for LDPC codes are developed.

Another design parameter of OFDM systems is the length of the guard

interval. Channel measurements for the WIGWAM bandwidth and carrier

frequency were conducted by MEDAV and TU Ilmenau. Delay window,

delay spread, coherency time, angular spread, and spatial correlation

are.determined in various environments and with several antenna con-

figurations [3].

The subcarrier spacing, FFT size and symbol length are other design

parameters. It is advantageous to fix the subcarrier spacing to a multiple or

fraction of the 802.11a/g values for easier reuse of hardware components.

The resulting PHY data rate is:

Data Rate ¼ spatial streams
#data subcarriers

FFT size|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
guard band overhead

coded bits

subcarrier|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
constellation size

info bits

coded bits|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
code rate

1

total symbol length

Degrees of freedom to increase the data rate of an OFDM system are:

. Bandwidth, and hence the ratio of FFT size and symbol duration,

scales the data rate significantly. At 100 MHz, the data rate com-

pared to 20 MHz increases at least by a factor of five, and the

relative guard band overhead gets smaller.

. The number of spatial streams has a significant impact. With

2� 2 MIMO, the data rate can in principle be doubled, and

with 4� 4 MIMO, quadrupled. However, the necessary SNR for the

same constellation size depends strongly on the used MIMO detection

algorithm.
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. The constellation size is also important. Going from 64–QAM to

256-QAM, a factor of 8/6 can be achieved. However, phase noise

and other Dirty RF effects may become dominant.

. The ratio of data subcarriers to the number of overhead subcarriers

(pilots, zero subcarriers) also determines the bandwidth efficiency.

There are additional degrees of freedom to increase the system effi-

ciency, but their impact is not as visible in the first place:

. Pilots are necessary for synchronization and channel estimation. In

MIMO configurations, orthogonal pilots have to be transmitted

from all antennas for channel estimation purposes. There are two

main concepts for pilots: preamble-based pilots and superimposed

pilots [25]. The first method has no interference problem, but spec-

tral efficiency is wasted for short packets. With interference cancel-

lation, superimposed pilots may have capacity advantages.

. Signaling information and other applications have very short data

bursts (like acknowledgements, web-browsing mouse-clicks). If frame

aggregation cannot be applied, the utilization of large OFDM

symbols will be poor. Tailored OFDMA packets or superimposed

multi-carrier spread-spectrum (MC-SS) signaling are two methods for

increasing the efficiency.

. Scheduling, link adaptation, bit loading and power allocation

for multiuser MIMO systems are extremely important. They have to be

considered right at the beginning of a system concept development [26].

2.3.3. MAC and mobility support

The MAC schemes are developed to suit the user scenarios. Thus, both

centralized and ad-hoc options are considered. As multiple access schemes,

both OFDMA and MC-CDMA are suitable. Mobility, i.e., seamless

handover to 2G, 3G, and WLAN networks is also provided by the

WIGWAM system concept.

2.4. RF Impairment Characterization and Correction

When considering high data rate communications systems, the impact

of imperfect analog hardware components, known as RF impairments,

cannot be neglected. Concepts for coping with these impairments include

the avoidance of critical frequencies (e.g., zero subcarriers low frequencies,

in order to avoid impairments due to DC offset and flicker noise) and the

digital compensation of the analog impairments.

In this chapter, three Dirty RF effects are characterized exemplary, and

compensation methods are discussed. Again the available technology
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at the market-entry point should be already considered at the system

concept definition stage.

2.4.1. I/Q imbalance characterization and compensation

2.4.1.1. Impact of I/Q imbalance

One of the most critical RF impairments is the so-called I/Q imbalance,

which leads to a limited rejection of the image signal. The performance of

the receiver is characterized by the image rejection ratio (IRR). For multi-

carrier systems, the I/Q imbalance in direct-conversion receivers translates

to a mutual interference between pairs of symmetric subcarriers with

respect to the DC subcarrier. As a consequence, symbol errors due to

the I/Q imbalance arise.

Understanding the quantitative link between hardware parameters

(such as the IRR) on the one hand and system level parameters (such as

the symbol error probability) on the other is essential for design and

dimensioning of a communication system. A digital compensation of I/Q

imbalance is possible, resulting in an increased IRR. Therefore, the num-

bers presented in this section fulfill two purposes — first, to determine

whether or not the system level requirements can be met without digital

compensation; and second, how much total IRR (both analog and digital)

is required, if a digital I/Q imbalance compensation is applied.

In our analysis we considered an independent fast fading in each

subcarrier, which is the worst case from I/Q imbalance point of view. In

this case, the impact of I/Q imbalance can be interpreted as a degradation

from the real signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the receive antenna to an

effective SNR, which is:

1

SNReff

¼ 1

IRR� SIR
þ 1

SNR

The term SIR denotes the signal-to-interferer-power-ratio before downcon-

version, where the interferer is the subcarrier at the image frequency. Most

practical systems (e.g., the IEEE 802.11a WLAN) are designed such that all

data subcarriers have the samepower, i.e.,SIR ¼ 1.However,SIR 6¼ 1might

Table 2.2-1. Required effective SNR.

Target symbol error probability Modulation order

64-QAM 256-QAM

10�1 24.9 dB 31.2 dB

10�2 34.9 dB 41.2 dB

10�3 44.9 dB 51.2 dB
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be relevant, e.g., in OFDMA systems. Table 2.2-1 shows the required mini-

mum SNReff at the highest WIGWAM modulation orders (64QAM, or

256QAM) for reaching three exemplary target symbol error probabilities.

The presence of I/Q imbalance leads to a reduction of SNReff . In other

words, a higher channel SNR is required in order to reach the same SNReff

after degradationby I/Q imbalance.Thedesignof the receiver (analog front-

endwithdigital compensation) shouldbesuch that theSNRdegradationdue

to I/Q imbalance is small at the targeted symbol error probability. With this

constraint the requiredminimum IRR can be derived. Table 2.2–2 shows the

resulting values for an allowed SNR degradation of 1 dB and 0.1 dB, re-

spectively. For the purpose of a clear presentation, SIR ¼ 1 was assumed

here. The requirements to the image rejection rise, if the case SIR < 1

becomes relevant within the WIGWAM system concept.

2.4.1.2. I/Q imbalance compensation

The most intuitive approach for an estimation of I/Q imbalance param-

eters is to feed the I/Q mixer with dedicated calibration or training signals.

However, such techniques are limited to a certain class of communications

standards with the presumed pilots. Furthermore, in a practical scenario

the pilots are likely to be affected not only by the receiver I/Q imbalance,

but also by other impairments, such as the transmission channel and

various RF impairments at the transmitter and the receiver. Because all

these effects have to be considered, an accurate pilot based I/Q imbalance

compensation is likely to be very complex. The dependence on known

pilots is avoided by applying blind signal processing techniques. The

compensation of I/Q imbalance in the time domain can be done by blind

signal separation (BSS) [4]. In [5], an approach for blind estimation of the

unknown I/Q imbalance is proposed. It does not require any pilot signals,

which makes it independent from the targeted communications standard.

Figure 2.2-5 shows the achievable symbol error rate (SER) for an IEEE

802.11a/g – like OFDM system transmitted over a frequency-selective

channel (ETSI H/2 A). The blind I/Q imbalance parameter estimation is

Table 2.2-2. Required image rejection ratio (IRR).

Target Symbol Error

Probability 1 dB SNR Degradation 0.1 dB SNR Degradation

64-QAM 256-QAM 64-QAM 256-QAM

10�1 31.8 dB 38.1 dB 41.3 dB 47.6 dB

10�2 41.8 dB 48.1 dB 51.3 dB 57.6 dB

10�3 51.8 dB 58.1 dB 61.3 dB 67.6 dB
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done base on unknown data symbols only (48 out of 64 subcarriers total),

i.e., no pilots are used. The undesirable error floor due to the I/Q imbalance

decreases to arbitrary low levels as the number of received OFDM symbols

N increases. Therefore, the proposed estimation technique allows for a

flexible trade-off between accuracy, computational effort, and measure-

ment time. In order to fulfill the requirements of a chosen communications

standard, the effects of I/Q imbalance can be compensated digitally, while

scaling down the demands to the analog part of the receiver.

2.4.2. Phase noise characterization and compensation

The true test of the practicality of the system design is measured by the

performance under impairments caused by the RF subsystems. As robust

as OFDM systems are, e.g., to frequency selective fading, they are equally

sensitive to some nonlinear distortions. In this section we will focus on the

investigationofdistortionscausedbythephasenoise inoscillators.Thesystem

becomes sensitive to phase noise with the use of bandwidth efficient higher

order modulations, higher frequency bands, e.g., 60 GHz, and with decreas-

ing the subcarrier spacing. Since theseare someof thedirections for increasing

the data rates within the WIGWAM project, characterization and suppres-

sion of the effects caused by phase noise are important.

Let us consider a coded OFDM transmission model. We assume a

system with N subcarriers and symbol duration Ntot ¼ N þ G samples,

where N and G correspond to the duration of a useful part and a cyclic

prefix (CP), respectively. Without loss of generality, we consider OFDM

I/Q Imbalance (no compensation)
I/Q Imbalance (with compensation)
Reference: no I/Q Imbalance N =10000

N =1000

N =100

100

10−1

10−2

10−3

10−4

SE
R

10 20 30 40 50 60
SNR [dB]

N =10

Figure 2.2-5. Symbol error rate versus SNR, 5% gain imbalance, 58 phase imbalance.
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symbols in an interval [� G, . . . , N � 1], with the useful signal part in the

interval [0, . . . , N � 1].

OFDM transmission is block-based transmission. Time domain

samples of the useful symbol part are obtained by applying inverse discrete

Fourier transform (IDFT) on the data vector X of length N in the

frequency domain. A CP is added to the useful signal part x. The resulting

signal s is upconverted to RF and transmitted through the channel, which

is described by an impulse response h ¼ [h(0), h(1), . . . , h(Nc � 1)]T .

For simplicity, we adopt a direct conversion receiver, which means that

both upconversion and downconversion are done in one step. Oscillators

at the transmitter and receiver are ideally harmonic functions of the form

xc(t) ¼ ej2pfct, where fc stands for the carrier frequency. However, phase

noise is inherently present in oscillators and its effect is equivalent to a

random phase modulation of the carrier, thus the imperfect carrier has the

form xc(t) ¼ ej[2pfctþf(t)].

2.4.2.1. Phase noise model

It is found that the phase noise of free-running oscillators is well

modeled as a Wiener process. In modern transceivers however, local

oscillators are frequency synthesizers, which are realized using phase

locked loop (PLL). In our work we have adopted the PLL phase noise

model developed by A. Mehrotra [7]. Other authors use much more

simplified models. They model phase noise as a colored Gaussian noise

with the specified power spectral density (spectral mask). Detailed discus-

sion on the phase noise models can be found in [8] and references therein.

Further discussion in this section does not depend on the phase noise

model that is used., However, all algorithms can be applied for a general

phase noise model. Simulation results provided in this document are

obtained by using a Wiener process phase noise model. The quality of

an oscillator is described with the relative phase noise bandwidth dPN. This

parameter is defined as the ratio between an oscillator 3 dB bandwidth

and the subcarrier spacing of an OFDM system.

2.4.2.2. Effect of the phase noise on an OFDM transmission

If the phase noise is present at the transmitter and receiver, after down

conversion, the received signal vector with the cyclic prefix rCP is given as

rCP ¼ eFRx CeFTx sþ §

where C is the time domain channel Toeplitz convolution matrix and

FTx
¼ diag(wTx

) and FRx
¼ diag(wRx

) are diagonal matrices, which model
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influence of the phase noise at the transmitter and the receiver, respectively.

Terms wTx
and wRx

represent vectors of the sampled noise process during the

whole OFDM symbol including the CP. Vector § represents additive white

Gaussian noise.

This model can be linearized if one assumes that phase noise does not

change much during one OFDM symbol. It follows that FTx
¼ ejfav, Rx INtot

þjDwRx
and FTx

¼ ejfav, Tx INtot
þ jDwTx

, where fav , Tx
and fav, Rx

represent

mean values of the phase noise at the transmitter and the receiver respect-

ively within one OFDM symbol.

At the receiver, after removing the cyclic prefix part and performing an

FFT on a linearized model, the resulting signal vector of all subcarriers in

the frequency domain is given as:

R ¼ ejfav, Rx ejfav, Tx CDxþ jICI þ h

where CD represents a diagonal matrix of channel frequency domain

samples, and jICI represents inter-carrier interference (ICI) vector.

In the last equation, the multiplicative distortion term ejfav, Rx ejfav, Tx ,

common to all subcarriers of one OFDM symbol, corresponds to the

constellation rotation by the mean of the phase noise during one OFDM

symbol. This term is referred as common phase error (CPE). The common

phase error must be corrected to obtain acceptable performance. This is

done by estimating CPE term, and then derotating the received constella-

tion. Pilots are used for this purpose, since all the pilots (as other sub-

carriers also) are rotated by the same angle. Simple averaging of the pilot

rotation from the reference will give the rotation angle. Details can be

found in [9], [10]. Note that in these references it is assumed, that the phase

noise is present only at the receiver. The same principle however can be

used if the phase noise is present at the transmitter also, as presented here.

If the phase noise is present at both the transmitter and receiver, then to

our knowledge, it is only possible to correct for common phase error as it

is described above. There are no approaches in the literature that consider

suppressing ICI in this case. This is due to the complex structure of the

ICI. If the phase noise is present only at the receiver the system model is

the same as already presented, except that the phase noise term at the

transmitter is excluded. Additionally, the structure of the inter-carrier

interference (ICI) is such, that it is possible to obtain some information

about the phase noise, which can be used to suppress ICI.

For systems where phase noise is dominant (or present only) at the

receiver, the inter-carrier interference can also be suppressed. In sequel we

will present our approach for suppressing ICI [11]. Alternative approach

can be found in [14].
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2.4.2.3. Phase noise at the receiver only

In this case the demodulated carrier amplitudes R(s) at subcarrier

s ¼ 0, 1, . . . , N � 1 of one OFDM symbol are given as:

R(s) ¼ X (s)H(s) J(0)|{z}
CPE

þ
XN�1

n¼0
v 6¼s

X (n)H(n)J(s� n)

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ICI

þh(s)

Here X (s), H(s) and h(s) represent transmitted symbols on the subcar-

riers, the sampled channel transfer function at subcarrier frequencies and

transformed white noise which remains additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN). The terms J(i), i ¼ �N=2, . . . , N=2� 1 correspond to the

DFT of the realization of ejwRx
(n) during useful OFDM symbol, and are

calculated as

J(i) ¼ 1

N

XN�1

n¼0

e�j2pni
NejwRx

(n):

The properties of the ICI have been investigated by many authors [11,

13, 14]. It has been noticed that ICI should not be treated as a Gaussian

random variable [11, 14]. In [11], an approach for an exact ICI power

calculation is presented.

2.4.2.4. ICI correction idea

A phase noise compensation beyond the simple CPE correction will be

possible only if one knows the instantaneous realization of the phase noise

process. The already introduced factors J(i), i ¼ �N=2, . . . , N=2� 1 rep-

resent the DFT coefficients (spectral components) of one realization of the

random process ejwRx
(n). The more spectral components J(i) of the signal

are known, the more is known of the signal waveform ejwRx
(n), and thus

wRx
(n). The signal ejwRx

(n) has the characteristics of a low-pass signal [6]

with power spectral density of the form 1=(1þ f 2), where f denotes the

frequency. Additionally, phase noise has a very small bandwidth com-

pared to the subcarrier spacing. Due to the shape of the spectrum of

ejwRx
(n), very few low pass spectral components will suffice to give a good

approximation of the phase noise waveform. This is illustrated by the

example in Figure 2.2-6, where it can be seen that already second order

approximation gives a much better phase noise approximation than only

the DC value. Therefore, knowledge of the coefficients J(i) gives the
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possibility to approximate the phase noise waveform to a higher order,

and allows a better compensation of it than with CPE correction only.

2.4.2.5. ICI correction algorithm

The details of an ICI suppression algorithm can be found in [11, 15].

The proposed ICI suppression algorithm estimates as many spectral com-

ponents (i), i ¼ �N=2, . . . , N=2� 1 as possible using minimum mean

square estimation (MMSE). The information about these spectral com-

ponents is hidden in the ICI part of the signal at the output of the DFT

demodulator R(s), s ¼ 0, 1, . . . , N � 1. The estimation algorithm is a

decision feedback algorithm, since it requires transmitted symbols. As

transmitted symbols estimates, the symbols after necessary CPE correction

are adopted. Once the DFT coefficients of the phase noise are known, one

possesses enough information on the phase noise waveform, in order to

suppress it. The correction can be done in the time domain by multiplying

the received signal with e�jwRx
(n), or in the frequency domain as proposed

in [11].

2.4.2.6. Iterative phase noise suppression

Described algorithm for ICI suppression is the decision feedback algo-

rithm. It is to expect that falsely detected symbols after initial CPE

correction are fed to the MMSE estimator and influence the estimation

process. The reduction of the symbol error of the symbols, which are

fed back, will improve the quality of the phase noise estimation and thus
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Figure 2.2-6. Phase noise approximation using Fourier series.
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the quality of the phase noise suppression. This can be achieved if the

algorithm described in the previous section is applied iteratively. The

details of the proposed algorithm can be found in [16].

2.4.2.7. Numerical results

System parameters correspond to the IEEE-802.11a standard. We use

64QAM modulation, standard convolutional code with rate r ¼ 1=2 and

random interleaving. One transmission block consists of 10 OFDM sym-

bols, which comprise one code word. Number of 10,000 packets is trans-

mitted, to assure valid statistics. Hard decision Viterbi decoder is used at

the receiver. Within simulations six scenarios are compared: (1) without

phase noise (no PN); (2) with phase noise and genie CPE correction

(ICPE); (3) with phase noise and CPE correction using least squares

(LS) algorithm [13]; (4) with phase noise and genie ICI correction of

certain order u; (5) with ICI correction of uth order, and (6) with phase

noise and an iterative phase noise suppression (number of iterations

denoted by numbers).

A set of simulation results in terms of PER is plotted in Figure 2.2-7 for

the ETSI A channel. The adopted relative phase noise bandwidth

dPN ¼ 5� 10�3 is quite large. The ICI correction order adopted is u ¼ 3.
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Figure 2.2-7. Performance of phase noise suppression algorithms.
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The ICI correction algorithm shows better performance than the pure

CPE correction, however, the results are much worse than the achievable

genie correction of the specified order. This performance limitation is due

to the decision feedback nature of the algorithm. Falsely detected symbols,

from a standard algorithm, which are used for estimation of the phase

noise DFT coefficients, will influence the estimation process. This problem

is more pronounced if the phase noise bandwidth is large, because then ICI

is large, which influences also the estimation of the CPE.

To improve the performance of this algorithm, or in other words to

reduce the error propagation problem, the iterative approach for phase

noise suppression should be considered. This algorithm provides results

that are very close to genie phase noise suppression of the corresponding

order. However the complexity of the algorithm is quite large. Therefore,

the quality of the phase noise suppression is the trade off between com-

plexity and performance.

The performance presented here is in terms of the packet error rate

(PER). It is interesting to note that the bit error rate performance can even

worsen with increasing number of iterations, while the PER decreases. For

OFDM symbols, for which, after the initial CPE correction, many sub-

carriers are erroneously detected, the ICI estimation can produce add-

itional errors. In the iterative algorithm this causes error propagation.

However, for OFDM symbols with only few falsely detected subcarriers,

the ICI algorithm is capable of correcting these errors. Packets with few

errors will be recovered by the algorithm, while packets with many errors

after the initial CPE correction will probably have even more errors.

2.4.3. Nonlinear power amplifier issues

2.4.3.1. Capacity of nonlinear channel

The capacity of multicarrier systems with complex signals impaired by

nonlinear distortion and AWGN has been evaluated in [17]. It was shown

that severe clipping results in only a moderate reduction of the system

capacity. These capacity bounds can be used as an upper bound for

evaluation of receive algorithms for nonlinearly distorted multicarrier

signals. Furthermore, deliberate clipping at the transmitter, possibly in

the digital baseband domain, can be a reasonable approach to developing

power-efficient transmitters. However, this comes at the price of more

complex receive algorithms.

2.4.3.2. Data detection considering nonlinear PA

The time-domain signal in an OFDM data transmission system is the

superposition of many carriers by means of an inverse discrete Fourier
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transform (IDFT). This results in an approximately Gaussian distribution

of the I-components and Q-components of the complex baseband signal

because of the central limit theorem [18]. Consequently, OFDM systems

require transmit and receive signal-processing blocks with a high dynamic

range, which leads to costly RF components. The high peak-to-average

power ratio (PAPR) of the OFDM transmit signal is especially problem-

atic for the power amplifier (PA), as PAs with a large linear dynamic range

are less efficient than PAs with a smaller linear dynamic range for a given

supply voltage level [19]. There has been active research in recent years in

the area of preprocessing of OFDM signals for PAPR reduction (data

predistortion) [20, 21] and signal predistortion [19]. The work in [24]

follows a third approach: If some nonlinear distortion at the transmitter

is allowed, the requirements on the RF front end can be relaxed. Infor-

mation theory shows that signal clipping in an OFDM transmitter only

results in a marginal reduction of channel capacity [17], which motivates

the search for powerful receive algorithms. Based on maximum-likelihood

(ML) detection, a suitable algorithm is derived in Ref. [24].

Figure 2.2-8 shows the uncoded bit error rate (BER) performance of a

clipped OFDM signal (64 subcarriers) with severe clipping (input power

back off, IBO ¼ 0 dB) and AWGN. As reference, an unclipped signal

affected by AWGN is given. For quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK),

clipping introduces severe performance degradation, but the proposed

sequential mean-square error reduction algorithm has a similar perform-

ance like unclipped QPSK. It even surpasses linear AWGN performance

in some SNR regions. The reason is that clipping reduces the average

power of the transmit signal, which results in an SNR gain for the clipped

system. Clippping and the corresponding detection algorithm can be

viewed as an encoder/decodet pair. For 16-QAM, a second iteration of

the algorithm results in a further performance gain.
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(right), 64 subcarrier OFDM, soft limiter back off 0 dB.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

High quality wireless connectivity for A/V connectivity cannot be

provided with current technology, since the necessary data rate is not

available. The WIGWAM system concept shows a path towards technol-

ogy enabling 1 Gbit/s A/V connectivity, which is required from 2007 and

beyond. However, ideas from the concept need to be adopted by inter-

national standardization to be successful.
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Chapter 2.3

BODY AREA NETWORKS

The Ascent of Autonomous Wireless Microsystems

Bert Gyselinckx, Chris Van Hoof, and Stephane Donnay
IMEC, Leuven

bert.gyselinckx@imec-nl.nl

Abstract This chapter gives an overview of results of the IMEC’s Humanþþ research

program [1]. This research aims to achieve highly miniaturized and nearly autonomous

sensor systems that assist our health and comfort. It combines expertise in wireless ultralow

power communications, packaging and 3D integration technologies, MEMS energy scav-

enging techniques and low-power design techniques.

Keywords Autonomous; BAN; integration; microsystem; wireless

1. INTRODUCTION

It is anticipated that microsystem technology will increase the functional-

ity of therapeutic and diagnostic devices to gradually match the needs of a

society, which is ageing and spending more money on healthcare. It is

expected that by the year 2010, technology will enable people to carry their

personal body area network (BAN) [2] that provides medical, sports or

entertainment functions for the user (Figure 2.3–1). This network com-

prises a series of miniature sensor/actuator nodes each of which has its

own energy supply, consisting of storage and energy scavenging devices.

Each node has enough intelligence to carry out its task. Each node is able

to communicate with other sensor nodes or with a central node worn on

the body. The central node communicates with the outside world using a

standard telecommunication infrastructure, such as a wireless local area or

cellular phone network. The network can deliver services to the person
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using the BAN. These services can include the management of chronic

disease, medical diagnostic, home monitoring, biometrics, and sports and

fitness tracking.

The successful realization of this vision requires innovative solutions to

remove the critical technological obstacles. First, the overall size should be

compatible with the required formfactor. This requires new integration and

packaging technologies (Figure 2.3–1). Second, the energy autonomy of

current battery-powered devices is limited and must be extended. Further,

interaction between sensors and actuators should be enlarged to enable new

applications such as multiparameter biometrics or closed loop disease

management systems. Intelligence should be added to the device so that it

can store, process, and transfer data. The energy consumption of all build-

ing blocks needs to be drastically reduced to allow energy autonomy.

2. AMBULATORY EEG AS TESTCASE

Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a monitoring tool used by neurologists

to measure the electrical activity of the brain and trace neurological

disorders, such as epilepsy. In hospitals, it is typically used during several

days and involves hospitalization of the patient. Ambulatory monitoring

of the brain activity would improve the patient’s quality of life to a great
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Figure 2.3–1. The technology vision for the year 2010: People will be carrying their

personal body area network and be connected with service providers regarding med-

ical, sports, and entertainment functions.
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extent and therefore, wireless EEG was selected as a test case. The devel-

opment started with a prototype using off-the-shelf components. This

system consists of a portable, battery-powered transmitter with 24 EEG

electrode inputs and a personal health assistant receiver that is within the

reach of the patient. This assistant stores all activity, and if required,

streams EEG data to other monitoring equipment. The transmitter,

worn on the patient’s body, digitizes 24 channels of EEG data at a sample

rate of 256 Hz with 12-bit resolution. This complies with the industry

standard. Digitized data is transmitted over a wireless link at 868 MHz.

The output power is �10 dBm and the data rate over the air is 75 kbps.

The system has an average power consumption of 145 mW. Running on

4AA batteries, an operational lifetime of 3 days is achieved. The system

occupies a volume of over 500 cm3 and is shown in Figure 2.3–3.

In order to improve the convenience of the patient, we used our in-

house 3D stack technology to reduce the volume of the system to 1 cm3

and extend the operational lifetime to 1 month. Assuming that half of the

volume is reserved for a Li-battery with a typical energy density of

200 Wh/l, the stored energy is 100 mWh. In order to run 30 days on this

energy, the average power consumption has to be lower than 140 mW.

2011

2007

2004

2002

Time

Volume

Standard PCB – SMD technology

< 25 x 25 x 25 mm3

Volume < 15cm3

Miniaturised hybrid technology

< 20 x 20 x 20 mm3

Volume < 8 cm3

3Dstack,flextechnology,chip in polymer,…

< 10 x 10 x 10 mm3

Volume < 1cm3

eGrain, “smartdust”,… technology

< 5 x 5 x 4 mm3

Volume < 0.1 cm3

Figure 2.3–2. System integration roadmap for the coming decade — the development

of 3D stacking technology, flex technology, and full wafer-scale 3D integration will

lead to 2 orders of magnitude reduction in volume and enable smart unobtrusive

autonomous sensor systems.
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In the remainder of this chapter we will show how advances in wireless

communication, energy scavenging, and system integration can enable

such systems in the near future.

3. WIRELESS COMMUNICATION

The radio in the sensor will have to operate at an average power of

50 mW. However, low power radios, such as Bluetooth and Zigbee [3]

cannot meet the stringent wireless BAN power requirements. If one

takes the body environment and the RF properties of the body into

consideration, the power consumption in the sensor node can be brought

down by at least one order of magnitude. Networking and MAC protocols

can be optimized for the BAN context, taking into account the simple

network topologies, the relatively small number of nodes and the (e.g.,

latency) requirements of body monitoring applications. In Ref. [4] we

showed how an electromagnetic (EM)-field tends to stick to the skin like

a wave creeping from one side to the other. Figure 2.3–4 shows how a TE-

field propagates around the human body.

Thanks to the low data rate of typical sensors the radio can be operated

in burst mode with a minimal duty cycle (e.g., with a burst data rate of a

few hundreds of kbps and an average data rate of around 1 kbps, leading

to a duty-cycle in the range of 0.1–1%).

Figure 2.3–3. Child carrying the first-generation ambulatory EEG transmitter.
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The power budget in the sensor node and in the master device is very

different. The sensor has an extremely tight power budget, whereas the

master has a slightly more relaxed power budget. In the air interface

definition this asymmetry is exploited by shifting as much complexity as

possible to the master device.

For these reasons we have chosen to make use of ultra-wideband

(UWB) modulation. This will allow us to use an ultra-low-power, low-

est-complexity transmitter and shift as much as possible the complexity to

the receiver in the master. We have developed the first silicon of a pulser,

which is key building block for a UWB transmitter. The system generates

position-modulated pulses that comply with the FCC regulation mask. It

operates between 3 GHz and 5 GHz and the signal bandwidth can be

tuned from 500 MHz up to 2 GHz as shown in Figure 2.3–5.

The system can deliver a pulse rate up to 40 MHz. The pulses are

modulated in position and the position modulation can be tuned from

4 ns to 15 ns.

Figure 2.3-6 shows the chip micrograph.

4. MICROPOWER GENERATION

In order to relax the stringent power consumption requirements of the

sensor node, energy scavenging may be an option. Although a rechargeable

Figure 2.3–4 TE field propagating along the human body.
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battery will still be needed in conjunction with the scavenging source, this

battery will be smaller than in the case of a primary battery. For body

applications, mechanical and especially thermal scavengers are well suited

as alternatives or complements to solar energy. The human body produces

approximately 10mW=cm2
of waste thermal energy. Thermopiles can be

used to convert this thermal energy into electrical energy. Since individual

thermopiles produce only a very limited voltage and power, one needs

many of them interconnected electrically in series. Thermally the thermo-
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Figure 2.3–5. Measured pulse spectra and time waveform (inset) of pulser ASIC. Left

shows 528 MHz wide pulses centered at 3.432 GHz, 3.960 GHz, 4.488 GHz. Right

shows 2 GHz wide pulse.

Figure 2.3–6. Pulser die micrograph.
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piles have to be interconnected in parallel, so each thermopile can benefit

from a maximum heat flux and corresponding temperature difference.

We have realized working mechanical and thermal micropower gener-

ation prototypes. The thermal scavenger shown in Figure 2.3–7 generated

an average power of 100 mW. The main target for thermal scavenging is

miniaturization using MEMS technology for improved SiGe or BiTe

thermopiles as shown in Figure 2.3–8.

5. INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY

One form factor suitable for many applications is a small cubic sensor

node. To this end, a prototype wireless sensor node has been integrated in

Figure 2.3–7. Thermal micropower generator prototype.

Figure 2.3–8. Thermal micropower generator – detail of partly micromachined

module.
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a cubic centimeter (see Figure 2.3–9). In this so-called three-dimensional

system-in-a-package approach (3D SIP) [5], the different functional com-

ponents are designed on separate boards and afterwards stacked on top of

each other through a dual row of fine pitch solder balls. This system has

the following advantages: (1) modules can be tested separately, (2) func-

tional layers can be added, or exchanged depending on the application, (3)

each layer can be developed in the most appropriate technology. The first

generation 3D stack offers a complete system-in-a-package (SiP) solution

for low power intelligent wireless communication. The integrated stack

includes a commercial low power 8 MIPS microcontroller [6] and 2.4 GHz

transceiver [7], crystals and all necessary passives, as well as a matched

dipole antenna custom-designed on the top layer laminate substrate. The

bottom layer has a BGA footprint, allowing standard techniques for

module mounting. This sensor module has been integrated with the ther-

mal scavenger presented above and this is the basis for sensor networks

[8, 9, 10], which, unlike most of their predecessors, are fully energy

autonomous.

Recently, parallel research was started to implement the same technol-

ogy on a 2D carrier. The ultimate target is to create a small and smart

band-aid containing all the necessary technology for sensing and commu-

nication with a base station. It will provide a generic platform for various

types of applications (wound healing, UV-radiation, EEG, ECG, EMG,

etc.).

Figure 2.3–9. Wireless sensor module as miniaturized but conventionally-connector-

ized module (left), or as integrated 1 cm3 volume 3D stack (right).
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The first prototype (Figure 2.3–10) is10 times smaller than a credit card

(12� 35mm) and thin as a compact disc (1–2 mm). The flexible 25 mm

polyimide carrier contains a microprocessor and a wireless communica-

tion module (2.4 GHz radio). It enables IMEC to optimize the antenna for

its activity on human skin. Current focus lies on adding the necessary

sensors and energy equipment (rechargeable battery, energy scavenger and

advanced electronics to keep energy consumption as low as possible).

IMEC targets an ultimate device thickness of approximately 100 mm.

The biggest challenges in developing this kind of modules are the

extreme miniaturization and its effects on the functionality of the used

components. Some of the many problems to tackle are the use of naked

chips, chip scaling, assembly processes like wire bonding and flip-chip on a

flexible substrate, application of thin-film batteries and solar cells and

integration of the entire technology in a biocompatible package.

6. BODY AREA SENSOR NETWORK

A network of the above sensors was demonstrated where the sensors

share a single communication medium (a radio-channel in the 2.4 GHz

band). The low-duty cycle, non time-critical measurements typical for a

network of low-power sensor modules, allow for a time division multiple

access (TDMA) method to share the medium [11]. A sensor module’s power

consumption profile during a TDMA cycle is shown in Figure 2.3–11. This

TDMA cycle returns at a specified measurement interval, with the system

returning to a 6 mW sleep mode in between.

Figure 2.3–10. Prototype sensor in a flexible band aid.
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The resulting average power consumption for long measurement inter-

vals and in practical operating conditions is 100 mW.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter gave an overview of the Humanþþ research program at

IMEC, which is targeted at developing key technologies and components

for future wireless BAN for health monitoring applications. Several work-

ing prototypes have been discussed, such as micropower generation de-

vices and a 1 cm3 low-power wireless sensor node. This modular wireless

three-dimension stack is now used as a platform for the integration of

future developments (sensors and actuators, energy scavenging devices,

ultralow-power local computing and transceiver) in order to realize fully

integrated, autonomous ultra-low-power sensors nodes for body area

networks.
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Chapter 2.4

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Neil C. Bird
Philips Research Eindhoven

neil.bird@philips.com

Abstract The vision of ambient intelligence (AmI) brings with it the need for a complex

wireless communication infrastructure in the home. Today, some of the requirements can be

met with existing wireless standards, but for others results from ongoing research into new

wireless systems will be needed to complete the broad portfolio of wireless links that AmI

demands. In addition to wireless communication, the home infrastructure will also need to

provide location information so that the environment can adapt and respond in an intelligent

manner. This chapter discusses these needs from the wireless systems perspective, and also

considers the issues that arise during the installation of such a complex system.

Keywords ambient intelligence; 60 GHz; indoor positioning; wireless communication;

WLAN; WPAN; ultralow power radio

1. INTRODUCTION

From the perspective of wireless communications, the vision that am-

bient intelligence (AmI) translates into a set of diverse and demanding

requirements for the wireless infrastructure will serve the smart home of

the future. The concept of AmI is already well-known and documented [1].

It describes future digital environments that are sensitive and responsive to

the presence of people. Key characteristics include: context awareness—the

environment has knowledge of what is happening; personalization—

actions and responses are tailored to your needs; and adaptivity—the

environment will change in response to events. Specifically, the vision

describes an environment in which the technology is embedded, hidden,in

the background, and one that demands the presence of a multitude of

invisible distributed devices.
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Looking from the technology stand-point, and taking a somewhat

more practical view of how such a vision is to be realized, it becomes

immediately apparent that wireless data links will form a key part of the

communication infrastructure that will be required to connect the large

number of devices in the environment. In addition to the sheer number of

links that will be required, the scale of the technical challenge is augmented

by the range of data rates that are called for, the distances over which these

will have to operate, and consequently the need for simultaneous oper-

ation and coexistence.

In addition to the (wireless) transfer of data around the environment, in

many cases, it is essential to know the location of the source (and destin-

ation) of the data. For example, information from a particular sensor is

much more useful if the system knows the location of the sensor. This,

then, implies that the AmI environment will also be served by an indoor

positioning system that is capable of locating people and objects. The use

of the wireless communication infrastructure for this purpose is an attract-

ive possibility.

Finally, a key aspect of AmI, and one that is perhaps insufficiently

addressed, is the question of how such an environment can be constructed

(installed) in the home. Issues, such as configuration of the wireless

network and set-up of the indoor positioning system play an important

role here. These need to be solved if the set-up of the AmI environment is

to be as intuitive and straightforward as the use of the environment itself.

In the following sections of this chapter, we examine the demands that

AmI places on the wireless communication infrastructure: first from the

data transfer perspective, and then the implications of using the same

infrastructure for wireless indoor positioning. The chapter concludes

with a brief look at installation and configuration.

2. WIRELESS DATA LINKS

From what has been remarked above, and written in the many other

publications on AmI, it is clear that wireless data communication will

form the core of any such system. The complexity of the overall solution

results from the combination of three diverse aspects:

. the wide range of required data rates (the variety of applications

translates into hugely varying data rates);

. the distance over which data needs to be sent (ranging from a meter, to

across thewholehouse,whichwill strongly influencearchitecturechoices);

. simultaneous operation of multiple links.
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The first two of these topics will be discussed in the following sections.

The third, although being an essential component, is beyond the scope of

this chapter. Suffice to say that in the definition of virtually all wireless

standards, consideration of interference, simultaneous operation and co-

existence has played an important role and to a greater or lesser extent has

been addressed. Further, in the definition of new standards, these issues

continue to play a dominant role. For the remainder of this chapter, we

take the robustness of a particular wireless standard as a given, and

concentrate on how to combine the various standards into a suitable

wireless infrastructure.

2.1. Data Rates

Concerning the wide range of data rates, a brief look at the types of

applications in, and features of, AmI will illustrate the point. At one end of

the scale, there is the need for extremely high data rate links – of the order of

1 Gbit/s. These will be required for the streaming of vast amounts of video

data to the high definition television (HDTV) displays that will populate the

environment. For example, an uncompressed HDTV display with a reso-

lution of 1920� 1080 operating at 60 frames/s with a color depth of 16 bits,

results in a data stream of 2 Gbit/s. Other applications that need Gbit/s data

rates are those where bulk data transfer is concerned. As an example,

consider a MP3 player. Today, these devices commonly have a capacity of

128 MB – approximately 1 Gbit – and within a few years several tens of

Gbits will be mandatory as the function of the MP3 player changes from

audio to video. In an AmI scenario, the environment would be aware that

you are rushing to catch a plane, and most likely will want to take your

favorite films with you. Time is of the essence, so as you pass out of the

front door, 10 Gbits of data are downloaded into your portable multimedia

player. Given that you are within the range of the wireless transmitter for

only a few seconds, a data rate of several Gbit/s is therefore required.

At the other end of the data rate range are the wireless links that

support the ubiquitous sensors that will be found in the environment.

Here, the requirements are very different. Typically, a given sensor will

only need to transmit data occasionally—a few times per day—and each

message will be of the order of a few hundred bits of information (a 64-bit

address, a 128-bit data packet, and a protocol/error correction overhead).

In this case, channel capacity is not the issue, but rather the need to

minimize the energy per message because the sensor will be powered

from a battery or rely on energy scavenging techniques. Low power

radio topics are addressed in more detail in Section 2.3.2, which draws

the conclusion that the optimum data rate is in the order of tens of kbit/s.
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Figure 2.4–1 shows the range of data rates for AmI, and how the

various applications are mapped onto these. The immediate point of

interest is that the range covers 6 orders of magnitude! This clearly tells

us that we are not in a situation where one standard fits all, and we will

have to deploy and interconnect multiple wireless systems.

The central part of the Figure 2.4–1, from 100 kbit/s to 54 Mbit/s is

covered by existing wireless standards, such as ZigBee [2], Bluetooth [3]

and the 802.11 variants [4]. Table 2.4–1 compares the key features of these

standards.

Commercial solutions for data rates above 54 Mbit/s are not yet gen-

erally available. Two technologies are being developed to address this:

802.11n and ultra-wideband (UWB). The first of these, 802.11n, which can

employ multi-input-multiple-output (MIMO) techniques, promises data

rates of up to 200 Mbit/s, while the current driver for UWB development

is the realization of data rates over short ranges of 480 Mbit/s to support

the wireless USB standard. In the case of UWB, extending this data rate to

1 Gbit/s seems to be feasible. This could be achieved by employing higher

order modulation schemes and trading distance against data rate, or by

using allocated spectrum in the higher bands: the FCC allows UWB to

operate in between the 3.1 and 10.6 GHz with a maximum transmitted

power level of �41.3 dBm/MHz (current implementations for the

480 Mbit/s system use only spectrum between 3.1 and 4.6 GHz). While

the use of the additional spectrum to increase the data rate is certainly

possible, the return will not be linear because of the larger path losses

at the higher frequencies. Consequently, moving into the multi-Gbit/s

region will require the definition of a new system. This is discussed in

Section 2.3.1.
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At the lower end of the data rate range (e.g., for sensor applications)

the most suitable standard is ZigBee (802.15.4). As shown in Table 2.4–1,

ZigBee provides over-air data rates of 250 kb/s in the 2.4 GHz band, and

20–40 kb/s in the 868 MHz (Europe) and 915 MHz (USA) bands, respect-

ively. From the data rate perspective, ZigBee is well-suited (and indeed

was designed with such applications in mind). However, for many appli-

cations in the AmI sphere, further developments are required to meet

future size and power consumption requirements. This is considered in

Section 2.3.2.

2.1.1. Wireless LAN and PAN

Data rate is only one of the metrics that should be considered when

contrasting the various wireless standards. As will be seen in the next

section, another important aspect is the distance over which the data can

be transmitted, and whether the wireless standard provides for sufficient

transmitted power to go through walls.

A convenient categorization of wireless standards that takes into ac-

count the transmission distance is the division into wireless local area

networks (WLAN) and wireless personal area networks (WPAN). Broadly

speaking, WLANs such as 802.11 and its variants are intended for commu-

nication over distances of several tens of meters or even 100 m, and are

capable of transmitting through walls. However, the attenuation of the

signals by walls compromises the maximum achievable data rate to levels

below those shown in Table 2.4–1. Conversely, WPAN systems, such as

Bluetooth and UWB, are intended for communicating over short distances

of typically less then 10 m, and typically aimed at in-room communication.

Power levels are generally insufficient for data transmission through walls.

2.2. Infrastructure

Having looked at the wide range of wireless data rates that are required

to support AmI, the next step is to consider the architecture of the overall

Table 2.4-1. Comparison of wireless standards.

Standard ZigBee Bluetooth (1.1) 802.11b 802.11a/g

Frequency 2.4 GHz ISM 2.4 GHz ISM 2.4 GHz ISM 5 GHz ISM

2.4 GHz ISM

Max Data Rate 250 kbit/s 1 Mbit/s 11 Mbit/s 54 Mbit/s

Channel 5 MHz 1 MHz 20 MHz 20 MHz

Range 10 m 10 m < 50 m indoors < 50 m indoors
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wireless infrastructure. As remarked earlier, the wireless infrastructure

must be capable of supporting data rates that vary over 6 orders of

magnitude, and at the same time, handle distances that vary from 1 m to

coverage of the entire home.

The two key factors here are: (1) the physical structure of our homes,

and (2) the way in which different types of data (and hence data rates) play

a role in the environment.

For the first of these, the division of our homes into rooms is fundamental.

In many circumstances data will have to be transmitted through one or more

walls, which will attenuate the signals and cause reflections (multipath)—

both of which will have a deleterious effect on the maximum achievable data

rates. In addition, the fact that data can be transmitted through walls in our

ownhomes alsomeans that the signals fromournetworkwill be present inour

neighbors’ homes (especially in an apartment block scenario), and conversely

their network signals will be present in our own home. Apart from issues of

security, this will significantly increase the level of interference and further

impact the maximum data rates between rooms.

The second major determinant in the design of the wireless infrastruc-

ture is the type of data transfers that are required, and whether the data

needs to be transmitted within a room, or between rooms. Table 2.4–2

shows a categorization of the different data types.

In Table 2.4–2, a tacit assumption has been made, for the time being,

that the majority of audio and video content is stored on a central server in

the home, and that this central server is connected to sources of content

coming into the home from outside. This explains why all of the streaming

data, including broadcast, will need to cross room boundaries. However,

such a set-up would place unfeasible requirements on the wireless system.

Take, for example, the situation where HDTV is being streamed from one

room to another. In order for this data to go through walls, the maximum

Table 2.4-2. Data types and characteristics.

Data Type Data Rate (single link) Comment

A/V streaming

Broadcast TV 15 Mbit/s max, 3–8 Mbit/s Dig. Broadcast

(MPEG2)

HDTV (compressed) 19 Mbit/s (USA), 24 Mbit/s (Japan)

HDTV (uncompressed) 2 Gbit/s

DVD 10.8 Mbit/s max, 3–8 Mbit/s avg MPEG2

Bulk Data Transfer Several Gbit/s

Internet 1–4 Mbit/s

Control 10–100 kbit/s e.g., remote control

Status/Environment 10–100 kbit/s e.g., sensor networks
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RF frequency is limited to around 6 GHz and apart from other consider-

ations, sufficient bandwidth would have to be found at these frequencies.

However, since the RF signals do go through the walls there will also be

interference between our HDTV streaming application and potentially

those of our neighbors. Returning to the scenario of an apartment, this

could mean that up to 9 wireless HDTV streams could be coexisting (you,

your neighbors on either side, and the neighbors above and below). This

results in an aggregate payload data rate of 18 Gbit/s and assuming a 50%

overhead for protocol and error correction, results in an over-air data rate

of 27 Gbit/s. Even if as much as 1 GHz of bandwidth was to be allocated

for such applications, the spectral efficiency would need to be close to

30 bits/s/Hz. This is far beyond what can be achieved with current stand-

ards, and when this requirement is combined with the power levels that

would be required to penetrate walls, only the most optimistic designer

would say that this approach will ever be feasible.

However, the need for wireless streaming remains a fundamental part

of AmI, so an alternative structure is required. The solution is to construct

a wireless infrastructure that uses a WLAN system for inter-room com-

munication and WPAN systems for intra-room links. However, as dis-

cussed above, this will only give limited data rates between rooms. In

addition, therefore, the infrastructure needs to incorporate large amounts

(GBs) of local storage in each room, and use this as the data source for

streaming applications. The local storage then becomes a buffer to miti-

gate the difference between the bandwidths of WLAN (inter-room) and

WPAN (intra-room). In this way, the wireless streaming of HDTV and

bulk data becomes an in-room application. Table 2.4–3, shows how the

characteristics of the different data types change as a result.

Table 2.4-3. Data types and characteristics (local storage).

Data Type Distance Comment

A/V streaming

Broadcast TV Room-to-room

HDTV (compressed) In room Also room-to-room when broadcast

HDTV (uncompressed) In room

DVD In room

Data transfer

Fast bulk In room Several Gbit/s

Transfer to local storage Room-to-room e.g., overnight data transfer

(tens of Mbit/s)

Internet Room-to-room

Control In room Room-to-room via the WLAN backbone

Status/Environment In room Room-to-room via the WLAN backbone
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Now only the broadcast stream and internet access are required to

operate between rooms. In addition, a new bulk data transfer category has

been added, for data, which is required to cross room boundaries. This is

to allow non-real-time download of data from broadcast sources (satellite,

cable, etc.) to the local storage (e.g., overnight).

Figure 2.4–2 shows the details of a hierarchical wireless infrastructure

employing both WLAN and WPAN systems.

Here, each room is served by one or more WPANs, possibly Bluetooth

or UWB depending on the required data rates. In either case, the import-

ant feature is that the RF signals should not leave the room. This can be

achieved by ensuring that the amount of RF power transmitted is kept to a

minimum, or by using RF frequencies above 10 GHz. In this way, infer-

ence between WPANs in different rooms is prevented, and maximum

spatial reuse of spectrum can occur. Returning to the HDTV streaming

example, if an in-room WPAN is used to stream the data from local

storage to the display, then adjacent rooms (or neighbors) can each

accommodate such an application without problems.

For inter-room communication, a WLAN system is employed, and this

supports the lower data rates that are needed for broadcast streaming and

data transfer between rooms. Taking current developments into account

(e.g., 802.11n and MIMO techniques), this part of the wireless infrastruc-

ture will, in the future, be able to support over-air data rates of hundreds

of Mbit/s and point-to-point links of 10–20 Mbit/s. In this way, by com-

bining both WLAN and WPAN in one infrastructure, it seems possible to

satisfy the various demands for wireless data rates by taking into account

the need to transfer data both within rooms and between rooms.

An alternative for room-to-room communication is to use a wired

backbone, based on optical fiber or low-cost coax. Such a solution solves

the issue of high data rate transfers between rooms, and is an attractive

Figure 2.4-2. WLAN/WPAN infrastructure.
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proposition for new homes. However, in existing buildings the cost and

disruption of installing a wired infrastructure is likely to be too expensive,

which favors a wireless solution. Consequently, wired infrastructures will

not be considered further in this chapter.

2.3. Future Technologies

In terms of new technologies that are required to support the whole

range of wireless data rates for AmI, two gaps in the portfolio can be

identified. The first is a technology for providing multi-Gbit/s data links in

an in-room WPAN system, and the second is a solution for ultra low

power wireless links for various sensor applications.

2.3.1. Multi-Gbit/s wireless links

From the discussions earlier in the chapter, a target data rate of several

(3–5) Gbit/s has been identified for applications, such as HDTV streaming

and high-speed bulk data transfer. This is far beyond what current systems

(and those under development) are capable of, so it is clear that a new

solution is required. Efforts to address this fall into two categories. First,

many systems are employing techniques to make more efficient use of the

spectrum (i.e., increasing bits/s/Hz). These include the use of more com-

plex modulation schemes, such as OFDM combined with a high order

QAM. However, per today, there is a practical upper limit to the band-

width efficiency of a digital wireless system, which is around 2.5 bit/s/Hz

as illustrated in Figure 2.4–3.
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The exceptions are MIMO systems, such as those in 802.11n, which

exploit multiple channels in a rich multipath environment using space-time

coding techniques. With such systems, spectral efficiencies as high as

10 bits/s/Hz are anticipated, but this comes at the cost of considerable

added complexity.

This leads us to the second alternative, which is to use more bandwidth,

c.f. Shannon’s Law in Equation (2.4–1).

C ¼ B log2 (1þ S=N) (2:4-1)

Exploiting more bandwidth has the attractive property that the channel

capacity rises in direct proportion with the bandwidth employed. UWB

does exactly this. However, with increasing levels of congestion at lower

RF frequencies (especially < 6 GHz), extra bandwidth has to be found,

and this is only structurally possible at higher RF frequencies. One con-

sequence of using higher RF frequencies above 6 GHz is that attenuation

by walls increases, which means that such frequencies cannot be used for

inter-room communication. However, from the Ambient Intelligence per-

spective, this is an advantage, as we want to have room-sized WPAN cells,

in order that spatial reuse of spectrum can be achieved, with the conse-

quent reduction in coexistence and interference issues.

Table 2.4–4 shows a comparison between the various candidates for a

multi-Gbit/s wireless WPAN system. For completeness UWB has been

included in this table. In Europe and the USA, spectrum has been allo-

cated at 17 GHz and 24 GHz for unlicensed applications. Both of these

suffer from the lack of allocated bandwidth, with a maximum of 250 MHz

being allocated. In order to reach a data rate of 3 Gbit/s, the system would

Table 2.4-4. Comparison of candidate systems for multi-Gbit/s links.

Standard 17 GHz ISM 24 GHz ISM UWB (MBOA) 60 GHz

Regulatory Europe USA USA (RoW in

progress)

USA (5 GHz)

Japan (7 GHz)

Europe (3 GHz)

Bandwidth 200 MHz 250 MHz 1584 MHz

(Group A)

3 GHz

Spectral efficiency

for 3 Gbit/s link

15 12 2 1

Path loss (10 m)

compared to 2.4 GHz

17 dB 20 dB 4 dB 28 dB

Antenna directionality 0–12 dB 0–12 dB 0 dB 15–20 dB
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have to support spectral efficiencies of at least 12 bits/s/Hz. The key

issue with UWB is the limited amount of power that can be transmitted

(�41.3 dBm/MHz) because of concerns over possible interference issues.

With this power level, current developments are typically targeting

480 Mbit/s, and even by exploiting the whole of the 7 GHz bandwidth,

expectations are that the limit of UWB will be in the 1–2 Gbit/s range.

This, then, brings us to the spectrum close to 60 GHz that has some

major advantages [5]. The first, and most significant, is the amount of

allocated bandwidth. In the USA, the FCC has allocated 59–64 GHz for

unlicensed applications; in Japan 7 GHz of bandwidth has been allocated

between 59 and 66 GHz; and in Europe it is expected that 3 GHz will be

allocated between 59 and 62 GHz for WPAN-like applications. This means

that there could be 3 GHz of bandwidth globally available. Consequently, a

3 Gbit/s data stream can be achieved with a spectral efficiency of 1 bit/s/

Hz—a figure that is easily achieved by today’s wireless standards. Other

advantageous features of the 60 GHz band include the high level of absorp-

tion by oxygen (10–15 dB/km) and water, and the limited ability to pass

through walls—both of which are important for interference-free and se-

cure systems. Another advantage of 60 GHz is the short wavelength—

5 mm. This means that a l/4 patch antenna measures only 1.25 mm across,

and the prospect of using directional antenna arrays to increase the link

budget becomes feasible. The small size of an antenna also means that a

60 GHz radio can ultimately be smaller than comparable lower RF fre-

quency systems and consequently lend themselves much more to being

hidden in the environment—one of the key aspects of AmI.

Turning to the technical challenges imposed by 60 GHz, a key issue is

that of achieving low cost. In practice, this means that 60 GHz trans-

ceivers will have to be implemented in a low-cost Si or SiGe based

technology. Systems are available today using GaAs MMICs, but these

are, and are likely to remain, too expensive for consumer applications. In

order to assess the suitability of technologies for given RF frequencies, two

figures of merit are often used: fT, the transition frequency; and fMAX the

maximum frequency of oscillation. As a general rule of thumb, fMAX

should be approximately 2fT, and fT should be at least 2–3 times the RF

frequency. This means that silicon IC processes with fT and fMAX above

120 GHz and 240 GHz respectively are candidate technologies for

60 GHz applications. Such processes are being developed as shown in

Figure 2.4–4. Processes in the top-right segment of the figure are poten-

tially suitable for 60 GHz systems.

Apart from the IC technology itself, other topics need to be addressed,

for example, high-quality passive components, signal handling at 60 GHz

and, of course, circuit and system level aspects. However, many groups are
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already active in this field, and it is to be expected that a low-cost 60 GHz

WPAN system will become available in the coming years and therefore be

available to form part of the wireless infrastructure for AmI.

2.3.2. Ultralow power radio

Apart from high-speed communication, the other key requirement is

the need for low data rate links that will interconnect the vast number of

sensors in the environment. The fact that AmI calls for such a large

number of sensors (e.g., for temperature sensing, object identification,

light level detection and so on) essentially defines the core attributes of

these wireless devices: they must have an extremely small form factor,

consume very small amounts of power and, of course, be low cost. This

broad set of requirements suggests that conventional passive RFID tags

could be suitable for many of the applications. This is indeed the case, but

for other applications—especially those where the tag must initiate the

conversion—a new approach based on ultra low power radio is required.

An example of such an application is one where temperature sensing is

involved. If this is implemented by a tag being periodically activated by a
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reader, then the tag can only report that the temperature had previously

exceeded a given threshold: with a radio device that can initiate the

conversation, it can report a situation where the temperature is about to

exceed the threshold, so appropriate action can be taken.

Table 2.4–5 compares some features of conventional RFID tags and

existing low power radio systems, such as ZigBee.

Many attempts are being made to bridge the gap between the function-

ality of RFID tags and conventional radios. These include active RFID

tags and NFC. Active RFID tags are aimed primarily at logistics appli-

cations where a larger distance between the tag and the reader needs to be

supported together with the need for robust operation (e.g., reading the

tags in hostile environments). A solution is to augment the passive RFID

tag with a battery power source. As with conventional RFID systems, the

tag is activated by energy transmitted from the reader, and the battery is

then used to increase the return range of the tag. However, the problem

still remains that the tag cannot initiate the conversion. Near field com-

munication (NFC) [6] on the other hand, is a symmetrical system that does

allow the link to be activated from both ends. However, this is based on

13.56 MHz magnetic coupling, where the magnitude of the field drops off

at 1=d3, which means that the transmit power needs to be unfeasibly high

(of the order of Watts) for 10 m transmit distances.

Consequently, for sensor networking, where the communication can be

initiated from either end of a link, and where distances of up to 10 m need

to be covered, a conventional radio solution (i.e., one that employs a

transceiver at both ends of the link) is required. However, such a solution

must still satisfy the requirements of small size, ultra low power, and low

cost. Attributes, such as physical size and cost can be addressed by using

appropriate (combinations of) technology for the integration of the trans-

ceiver. The power source is a critical component in the system, as it is likely

to determine the final size and form factor of the radio device. New

generation thin and flexible batteries, of the type produced by power

paper and others are extremely attractive and could enable a stick-on

radio (a radio as easy to install as sticking on a Post-It note). In addition,

Table 2.4-5. Comparison of low power radio and RFID technologies.

Standard Bluetooth ZigBee RFID NFC (active mode)

Frequency 2.4 GHz ISM 2.4 GHz ISM 13.56 MHz þ various 13.56 MHz

Data rate 1 Mbit/s 250 kbit/s e.g., 26 kbit/s 106, 212 kbit/s

Link initiation Either end Either end Reader only Either end

Power 100 mW 40 mW < 1 mW (tag) < 100 mW
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the use of energy scavenging techniques holds the promise of the battery-

less radio.

In order to reduce power consumption—or more accurately, energy per

message—the radio system needs to be optimized at both the circuit and

the system level. At the circuit level, a complete radio transceiver needs to

be designed to consume of the order of 1 mW when active, and much is

being done in this area.

At the system level, much has been done already. Systems, such as

ZigBee have protocols that are optimized for applications where the

sensor node needs only occasionally to transmit data back to the master—

for most of its life the ZigBee radio is in a power down mode. However,

unlike RFID, the protocol is designed so that the sensor node can initiate a

conversion at anytime. The other system level consideration is the opti-

mum data rate. From the energy-per-bit perspective, a high data rate is

more energy efficient, so in principle a system such as UWB would be

optimum. However, we also need to consider the energy consumed as the

transceiver powers up from the sleep state, as this contributes to the

overall energy per message.

Figure 2.4–5 shows the energy per bit and turn-on energy for various

systems and also for a target ultralow-power solution. The message length

is taken as being 288 bits, and the turn-on (from sleep to being ready to

send a message) is 200 ms. If the ratio of data rate to power consumption is

too low (Slow), the energy used to send the message dominates. On the
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right hand side, the turn-on energy dominates. From this simplified cal-

culation, the optimum is a transceiver capable of data rates of around

50 kbit/s at an active power consumption of less than 3 mW (Target).

Recently published results [7] show that this is feasible.

3. WIRELESS POSITIONING

So far, we have concentrated on the wireless transmission of data

around the environment, be it audio/video content or information from

sensors. However, AmI has concepts such as context-sensitivity at its core,

and consequently will rely on the environment knowing the locations of

objects and people. In order to do this, some form of indoor positioning

system is required. The accuracy to which the position of an object needs

to be determined is highly application dependent and can range from

knowing whether two objects are in the same room, to accuracies of the

order of 1 cm (e.g., for when an application needs to determine whether a

particular object is on a desk or in the drawer just beneath).

The most well-known indoor positioning systems are based on the

measurement of the time-of-flight (ToF) of ultrasound pulses from one

location to another. Typically, such a system comprises a number of

beacons at known fixed points in the environment, and by measuring the

distance from the object to be located to each beacon, a three-dimensional

position can be determined. In order to provide timing synchronization

between the beacons and the object, an RF signal is transmitted at the

same time as the ultrasound pulse, and the ToF of the ultrasound pulse is

simply determined by subtracting the time-of-arrival (ToA) of the ultra-

sound pulse from the ToA of the RF signal. The RF signals are also used

to identify the beacons.

Ultrasound systems in general work well, and can achieve accuracies of

better than 5 cm. However, given that ultrasound does not go through

walls, each room will then need to have its own installation of beacons.

This helps to provide easy identification of the room in which an object is

located, but inevitably complicates the overall positioning infrastructure.

An attractive alternative is to use the wireless communication infra-

structure for the indoor positioning function. The principles of operation

are essentially similar to those of the ultrasound system, but the imple-

mentation is more challenging because RF signals travel approximately

106 times faster than ultrasound signals, so the accuracy of the ToF

measurement has to be a factor 106 higher if the same positional accuracies

are to be achieved.
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Figure 2.4-6 shows the different techniques that can be employed in

complete indoor positioning system architecture. These will be discussed in

the context of an RF implementation, but the structures could equally be

employed in an ultrasound system.

The first of these is the use of simple beacons. If the object to be located

can hear the beacon, it must then be within a certain distance of the

beacon. Such an approach can be implemented using, for example, Blue-

tooth, and is useful for determining the logical position of the object. The

drawback is that the required number of beacons is a function of both the

area to be covered and the positional accuracy required. The result is that

a large number of beacons are needed. Signal strength measurements are

an extension to the straightforward beacon concept and, in principle, can

be used to improve the positional accuracy of the beacon approach.

However, in practice the improvement in accuracy is severely limited as

the received signal strength will be strongly affected by reflections and

other objects in the vicinity. Accuracy can be further improved by the use

of fingerprinting. With the fingerprinting technique, an array of beacons is

installed around the area to be covered, and the signal strength at every

point in that area is measured and stored in a look-up table. In this way,

the variations in signal strength due to other objects etc., can be calibrated

out and accuracies of the order of 1 m or less can be achieved (again,

dependent on the presence of mobile objects such as people). The serious

drawback, however, is the high cost of installation. Additionally, in order

to maintain the accuracy of the system, the fingerprinting exercise will
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Figure 2.4-6. Indoor positioning techniques.
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have to be redone whenever there are changes in the environment, such as

the addition of new furniture and other large items.

The last approach is based on the ToF principle as used in ultrasound

positioning systems. Using this technique with conventional standards

such as 802.11b, accuracies of around 1 m should be possible, and if the

high bandwidths available in systems such as UWB can be exploited,

accuracies of a few centimeters will be achievable.

Figure 2.4-7 shows how these different positioning techniques compare

as a function of the required accuracy and the coverage area. Simple

beacons lie on the diagonal line on the right hand side of the figure, with

RF tags providing this functionality at the 1 m level and Bluetooth offer-

ing 10 m accuracy. Below this line are systems whose performance is worse

than that of simple beacons. Above the line in the top right-hand part of

the diagram is where accuracies are not sufficient to identify a particular

room. So, if the aim is to cover the whole house using a limited number of

beacons, the resulting system should not be operating in this part of the

diagram. To the left is the region in which it might be possible to identify a

given room, but the accuracy of a few meters is not good enough to allow

accurate associations to be made (for example, to verify the object X is

next to object Y). In the bottom left part of the figure is the area in which

in-room systems should operate (i.e., a coverage range of 10 m), but with

accuracies of significantly better than 1 m. Superimposed on these various

regions are the currently available RF-based indoor positioning systems.
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Going back to the requirements from the AmI perspective, it is clear

that the overall positioning infrastructure will have to be capable of

determining positions of people and objects to an accuracy of better

than 1 m, while at the same time having a coverage area equal to the

whole house. Figure 2.4-7 clearly indicates that a homogenous RF-based

positioning system is not going to be able to provide this functionality

without a considerable additional infrastructure. Some hierarchy is there-

fore needed, and the obvious solution is to exploit the hierarchical struc-

ture of the wireless communication system itself. In other words, within

each room the WPAN system is used to provide the centimeter-level

accuracy positioning capability (exploiting the high RF bandwidth of the

WPAN). This can be used for applications in which associative informa-

tion is needed. On the wider scale (e.g., for locating an object in the home),

the (room-bound) WPAN can locate the exact whereabouts in the given

room and then communicate this to the backbone WLAN system. This, in

turn, will know which WPAN has located the object, and therefore the

room in which the object is located. In this way, the position is determined

and reported in a natural way (i.e., in the dining room, next to the PC).

4. SYSTEM INSTALLATION

Having addressed the topics of wireless data communication and in-

door positioning based on RF signals, the next subject is somewhat

orthogonal—the set-up and configuration of the underlying wireless in-

frastructure in a manner that is easy and understandable.

The issue is one of complexity, as is evident from the foregoing sections.

We are talking about a hierarchical, multistandard wireless network, with

the possible added complication of beacons for the indoor positioning

system. Comparing this with the simple wireless networks that are present

in some homes today, the scale of the installation problem comes into

sharp focus. It is not simply a question of providing easier to understand

instruction manuals (of course, this is an essential part of the process)

because, apart from other considerations, the number of possibilities and

variations in a specific system are so vast, the manual would likely become

unmanageable.

At least part of the solution is to use technology within the network to

guide and assist the installation procedure. Take, for example, the video-

cassette recorder (VCR). From its inception, the process of installing the

VCR was lengthy, complicated, and often misunderstood by the user.

Typically, the process involved connecting a number of cables between

the VCR and TV; carrying out various tuning operations to find the TV
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channels, and then making sure that they are in the same order as on the

TV. Then, of course, the clock had to be set—easy the first time, when the

manual is in front of you, but a common source of frustration when the

clocks move forwards or backwards twice per year, and the manual can no

longer be found. In recent years, the process has improved considerably

with the introduction of concepts, such as Philips’ Easy Link. The com-

plete set-up procedure now consists of connecting the cables and pressing a

single button—the VCR and TV together do the rest. Of course, such

simplicity does not appear overnight, the design of such a simple system is

a huge challenge in itself and, importantly, often requires elements that

need to be standardized.

Returning to the wireless system for AmI, many similar set-up ex-

amples can be identified. Lighting is a key element, and in many cases

individual lamps will need to be controlled via a wireless link. On the face

of it—a relatively straightforward problem to solve. However, on further

inspection it becomes more complex. The lamp will need some form of ID

number (preassigned during manufacture or assigned during installation),

which needs to be programmed into the light control system together with

the information about the location of the lamp, and so on. In essence,

enough information has to be put into the system so that the user, when

seated in a chair, can metaphorically ‘point’ to a given lamp to turn it on

or off. Given the number of lamps in an average home, the set up of even

this part of the environment is already looking like a daunting prospect.

The challenge is clear. If the set-up of an AmI environment is to be as

simple and intuitive as its use, then we need to start considering the set-up

process at the earliest stage in the design of the underlying wireless

infrastructure. But why is this so important for wireless? Of course, the

issue of set-up extends to all systems in the environment, but in the case of

the wireless infrastructure there is one important complication compared

to the VCR case given earlier: if a link doesn’t work you can’t look around

the back to see if the cable has been plugged in!

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we have discussed the attributes and requirements of a

wireless infrastructure that is capable of supporting the features and

applications that will exist in an AmI environment. The two key require-

ments that result from the overall concept are wireless data transfer

around the home, and the ability to locate both people and objects in

the environment. For the first of these, the requirements are diverse, from

multi-Gbit/s communication for bulk data transfer to ultralow power
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wireless links that will connect the huge number of sensors that will be

hidden in the environment. Add to this the need for data to be transferred

from room to room, and the complexity of the required infrastructure

becomes clear. One solution is to adopt a structure comprising in-room

WPAN communication, coupled to a WLAN backbone, together with

local (room-based) storage to buffer differences in data rates. For the

indoor positioning function, the main issue is accuracy (many applications

will require location accuracies of the order of a centimeter) combined

with coverage of the entire house. Inevitably, this will require a consider-

able amount of infrastructure. Although indoor location systems based on

ultrasound are available today, a much more attractive possibility is the

use of the wireless communication infrastructure for the indoor position-

ing system. Achieving the required level of performance is most certainly a

challenge, but the benefits of reusing the infrastructure are clear.

Finally, there is the question of how to install and set-up such a

complicated wireless infrastructure. This is likely to be the first exposure

to AmI that most users have, and consequently the experience must be as

simple and intuitive as the interaction with environment itself.
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Abstract In order to become truly ubiquitous, the systems envisioned to create the

ambient intelligence (AmI) landscape must be highly miniaturized and manufacturable at

low cost. Together with system-on-a-chip (SoC) technology, interconnect and packaging

technologies are key enabling technologies for realizing smart system-in-a-package (SiP)

solutions. The realization of such devices requires new developments in the field of pack-

aging and interconnection technologies.

The continuing scaling trend in microelectronic circuit technology has a significant

impact on the different integrated circuit (IC) interconnection and packaging technologies.

These latter technologies have not kept pace with the IC scaling trends, resulting in a so-

called interconnect technology gap. Multilayer thin film technology is proposed as a bridge-

technology between the very high density IC technology and the coarse standard PCB

technology. It is also a key enabling technology for the realization of true SiP solutions,

combining multiple SoC IC’s with other components and also integrating passive compon-

ents in its layers.

A further step is to use this technology to realize new functionalities on top of active

wafers. These additional above-IC processed layers may be used for low loss, high speed on-

chip interconnects, clock distribution circuits, efficient power/ground distribution, and to

realize high Q inductors on chip.

1. INTRODUCTION

According to the international technology roadmap for semiconductors

(ITRS) [1], the scaling of the smallest feature size on chips is continued

unrelentingly. Figure 3.1-1 illustrates this scaling trend with respect to the
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on-chip lithography trends. The observed trend confirms the so-called

Moore’s scaling law, which predicts that the number of transistors on a

chipwoulddouble every12–18months.With eachnewgenerationof smaller

devices at the wafer level, faster operating speeds can be achieved. This has a

significant impact on how packaging and interconnection technologies are

conceived and realized. Sizes have to be minimized, and dimensions have to

be chosen specifically to match required electrical characteristics.

Another consequence of Moore’s law from the IC-packaging and

interconnection engineers’ perspective is that, for an unchanged circuit

design, the IC will become smaller and the input and output (I/O) contact

pads have to be fitted on a smaller die. This results in an increased I/O-

density. In the field of circuit design, the so-called Shannon’s law, states

that the circuit architecture complexity (number of gates or memory bits

on a chip) grows even faster in time than Moore’s scaling law. Another

empirical observation, the so-called Rent’s rule, states that the number of

circuit I/Os increases exponentially with increasing circuit complexity. In

combination, all these trends result in a significant increase in the I/O pad

density on a chip. This by itself has a big impact on the interconnect and

packaging technologies for the future, as these technologies can be seen as

geometry translators—from the submicron?scale on the chip to the milli-

meter scale at system level.

The newest IC-technologies allow for incredibly complex circuit inte-

gration on a single die. This is often referred to as system-on-chip (SoC),

architectures. This approach is highly successful in integrating the major
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part of a system, in particular digital signal processing, on a single deep

submicron CMOS technology. However, in most cases the SoC technol-

ogy is not able to integrate the entire system on a single piece of silicon.

The SoC chip still needs packaging and interconnection to other system

elements. A system (may) also consist(s) of many non-silicon parts, such as

passive components, displays, sensors, antennas, connectors, etc. Further-

more, within the IC-technology there is a growing divergence between

different types of technologies. Besides the mainstream high-density logic

CMOS technology, there are many different specific technologies for

memory, analog, high voltage, RF, MEMS, and electro-optical circuits.

It is highly unlikely that all these functions can be integrated in a cost

effective fashion in a single SoC Si-technology platform.

Although SoC cannot really offer a true single chip system, it can

significantly reduce the size as well as the cost of a system or subsystem.

In combination with high-density interconnection and packaging tech-

niques it enables the realization of a so-called system-in-a-package (SIP).

Multilayer thin-film technology is a key enabling technology for the

realization of a SIP.

2. THE INTERCONNECTION GAP

The main off-chip interconnection technology used in industry today is

the so-called printed circuit board (PCB) or printed wiring board (PWB)

technology. This technology is based on the lamination of a stack of

multiple interconnect circuit layers. Each layer typically consists of a

double-sided metallized sheet of epoxy resin-impregnated glass-fiber

cloth. These double sided inner layers are individually patterned using

wet etching of the copper metallization. Both sides of the layer are con-

nected to each other by mechanically drilled and chemically metallized

holes (buried via’s). Several of these inner layers, interlaced with add-

itional isolating layers of resin impregnated glass cloths, are finally lamin-

ated together in a hot isostatic press to form the final multilayer PCB

boards. The different layers in the stack are interconnected through mech-

anically drilled holes that are chemically metallized (through via’s). Wet

etching is typically used to pattern the top metal layer.

The technology described above has been the major interconnect tech-

nology for the past 30–40 years. Evolution towards smaller feature sizes

has been rather slow compared to the scaling frenzy in IC-technology. The

smallest dimensions in this technology are now in the order of 100 mm line

width and spacing, drilled via holes of 200� 300 mm diameter with via-

contact lands of 300� 400 mm diameter.
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In the past ten years, a major advance in this technology has been

brought about by the use of so-called sequential build-up (SBU) technol-

ogy. In this case additional resin layers and metallic layers are applied to

the PCB board, after the stack-up lamination process, turning the process

from a parallel to a more sequential process flow. For this technology, via

holes are mainly realized using laser drilling, although photosensitive

dielectrics and plasma etching of holes are used sometimes.

An overview of the currently most advance SBU technologies is shown

in Figure 3.1-2 [2]. For commercial products, the smallest line-widths

available today are 75 mm. Via diameters are typically larger than 50 mm,

their further shrinkage is limited by the materials used, the relatively thick

SBU dielectric and the metallization techniques used, which all limit the

aspect ratio of the via’s in SBU to about 1. The most significant limitation

is however the size of the via metallization pad. This size is minimally

100 mm larger than the via hole size. This difference is caused by the large

tolerances on PCB substrates, caused by their relatively poor dimensional

stability during processing.

From Figure 3.1-2, it is clear that even when using the most advanced

PCB SBU interconnection technologies under development, a large inter-

connect gap still exist with the on-chip interconnect technologies. Multi-

layer thin-film lithography based interconnection technology is required

to bridge this gap. Line widths and spaces can scale down to 5 mm
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Multilayer thin-film technology is a bridge technology that may close this gap.
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dimensions, and via hole diameters could be smaller than 40 mm or even

20 mm without major problems. A via metallization pad, 10 mm larger

than the via hole diameter is sufficient to account for any alignment and

process tolerances. This makes thin-film lithography based interconnec-

tions an ideal bridge technology between the IC and the PCB dimensions.

The thin-film lithography based technologies are not intended for the

realization of large area interconnection boards, such as PCB’s. This

would result in low yield and high cost substrates. It is, however, the

ideal technology for realizing SIP devices, not larger in size than typically

3� 3 cm [3].

3. MULTILAYER THIN-FILM TECHNOLOGY

The key features of a multilayer thin-film technology are the use of

wafer-like process steps and the use of thin-film planar 1-X lithography

(Mask feature size is equal to the printed feature size, in contrast to

reduction steppers where the features on the mask are reduced to smaller

dimensions on the wafers). The basic elements of such an interconnect

technology are a thin-film, high density metallization technology and a

thin-film, dielectric deposition technique, capable of realizing very small

via holes in the isolation layers to allow for high density interconnects

between the different layers in the structure. An example of a cross-section

through such a multilayer build-up is shown in Figure 3.1-3.

Figure 3.1-3. Cross-section through a multilayer thin film structure, showing 2 mm

thick copper conductor layers and 5 mm thick BCB dielectric layers (IMEC).
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3.1. Metal Interconnect Lines

Different types of metals and different deposition and patterning tech-

niques can be used. The main interconnect materials used today are Al and

Cu. Deposition of the materials is typically performed using physical

vapor deposition (PVD) or, in the case of Cu, by electroplating. The

PVD layers are limited to thin layers of 1� 2 mm—electroplating is more

effective for thicker layers. Patterning is generally performed by wet

chemical etching or, in the case of Cu, by semi-additive plating techniques.

Wet etching has a limited resolution due to the unavoidable under-etching.

Semi-additive plating has an excellent conductor width control through

the use of a thick photo resist mould. The Al metallizations can also be

patterned with great accuracy by using dry etching techniques. Another

metallization technique is the use of evaporation and lift-off technology.

This technology is typically used for materials that are difficult to etch on

the wafer. It is also restricted to rather thin layers. For realizing low

resistive, high density interconnect lines, the semi-additive Cu plating

technique is the preferred process. It can also be applied to other metals,

such as Ni, Au, Ag, and Co [4].

3.2. Dielectric Layers

In order to obtain a proper electrical performance of the interconnection

layers, the isolation layers between the different metal interconnect layers

have to be relatively thick layers, typically 5� 10 mm. For good high fre-

quency performance they also need to have a low k value. Typical dielectrics

used are polymer spin-on dielectrics, such as polyimides and benzo-cyclobu-

tene (BCB) [5]. These materials are preferably photosensitive, allowing for a

high yield, fast, and high-density patterning process. Most materials avail-

able today are negative type photosensitive materials. Via openings down to

20 mm can be typically realized without specific problems.

3.3. Integration of Passive Components

While the on-chip integration increases, the relative area occupied by

chips on boards (at the system level) decreases rapidly. The bottleneck for

further size reduction is often determined by the size occupied on the

board by passive components, such as resistors, capacitors, and inductors.

As a result, the integration of passive components in the interconnect and

package technologies is receiving strongly increasing attention. Thin-film

technology is well suited for the integration and miniaturization of passive

components. Complex materials can be deposited with high repeatability

to form the highest quality resistor or capacitor layers. The thin-film
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lithography assures a high dimensional accuracy, enabling small toler-

ances and increased miniaturization and, therefore, avoiding the need for

trimming of resistor or capacitor values. The electroplated copper lines,

described above, are ideally suited for realizing high quality inductors,

particularly those required for high frequency applications.

4. CONNECTING HIGH DENSITY IC’S USING

THIN-FILM TECHNOLOGY

The problem of interconnecting a high I/O density IC to a standard

PCB circuit board can be solved using an intermediate interposer substrate,

schematically shown in Figure 3.1-4. The interposer is a high-density inter-

connect substrate that can translate the on-chip fine geometries to the

PCB-level coarse geometries. It also acts as a mechanical interposer, absorb-

ing mechanical stresses that could occur between the die and the outside

world.

4.1. Wire Bonding

The chip is typically connected to the interposer substrate by wire-

bonding or flip-chip technology. As the contact pads are traditionally

located around the perimeter of the die, the increasing I/O pad density

on chips results in a need for a reduced I/O pad pitch. The most widely

used interconnect technology used today is thermo-sonic Au wire bonding.

Where a few years ago 100 mm pitch was seen as a lower limit for this

technology, currently 60 mm pitch is in production and the estimates are

that this technology will move down to 40 mm pitch by 2005. When using

traditional PCB substrates, such small pitches cannot be maintained on

the substrate side. This inevitably results in long interconnect wires, fan-

ning out from the small on-chip I/O pitch to a coarse package-level pitch

of typically 200 mm or more. Multiple rows of pads have to be used on the

package level in order to avoid too large packages.

IC

Package – “Interposer”

Interconnect board

Figure 3.1-4. The package function as an ‘‘interposer’’ between the fine pitch chip I/O

connections and the coarse pitch PCB-level contact pads.
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4.2. Flip Chip Technology

One way to overcome the wire-bond problems is the use of flip chip

bumping technology. When direct bumping of the IC to the interposer is

foreseen, a flip chip bump pitch on the substrate, down to 40 mm, has to be

envisaged. This cannot be achieved by SBU PCB technologies, but is well

within the capabilities of thin-film lithography. As an example, in Figure

3.1-5 a thin-film on laminate technology is shown [6–8].

The thin-film technology can also be applied on the silicon wafer

for rearranging the bond pads in a more sparse area array format.

This redistribution process is often referred to as a wafer level packaging

(WLP) technology. The cross section of such a thin-film build-up is

shown in Figure 3.1-6. An application example is shown in Figure 3.1-7.

The typical redistributed flip chip bump pitches will be 100---250 mm.

Figure 3.1-5. Example of a thin-film on laminate interposer substrate. Left: substrate

detail showing 60 mm flip chip pads; Right: flip chip mounted die on laminate substrate

(chip size ¼ 5� 5 mm) [8].

Si Wafer
On-chip intercontent
I/O bond pad
Chip passivation Electroplated solder bump

Electroplated Ni (UBM)
Electroplated Cu
BCB dielectric

Figure 3.1-6. Thin-film interconnect pattern on chip, used for the redistribution of the

peripheral I/O contact pads into an area array configuration. Left: schematic cross

section; Right: typical redistribution layout.
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For a die with a low I/O density, such as memory die, this can result in

a significantly larger pitch of 500---800 mm. In that case, preformed solder

balls can be applied directly on the wafer, resulting in a truly chip sized

package (CSP) that can be mounted directly on standard PCB boards.

4.3. Multi-Chip Modules

When using a thin-film interposer substrate, multiple die can be at-

tached to the interposer substrate, using the high-density interconnection

capabilities of the multilayer thin-film technology. An example of such a

high density, high speed interconnect technology, developed at IMEC, is

shown in Figures 3.1-8 and 3.1-9.

This technology is also referred to as MCM-D technology (D from

deposited dielectric). Very high interconnect densities can be achieved

using this approach. The typical build up consists of 5 metal and 4

dielectric layers. Power and ground planes are used to provide a good

reference to the signal interconnect lines on the X-interconnect and

Figure 3.1-7. Photograph of a ‘‘redistributed’’ array of flip chip bumps on a Si-chip.

Substrate (Si)

Metal 1 : Power plane

Dielectric 1 : high k

Metal 2 : Ground plane

Metal 4 : Y-interconnect

Metal 3 : X-interconnect

Metal 5 : Pad metallisation

Dielectric 2, 3 & 4 : low k

Figure 3.1-8. Schematic cross-section of a typical MCM-D interconnect module

[9–11].
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Y-interconnect planes. The typical width and spacing of these interconnect

lines is 10---20 mm. These layers are routed perpendicularly to each other, in

order to minimize the electric coupling between the lines. Between the

power and ground planes, a thin, high k dielectric is used to integrate a

large value decoupling capacitor (up to 1 nF=mm
2
). The other dielectric

layers use low k dielectrics with a typical thickness of 5---10 mm per layer.

[3, 9–11]

One disadvantage of this technique is the requirement for additional

packaging of the thin-film substrate. One approach that is under develop-

ment at IMEC is the realization of the multilayer thin-film technology on

top of a laminate interconnect substrate, similar to the thin-film on lamin-

ate interposer technology shown in Figure 3.1-5. [6]

4.4. Integrated Passives

Electronic systems also contain many non IC-components. Most prom-

inent are the many resistor, capacitor, and inductor passive components

seen in most systems. Also these components do not shrink as fast as the

IC-technology, resulting in their relative increased use of substrate area. In

particular for high frequency circuits, integration of passive components

can lead to a significant size reduction as well as to an improvement in

performance. An example of an RF-MCM-D technology with integrated

passives, developed at IMEC, is shown in Figure 3.1-10. Some application

examples are shown in Figure 3.1-11 [12–16].

Figure 3.1-9. Example of an MCM-D module, measuring 2:5� 2:5 cm. In this case,

the chips are connected to the substrate using wire bonding. Left: interconnect layout

substrate; Right: finished module [11].
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5. ABOVE-IC PROCESSING

The flip-chip technology discussed, in Section 4.2, is performed on top

of active silicon waters. The flip-chip redistribution layers can also be

considered an extension of the on-chip wiring layers. This above-IC tech-

nology allows for the realization of lines that are only 5 mm wide, 5 mm

spaced, and 5 mm thick. Though small for traditional package and inter-

connect technologies, these lines are very fat compared to the back-end of

line (BEOL) interconnect layers and therefore less resistive. The MCM

and integrated passives technologies, described previously, can be applied

Insulating substrate:
glass, high R Si

TaN resistor
(25 Ω/1

Ta2 O5 capacitor
(0.75 nF/mm2)

BCB capacitor
(5 pF/ mm2)

•  Coplanar wave guide layer
•  THick Cu (3−5 µm)

•  High Q inductors
•  Interdigitated capacitors

)

Figure 3.1-10. Schematic cross-section of an RF-MCM-D interconnect module with

integrated passives as developed by IMEC [16].

Figure 3.1-11. Examples of RF-MCM-D modules. Left: RF-section of a wireless

front-end circuit showing a flip chip RF-chip on a glass RF-MCM-D substrate with

300 mm solder balls (CSP) for mounting on a PCB board (size ¼ 7� 7 mm); Right: sub

harmonic QPSK modulator at 7/14 GHz (size ¼ 8� 17mm) [16].
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above-IC, rather than on an intermediate substrate. This opens potential

applications of these layers for realizing high-Q on-chip inductors, low

resistance power and ground supply lines, and fast on-chip interconnect

lines.

5.1. Low Resistance above-IC Cu Wiring

The thick copper conductors, realized by electroplating, may be

exploited in analog and power semiconductor technologies to lower the

electrical resistance of the connections from high current drivers to

the external package pins. Figure 3.1-12 shows some plated Cu-lines on

top of the IC passivation with 10 mm thickness and 10 mm line and space

width.

5.2. Fast on-Chip Electrical Wiring

The resistance of the electrical wires on the redistribution layer can be a

factor 20 lower than the resistance of lines in the BEOL layers of the die.

At the same time, the capacitance per unit length of these lines will not be

significantly different, as they are basically scaled-up versions of the BEOL

interconnect layers and also use low-k dielectric materials. The RC-delay

of these above-IC lines will thus be more than an order of magnitude

smaller than the on-chip interconnects.

Obviously, to be practical, two interconnect planes with perpendicu-

larly routed interconnect lines will be required. As the wiring pitch on

these layers will only go down to some 10 mm, the available wiring density

will be relatively limited. This should however not be considered as a

severe limitation for their applicability as they are only intended to be

Figure 3.1-12. ‘‘Above-IC’’ electroplated Cu lines with 10 mm thickness, 10 mm nom-

inal with spacing.
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used for the longest global nets on the chip, such as interconnect lines

between functional blocks on the die or lines distributing the clock circuit

with high quality across the die.

The above-IC routing technology can be considered a down-scaled

version of thin film multi-chip (MCM-D) technologies as they were pro-

posed in the nineties and shown in Figures 3.1-8 and 3.1-9. Many of the

techniques developed for these technologies can be used for on-chip elec-

trical connections. One example is shown in Figure 3.1-13. In this ap-

proach, first a parallel power and ground plane are realized on top of the

chip passivation. These planes form an integrated decoupling capacitor

(up to 5 nF=mm
2
), a low resistive and inductive on-chip power and ground

supply and provide a well-defined reference for the interconnect lines that

are realized in two subsequent routing. This approach requires eight mask

steps.

The interconnect lines in such a structure behave as lossy transmission

lines [9, 18]. These lines have less dispersion compared to RC lines,

therefore enabling a higher speed performance as signal rise times are

better preserved. As lines on chip are still relatively short, line termination

is not required to avoid signal ringing up to high signal speeds. If the line

impedance is matched to the output impedance of the driving circuit, the

signal delay can be minimized to the signal delay time of the rlc line.

The simulated attenuation and transmission delay of such lines is given

in Figure 3.1-14. Figure 3.1-15 gives the time domain response of such

lines. The 5 mm thick, 5 mm wide line corresponds to the above-IC line, the

1 mm thick, 1 mm wide line corresponds to a global on-chip interconnect

line. A comparison between modeled and measured attenuation of such

lines is given in Figure 3.1-16, showing excellent agreement [18]. The

above-IC lines can be treated as transmission lines above a few 100 MHz.

Figure 3.1-13. Schematic cross-section above-IC processed interconnect layers.
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5.3. High-Q on-Chip Inductors

For many high frequency RF-IC’s, the poor quality factors of regular

on-chip inductors is a limiting factor. This is due to the relatively high

sheet resistance of the on-chip metallization and the losses in the semicon-

ducting silicon substrate. By placing the spiral inductor in the redistribu-

tion layer, the distance between the spiral and the lossy substrate is greatly

increased. By using a thicker, electroplated Cu conductor, a much lower

track resistance is obtained. A FIB cross-section of such an inductor
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Figure 3.1-14. Attenuation (left axis) and normalized delay (right axis) of copper

microstrip interconnect lines with cross sections from 1� 1 to 5� 5 mm2.
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process is shown in Figure 3.1-17. In this case a 10 mm thick copper layer

and a 18 mm thick dielectric is used. Inductors with Q-factors above 30 up

to 5 GHz were obtained over 20 Vcm Si CMOS wafers. [17] For differen-

tial inductors, even higher quality factors are obtained, as shown in Figure

3.1-18.
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Figure 3.1-16. Measured and modeled frequency-dependent resistance of above-IC Cu

interconnect lines (line thickness 3 mm) [18].

Figure 3.1-17. High-Q, 10 mm thick Cu inductor processed on top of a CMOS wafer.

Left: cross-section contact inductor; Right: top view.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Interconnect andpackaging technology scales downmuchslower than IC-

technology.This results inan increasinglybigger interconnect gapbetween the

advanced IC-technologies and the advanced PCB technologies. Multilayer

thin-filmtechnology,using1Xphotolithography, isakeyenablingtechnology

for bridging this gap and realizing the so-called SIP solutions.

The above-IC thin film technology used for flip chip redistribution can

be considered as an integral part of the on-chip wiring hierarchy. It can

also be used to realize very high-Q on-chip inductors; a low impedance

power and ground supply; or very fast on-chip electrical interconnects.
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Abstract Ambient Intelligence (AmI) hinges on three key technologies: ubiquitous

computing, ubiquitous communication, and intelligent user-friendly interfaces. For intelli-

gence and communication to be of relevance to people, sensor inputs are essential. One of

the most versatile and, in our estimation, crucial of all possible inputs is the image sensor.

To fulfill the dream of AmI and to assure widespread adoption of the image sensor, one

must address the following criteria: cost, power, versatility, and adaptability. We will

present an overview of the current state of the image sensor and indicate some of the

ways in which hardware designers might meet the challenge of addressing these criteria.

Keywords image sensors

1. INTRODUCTION

Ambient intelligence (AmI) relies on inputs from the external world to

enhance, improve, facilitate, and to secure the life of humanity. Applica-

tions range from automotive (collision avoidance, smart highways) [1, 2],

security (biometrics, fingerprint recognition for payments in grocery

stores, facial recognition for border control, and Nigerian scam baiters)[3,

4], medical (assisted living, diagnostics) [5, 6], hazardous operations (mine

sweeping, smart buildings) [7], social (video conferencing, museums) [8],

cultural (sports) [9], and gaming (virtual reality) [10] to the esoteric, such

as satellites (star trackers) [11]. Inputting the external stimuli will very

often involve visual cues and hence the primacy of the image sensor.
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It was in the mid-eighties that solid-state image sensors replaced the

classical imaging tubes in video applications. Although the first papers on

solid-state imaging were published in the sixties, it took almost two

decades before solid-state imagers could make any inroads into the con-

sumer market. The main reason for this long design-in period was the lack

of a mature technology to fabricate the imaging devices. Photographic

equipment has recently gone through the same process as the imaging

tubes did in the past. The cost-quality ratio of solid-state image sensors is

becoming so attractive that they pop up in many new, emerging markets

that are the forerunners of AmI, like mobile imaging and automobiles.

The AmI era will be the ultimate mass market for solid-state imagers.

Today’s image sensors are based on two technologies: charge-coupled

devices (CCDs) [12, 13] that are made in a dedicated semiconductor

process and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) imagers

() that are produced in a standard semiconductor process [14–16]. For

AmI applications, cost and power consumption are the two most crucial

characteristics. Therefore, it should not be surprising that CMOS with

their cost advantages, when produced on a large scale and their inherent

power advantages over CCDs is believed to be the technology of choice

for AmI.

The goal of this chapter is to provide an overview of the state of the art

in CMOS sensors, and provide a roadmap for future developments. The

layout of the chapter is as follows. In the first section, the overall under-

pinnings of image sensors are presented. The next section involves global

power considerations and on-chip processing, followed by a section on the

analog chain. The last section highlights the myriad possibilities that can

be addressed by novel designs to solve unique issues. Finally this

chapter concludes with a summary and an outlook for imager design

and potential.

2. IMAGE SENSOR ARCHITECTURE

Imagers can be built up one-dimensionally (e.g., facsimile), but most of

them are constructed in a two-dimensional configuration (e.g., video,

automotive, and mobile).

2.1. Basics of CMOS Imagers

A CMOS XY-addressable imager is a matrix of photodiodes, each of

which is provided with a MOS transistor acting as a switch. This setup is

shown schematically in Figure 3.2–1. The basic structure of a unit cell
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consists of a photodiode connected to the output by means of a sensing

line. To convert the two-dimensional spatial information into the serial

stream of electrical signals, electronic scan circuits are added to the device

to address all pixels in a sequential mode and to read out their informa-

tion. This addressing feature forms the basic operation of the device. At

the beginning of a new field, the vertical scan circuit is activated. Suppose

that the first row of pixels is selected. This is done by setting a high DC

voltage on all gates of the MOS switches of this first row. Next, the

horizontal scan circuit selects the pixels on one particular column by

scanning its own outputs using a single high DC output, while all others

are at a low level. This combination of one output of the vertical scanner

and one output of the horizontal scanner at a high level and all the others

at low level, selects one single pixel from the two-dimensional matrix. This

pixel can be emptied and its information dumped into the output stage.

Immediately after this action, the pixel can be reset and restart an integra-

tion. The neighboring pixel will then be addressed and read out.

The XY-addressed imager with passive pixels (the simple photodiode)

is limited in its performance due to the relatively high levels of noise and

fixed-pattern noise (FPN). FPN is the variation in output between various

pixels given the same input. In a perfect imager, each pixel produces the

same output given the same input, but in actual image sensors, the output

of each pixel is different. These differences are partly caused by the small

capacitance of the photodiode, which is connected to the large readout

capacitance of the sensing line. A small amplifier can be added to every

pixel to overcome these noise sources. A source-follower stage (amplifica-

tion in the charge domain) is constructed within every single pixel, and
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Figure 3.2-1. The basic architecture of a CMOS XY addressable imager with an array

of passive pixels.
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with appropriate correlated-double sampling circuitry (see Section 4) on

the column buses, the noise and the fixed-pattern noise can be limited.

The architecture of the active pixel sensor (APS) is very similar to the

passive pixel sensor (PPS). Figure 3.2–2 shows this architecture. In both

cases, after selection of the appropriate pixel by the scan circuitry, the

information is read from the pixel—the charge is transported from

the photosensitive area towards a floating diffusion amplifier by means

of the transfer gate. The driver of the source follower stage (the amplifier

in the pixel) is implemented in the pixel itself, and the load of the source

follower is common for all pixels on a column.

Compared to the PPS, the overall noise and fixed-pattern noise per-

formance of the APS sensors is improved by at least one order of magni-

tude.

2.2. Pixel Configurations

The passive pixel is very simple in construction (see Figure 3.2–3) with 1

photodiode, 1 transistor, and 2 interconnects. The pixel is characterized by

a large fill factor, but unfortunately also by a large noise level. After

addressing the pixel by opening the row-select (RS) transistor, the pixel

is reset along the column bus and through RS.

The active pixel has an amplifier within every pixel (see Figure 3.2–4).

The amplifier is configured as a source follower where the driver of the

source follower is located in the pixel itself, and the load of the source

follower is placed on the column bus, but physically out of the focal plane.

The two other transistors in the pixel are used for addressing (RS) and
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Figure 3.2-2. The basic architecture of a CMOS XY addressable imager with an array

of active pixels.
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resetting the pixel (RST). Every pixel has 1 photodiode, 3 transistors, and

4 interconnects.

After addressing a pixel, its actual video level is sensed by the source

follower and fed to the column bus then the pixel is reset, and a new

integration cycle can start. This APS pixel has become very popular in

CMOS image sensors, because it solves or mitigates many of the noise

problems. Unfortunately, in the configuration shown, it still suffers from a

large reset noise component. This drawback is solved in the pixel config-

uration known as the pinned-photodiode (PPD) pixel (Figure 3.2–5). The

operating principle of this PPD pixel is based on four major steps in

the readout cycle: after addressing the pixel by RS, first the reset of the

floating diffusion takes place, next the readout of the voltage across

the floating diffusion is done, then the charges are transferred towards

the floating diffusion and finally the readout of the voltage across the

floating diffusion after this transfer. Subtracting the signals from the two

readout cycles allows one to obtain a video signal that is almost completely

noise-free. Because of this interesting characteristic, the PPD concept is

becoming very popular as measured by the increase in the number of

articles at the ISSC Conference. Some manufacturers are starting to

deliver products based on this concept. The downside of this design is
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Figure 3.2-3. Basic configuration of a passive pixel.
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that the pixel is quite large, because it is based on 4 transistors and 5

interconnects within every pixel.

A solution to the latter problem can be found in the shared pixel

concept: four neighboring pixels share the same source-follower (see

Figure 3.2–6). By means of the RS switch, a group of four pixels is

selected, but the transfer of video information from a dedicated pixel

towards the shared output stage is driven by its individual TX pulse.

Therefore, overall selection is done by RS; individual pixel selection

(within a group of four) is done by one out of the four TX pulses.

The shared pixel concept allows to combine within 1 pixel low-noise,

high-light sensitivity with a minimum number of transistors (7 transistors/

4 pixels ¼ 1.75 transistors/pixel). Because of its compactness, this pixel is

very well suited for AmI applications.

3. POWER

Focusing on AmI applications of the CMOS image sensor, low power is,

besides cost, certainly the main issue. Considering the power distribution
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Figure 3.2-5. Basic configuration of a pinned-photodiode pixel.
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Figure 3.2-6. Shared transistor concept: four pixels share the source follower.
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inside a camera, it makes little sense to consider only the pixel-level power

consumption. Figure 3.2–7 depicts the power dissipation for a QCIF

(176� 144) and VGA (640� 480) CMOS image sensor, both operating

at 60 Hz frame rate with analog to digital converters (ADCs). It clearly

shows that the majority of the power is actually not consumed in the pixel

array. I/O, color signal processing, and ADC totally consume more than

half of the power. Therefore, it is important to investigate the power issue

in these components.

3.1. Power Consumption in the Signal Processing Unit

The signal processing can always be divided into two parts: analog

signal processing and digital signal processing. In a CMOS image sensor,

analog signal processing is essential to achieve high signal-to-noise ratios

(SNR), and especially to minimize pixel and column FPN. The digital part

normally takes care of the remaining image processing procedures (e.g.,

color interpolation and correction, white balancing, and aperture correc-

tion).

After analog processing (see Section 4), the video signal is converted to

a digital signal by the ADC. Comparing with the analog part, the image

digital signal processing certainly consumes much more power due to the

added and multifaceted functionality. At the moment digital image pro-

cessing units are mostly designed for photography applications [17, 18]

(i.e., color imaging). The digital signal processing that is necessary to

correct the various problems is so complex, that the corresponding algo-

rithms can even vary from pixel to pixel within one sensor [19].
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Figure 3.2-7. CMOS image dissipation for a QCIF and a VGA pixel.
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In addition, due to this complex functionality, besides the power issue, the

cost increases and these sensors are not very suitable for widespread AmI

applications.

Fortunately, in many cases, color processing is not necessary for AmI.

Therefore, it is critical to develop an application-specific signal processing

(ASSP) design, like in, for instance, motion detection, edge detection, or

3D detection (of interest in, for example, virtual reality), to acquire a

simplified structure and reach the ultralow power consumption needed.

As a good example, researchers recently implemented a camera processor

design using a CMOS image sensor especially for motion detection [20].

This is definitely an important application in AmI—to realize automatic

inspection of environmental surroundings and detecting changes that are

introduced. Figure 3.2–8 shows the block diagram of the proposed algo-

rithm.

Traditionally, in order to detect motion, a previous image needs to be

stored and compared with the current image. This leads to the need for a

large memory and increased computing power during the required signal

processing. In essence, the image data bit width used for comparison

decides the power consumption. The novelty in this algorithm design is

to choose only the most significant bit instead of all the data bits to make

the comparison while not losing accuracy. The image signal processing

unit as reported, includes an embedded microprocessor (ARM) and sev-

eral hardwired modules using pseudo advanced microprocessor bus archi-

tecture (AMBA). Together with a power management block, which

controls the system clocks by software, a reduction of 1/3 in overall

power consumption can be achieved.

Even though the image processing functions are normally realized in

the digital domain, the argument exists, that because digital processing

require high resolution data, it may lead to a bigger chip size, and most

of all, more power consumption. Therefore, there are designs [21] and
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1-bit

Current binary
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XOR
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Figure 3.2-8. Block diagram of the algorithm for a low-power motion detection sensor.
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products [22] to integrate most fundamental signal processing before the

ADC. Figure 3.2–9 is the functional block diagram of one of such prod-

ucts, OV7640 color CMOS VGA CameraChip from Omnivision Technol-

ogy. Without a DSP unit, the only digital domain components are output

formatter and the I/O circuit. Comparing with Figure 3.2–7, the same

VGA resolution (640� 480) with a dual ADC configuration is reported to

use only 40 mW active power (30 fps) including the I/O power. Even

considering the lower operation speed, dramatically reduced power con-

sumption is seen.

With an application-specified processing unit design, power consump-

tion in signal processing unit can be optimized and reduced further.

Moreover, there are still quite a few strategies for power reduction in the

DSP unit (e.g., dynamic voltage and frequency scaling and resource hiber-

nation). A lot of work is being carried out especially concerning power

issues in processor design, both at the hardware and software level [23].

Also, due to the simpler functionality desired by AmI applications, further

power reduction can be achieved by shifting the processing procedures

from the digital to the analog domain. By doing this, the well-established

low power analog circuit design techniques can also play a role.
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3.2. Power Consumption in the I/O Unit

The I/O circuitry in a CMOS image sensor is another power-hungry

component. It contains all the input and output control signals, such as

clock, reset, and video output signals (analog/digital). For standard pho-

tography, a CMOS image sensor (e.g., a typical VGA resolution sensor)

has more than 30 I/O pins (8-bit RGB output formats) [22].

In order to adjust output current according to different loading needs,

driving circuits such as buffers and amplifiers are needed for video output

ports. Unfortunately, the downscaling of the technology leads to a reduced

on-chip capacitance, while the off-chip capacitance remains the same.

Therefore, the driving ability of the I/O unit becomes extremely important;

and as the consequence, higher power consumption is expected.

To achieve a low power design, the most straightforward method is to

limit the amount of I/O. By doing this, the number of bits on the system-

bus can also be limited, which results in a significant reduction of power

dissipation due to its high switching activities and large capacitive load

[24].

For example, a number of pixel parallel ADC circuits have been

reported based on a pulse width modulation (PWM) scheme [25].

A similar design with on-pixel ADC based on PWM is reported [26].

Figure 3.2–10 is the pixel structure of this design. The main scheme of

PWM remains the same. The difference of this design is that the on-pixel

8-bit memory can be reconfigured as a 4-bit counter. Therefore, the global
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Vref

Data bus

SRAM
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Counter

Off-pixel

Cdiode

+
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Figure 3.2-10. Pixel Structure of the on-pixel PWM ADC design.
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data bus lines are also reduced by half. During integration, the in-pixel 4-

bit counter generates the 4 MSB with respect to the video signal; an array-

based off-pixel counter generates the 4 LSB based on the same video

signal. Immediately after integration, the on-pixel 4-bit counter is config-

ured back as an 8-bit memory. By transferring the 4 LSB video signals

from an off-pixel counter, the on-pixel memory holds the complete 8-bit

digital video signal. Then, a special time multiplexing strategy is used to

readout 8-bit data through the 4-bit bus. Therefore, the whole integration

and readout phase can be handled with a 4-bit system bus. Logically, the

power consumption due to system bus is reduced.

However, unless much less data is required at the output, for the same

amount of data, the technique of limiting I/O may not produce the results

wanted. Sometimes, the problems are just shifted downstream. Even

though the amount of I/O is reduced by half, the switching speed may

need to be doubled and extra circuits may need to be added in the pixel or

in the ADC, which certainly leads to extra power consumption. Also other

effects (e.g., fill-factor, and ADC speed) may be hurt because of it.

Obviously, a careful trade-off is necessary.

In other words, the most efficient method for power saving is still

an application-specified design, both for the signal processing unit and

the I/O unit. Particularly for the AmI applications, since an ordinary

digital video signal (e.g., 8-bit RGB) data is not compulsory, a smaller

number of I/O ports become decidedly more attractive. If a detection

functionality is desired, for example, then a single output Yes or No may

just be enough. Theoretically, the power consumption from the I/O unit is

then optimized.

4. ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSING IN CMOS

IMAGERS

4.1. Introduction

The analog signal processing chain is an important component of a

CMOS image sensor. First of all, the quality of this processing chain

determines, together with the properties of the pixel array, the quality of

the sensor. Second, a significant part of the total power of the image sensor

is consumed in the analog signal processing, as is depicted in Figure 3.2–7.

The analog signal processing chain of a conventional CMOS image

sensor can generally be divided into three parts, as is depicted in Figure

3.2–11 [27]. The front-end of the chain is formed by the in-pixel readout
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transistor, which consists of only one source follower, as discussed in

Section 2.2 of this chapter. To minimize the in-pixel area overhead, the

source follower is usually of minimum size. As a result, it has a very high 1/

f noise, particularly in modern deep-submicron CMOS processes. This 1/f

noise cannot be decreased without fundamental changes to the processes,

and usually therefore limits the overall quality of the processing chain.

The second stage of the chain is the column-level circuitry. This is a row

of circuits situated below the imaging array, which is connected to one row

of the imaging array at a time. The column circuit biases the in-pixel

source-follower and samples both the pixel output signal and its offset.

These voltages are stored on capacitors. Although many of these column

circuits operate in parallel on a row of pixels, the combined power con-

sumption of the first two stages is quite low. The reason for this is that in a

conventional design, the column circuits are switched on only for a small

fraction of the (line) time.

The last stage of the analog signal processing chain consists of a central

output amplifier and an A/D converter. The output amplifier reads out the

column-level capacitors. By subtracting the capacitor voltages of each
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Figure 3.2-11. Overview of the analog signal processing chain of a CMOS imager.
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column circuit, a correlated double-sampling (CDS) is performed, thus

removing offset and noise. Since only a single output amplifier is used, it

reads out the row of column circuits at high speed. Sometimes, an auto-

matic gain control (AGC) is added to the stage to decrease the necessary

dynamic range of the A/D converter connected to the output of the

amplifier. This A/D converter has usually a speed of 10–40 MSPS and a

resolution of 8–12 bits. A pipeline or two-step architecture is commonly

used for the ADC. The combination of output amplifier and ADC con-

sumes most of the power in the analog signal processing chain, since it has

to run at high speed, thus requiring high bandwidth circuits that consume

a lot of power in order to have low noise.

In order to apply image sensors successfully in AmI, two aspects are of

key importance. First and foremost, the power consumption of the imager

has to be decreased as far as possible. Second, there should be a choice of

output quality depending on the situation (i.e., it should be possible to

adjust the necessary quality versus required power consumption dynam-

ically). This has its impact on the analog signal processing chain, as will be

shown in the next paragraphs.

4.2. Analog Signal Processing Topology for Minimum Power

Consumption

Since most of the power of the analog signal processing chain is con-

sumed in its ADC, efforts to minimize power should be focused on this part.

Although there is a lot of research on optimizing the power consumption of

general-purpose ADCs, imager read-out chains differ in one fundamental

aspect: in an imager, several slower ADCs can be put in parallel without

needing extra power in order to parallelize the signal path, as with a single-

input general-purpose ADC. In recent years, research has been done on

alternative signal processing chains, where the ADC is moved towards the

front-end of the read-out. Several CMOS imagers were reported with a

column-level ADCs [28–30] or even pixel-level ADCs [31, 32]. Some advan-

tages of this approach are obvious, such as a possibility for high-speed read-

out and/or very high-resolution imagers. However, how these different

topologies compare on power efficiency is less obvious.

Although it is difficult to make an accurate comparison between the

different topologies without designing them, some estimation can be

made. Without regard to any specific ADC architecture, a fundamental

aspect of analog circuitry is that voltage amplification is needed. The most

basic circuit that delivers a gain is an inverting amplifier stage (Figure 3.2–

12), loaded by an identical stage. If we regard only the transistor and

consider its load resistor ideal, its bandwidth is determined by its transcon-
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ductance (gm) and its parasitic capacitances, while its gain is determined by

its transconductance and its output resistance. To maximize the power

efficiency, it is therefore best to maximize the amount of transconductance

the transistor can deliver for a given bias current. This means that the

transistor has to be biased in weak inversion, where the ratio of transcon-

ductance to the bias current is maximum (typically around 25). This oper-

ation in weak inversion puts a lower limit on the W/L sizing of the transistor,

which in turn determines the parasitic capacitance of the transistor. There-

fore, if we choose to operate the transistor in weak inversion, there is a fixed

relation between the transconductance and the parasitic load capacitance,

and therefore the bandwidth does not depend on the bias current.

A simple computer simulation of the circuit (Figure 3.2–12) in a

0:18 mm CMOS process shows that the mentioned bandwidth is around

15 MHz. This figure is of course an upper limit to what should be the

process’ capability, in particular, in a real amplifier the capacitive load is

probably higher. When a chip-level ADC is used, its speed should be at

least 10MSPS for a VGA resolution sensor. As a result, the transistors in

the ADC cannot be biased into weak inversion, since the amplifiers inside

the ADC should have a bandwidth of at least 5 times the sampling speed

(assuming switch-capacitor circuits). Based on this transistor-level analy-

sis, multiple ADCs in parallel can be more power efficient if a suitable

ADC architecture can be found that is at least as effective as a typical chip-

level architecture (e.g., a pipeline ADC).

When we compare column-level and pixel-level ADCs reported in litera-

ture, it is immediately obvious that pixel-levelADCsare impractical for low-

cost sensors due to their large pixel sizes. Moreover, the power consumption

is probably not determined anymore by required transconductance, but by a

minimum bias because of leakage currents, which will decrease the power

efficiency. Therefore, column-level ADCs are the best compromise between

necessary speed and amount of parallel circuitry. In the next paragraph, we

will briefly describe some circuit aspects of such column-level ADCs.

in

out

Figure 3.2-12. Basic amplifier configuration with one transistor.
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4.3. Flexible Power/Quality Settings

Based on the assumption that a column-parallel ADC is the best

topology to minimize power consumption, the next step in an ADC design

for AmI is to design the ADC in such a way that the quality it delivers can

be varied in order to vary the power consumption. This can be of particu-

lar interest in systems that do not have to deliver a high quality image most

of the time, for instance a motion detection camera. When the camera

image is only stationary, no high quality picture is needed, however, when

motion is detected, a higher quality is desired.

This flexible quality and power can easily be implemented into a

column-parallel ADC, if single-slope architecture is used [28, 29]. In

Figure 3.2–13, a block diagram of such architecture, which is commonly

used for column-level ADCs, is depicted. It consists of a single-slope ADC

system, where a single, central ramp generator is driving a large number of

comparators that are situated in each column. A central digital counter

runs synchronized with the ramp generator and is connected to digital

latches in each column. When a comparator detects that the ramp voltage

exceeds the signal, the digital latch is triggered and a digital output is

stored. The advantage of this architecture is that it minimizes the amount

of circuitry needed in each column. Moreover, it is relatively easy to get a

uniform response across all ADC channels, as only comparator offsets can

+

Latch

+

Latch
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Counter

Central circuit
Column
circuit

Column
circuit

8–12 bits

Column
in

Column
in

Figure 3.2-13. Column-parallel single-slope ADC architecture.
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cause nonuniformities. These offsets can be corrected using the auto-zero

technique.

The resolution of such an ADC depends on the steepness of the ramp

and the clock speed at which the digital counter is running. Thus, the

resolution of the system can be easily changed by changing the ramp

generator and/or digital counter, which are both implemented on a central

level. Therefore, although the analog signal path of the ADC is column-

parallel, which reduces bandwidth and noise, the ADCs quality and

thereby its power, can be easily changed at one central circuit.

Since it is easiest to design the column-level comparators for one speed,

it is best to design them such that they are fast enough to convert an

analog signal at the highest quality at the required speed. When a lower

quality is needed, the steepness of the ramp can be increased, thereby

reducing the resolution. As a result, the A/D conversion time decreases,

and the comparators can be powered down for some of the time, thereby

reducing power consumption.

Apart from changing the ramp steepness, we can also create a com-

panding ADC by changing the shape of the ramp. When the ramp voltage

is exponential, a dynamic compression of the input signal takes place, as is

done in telephony systems. This can further reduce the power consump-

tion. In particular, we can exploit the fact that some of the noise in an

imaging signal increases at high signal values, due to photon shot noise in

the pixel. Therefore, the resolution of the ADC can be decreased for high

input signals without losing imaging quality.

5. SPECIAL DESIGNS

Technological improvements in the area of CMOS VLSI have fash-

ioned devices to be more power efficient and cheaper, thus making it a

suitable candidate for AmI applications. Moreover, a circuit designer has

more flavors of architectures to choose from either to meet the stringent

power requirements of AmI systems or that use specialized designs to

achieve unique characteristics [33]. Logarithmic pixel and various current

mode architectures can lead to very low power consumption. In the next

level of hierarchy, a part of the computation usually processed in DSPs

can be shifted to the pixel themselves by various spatial arrangement of the

sensors that mimic the biological systems. In addition, employing mas-

sively parallel analog processing units for low-level image processing in the

pixels further reduces the computational power budget of DSPs and

application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) that follow the chain.

Proper selection of the fabrication techniques to realize these sensors can
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also help optimize the energy budget of a system. For example, silicon on

insulator (SOI) techniques can be implemented for very low voltage and

power applications. A brief description of these various techniques that

can be used to improve the power budget for AmI systems or address

special needs will be presented.

5.1. Various Electrical Structures

5.1.1. Logarithmic structure

The logarithmic structure, which has a logarithmic response to input

radiation, is a good example of a continuous response pixel (see Figure 3.2–

14). In this pixel architecture, the reset transistor (T1) operates in weak

inversion mode since only a very small current flows through the load

transistor when light is incident on the photodiode.

The current that flows through T1 can be written as

I ¼ I0 exp �Vg � Vs � Vth(T1)

nVt

� �
;

where Vs and Vg are the source and gate voltages and Vth(T1) is the threshold

voltage of the load transistor. n and I0 are process dependent parameters

and Vt is the thermal voltage. The output voltage can be written as

VA ¼ VDD � Vt ln
Iph

I0

� �
:

The power consumption for an array of 525 � 525 pixels, employing

the above structure in addition to on-chip calibration for FPN noise and
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Figure 3.2-14. A logarithmic pixel structure.
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ADC, can be typically some hundreds of milliwatts [34]. These pixels have

the capability of capturing images with illumination ranges exceeding

120 dB. However, these pixel structures do suffer heavily from FPN, and

image lag. Studies are being carried out to improve the noise factor and

enhance the image quality.

AmI applications can also make use of the Lin-Log mode of pixel

operation (see Figure 3.2-15) [35]. Here, by choosing the value of Vbias,

the pixel can be chosen to operate either in the linear or in the logarithmic

mode of operation. Thus, the image can be first captured using the

Log mode of operation, and by using threshold and feedback blocks, the

linear mode of operation can be carried out for specific pixels or region of

interest by clever pixel select logic blocks. This effectively reduces the

power consumption of the system.

5.1.2. Current mode pixel architectures

Current mode pixel structures greatly simplify integration of on-chip

signal processing and lead to increased dynamic range while maintaining

faster readouts and using a smaller silicon area. They are better suited for

applications involving low voltages and are inherently buffered against

voltage fluctuations. Current mode pixels tend to have large FPN, and

efforts are on to rectify this problem [36].

Figure 3.2-16 presents such a configuration. During reset, transistors

T1, T3, and T4 are on so that a known reference current Iref given by

Iref ¼
1

2
b(vgsT2 � vthT2)
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Figure 3.2-15. Lin-Log mode of pixel operation for smart systems.
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flows through T2 and the gate voltage of T2 is reset to a voltage given by

Vref ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Iref

b

s
þ vthT2:

After an integration time, tint, and a given photo current, Iphoto, the

voltage at the gate of T2 is reduced to VgsT2 ¼ Vref � DV . This voltage can

be read out as a current by closing T3 to connect the pixel to the column

bus.

Furthermore, readout almost independent of threshold voltage of T2 is

possible by keeping T4 enabled (automatic cancellation of FPN) [37], thus

reducing the number of processing steps later in the chain.

5.1.3. The silicon retina chip for AmI

There have been improvements in smart system design based on bio-

logically inspired structures. For most AmI applications, retina-like vision

systems are well suited for object tracking and identification. The fovea

and periphery approach introduces a higher concentration of sensors in
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Figure 3.2-16. A current mode pixel employing a current mirror (T1 and T2).
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the fovea and an exponential decay of the density towards the periphery

(log-polar imaging array). This architecture increases the data compres-

sion and lowers the power budget [38]. The power consumption of such a

system can be made as low as 25 mW at video frame rates of 28 fps.

Image coordinates are mapped from the original image via a mapping

template (a) to separate images for the fovea and the periphery. Data in the

original image undergoes a one-to-one mapping to the fovea image. In the

periphery, the receptive fields (RF) or the circles in Figure 3.2-17 cover

multiple pixels. Hence, the data corresponding to a RF undergoes a many-

to-one mapping in which all pixels within a receptive field are averaged to

produce a single pixel value in the periphery image.RF’s in the periphery are

distributed along rays of angular displacement, Du. All RF’s on ring i have

radial displacement given by ri ¼ aeib where a and b are determined by

solving the equation for the given inner and outer edges of the periphery.

5.1.4. Pixel parallel analog processing

Analog processing in a parallel fashion in the pixels helps to reduce the

computation budget that follows the chain. These computations can be

considered as filters. Such filters can be realized by analog circuits, which
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Figure 3.2-17. A foveated-mapping scheme.
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have complex-valued impulse responses. For example, a filter has been

implemented by Shi [39], which provides an orientation selective system.

These filters can be electronically tuned by varying the bias voltages. One

advantage of such filters is that they operate in continuous time. As an

example, Figure 3.2-18 shows a section of a filter based on transistors

operating in the weak inversion regime where the energy efficiency is

maximized. The filter function can be thought of as the weighted sum of

the pixel currents and a constant term. Transistor networks in weak

inversion as shown in Figure 3.2-18 can realize such functions. The output

signal (i.e., the processed image) provides a mechanism for differentiating

object orientations.

In Figure 3.2-18, the weight of the coefficients of the filter function can

be set by choosing the values of Vb and Vh appropriately. The value as a

function of Vb and Vh is given by

aW / e
k

VT
(Vb�Vh):

Current additions and subtractions can be performed at the nodes of

the circuit. Current amplification, both positive and negative, can be

performed by current amplifier circuits consisting of current mirrors.

Thus, the currents indicated by i(n� 1), i(n), and i(nþ 1) are effectively

Ibias Ibias Ibias

Th2

T3T2
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T1

Vh
Vb

ir(n−1) ir(n−1)ir(n)

Vh

Figure 3.2-18. Weak inversion transistor network possessing a linear relationship.
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the terms comprising the filter function. A network of such systems can be

utilized to realize a filter completely, once the filter transfer function is

known.

The power dissipation of such pixels is reported to be around 1:2 mW

per pixel [39].

5.1.5. Pixel parallel analog to digital converters

As pixel readout is not limited by settling time as in column readout,

pixel ADCs are an attractive solution for high-frame rate, low-power

systems particularly for AmI applications. This also prevents the transfer

of analog charges through long readout buses. A pixel parallel ADC

employing the concept of a first-order synchronous S-D A/D converter is

discussed below [25].

A free-running continuous oscillator when sampled at fixed intervals

can be seen as a first order S-D ADC. Since it is a sampled free-running

oscillator, it does not require clocked components and consists only of a

single comparator.

The simple representation of a time mode pixel represented in Figure

3.2-19 compares continuously the node voltage of the diode and switches

state when the voltage crosses a threshold value Vlow. This information is

obtained in the column bus as a PWM signal whose width corresponds to

the slope of the integration curve. Pixel structures with power dissipation

of less than 40 nW per pixel have been reported using this approach.

5.2. Structures at the Fabrication Level

Advancements in the area of fabrication technology have also helped

improve the performance of sensors.

The SOI technology offers full dielectric isolation and various quasi-

ideal properties like sharp subthreshold slope, low body effect, and high
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Vp < Viow ? Out

Figure 3.2-19. Time mode pixel architecture [25].
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temperature operation as well as radiation hardness. These devices also

promise low power operation, owing to the better coupling between the

gate voltage and surface potential than in the bulk devices. The power

dissipated in a circuit is proportional to f � C � V 2 where f is the fre-

quency of operation, C is the sum of all capacitances in the circuit, and V is

the supply voltage. Since all capacitances except the oxide capacitance are

less in SOI devices, they dissipate less power as well. This makes a SOI

device a good candidate for AmI applications. Figure 3.2-20 shows a

hybrid bulk/SOI device structure [40]. In this device, the photodiode was

fabricated in the usual SOI technique by an extra etching step to remove

the buried oxide.

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Some promising approaches that can reduce the power budget of image

sensors fabricated in CMOS VLSI technology have been discussed. Op-

tions have been presented to improve and/or integrate the various struc-

tures for applications pertaining specifically to ambient intelligence. It is

anticipated that new and/or improved designs will come along at an

amazing rate, which, in turn, will lead to innovative uses that have not

yet been contemplated. Use will be accelerated if interfacing standards are

to be developed. A bright future awaits the CMOS image sensor, and chip

designers will enjoy myriad challenges.
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Figure 3.2-20. Layout of a hybrid bulk/SOI CMOS active pixel image sensor.
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Abstract Sensor systems using microsystem technology are essential components to

make our daily environment responsive. Microsystem technology enables widespread use of

distributed systems with sensory inputs due to intrinsic low costs, low power, a high

integration level, and small size.

Keywords ambient intelligence (AmI);micro electromechanical systems (MEMS);micro-

system technology (MST);miniaturised total analysis systems (mTAS); system-in-package (SiP)

1. DEFINITION OF MICROSYSTEMS

Before starting a discussion on the impact of microsystem technology

(MST) for ambient intelligence (AmI), it is essential to define the field of

technology. The original concept of micromachining has evolved towards

a broad scope, which could not have been foreseen in the early days, not

even by the visionary survey of Richard Feynman [1, 2].

At the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s, the field of micro

electromechanical systems (MEMS) originated from silicon technology. It

was seen as the next logical step from integrated electronics towards surface-

micromachining and bulk-micromachining integrated with control electron-

ics. Already in an early phase, people managed to make micropumps in

silicon for moving fluids. This initiated the trend towards microplumbing

on wafer-scale by the creation of fluidic channels. Since then the term micro-

system technology (MST) has become more common than solely MEMS.
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Scientists realized that fluid handling became even more interesting

when (bio)chemical and physical sensors were integrated with the fluid

handling system. The result is the trend towards a Lab-on–a-chip also

known as miniaturized total analysis systems (mTAS).

Current problems in the field of microsystems are with respect to

packaging the system, hence the commonly used name system-in-package

(SiP). SiPs are the solution for chemical–mechanical sensor and actuator

systems including industrial manufacturing and packaging concepts.

Even besides the broadening from the mechanical domain towards

chemical and fluidic systems, I would like to widen the scope further. The

sensory enablers for AmI do not necessarily have to be created using silicon

technology. The SiP approach gives us the opportunity to package different

types of technologies. Technologies which are sometimes more suitablewith

respect to costs, manufacturability, and performance can easily be inte-

grated into a single package. The result is an omni-disciplinary field of

physical domains and manufacturing technologies enabling the creation

of smart interfacing nodes between microelectronics and our environment.

2. WHAT DO MICROSYSTEMS MEAN FOR AmI?

According to the Cambridge International Dictionary of English [3] the

word intelligence means The ability to understand and learn and make judg-

ments or have opinions that are based on reason. Let us have a closer look at

the properties this dictionary attributes to the concept of intelligence.

Obviously, the ability to learn refers to sensors for collecting data.

However, the definition is more specific than just referring to the collec-

tion of data. It requires an intelligent system to be capable of making

judgments based on the sensor readings. For ambient intelligence this

implies that sensor systems must be integrated with electronics for data

processing. System designers will read making judgments after reasoning as

retrieving signals from a noisy background, pretreatment of the data, and

combining sensor readings in order to output reliable information.

Butwhat is the consequence ofputting intelligence inour environment, for

example to create AmI*? When integrating reasoning sensors in our equip-

ment and surroundings of daily life, these sensors should be small, numerous,

and cheap. Therefore, miniaturization is essential, just as multiplicity and a

high level of integration of all system components. Integration of sensor

*When using the word ‘‘intelligence’’ to refer to the level of adaptation in our environment, a

direct consequence is that an ‘‘Ambient Intelligence Quotient’’ (AIQ) can be defined. The regime

should be clear: when an igloo has the AIQ of a moron, the Home-lab at the High-Tech Campus

in Eindhoven comes close to the 150.
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systems in all types of materials, from fabrics to plastics, in all thinkable form

factors requires the development of new fabrication technologies in new

materials. Besides a direct consequence on the sensing element, the packaging

method is exposed to specific AmI constraints as well. So, for AmI we need

small devices, integrated with electronics into SiP solutions. This is exactly

what was defined as being the microsystem mission in Section 1.

3. MICROCOSMOS

An amazing view on the boundless world of insects can be seen in the

movie Microcosmos by Jacques Perrin [4]. This movie shows the industri-

ous life of tiny little creatures filmed with macro-lenses in order to create a

bug’s eye view.

While observing the activities of insects on a millimeter scale, we may

notice some remarkable things. The body of a swallowtail butterfly is huge

with respect to its fragile legs. We can see a beetle rolling a stone of twice

its size at tremendous speed. Surface tension makes water boatmen walk-

ing on the water and helps the carnivorous sundew plant to cover a

grasshopper completely with a film of digestive juices. We can actually

see a droplet of water evaporating. But the most surprising, however, is the

water spider who collects air bubbles to make an under water nest in which

it nibbles its freshly caught water flea.

Although they live in the same physical world as ours (i.e., where all the

laws of physics are equal to ours), the viewer is over and over again

deceived by his mechanical expectations. Our preciously built-up common

sense of mechanics is fooled by ants and bugs!

What happens is that, although the physical laws are the same, the

proportionality of physical effects differs. While surface tension can

roughly be ignored in the centimeter and meter scale, it cannot be done

so in the millimeter scale. A small water droplet evaporates at a rate that is

significant with respect to its volume. The large stone appears to be lighter

to the beetle than a rock of two meters would be to a human.

This movie can be the inspiration for every MEMS designer. It proves

that while designing MEMS, we should abandon our common sense and

reconsider the laws of physics.

4. SCALING AND MINIATURIZATION

The mismatch between our macroscopic mechanical sense and what is

observed in the millimeter range can be physically explained by evaluating

the art of scaling [5].
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An example is shown in Figure 3.3-1. A cubic mass of size R3 is

suspended by a beam of length L, width b and thickness d. Due to gravity,

the beam deflects and the mass displaces by a distance Dy. The mass of the

cube is given by m ¼ R3r with r the density of the cube material (we

neglect the mass of the beam for simplicity). The spring constant of the

beam is given by [6]

k ¼ Ebd3

4L3
(3:3-1)

with E the Young’s modulus. The force on the spring is equal to the force

induced by gravity F ¼ kDy ¼ mg resulting into

Dy ¼ m � g
k
¼ 4gr

E

R3L3

bd3
(3:3-2)

with g the gravity constant. When reducing the size of the structure of

Figure 3.3-1, which means that each linear dimension is decreased by a

factor of for example 0.1, the mass reduces by the power of three and the

spring constant by the power of one. The result is that the deflection Dy

does not reduce by a factor of 0.1, but by 0:12. Apparently, small struc-

tures appear to be stiffer. This is the reason that the body of a butterfly can

be supported by legs, which are relatively thin with respect to the legs of

larger animals.

A more general overview of scaling can be given by considering a

certain relevant length S in physical structures. This length can be the

length of an arm, the distance of an air-gap, or the thickness of a mem-

L

R

yd

b

∆

Figure 3.3-1. Deflection of a mass on a cantilever beam.
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brane.As seen in the example above,masses of objects are related tovolumes

and therefore proportional to S3. Bending strengths of beams are propor-

tional to S as we have seen from Equation (3.3-1). The pulling strengths of

beams and muscles are commonly proportional to their cross section S2.

Capacitive transducers have the advantage that when reducing the air-

gap, the capacitance and plate-to-plate force increases as S�1. Very

suitable for miniaturization, even when realizing that the capacitance de-

creases with S2 as a function of the plate size. An example is the capacitive

microphone, which needs an electret at normal scale to supply the hundreds

of volts of biasing voltage. At micron scale the operational point can be

biased from a simple low voltage power supply.

For magnetic transducers the situation is worse [7]. Assuming a constant

current density through a wire or coil, the magnetic flux is proportional to

S3. For permanent magnets the scaling is proportional to the volume S2.

More scaling rates are summarized in Table 3.3-1y. From top to bottom

the phenomena are more dominant at a larger scale. MEMS devices are

typically characterized by phenomena in the S2 and lower domains. This

means that magnetism, inertial forces, and masses are of lesser significance

than surface tension, electrostatic forces, friction, and diffusion.

However, Table 3.3-1 does not say exactly at what dimension a certain

phenomenon becomes prevailing. This depends on all specific geometries

Table 3.3-1. Scaling laws.

Physical phenomenon Scales with size S

Capacitor electric field S�1

Time S0

Van der Waal’s forces S1=4

Diffusion S1=2

Size/velocity S1

Bending stiffness S1

Surface S2

Thermal loss S2

(Muscle) strength S2

Electrostatic force S2

Friction S2

Volume/Mass S3

Inertia S3

Magnetism S3

y Note that some scaling powers are arguable depending on the configuration. For example, a

force due to magnetic flux can be said to scale with S3, although the magnetic force between two

current carrying wires scales with S4
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and material properties. For certain phenomena there are some guidelines.

In the field of microfluidics, the dimensionless Reynold’s number is an

indicator of whether flow is laminar or turbulent [5]. For large Reynold’s

numbers, convective and inertial forces dominate as we are used to with

large objects in water. For small Reynold’s numbers, on the other hand,

viscosity is so large that transport of, for example, heat in the medium

depends on diffusion rather than on convection. This will be the case in

channels in the micron range.

Although time does not scale with size as a first order approximation, a

smaller device will have a larger throughput. Microsystems will be faster in

their response and consume less analyte in case of chemical systems.

Diffusion based transport enables quick responses without the need for

mechanical convective systems. This has resulted in static micromixers

without moving parts [8]. Due to the fast diffusion processes, thermal

and electrochemical actuation are new options for the creation of

mechanical actions [9]. Another example of an application profiting

from fast diffusion due to downscaling is the amperometric ultramicroe-

lectrode [10].

5. OVERVIEW OF MST SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

Not all MEMS and SiP technology was created with AmI in mind.

Whatever the motivation for the development was, miniaturization, manu-

facturability, and cost reduction must have been part of the goals. The

result is a broad portfolio of sensory systems, which are available for

giving our environment its sensing organs. All equivalences to the

human sensory inputs are available: smell (e-nose), hearing (microphones),

taste (chemical sensors), sight (camera), touch (temperature, pressure, and

movement sensors). The following sections do not give an exhaustive list

of devices covering all sensory inputs, just some highlights are picked out

which indicate trends in this field.

5.1. Silicon Micromachining

Bulk silicon micromachining started with the development of aniso-

tropic silicon etching in the 1960s to create free hanging masses and

membranes. It took until the early 1980s before surface micromachining

using sacrificial layer etching was developed. The step from bulk micro-

machining to surface micromachining enabled the fabrication of mechan-

ical structures in the micron range and so the concept of MEMS was born.

In the 1980s, MEMS using surface micromachining became a hype and
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this period was characterized by fancy SEM pictures of micromotors and

gearwheels created using silicon sculpturing. Practical usefulness was ini-

tiated by some examples of MEMS dies with integrated electronics. A

striking illustration of the trend in early MEMS is the difference between

the bulk-micromachined accelerometers of 1979 [11] and the integrated

surface micromachined equivalent of 1982 [12]. The step towards a com-

mercial product took until 1991 when analog devices revealed its first

MEMS-based silicon accelerometer with integrated electronics, the

ADXL-50 [13].

Silicon accelerometers with integrated electronics have occupied the

automotive market as the sensory input for airbag actuation. The auto-

motive market has been a profitable playground for multiple MEMS

applications. Currently various types of gyroscopes, air pressure sensors

(airco, tire pressure, etc.) and flow sensors have entered the market.

Besides the automotive market, the second largest market is found in

the application of nozzles for inkjet printing. First publications originate

from the late 1970’s [14]. Some manufacturers include the silicon inkjet

nozzles in their cartridges, which include a high-tech technology in a

disposable product.

In terms of shipment and revenue, the largest growing business at this

moment in the field of MEMS devices is the RF-MEMS business with an

annual growth rate of 148.5% for the shipment and 54.9% for the revenues

[15]. The reason is that RF-MEMS appear to increase power efficiency

and allow for reconfigurable networks in radio-frequency (RF) applica-

tions. Designing voltage-controlled oscillators, tuneable filters/antennas

and adaptive impedance matching circuits requires the combination of a

large tuning range, high quality (Q) factors and low switching voltages

[16]. MEMS technology appears to be very suitable for accomplishing this.

Common RF-MEMS technology uses metal parts for the conductors and

air-gaps for the capacitors. This results in lower losses and better on/off

ratios than with semiconductor solutions.

At this moment, 85% of the components in the RF section of a mobile

phone are passives. These passives generally consume significant space and

are therefore less suitable to be implemented in the same process as the

active electronics. As a solution, a technology platform is developed which

combines the passive components onto a single high-resistivity silicon

substrate [17]. This passive chip can be integrated with an active chip

into a single SiP solution, which can have a size reduction of up to 50%

with respect to conventional technology. The technology used for this is

the PASSI2 technology shown in Figure 3.3-2.

It is the result of optimizing electrical performance, mechanical per-

formance, cost of manufacturing, and process compatibility to the existing
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IC manufacturing infrastructure. The PASSI2 process stack consists of a

high-ohmic silicon substrate and three aluminum layers with several sil-

icon-dioxide and silicon-nitride insulation layers. The top aluminum layer

is a 5 mm thick alloy and has a very low sheet resistance of 6 mV. It is

therefore very suitable for defining interconnects, coplanar waveguides

and high-Q inductors.

By selective sacrificial layer etching of one or more of the passivation

layers, free hanging structures are made with two different air-gap sizes

(right-hand of Figure 3.3-2). The lateral geometry is optimized to create

good-qualityRF-switches and tuneable capacitors as shown inFigure 3.3-3.

When the technology of dry etching macropores into silicon is added to

PASSI-like processes, trench capacitors [18] can be realized with a high

density of over 30 nF=mm2. Such local capacitors are very suitable for

supply-line decoupling in the GHz-regime in RF wireless communication.

Breakdown voltages of over 30 V are realized, which show superior per-

formance over conventional SMD implementations.

The PASSI2 technology is finalized by wafer-level encapsulation using

a solder-sealing technique [19]. With such techniques, a cover is soldered

d2d2 d2

Type A

Type B
d2 d2d2

Signal and actuation electrode coincide

Actuation electrode Actuation electrodeSignal electrode
d1

d2
d2

Aluminum
alloy (INT)

Silicon
oxide

Silicon
nitride

Passivation

Aluminum
(INS)
Aluminum
(IN)

High-ohmic silicon

Figure 3.3-2. PASSI2 cross-sectional artist impression (left-hand) and arrangements

into two types of capacitive MEMS structures (right-hand).

Anchor

Bottom electrode

Top electrode

Actuation electrodes
(large gap)

Signal electrode
(small gap)

Figure 3.3-3. SEM pictures of a typical MEMS switch (left-hand) and a dual gap

tuneable capacitor (right-hand).
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on the wafer to cover the devices. In the soldering ring, a small hole is

maintained through which air can be pumped out or through which a

filling gas can be submitted. In a soldering reflow step the ring is closed

subsequently. Thereafter, wafer dicing has become less critical.

So, surface micromachining has evolved into advanced systems like the

RF-MEMS platforms for the creation of smaller circuits with better

performance than conventional technology, optimized with respect to

manufacturability. The PASSI2 technology places the passive compon-

ents on the optimized PASSI-die while the active control electronics is on a

conventional semiconductor substrate. Both dies are integrated into a

single package.

5.2. Chemical Sensors

Generally speaking, chemical sensors consist of a selector part and a

sensor part. The selector part determines a selectivity for a certain chem-

ical or biological substance. Specific anticipation in the selection part

results into modulation of a physical quantity in the sensor part which

subsequently converts it into an electrical signal [20].

This two-stage set-up of chemical sensors results in typical key prob-

lems. Quantitative data from chemical and biological sensors are ham-

pered by phenomena like drift, temperature changes and other interfering

environmental conditions. The change in the selector part of the chemical

sensor must be measured with respect to a certain reference. We have to

deal with references in time and space. For example, electrochemical

measurements require a closed electrical loop. This loop exists partially

in the world of electrons and partially in the world of ions. When meas-

uring the phenomena occurring at one ion/electron interface the interfer-

ences at the other ion/electron interface should remain unaffected. This is

the problem of a reference in space, which requires the design of a proper

reference electrode.

On the other hand, the reference in time is subject to drift. Interfering

factors like temperature/pressure changes and diffusion of interfering

gasses and chemical substances will cause an electric signal, which cannot

be distinguished from the signal of interest.

Both types of reference problems can be cancelled out for a short

period of time by means of calibration. To do this, the sensor must be

placed in a known reference environment. With a one-point calibration we

can cancel out effects like drift, with a two-step calibration we can deter-

mine the sensitivity as well.

However, there are more options which simplify the problem of drift

under certain circumstances. One option is to use a stimulus-response meas-
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urement in which the local environment is disturbed deliberately in order to

learn from the response due to this disturbance. In that case, the drift of the

sensor has become less critical since the problem is shifted to applying a

known disturbance, which is generally easier to realize in a microsystem.

The key problems with chemical sensors are illustrated by the biog-

raphy of the ion sensitive field effect transistor (ISFET [21]). From that

overview we can read between the lines that the search for market appli-

cations of the ISFET is guided by the development of methods to define a

decent reference and to calibrate the system. One smart solution is the

coulometric microtitrator as developed at the University of Twente [22]

where electrochemically generated Hþ or OH� ions are used to control the

local pH in the vicinity of an ISFET. The result is a titration curve from

which the end point is detected from a nonlinearity in the pH response. In

that case, the pH sensor calibration is less critical since quantitative

information is obtained from the integrated current as supplied to the

generator electrode.

A more fundamental and systematic description of differential sensor-

actuator systems is given in literature [23]. It shows that besides solving

reference and calibration problems, differential measurements and stimu-

lus-response measurements give access to the detection of new parameters

in some cases.

Areviewonchemical sensors in generalwaspublishedbyJanata et al [24].

5.3. Fluid Handling and Tubes

The advantage of silicon chemical sensors is that they can be used to

analyze tiny volumes. The small volume of analyte results in a fast re-

sponse. This is especially convenient for DNA analysis where the analyte is

scarce and expensive and where many samples have to be analyzed se-

quentially or in parallel. Operation of the analysis should be simplified by

implementing the fluid handling in a microsystem. Such a microsystem is

referred to as mTAS or lab on a chip [25].

A typical mTAS comprises:

. A fluidic channel system for analyte transport and sample manipula-

tion.

. Reaction chambers, separation columns, calibration and washing

liquid storage containers.

. An electrical layer.

. (Bio)chemical sensors and physical sensors (pressure, temperature,

etc.).

. Sample insertion system.
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. A user friendly and easy to manufacture packaging concept.

Channels and reaction chambers can be made by dry or wet etching on

silicon substrates or glass [26]. In the early days of fluid handling, MEMS

micropumps were proposed [27]. Later on, the advantages of miniaturiza-

tion were adopted by using the electroosmotic flow principle [28]. Electro-

osmotic flow uses the charge double layer, which is present on the interface

of a fluid and the surrounding walls to apply an electric force to the bulk

fluid. One advantage is that the flow profile is uniform while it is parabolic

with a pressure initiated flow. Electroosmotic fluidic systems can be used

to split and join streams without using fragile moving parts.

All types of chemical assay can be carried out in fTAS approaches.

Separation techniques like electrophoresis and chromatography can be

miniaturized on a wafer. Sample insertion is shown in various ways, for

example using microdialysis probes [29].

5.4. Optical Systems

The classical example of optical applications for MEMS are the digital

micromirror devices (DMD’s). These devices consist of 800 up to 1 million

reflective plates having a size of 16� 16 mm2 each. The mirrors can be

tilted electrostatically by angles of up to 108 in order to reflect light from

an incident source. The result is that pixels can be projected on a screen

using nonpolarizing optics at a very high speed. The product is on the

market by DLP2 products, a division of Texas Instruments [30].

Micromirrors benefit from miniaturization by means of the speed of

the mechanical actuation. Mechanical actuation, however, suffers from

wearing and material fatigue. This is not the case when mechanical motion

is initiated by electrowetting principles, which appear to be very suitable

for optical applications.

Electrowetting is the principle of liquid manipulation using electro-

static forces. If a volume of an aqueous liquid has a cross-section of the

order of millimeters, it can be manipulated in shape and position. The

Duke University in North Carolina has shown some interesting results

with fluid transport using electrowetting [31, 32].

An example of an optical application of electrowetting is the variable-

focus liquid lens [33] as shown in Figure 3.3-4. A cylindrical housing is

used which is coated on the inner side with a transparent conductor,

shielded from the liquid by an insulating hydrophobic coating. The cylin-

der is filled with two immiscible liquids having a different refractive index.

One of the liquids is electrically conducting, for example an aqueous salt

solution, the other is insulating, for example a nonpolar oil. If both liquids
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have equal densities the shape of the meniscus is perfectly spherical,

independent of orientation. A second electrical contact is made in the

transparent bottom, which contacts the conductive fluid.

When a voltage is applied, charges accumulate in the wall electrode and

opposite charges collect near the solid/liquid interface in the conducting

liquid. The resulting electrostatic force effectively lowers the solid–liquid

interfacial tension and with that the contact angle u. Figure 3.3-4 (C) to (E)

are snapshots of video frames of a 6 mm diameter lens taken at voltages of

0, 100, and 120 V. The switching speed is in the milliseconds range.

For camera applications, the adjustable lens can be integrated with

corrector lenses, a CCD chip and control logic into a packaged image

sensor. Typical applications of such devices are in the field of portable

personal consumer electronics like PDA’s and mobile phones where the

increasing number of pixels requires lenses with adjustable focal distances.

Another example of the electrowetting principle for optical systems is

the electrowetting display [34]. As shown in Figure 3.3-5, a colored oil film

can be contracted into a localized droplet by applying a voltage. The

transparent electrode yields a perfect reflective pixel principle when placed

on a white background. When used in a full color system, the reflectivity is

four times higher than in an LCD (67% versus 17%). A second advantage

Hydrophobic
coating

Insulator
A

 Incident light
Insulating

fluid
B

Electrodes Glass
Conducting

fluid

V

C D E

Figure 3.3-4. Schematic representation of the variable-focus liquid lens (A)–(B) and

photographs showing the controllable meniscus (C)–(E).
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over an LCD is the wide viewing angle. Typical switching speeds below

10 ms are measured which is sufficient for a full motion display.

5.5. System Approaches

With respect to the academic MEMS work in the early days, publica-

tions in the field of MEMS have grown with respect to adaptation to the

application. A good impression of present day work on MEMS can be

obtained by scanning the special issue of the proceedings of the IEEE on

biomedical applications for MEMS and microfluidics [35]. The presented

microsystems are still illustrated by ingeniously fabricated three-dimen-

sional structures, but the articles describe a real problem in the medical

world and present an integrated microsystem providing a solution taking

manufacturability and operability into consideration.

Consider the field of MEMS microphones. Common MEMS acoustical

transducers are based on capacitive principles. An intrinsic problem of a

capacitive transducer is the high output impedance, which requires dedi-

cated preamplifiers placed close to the sensing device. The obvious solu-

tion is to design a technology in which the microphone and the

preamplifier can be realized in CMOS technology on the same silicon

500 µm

Water

Coloured oil

Hydrophobic
insulator

Transparent
electrodewhite substrate

(c)

(a)

(d)

(b)

V

Figure 3.3-5. Electrowetting display principle. (a) No voltage applied, therefore a

colored homogeneous oil film is present. (b) Voltage applied, causing the oil film to

contract. Top row, diagrams; bottom row, photographs.
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die. Several examples are published [36, 37], where the latter one is a

comprehensive approach to realize acoustical systems capable of measur-

ing sound, on-chip data processing and sound radiation.

However, the inconsistency of these approaches is the mismatch of

technologies. A CMOS process is a high yield process with over thirty

masks optimized for small area microelectronics. A silicon MEMS micro-

phone is expected to have a lower yield due to the anisotropic or dry back-

etch and sacrificial layer etching. In addition, microphones consume con-

siderable wafer surface which is acceptable because they are realized using

typically five mask steps. The combination of a MEMS microphone with

CMOS electronics does not combine the best of two worlds, but adds the

weaknesses of both. The result is a relatively risky microphone process

with the costs of CMOS electronics per unit of surface.

A better solution would be to choose optimized technology for both the

microphone and active chip. Both dies can be packaged into a SiP, where

the separation of high-impedance sensing element and preamplifier is still

small. This is shown by Microtronic [38] where a CMOS die and a silicon

MEMS microphone are packaged by flip-chip mounting onto a silicon

carrier. The matching of technology to application (a separate MEMS and

CMOS process) and separating technologies over two dedicated foundries

is commercially much more attractive than the single-chip approach.

So, the SiP approach is a method to match technologies. We have

already seen another example in Section 5.1 where the PASSI2 process

was introduced as a base layer in which passive components and MEMS

structures are integrated in order to flip-chip a CMOS dye onto it.

Combining several systems in a single package is not only interesting

because of cost reduction but also creates new operational possibilities. In

Section 5.2 the advantage of stimulus-response measurements for solving

reference problems in chemical sensors was clarified. In that case, joining

sensors and actuators added a value to the individual devices. Using

multiple sensors in a system and combining the readings of the sensors

might even yield more information. For example, N sensors can give

information on N þM parameters in case the M parameters have some

correlation with the measured N parameters. In some cases the new

parameters couldn’t even be measured directly. This principle is called

polygraphy or multivariant analysis. A descriptive example is the situation

where multiple simple human-body sensors are measured (respiratory rate,

skin resistance, skin temperature, skin potential, and heart rate) while the

person under test is asked to shoot a target [39]. From the combined

sensor readings we can see whether the test subject hit or missed the target!

Sensors in a miniaturized system usually give very local information,

which reduces some disturbing effects. By adding actuators in the same
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local environment polygraphic sensor-actuator systems are made. The

benefits of polygraphy, localization and sensor fusion are illustrated by

the simple single sensor-actuator device [40] of Figure 3.3-6. The multi-

purpose sensor structure consists of two meandered platinum wires on a

glass substrate. The active area is 1� 1 mm2 while the length of the

meanders can be up to 10 mm. The glass substrate with the metal structure

is packaged onto a PCB and covered by an epoxy resin, except for the

active area of the sensor, to create a dipstick probe. The probe was

intended to be used to characterize aqueous solutions, especially laundry

washing processes where rigid sensor structures are essential.

Three direct sensor modes can be distinguished. Between pads A and B

(or C and D) a resistive path is present which functions as a temperature

sensor. The two separated meanders can be switched as an interdigitated

finger structure, which is a common geometry for electrolyte conductivity

measurements. Finally, when using the whole surface of 1� 1 mm2 relative

to an external large counter electrode, chrono-amperometric bleach detec-

tion is possible or potentiometric titration of weak acids.

Besides the three direct sensor modes, there are two actuator modes.

The first one is the electrolysis mode where the electrode surface is used to

generate Hþ or OH� ions from water in order to control the local pH. The

second one is the use of the resistive meanders for local heating.

The possible combinations of actuator modes with direct sensing

modes result into a matrix of stimulus-response measurements. We can

think of anemometric measurements to determine flow or turbulence by a

time-of-flight or cooling down principle. From the relation between con-

ductivity and temperature we can deduce information on specific ion

AB

C D

Figure 3.3-6. Integrated sensor-actuator structure: schematic functional representation

(left-hand) and photograph of a packaged realization (right-hand).
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concentrations under certain conditions [29]. It might be even possible to

do a coulometric precipitation titration of Ca2þ with conductometric

endpoint detection in order to determine the water hardness.

So, by applying several signals (DC, AC, transient, etc.) in different

configurations to the single structure of Figure 3.3-6 and extracting the

proper signal we can deduce multiple parameters from the polygraphic

data set.

6. MICROSYSTEM PACKAGING

The academic world has shown many inventive creations of silicon

sensors [41]. What is omitted in almost all cases is a solution for the

packaging. Nowadays, more and more solutions are provided for pack-

aging devices with entries to the outside world [42, 43].

In some integrated systems, the package is part of the system. This is

the case with the integrated track pointer as developed at Philips Research.

On the left hand side of Figure 3.3-7 a cross-sectional drawing of the track

pointer is given. A silicon substrate comprises signal processing electronics

and planar integrated magnetoresistive (MR) sensors. The tilt of a ferrite

stick can be measured with these MR sensors.

Conventional technologies suffer from drift and hysteresis when using

piezoresistive sensors, or metal fatigue when using the capacitive principle.

The packaging solution of the MR principle is robust and can withstand

the tremendous horizontal forces it is exposed to by the user. The integra-

Leadframe Substrate Magnetic sensor

Wirebond

Resin

O-ring

Ferrite stick

Figure 3.3-7. Integrated track pointer in DIL housing.
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tion of the magnetic sensors on a chip allows us to integrate the preproces-

sing electronics in the same SiP product.

The chip of the integrated trackpointer does not have any free hanging

structures like some other mechanical MEMS. Therefore the chip can be

cut and handled just like integrated electronic chips. This is less trivial with

chips containing free hanging structures. Those structures are damaged

easily during sawing and handling of the wafer.

If possible, micromachined devices are packaged on a wafer scale,

before separation. Waferscale packaging can be used to fill enclosures

with special gasses or to create vacuum chambers [19]. Packaging on

wafer scale solves the problem of sawing and handling fragile microme-

chanical chips.

7. MATERIALS AND PRODUCTION: WHAT

ENABLES MST?

The applications of microsystems mentioned above are very diverse

with respect to the processes used to realize them. Even two virtually

similar surface micromachining processes will differ a lot due to individual

constraints on the construction. Without standardization of microsystem

processes and packaging, we have to reinvent the basics over and over

again. Although batch-processable micromachined devices have the op-

portunity to become cheap components in all AmI, most applications are

low volume products at this moment. Due to the bad uniformity in

micromachining silicon processes it is very hard to ramp the applications

up to the levels AmI requires. With more standardization we could use

multiproject wafers to reduce development time.

However, there are some MEMS technology platforms that are more

or less accepted as basic technology, at least within certain fields of

application. First is the use of silicon on insulator (SOI) wafers, which

are very suitable for surface micromachining. A SOI wafer is preprocessed

to have a buried oxide layer and a relatively thick, up to 20 mm, epitaxial

silicon layer on top. By etching trenches and holes in the epilayer and

subsequently removing parts of the buried oxide layer by wet or dry

etching, free hanging structures are created easily. Since the free hanging

structures on SOI wafers have considerable mass they are popular for

lateral accelerometers [44].

An alternative is the HEXSIL [45, 46] technology that is specifically

designed for MEMS devices. With this technology, trenches are etched in a

silicon wafer and filled with nickel by electroless plating. A sacrificial oxide

layer enables release of the nickel structure to obtain free hanging struc-
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tures. High resistive parts are made by using undoped polysilicon instead

of the nickel. The silicon wafer acts as a mould and can be reused.

Both bulk-micromachining and surface micromachining processes are

offered by foundry services like Europractice [47]. Experiments can be

done on multiproject wafers and the design and development process can

be completely outsourced.

Substrate transfer technology [48] (STT) is the technology where a SOI

wafer, including electronics in the epilayer, is bonded onto a glass sub-

strate. The resistive substrate of the SOI wafer is subsequently removed in

order to have electronic circuits on a low loss carrier. This is a very

beneficial method for low-loss RF applications and is illustrated in Figure

3.3-8.

A subsequent development of STT is the technology where the adhe-

sion to the glass substrate is made by a polyimide layer with a weak

adhesion layer facing the glass. In this case, the stack can be peeled off

of the glass substrate and a flexible foil containing the electronics remain.

BOX circuit Bondpad

Silicon  substrate

UV curing

Glass substrate

Glass substrate

Glass substrate
D

C

B

A

Bond area

Silicon substrate

Adhesive

BOX

Figure 3.3-8. Schematic cross-section of the transfer of an SOI wafer to a glass

substrate. (a) Fully processed SOI wafer. (b) Curing of adhesive by UV exposure

through the glass substrate. (c) Removal of the silicon substrate selective toward the

buried oxide. (d) Optional deposition of a scratch protection layer and opening of

bondpads.
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An active RF-tag of size 3� 3mm3 that can be coiled and bent was

demonstrated [49]. This technology, which is not yet optimized for

MEMS applications in the sense of micromechanical devices, is extremely

valuable for AmI. It combines the opportunity of batch processing with

flexible solutions, which can be placed on and in almost any application.

8. MEMS MODELLING

Besides MEMS technology for packaging and realization, successful

development depends on the quality of design and test equipment. In this

section, a brief overview is given on the method of MEMS modeling.

8.1. Lumped Elements Method

The best method to start calculations on MEMS structures is to

use lumped element methods. With lumped element methods, entities of all

physical domains are represented in a single formalized network. This yields

optimum transparency of transduction principles, where electrical circuit

theory can be applied to optimize and calculate performance parameters.

The theory is knownas dynamical analogiesor systems theory and is as old as

the existence of electrodynamic transducers [50–52].

This method will be illustrated using the example of the mass on a

cantilever (see Figure 3.3-1). To make it a two-domain physical trans-

ducer, an electrostatic actuator is added as shown in Figure 3.3-9. Assume

the mass and the cantilevers to be good conductors. The counter electrode

is placed at a distance y0 to create a parallel plate capacitor.

The starting point is the definition of a state variable, a flow and an

effort in each physical domain. The flow is defined as the derivative in time

of the state variable and the effort is defined as the cause of the flow. In the

electrical domain, the state variable is the charge q. This makes the flow to

L R

y0V+
−

Figure 3.3-9. An electrostatically actuated mass on a spring.
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be the electrical current i ¼ dq=dt and the potential the effort since it is the

cause of an electrical current. In the mechanical domain we may consider

translation as the state variable, resulting into force as the flow and speed

as the effortz.
For a selection of physical domains the state variables, flows, and

efforts are given in Table 3.3-2.

In the SI system, the product of effort and flow is the power in Watts.

Energy can be stored in either a capacitive or an inertial buffer or be

dissipated in a resistive element, satisfying the equations:

flow ¼ C
d(effort)

dt
, effort ¼ L

d(flow)

dt
or effort ¼ R � flow (3:3-3)

respectively. Besides the one-port elements R, C, and L, there are also two-

port elements like transformers and gyrators.

Now we can derive an equivalent circuit for the electrostatically actu-

ated mass on a spring of Figure 3.3-9. The system is driven by an electric

potential source u(t). The source has an electrical internal resistance Re

that is loaded by the impedance of the capacitance Ce. This is shown at the

electrical side of Figure 3.3-10.

Transduction from the electrical to the mechanical domain is modeled

by an ideal transformer. In a certain regime, where the system is biased by

a voltage VBias, the transduction is linear and satisfies u ¼ TEM � F and

v ¼ TEM � i. The transduction coefficient TEM equalsy
2
0=(«0R

2VBias).

On the mechanical side, the compliance of the beam CM [equal to k�1

as given in Equation (3.3-1)], the mass MM, and a certain mechanical

friction with air RM are incorporated into the model. These components

are placed in series since they are exposed to the same velocity v.

From a circuit analysis we can understand the behavior of the system.

The voltage source is not only loaded by the impedance due to the electrical

parts Re and Ce, but also by the mechanical parts RM, CM, and MM. This is

due to (electromechanical) coupling acting in two directions, back and

forth. The idealized part of the coupling is modeled by the ideal trans-

former. The frequency response can be derived from the model. There will

be a resonance due to the mass and the spring at fres ¼ 1=[2p (
p

CMMM)]. At

lower frequencies where the effect of Ce is negligible, the transduction from

input voltage u(v) to mass velocity v(v) is given by

yThis is the impedance equivalence which opposes the more commonly used mobility analogy

where it is just the opposite way (speed is flow and is force is effort) since mechanical impulse is

considered as the state variable. These conventions are called dual and result in mathematical

interchangeability of the associated buffers.
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v(v) ¼ T�1
EM

Re

T 2
EM

þ 1

jvCM

þ RM þ jvMM

� ��1

u(v) (3:3-4)

which shows how the method of lumped elements easily helps us to

develop mathematical models.

When the model of Figure 3.3-10 shows too much disagreement with

observations, we have to refine the model by adding more components.

For example, oscillating modes in the cantilever are not implemented in

the model, but could be included by adding LC circuits. At any time, the

lumped element model is linked phenomenologically to reality.

8.2. Finite Elements Method

The values of the lumped elements are not straightforward to be

determined in all cases. This can be due to the fact that an element

represents a phenomenon, which cannot be localized intuitively and that

it represents a nonlinear effect, or that it is difficult to be represented in a

single element. Examples are cases where all the vibrational modes of a

plate have to be considered, when the shape of a structure is very compli-

cated or when there is no analytical solution to a certain nonlinear differ-

ential equation. In that case modeling must be based on the motional

differential equations directly.

The finite element method (FEM) is based on spatial segmentation of a

structure where each segment is described by its coupled differential

equations. Software packages like ANSYS, COSMOS, CoventorWare,

and FEMLAB are available for numerical evaluations and provide graph-

ical representations of the results.

However, this method has several drawbacks. The finite element method

is a low-level interpretation of the physical behavior. To combine them into

macroscopic overviews of device characteristics, large capacity with respect

+ 
−

u(t)

Re

Ce

CM RM

MM

TEM:1

Electrical Mechanical

vi

u F

Figure 3.3-10 Equivalent model for the electrostatically actuated mass on a spring.
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to memory and calculation speed is required. It is very hard to maintain the

systems overview since the links between physical domains have become

invisible. In many cases, the designer has to limit himself to a FEM analysis

of only a part, one or two domains, of the problem to limit the complexity of

the problem. To understand the relation between design parameters and

performance in FEM analysis it has become the skill of the scientist, rather

than the power of the tool as we have seen with the lumped element method.

9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on the overview of technology presented in this chapter, we can

summarize the advantages of microsystems with respect to AmI as six key

benefits:

. Microsystems are the small domain interfaces enabling AmI. They

are small, will fit in anything and act in their position as a reasoning

transduction node.

. The devices are realized using batch processing which results in cost

reduction and better uniformity. Since this multiplicity reduces costs,

we can put even more of them in everything.

. New features are facilitated by scaling physical phenomena. Think

of the static micromixers without moving parts, the ultramicroelec-

trodes and all the new things enabled by electrowetting.

. Scaling down and batch processing does not necessarily result in poor

or fragile devices. On the contrary: MEMS devices especially are high-

end, consume less power and are robust when designed properly.

. An array of sensor elements and sensor/actuator fusion enables

multivariant analysis and stimulus response measurements, which is

beneficial with respect to deriving new and otherwise inaccessible

parameters and increases measurement reliability.

. The SiP approach considers the matching of technologies in order to

optimize development time, yield, cost efficiency, and functionality.

A sensor has become more than a single sensing element, it com-

prises signal conditioning and a package suitable for PCB mounting.

Considering these benefits, one might wonder why microsystem

technology, especially MEMS sensors, has penetrated only in limited

fields of application. The question is what the limiting factors are for the

success of micromachined products. A cautious onset for a list of explana-

tions is:
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. Silicon foundries have to make structural changes in their fleet of

equipment for the relatively new technologies like surface microma-

chining and microfluidics. Some typical MEMS materials are not

appreciated in existing plants, which requires additional structural

changes.

. To have a freshly designed MEMS product welcomed at one of the

silicon-foundries,persuasiveprecalculationsareneeded.However, the

MEMStechnology platforms are relatively new resulting in ambigu-

ous cost estimations, which hamper the process of acceptation.

. There is no satisfying set of universal microsystem processing tech-

nologies. Unification would speed up the design process and enable

more flexible use of foundry services.

. Microsystem technology requires multidisciplinary skills from the de-

sign, development, industrialization, and manufacturing teams. In the

first three teams, dealing with the edge of several physical domains has

become common practice. At production sites, however, introducing

disciplines besides microelectronics require adaptation of a mindset

and the installation of equipment to check standards in the field of the

application.

As shown in Section 2, the definition of AmI maps perfectly onto the aim

of the SiP approach. From this consideration we may conclude that micro-

system technology, besides CMOS technology, is the most important enabler

for AmI. However, it is fair enough to say that AmI is a challenge for

microsystem technology. This appears to be a more reasonable view since

at this moment the development andacceptance ofAmI is partially limitedby

the limited availability of cheap sensor and transducer technologies. Never-

theless, we must realize that microsystem technology, like MEMS, is not the

goal but is the method to design the consumer products of the future.
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Abstract Most ambient intelligence (AmI) applications rely to some degree on

digital processing. Since many AmI applications also are energy-constrained, reducing

energy consumption in digital blocks lengthens the lifetimes of these systems and helps to

enable self-sustained energy harvesting from the environment. This chapter examines

algorithmic, architectural, and circuit design techniques for reducing the energy con-

sumption of digital blocks. Variations to system architecture or to algorithms themselves

can provide lower energy implementations of a given basic specification, as we illustrate

with an example of turbo decoding. Likewise, flexible architectures that adjust to

variable requirements improve the energy efficiency of a system. We present an energy-

efficient design for an FFT processor. At the circuit level, sub-threshold operation has

proven to minimize energy in digital systems. We show an analytical solution for the

optimum VDD to minimize energy for a given block and describe the key parameters that

affect the minimum energy solution. We also examine sizing issues for sub-threshold

circuits.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Digital blocks are critical to ambient intelligence (AmI) applications,

and CMOS technology scaling has made power a primary concern in

modern digital circuits. For portable, battery-operated systems like those

common to AmI, energy and power often are the driving constraints.

Microsensors are one application that is typical of AmI systems. A micro-

sensor node operates from a stored energy source like a battery. Since its

energy supply is limited, efficient approaches to operation are required to

ensure adequate lifetime for the node. Figure 4.1-1 shows an example

architecture for a microsensor node. The basic function of the node is

receiving information from its environment through the sensor subsystem,

processing the data using different digital processing engines, and

communicating the data to other nodes using the radio subsystem. The

figure clearly shows that the node consists of multiple blocks that require

optimization for energy efficiency on the individual level and collectively

[1]. This chapter describes techniques for reducing the energy of digital

blocks that cross the vertical hierarchical layers of design.

First, reassessing digital processing algorithms with attention to the

hardware that must implement them can produce lower energy solutions.

Section 2 demonstrates that exploring different algorithmic variations of

the same specification can produce energy savings. This is illustrated for

the example case of a turbo decoder. Secondly, cleverly designed digital

architectures can take advantage of changing user requirements intrinsic

to a given application to save energy. This ability to adapt energy con-

sumption to different operating conditions is called energy awareness.
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Figure 4.1–1. Example architecture of a microsensor node.
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Section 3 applies the concept of energy-aware design to a real-valued FFT

implementation. Finally, at the circuit level, sub-threshold operation allows

digital circuits to perform their calculations with the minimum energy per

operation. Section 4 explains the dependencies of the minimum energy

operating point for generic digital circuits operating in the sub-threshold

region. Building from well-known equations for MOSFETs in the sub-

threshold region, we demonstrate a model for total energy consumption of

a digital block.Wederive from themodel a solution for the optimumVDD to

minimize energy. We also examine both theoretically optimum sizing for

energyminimizationand standard cell performance relative to theoptimum.

2. ALGORITHMIC AND ARCHITECTURAL

TECHNIQUES

Optimizing the high-level architecture of digital hardware is an excel-

lent technique for reducing power. Often there are multiple hardware

structures or architectures, capable of implementing the same basic algo-

rithm. A well-known example is the use of various adder structures, such

as ripple-carry or carry-save, which essentially are different architectural

variants to add two numbers. Often, the line between architectural vari-

ations of the same algorithm and modifications to the algorithm directly is

rather vague. One could, for example, argue that the carry–save adder is

an algorithmic variant to calculate an addition. Whether we wish to

classify our technique as an architectural or algorithmic optimization,

the bottom line is that the hardware designer usually is provided with a

behavioral specification and has the freedom to optimize the algorithmic/

architectural organization that implements this specification. This flexibil-

ity is not limited to hardware building blocks, such as adders, but extends

to the level of subsystems as well. When implementing a design, which is

often given as an algorithmic specification, investigating various algorith-

mic alternatives and architectural variants can lead to very significant

energy savings, which are above and beyond those achievable by circuit

and device level design techniques. This principle of algorithmic/architec-

tural optimization is explored here for the example of a turbo decoder

implementation.

2.1. Turbo Coding and Decoding

In communication systems, channel coding is used to correct errors

that are introduced during transmission. One of the most powerful such

coding schemes belongs to the class of turbo coding [2]. When considering
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energy efficiency, the main bottleneck is the decoder part of the system [3].

This decoder resides at the receiver-side of the communication link, and

processes the received data to eliminate the errors that might have been

introduced during transmission. Several variants of turbo coding exist. A

common one is known as parallel concatenated convolutional codes,

which can be decoded with the maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm

[2]. The case study in this section focuses on the optimization of this

important algorithm.

The MAP decoding for turbo codes is iterative in nature. One of most

powerful ways to reduce the energy consumption is by limiting the number

of decoding iterations by means of a stop criterion, ending the iteration

process when all errors have been corrected [4, 5]. It is possible to further

reduce the energy consumption of a single iteration by appropriate algo-

rithmic transformations.

At an abstract level, one iteration can be decomposed into a three-step

process. For a data block of length N, the goal is to calculate the likelihood

of each bit in the block being equal to þ1 or �1. While encoding the data

at the transmitter side, the encoder goes through a sequence of states. Each

encoding of a bit of the block causes a state transition. The number of

states, S, is a parameter that also describes the strength of the code (where

a higher S corresponds to a more powerful turbo code). The implementa-

tion complexity also increases when S goes up. The decoder estimates the

likelihood of each received bit being equal to þ1 or �1, by calculating

the likelihood that the encoder made a state transition corresponding to

such a þ1 or �1 bit. The three-step decoding process is described below.

More details can be found in the literature [2, 3, 6].

(1) Calculation of a metrics: There are S a metrics ak(s)(s ¼ 1 . . . S ) for

each bit k of the block (k ¼ 1 . . . N ). Each ak(s) gives the likelihood

that the encoder was in state s before bit k was encoded. This

information can be calculated with a forward recursion (i.e., all

ak(s) for bit k can be obtained from those for bit k� 1). Formally,

the recursion for the MAX-LOG-MAP [6, 7], which is a particular

instantiation of the MAP algorithm, is shown in Equation (1). Here,

gk�1(s
0, s) is the probability of a state transition from state s’ for bit

k� 1 to state s for bit k. The max-operation selects the most likely

event from all achievable possibilities. Most often, there are two

possibilities to get to a state s, and the max-operation is therefore

between two values only [6]. This principle can be extended directly

towards more general scenarios.

ak(s) ¼ max
s02S

(ak�1(s
0)þ gk�1(s

0, s) ) (1)
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(2) Calculation of b metrics: Similar to the a metrics, there are also S b

metrics bk(s) (s ¼ 1 . . . S) for each bit k of the block (k ¼ 1 . . . N).

Each bk(s) gives the likelihood that the encoder was in state s after

bit k was encoded. This information can be calculated with a back-

ward recursion (i.e., all bk(s) for bit k can be obtained from those for

bit kþ 1). This recursion for the MAX-LOG-MAP is shown in

Equation (2). The b recursion is exactly the same as the a recursion;

only the direction is changed from forward to backward.

bk(s) ¼ max
s02S

(bkþ1(s
0)þ gk(s, s0) ) (2)

(3) Calculation of L(uk): The final step combines the a and b metrics to

find the normalized likelihood L(uk), and that bit k is equal to þ1

instead of �1. This L(uk) is equal to the difference of Q1
k and Q0

k,

where Qi
k (i ¼ 0 or 1) is calculated from Equation (3). The max-

operation is over all state transitions from s’ to s that correspond to

a bit being equal to i. In the case considered here, there are S such

transitions for both i ¼ 0 and i ¼ 1.

Qi
k ¼ max

uk¼i
[ak(s

0)þ gk(s
0, s)þ bkþ1(s)] (3)

2.2. Algorithmic/Architectural Optimizations

The three-step process described above constitutes the behavioral al-

gorithmic specification of the desired decoder hardware. In principle, the

forward a recursion and backward b recursion need to be executed for the

entire block before the calculation of L(uk) can proceed. This straightfor-

ward implementation will be referred to as option 1. It would require

storing all S a and b metrics for the entire block of length N. If each

such metric is quantized with w bits, this requires two memories of w�S�N
bits each [4]. For most typical turbo coders (w ¼ 8 . . . 13, S ¼ 4 . . . 16, and

N ¼ 400 . . . 32,000 or more), this is prohibitively large. However, one of

these memories can easily be eliminated by observing that L(uk) can be

calculated together with one of the metric recursions (option 2). For

example, a metrics are first calculated and stored. Next, b metrics are

calculated, and since the a metrics are already available, all the informa-

tion is there to generate L(uk). The forward recursion of b metrics can then

proceed without the need for storing these values, since they can be

consumed directly.
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A further reduction of memory size is possible by a slight algorithmic

modification. It has been realized that it is possible to initialize the b

metrics at a random point k in the block. If the recursion is then run for

L steps, the metrics converge towards the ones that would have resulted

from starting the recursion at the end of the block. This L is called the

sliding window length and a good value can be found experimentally to be

5 � [ log2 (S)þ 1] [3, 5]. After a random initialization, the b recursion is

executed for L steps to ensure conversion, but the metrics do not need to

be stored since they will never be used. Once conversion is achieved, valid

b metrics are calculated and stored. Figure 4.1–2(a) shows in a graphical

way how this approach, called the sliding windows, works (option 3). The

horizontal axis indicates the time progression of the algorithm. The verti-

cal axis denotes the bit index k, for which the metrics or L(uk) are

calculated. This approach further reduces the memory requirements to

w � S � L bits at the cost of extra calculations (extra beta metrics are

calculated to ensure convergence).

A more intricate modification of the algorithm uses the notion of

traceback (option 4) [7]. During the forward a recursion, it is possible to

store which of the two options was chosen in the max-operation of

Equation (1). This information, called the traceback information, can be

used to simplify the calculation of L(uk). Specifically, for each bit k, either

Q1
k or Q0

k can be simplified to just an addition of three numbers. The

corresponding algorithmic representation is shown in Figure 4.1–2 (b). At

the start of each window, the traceback operation is initialized based on

the available a and b metrics [7].

Another level of flexibility available to the designer is varying the

number of L(uk) that are calculated after each b recursion of L steps

(which was needed to ensure conversion of the sliding window approach)

[3]. Figure 4.1–3 shows different alternatives that are characterized by one

parameter h. The number of L(uk) calculated in each window is equal to

(b)(a)

Traceback
initializationb recursion

b recursion,
a traceback,
L(uk) calc. 

a recursion
and storage,
a traceback
storage  

a recursion
and storage

b recursion

b recursion,
L(uk) calculation

Figure 4.1–2. Architectural alternatives for trace-back enhancement
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h�L. This technique resides on the architectural level. Its benefit is a

reduction of b metric calculations at the expense of increased storage for

the traceback and the a metrics.

Finally, it is also possible to start the recursions concurrently at both

sides of the block to improve the throughput [3]. This architectural variant

is shown in Figure 4.1–4(a) (option 5). By offsetting the two recursions as

shown in Figure 4.1–4(b) (option 6), it is possible to reduce the required

memory compared to the option in Figure 4.1 (a).

Table 4.1-1 compares all six possible architectural/algorithmic options.

The reported number of operations is in terms of number of additions,

where it is assumed a max-operation and a traceback operation are equally

complex as an addition. The memory size in bits accounts for the metric

memory and the storage required for the traceback information. For both

the number of operations and the memory size, the first subcolumn lists

the parametric expressions [3, 7], and the second subcolumn gives numeric

values for an example design. For this example design, N ¼ 1000,

S ¼ 8, L ¼ 16, and w ¼ 10. Although h is a parameter that is under the

designer’s control, it was set equal to 1 in this case. From the parametric

expressions, it can be seen that by varying h, the number of operations

η = ½ η = 2

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1–3. Architectural parameter h

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1–4. Double flow structures.
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(and thus the energy thereof), can be traded off with memory size. Note

that the number of memory accesses, which is not listed here, also figures

into the overall energy consumption [3].

From Table 4.1–1, it can be observed that some algorithmic/architec-

tural optimizations are fundamental improvements (i.e., they reduce both

the number of operations and the memory size). Most of the time, how-

ever, there is a tradeoff between the two. In typical practical systems,

options 1 and 2 are prohibitively large in terms of memory area. Of the

remaining ones, option 6 is preferable in terms of energy consumption.

Compared to option 4, it behaves similar, but has a decoding delay that is

a factor of two smaller. It is interesting to see that this enables the designer

to recuperate some of the speed that was lost by lowering the supply

voltage of the circuit. For a target throughput, option 6 will therefore be

more energy efficient as it is able to operate with a smaller supply voltage.

This illustrates that the algorithmic/architectural techniques go hand-

in-hand with and complement optimizations on the circuit and device

level. Not only do they all contribute to the overall energy efficiency of

the system, but tradeoffs at one level of abstraction can be exploited at the

other to further reduce energy consumption.

3. ENERGY-AWARE ARCHITECTURES

At the architectural level, designing for energy awareness can allow a

sensor node to minimize energy consumption in the variable environment

of a microsensor network. Energy-aware design is in contrast to low power

design, which targets the worst case scenario and may not be globally

optimal for systems with varying conditions. The energy awareness of a

system can be increased by adding additional hardware to cover function-

ality over many scenarios of interest and to tune the hardware so that the

system is energy-efficient over a range of scenarios. Energy efficiency

reduces the average energy per operation under varying performance

Table 4.1–1. Comparison of the various alternatives.

# Operations Memory size (bits)

Option 1 12�S þ 2 98 2�w�S�N 160 � 103

Option 2 12�S þ 2 98 w�S�N 80 � 103

Option 3 [12 þ 3/h]�S þ 2 122 [w�S�L]�h 1280

Option 4 [9 þ (3 þ 2/L)/h]�S þ 6 103 [w�S�L þ S�L]�h 1408

Option 5 [9 þ (3 þ 2/L)/h]�S þ 6 103 2�[w�S�L þ S�L]�h 2816

Option 6 [9 þ (3 þ 2/L)/h]�S þ 6 103 [w�S�L þ S�L] �h 1408
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requirements and thus relaxes the energy storage requirement for the

microsensor node. This section provides an example of an energy-aware

implementation of the widely used FFT algorithm.

The FFT calculates the frequency content of time-domain data. It is

used in frequency domain beamforming, source tracking, harmonic line

association, and classification. To achieve energy awareness, the FFT

implementation includes tunable structures, such as memory size and

variable bit precision, to handle a variety of scenarios efficiently. This

example design implements a real-valued FFT (RVFFT) that scales be-

tween 128- and 1024-point FFT lengths and operates at both 8- and 16-bit

precision. The Baugh Wooley (BW) multiplier design provides an example

of an energy-scalable bit precision datapath in Figure 4.1-5. The RVFFT

uses four BW multipliers to perform complex multiplication.

When a 16-bit multiplication is needed, the entire multiplier is used.

However, if an 8-bit multiplication is needed, only the MSB quadrant of

adders is required. In this case, the 8-bit inputs feed directly to the MSB

quadrant, and the LSB inputs are gated to eliminate switching in the

unused adders.

Variable FFT length is another hook designed into the FFT processor.

The control logic to the FFT scales the number of butterflies with FFT

length. The processor stops early to save energy for smaller FFT lengths.

Logic used in 8-bit and
16b processing
Logic used in only in
16-bit processing

X[15:8]

Y[15:8]

Y[7:0]

Z[31:0]8-bit feedthrough
logic

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1

Figure 4.1–5. The 8-bit and 16-bit scalable Baugh Wooley multiplier architecture. The

8-bit multiplier is reused for the 16-bit multiplication, thereby adding scalability

without a large area penalty.
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Also, the dedicated memory is designed to scale the memory size with FFT

lengths. For example, 128-point FFT processing only requires a

128W� 32b memory. Therefore using a nonscalable memory designed

for the 1024-point FFT dissipates additional energy overhead for

128-point processing. A scalable memory that uses the correct memory

size for 128-point processing and the entire memory for 1024-point

processing is shown in Figure 4.1-6.

The energy scalable FFT architecture was simulated in a 0:18-mm

CMOS process at 1.5-V operation, and the simulated energy dissipated

is shown in Table 4.1-2.

The simulation results show a definite advantage for an energy-scalable

architecture over a nonscalable architecture. The scalable architecture is

more energy efficient for all but the high quality point (1024-point, 16-bit).

At the high quality point, the scalable design sees a disadvantage due to

the overhead logic. However, the scalable implementation uses 2.7 times

lower energy at the low quality point (128-point, 8-bit). The scalable FFT

processor was fabricated in a standard 0:18-mm CMOS process and stand-

ard ASIC flow to demonstrate these energy-scalable architectural tech-

niques. At 1.5-V operation, when compared to a StrongARM SA-1100

implementation, the FFT processor shows over a 350X measured energy

reduction. This result is evidence of the significant energy savings that can

be achieved by using dedicated hardware modules.

Energy-scalable architectures are designed with many hooks that allow

the processor to gracefully scale energy with quality and to achieve global
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Figure 4.1–6. Scalable FFT memory that enables variable memory size.
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energy efficiency. These techniques enabled variable bit precision and

variable FFT lengths in an FFT processor and increased the energy

awareness of the system with minimal area and energy overhead.

4. SUB-THRESHOLD OPERATION FOR MINIMUM

ENERGY

Emerging applications, such as distributed sensor networks or medical

applications have low energy as the primary concern instead of perform-

ance, with the eventual goal of harvesting energy from the environment

(e.g. [8]). Minimum energy operation for low performance situations

occurs in the sub-threshold region [9, 10]. We explain a sub-threshold

energy model that shows the dependence of the minimum energy point

on design characteristics and operating conditions. The model also pro-

vides an analytical solution for the optimum supply voltage (VDD) re-

quired for a given circuit to function at its minimum energy point. We

also examine the effect of device sizing on minimum energy operation.

After considering theoretically optimal sizing, we evaluate standard cell

designs for minimum energy operation. A fabricated 0:18-mm test chip

provides measurements for analysis.

Sub-threshold operation (where VT > VDD) is currently used for some

low power applications such as watches [11] and hearing aids [12].

Emerging ultralow power applications, such as distributed sensor net-

works, are a natural fit with sub-threshold circuits. Special circuit tech-

niques for improving robustness in deep sub-threshold have been

explored [13, 14]. Examining the energy-delay contours over VDD and

VT shows that minimum energy operation occurs in the sub-threshold

operation regime for low-to-medium performance systems, and the

optimum point changes depending on activity factor and threshold vari-

ation [9].

Table 4.1–2. Comparing energy/FFT for a nonscalable RVFFT to the scalable

RVFFT method.

FFT length Nonscalable 8-bit Nonscalable 16-bit Scalable 8-bit Scalable 16-bit

1024-point 1320nJ 1448nJ 575nJ 1491nJ

512-point 607nJ 750nJ 240nJ 629nJ

256-point 269nJ 334nJ 103nJ 269nJ

128-point 118nJ 147nJ 44nJ 116nJ
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4.1. Modeling for Sub-threshold Operation

This section develops the models for sub-threshold energy analysis

that give a closed form solution for the optimum VDD and VT to

minimize energy for a given frequency and technology operating in

the sub-threshold regime. The basic equation for modeling sub-

threshold current, which comprises the total off current in the

sub-threshold region because other leakage components are negligible,

is given in Equation (4):

ISUB ¼ Ioe
VGS�VTþhVDS

nVth 1� e
�VDS

Vth

� �
,

where

Io ¼ moCox

W

L
(n� 1)V 2

th (4)

where n is the sub-threshold slope factor (1þ Cd=Cox), and Vth is kT/q.

In order to expand this device equation into a model for generic circuits,

we use fitting parameters that are normalized to a characteristic

inverter in the technology of interest. Equation (5) shows the propaga-

tion delay of a characteristic inverter with output capacitance Cg in sub-

threshold:

td ¼ KCgVDD

Io,ge
VGS�VT :g

nVth

(5)

where K is a delay fitting parameter. The expression for current in the

denominator of Equation (5) models the on current of the characteristic

inverter, so it accounts for transitions through both NMOS and PMOS

devices. Unless the PMOS and NMOS are perfectly symmetrical, the

terms Io,g and VT,g are fitted parameters that do not correspond exactly

with the MOSFET parameters of the same name. Operational frequency is

simply f ¼ (tdLDP)�1, where LDP is the depth of the critical path in

characteristic inverter delays. Dynamic (EDYN), leakage (EL), and total

energy (ET ) per cycle are expressed in [6–8, 16], assuming rail-to-rail swing

(VGS ¼ VDD for on current).

EDYN ¼ CeffV
2
DD (6)
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EL ¼WeffIo,ge
�VT ;g

nVth tdLDPVDD ¼WeffKCgLDPV
2
DDe

�VDD
nVth (7)

ETotal¼CeffV
2
DD

þWeffLDPKCgV
2
DDe

�VDD
nVth¼V 2

DD CeffþWeffKCgLDPe
� VDD

nVth

� �
(8)

Equations (6–8) extend the expressions for current and delay of an

inverter to arbitrary larger circuits. This extension sacrifices accuracy for

simplicity since the fitted parameters cannot account for all of the details

of every circuit. Thus, Ceff is the average effective switched capacitance of

the entire circuit, including the average activity factor over all of its nodes,

short circuit current, glitching effects, etc. Likewise, Weff estimates the

average total width, relative to the characteristic inverter, that contributes

to leakage current. Treating this parameter as a constant ignores the state

dependence of leakage. Solving this set of equations provides a good

estimate of the optimum for the average case and shows how the optimum

point depends on the major parameters. To calibrate the model, Ceff is

estimated by measuring average supply current for an average simulation

and solving the expression Ceff ¼ Iavg( fVDD)�1. Simulating to exercise the

circuit’s critical path provides the logic depth, LDP. Lastly, Weff is deter-

mined by simulating the circuit’s steady-state leakage current and normal-

izing to the characteristic inverter. Since Weff is a function of circuit state,

averaging the circuit leakage current for simulations over many states

improves the total leakage estimate.

Differentiating Equation (8) and equating to 0 allows us to solve for

VDDopt:

@ETOTAL

@VDD

¼ 2CeffVDD þ 2WeffLDPKCgVDDe
�VDD

nVth

þ�WeffLDPKCgV
2
DD

nVth

e
�VDD

nVth ¼ 0 (9)

The analytical solution for VDDopt is in Equation (10), with the con-

straint in Equation (11):

VDDopt ¼ nVth(2� lambertW ( b) ) (10)

b ¼ �2Ceff

WeffLDPKCg

e2 > �e�1 (11)
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The Lambert W Function, W ¼ lambertW (x), gives the solution to the

equation WeW ¼ x, just as W ¼ ln x is the solution to eW ¼ x [15]. Now,

substituting Equation (5) into f ¼ (tdLDP)�1 gives VTopt to achieve a given

frequency:

VTopt ¼ VDDopt � nVth ln
fKCgLDPVDDopt

Io,g

� �
(12)

If the argument to the natural log in Equation (12) exceeds 1, then the

assumption of sub-threshold operation no longer holds because

VTopt<VDDopt. This constraint shows that there is a maximum achievable

frequency for a given circuit in the sub-threshold region. Equations (10)

and (12) give VTopt and VDDopt for a sub-threshold circuit consuming the

minimum energy at a given frequency. Some ultralow power applications,

such as energy scavenging sensor nodes, might consider minimizing energy

to be more important than any performance requirement. Assuming a

standard technology where VT is fixed (i.e., no triple wells for body

biasing), the problem becomes finding the optimum VDD to minimize

energy per operation for a given design. The optimum VDD in this scenario

still is given by Equation (10), and the frequency at the optimum point is

given by f ¼ (tdLDP)�1.

Figure 4.1-7 shows the energy profile of an 8-bit, 8-tap parallel pro-

grammable FIR filter versus VDD. The contributions of dynamic and

leakage energy are both shown. The lines on the plot show the results of

numerical equations using a transregional current model [16], and the

markers show the simulation values. The analytical solution (small star)

matches the numerical model and simulations with less than 0.1% error.

The optimum point is VDDopt ¼ 250mV at a frequency of 30 kHz. Equa-

tion (10) provides the optimum VDD for the analytical solution, and

substituting this value into Equation (8) gives the total energy. The inset

in Figure 4.1-7 shows how the delay (td) and current (ILEAK) components

of leakage energy per cycle (EL) vary with supply voltage. As VDD reduces,

the current decreases due to the DIBL effect. However, the delay increases

exponentially in the sub-threshold region, leading to the increase in sub-

threshold EL.

Equation (10) shows that the optimum VDD value is independent of

frequency and VT . Instead, it is set by the relative significance of dynamic

and leakage energy components as expressed in Equation (8). EL increases

compared to the characteristic inverter in two ways. First, the ratio of

Ceff=Weff decreases, indicating that a greater fraction of the total width is

idle and thereby drawing static current without switching. Secondly, LDP
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can increase. The larger resulting period gives more time for leakage

currents to integrate, raising EL. An FFT processor [14] and the FIR filter

previously described have VDDopt at 350 mV and 250 mV, respectively.

Circuits with higher relative leakage energy, like the FIR filter or FFT

processor, have less negative b and thus higher optimum VDD.

4.2. Sizing and Minimum Operating Voltage

Transistor sizing impacts the functionality of CMOS circuits at low

supply voltages. Minimum VDD operation occurs when the PMOS and

NMOS devices have the same current (e.g. [17]). Previous efforts have

explored well biasing to match the device currents for minimum voltage

operation of ring oscillators [13]. Sizing can create the same symmetry in

device current. Figure 4.1-8 shows the minimum voltage for which a ring

oscillator maintains 10–90% voltage swing. The optimum PMOS/NMOS

width across all process corners is 12, because this size matches the sub-

threshold currents through the two types of devices.
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Figure 4.1–7. Model versus simulation of an 8-bit 8-tap FIR filter showing the

minimum energy point and active and leakage energy. Inset shows ILEAK and td .

Markers are simulation values, lines are model (Copyright 2004, IEEE).
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Sizing according to this ratio allows for operation at lower VDD but

increases the energy consumed for a given VDD (Equation (8). The energy

savings from lowering VDD are at best proportional to V 2
DD if leakage is

still negligible. Figure 4.1-8 shows that the impact of sizing an inverter on

the minimum supply voltage is only 60 mV, producing best-case energy

savings of 0:202=0:262 ¼ 0:6X due to voltage reduction. This improvement

is not worthwhile if all PMOS devices are increased in size by 12X. Thus,

minimum sized devices are theoretically optimal for reducing energy per

operation when accounting for the impact of sizing on voltage and energy

consumed [18]. Process variation in deep submicron processes imposes one

restriction to applying this rule blanketly. The sigma for VT variation due

to random doping fluctuations is proportional to (WL)�1=2, so minimum

sized devices produce the worst case random VT mismatch. Statistical

analysis is necessary to confirm functionality in the face of process vari-

ation, and some devices might need to increase in size to ensure acceptable

yield.

4.3. Standard Cells and Minimum Energy

Standard cell libraries aid digital circuit designers to reduce the design

time for complex circuits through synthesis. Most standard cell libraries

focus on high performance, although including low power cells is becom-

ing more popular [19]. Lower power cells generally use smaller sizes. One

standard cell library geared specifically for low power uses a reduced set of

standard cells and branch-based static logic to reduce parasitic capaci-

tances. Eliminating complicated cells with large stacks of devices and using
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Figure 4.1–8. Minimum VDD to retain 10–90% output swing for 0:18� mm ring

oscillator across process corners (simulation) (Copyright 2004, IEEE).
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a smaller total number of logic functions was shown to reduce power and

improve performance [20]. Standard cell libraries have not been designed

specifically for sub-threshold operation. This section evaluates the per-

formance of a 0:18-mm standard cell library in sub-threshold operation.

We use the 8-bit, 8-tap FIR filter to compare normal cell selection with

cells sized to minimize the operating voltage. Figure 4.1-9 shows the

minimum operating voltages for the different standard cells appearing in

a normal synthesis of the FIR filter. The typical (TT) and worst-case (FS

(fast N, slow P) and SF) process corners are shown. All of the cells operate

at 200 mV at the typical corner, showing the robustness of static CMOS

logic. Additionally, most of the cells operate at 300 mV in the worst case,

which is close to the optimum performance shown in the previous section

for a ring oscillator. The cells which exhibit the worst case (failing below

400 mV) are flip-flops and complex logic gates with stacks of series devices

(e.g., AOI). We eliminated the problematic cells by preventing the synthe-

sis tool from selecting logic gates with large device stacks and by resizing

the offending flip-flop cell [18].

Figure 4.1-10 shows a schematic of the D-flip-flop. In the standard

implementation, all of the inverters use small NMOS and only slightly

larger PMOS devices except I3, which is several times larger to reduce CQ

delay. At the FS corner (fast NMOS, slow PMOS), the narrow PMOS in

I6 cannot hold N3 at a one when CK is low. This is because the combined,

strong off current in the NMOS devices in I6 and I3 (larger sized) over-

comes the weakened, narrow PMOS device in I6. The combined NMOS

devices create an effective P/N ratio that is less than one. To prevent this,
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Figure 4.1–9. Functionality of standard cells over process corners in an FIR synthe-

sized using normal cell selection (simulation) (Copyright 2004, IEEE).
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we reduced the size of I3 and strengthened I6. The larger feedback inverter

creates some energy overhead. However, the resized flip-flop can operate

at 300 mV at all process corners in simulation. Figure 4.1–11 shows the

lowest operating voltage for the cells in the minimum-VDD FIR filter. The

number of cell types has reduced, and all of the cells work to below

300 mV across all corners. The next section uses test chip measurements

to compare the filter sized for minimum VDD with the normal filter.

4.4. Measured Results from Test Chip

A 0:18-mm, 6-M layer, 1.8 V, 7 mm2 test chip was fabricated to measure

the impact of sizing on minimum energy operation of standard cells. The test

chip features two programmable 8-bit, 8-tap FIR filters. Both filters produce

nontruncated 19-bit outputs. The first filter was synthesized using the un-
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Figure 4.1–10. Standard cell flip-flop at worst-case failure point where CK ¼ 0 at FS

corner (fast NMOS, slow PMOS).
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modified synthesis flowandnormal cells (Figure 4.1–9). The second filterwas

synthesized using the modified flow, in which some cells were omitted and

some cells were resized to minimize VDD (Figure 4.1–11). Both filters can

operate using an external clock or an on-chip clock generated by a ring

oscillator that matches the respective critical path delay of the filters. Filtered

data comes from an off-chip source or from an on-chip linear-feedback shift-

register. The minimum-VDD filter exhibits a 10% delay penalty over the

standard filter. Both filters operate in the range of 3 kHz to 5 MHz over

VDD values of 150 mV to 1 V and are fully functional to below 200 mV.

Figure 4.1–12 shows an oscilloscope plot of the standard filter working

correctly at VDD ¼ 150 mV. The clock in this plot is produced by the ring

oscillator on-chip. The reduced drive current and large capacitance in the

output pads of the chip cause the slow rise and fall times in the clock, but

the signal is still full swing. One bit of the output is shown.

Figure 4.1–13 shows the measured total energy per output sample of

the two FIR filters versus VDD. The solid line is an extrapolation of

CeffV
2
DD for each filter, and the dashed lines show the measured leakage

energy per cycle. Both filters exhibit an optimum supply voltage for

minimizing the total energy per cycle between 250 and 300 mV. There is

a measured overhead energy per cycle of 50% in the filter sized for

minimum VDD. The figure also shows the worst-case minimum VDD for

the two filters (cf. Figures 4.1–9 and 4.1–11). Accounting for overhead at

Clock
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150 mV

Tek stop: 250 kS/s 7 Acqs

∆: 260 µs
@: 1.460 ms

C2 Freq
3.239740 kHz

6 Apr 2004
11:00:33

100 mVCh2 Μ 200 µs50.0 mvCh2Ch3 50.0 mV

Figure 4.1–12. Oscilloscope plot showing FIR operation at VDD ¼ 150 mV.
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the worst-case minimum VDD, the minimum-VDD FIR offers a reduction

in total energy of less than 10% at the worst-case process corner, but this

improvement comes at a cost of 50% at the typical corner.

Simulations show that the measured overhead cost in the minimum-VDD

filter primarily results from restricting the cell set that the synthesis tool

could use. Since the tool was not optimized for the smaller set of cells, we

did not see the improvements that are possible through this approach [20].

Using only sizing to create the minimum VDD filter would have decreased

the overhead. However, the shallow nature of the optimum point in Figure

4.1–13 shows that the unmodified standard cell library does not use much

extra energy by failing at a higher VDD at the worst-case corner. Thus,

existing libraries provide good solutions for subthreshold operation. Simu-

lation shows that a minimum-sized implementation of the FIR filter has 2X

less switched capacitance than the standard FIR, so a mostly minimum-

sized library theoretically would provide minimum energy circuits [18].

5. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter describes energy reduction methods at the algorithmic,

architectural, and circuit levels of digital design. System-level architectural

and algorithmic modifications allow trading off energy consumption ver-

sus other design metrics, such as area or delay at a high level of abstrac-
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tion. The addition of architectural knobs that enable smooth adaptation

to different operating scenarios can provide energy awareness. An en-

ergy-aware system provides significant energy savings by exploiting the

architectural knobs as its requirements vary. Modeling and analyzing

sub-threshold operation gives a solution for the optimum VDD and VT

to minimize energy for a given frequency in the subthreshold region.

For typical circuits and modern technologies, the optimum supply volt-

age for minimizing power is higher than the failure point for minimum

sized devices at the typical corner. Thus, minimum sized devices are

theoretically optimal for minimizing power. Measurements from a test

chip confirm that existing static CMOS standard cell libraries function

well in sub-threshold. Resizing or restricting cell usage in such libraries

can lower the worst-case minimum VDD, but the overhead increases

energy consumption at the typical corner. In theory, a standard cell

library primarily using minimum-sized devices would minimize energy

per operation.
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Chapter 4.2

ANALOG INTERFACE CIRCUITS

The Limit for AmI Applications
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{michiel.steyaert, willem.laflere, wim.vereecken}@esat.kuleuven.be

Abstract Due to further integration towards nanometer technologies, complex func-

tions with a lot of DSP can be single-chip integrated at extreme low powers. However, for

the analog interface circuits other limitations are appearing. Due to limited matching

specifications, noise limitations, dynamic range requirements, and lower allowed power

supply voltages, the analog circuits are becoming the bottleneck in the fully integration of

wireless low power ambient intelligence (AmI) devices. Power management in combination

with special high efficiency architectures are usually in contrast with integration robustness

and fully integration. An overview of limitations towards ultra low power analog RF

interface circuits will be discussed.

Keywords analog; CMOS; limitations; receiver; RF; transmitter

1. INTRODUCTION

The enormous growth of the telecommunications market is the driver

behind the development of performant RF circuits in low-cost technolo-

gies. To increase autonomy, devices are equipped with wireless frond-ends.

Since portable devices are battery powered, limited battery lifetime has

become an important design limitation. Deep submicron technologies

allow to extend this boundary, but new problems are introduced: analog

RF front-ends remain the bottleneck in the mainly digital CMOS technol-

ogy. The goal of this work is to localize new opportunities, but also to

uncover potential problems related to power consumption, single-chip

integration, and technology scaling.
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2. HETERODYNE ARCHITECTURE

The choice of an appropriate transceiver architecture is of major im-

portance in the design flow of an RF front-end. In addition, the selection

of the modulation scheme determines the overall performance of the

transceiver: not only bandwidth efficiency or throughput, but also power

consumption. Frequently, these design parameters are overlooked, result-

ing in a performant, but power-inefficient design.

The block diagram of the famous heterodyne receiver [1] architecture is

shown in Figure 4.2–1. A band select filter (1) removes high power signals

(blockers) out of the band of interest. In this way the dynamic range

requirements of the ensuing analog circuits can be relaxed. The contribu-

tion to the equivalent input noise of the remaining receiver part is reduced

by a low noise amplifier (LNA). From this point on, the RF signal is

converted to an intermediate (IF) frequency. In the mixing process, un-

wanted signals are folded into the band of interest. The linearity of the

mixer prevents this irreparable corruption of the wanted signal. The IF-

filter strips off unwanted mirror signals from the mixer. Usually, this filter

is also used as the channel select filter. Surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters

are the common way to achieve the required selectivity. Power hungry

drivers necessarily get the signal off-chip and drive these low-impedance

filters. Eventually, a second mixer converts the IF-band down to base-

band. From this point, the signal can be digitized by an AD-converter for

further processing by DSP logic.

3. LOW-IF ARCHITECTURE

The low-IF architecture [2], shown in Figure 4.2–2 avoids the external

IF-filter section. The RF-signal is fed to an in phase (I) and a quadrature

path (Q). The mixers of each path are driven by a quadrature LO signal.

LNA

Mixer1
RF IF

IF-filter

LO

A
D

DSP

Figure 4.2-1. Heterodyne receiver architecture.
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In this type of receiver, mirror signals are suppressed by an analog (before

conversion), or a digital (after conversion) on-chip complex filter. If an

analog filter is used, this filter has the added advantages of being the

antialiasing filter for the AD-converter and the low-pass filter for channel

selection. The advantages of this architecture are obvious: since the RF

signal band is directly converted to baseband, a complete mixer- and IF-

circuit can be omitted. However, there is a disadvantage: phase and

amplitude errors of the quadrature generator directly result in a bad

mirror suppression. A careful design of the quadrature generator is highly

recommended. The good power performance and low external component

count of the low-IF structure are its trump cards for use in low-cost

battery powered systems.

4. RECEIVER VERSUS TRANSMITTER

The same architectural principles apply to both transmitters and recie-

vers, however, the signals involved are quite different. The function of the

receiver is to detect a small signal from a dirty environment full of block-

ing signals. While in the transmit chain, the only signal involved is the one

being transmitted. Important specifications in the receive part are noise

added to the signal and intermodulation with blocking signals. In the

transmitter, important specs are the linearity of the signal and unwanted

emissions in nearby channels.

As faster technologies become available for the design of a certain

application, some architectural changes can be exploited to gain global

efficiency. Some building blocks of the modular design, as described in the

previous part can be combined together if speed is not the limiting factor
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DSP0
90

Figure 4.2-2. Low-IF receiver architecture.
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in a certain technology. For example, all channels in one band can be

digitized together, so shifting functions of the PLL to the A/D-convertor

and the digital post-processing. But when working on the edge of a

technology, the only suitable architecture is the one described in the

previous paragraph; so it will be discussed later.

5. CONSEQUENCES OF THE TECHNOLOGY

SCALING TRENDS

Technology keeps scaling down in an exponential way, as predicted by

Moore’s law 40 years ago. [3] Figure 4.2–3(a). The scaling is driven by the

demand for ever faster and smaller digital circuitry [4]. As it is the goal to

integrate analog and digital circuitry all together, analog designs must

follow the same scaling trends. Benefit is taken from this scaling so that

higher operating frequencies are possible. Figure 4.2–3(c) shows the in-

crease in fT (the maximal operating frequency of a transistor) and the f3dB

(the maximal frequency in a practical circuit).

A consequence of the smaller line widths is a decrease in maximum

allowable supply voltage, in order to keep the electric field strengths in the

silicon within the limits. The supply voltage, being 5 V for a long time, has

decreased rapidly in recent years, and will keep decreasing in the future.

The threshold voltage to put a transistor on and off remains more or less

constant for leakage reasons in the off-state. So, the margin between Vt

and Vdd has disappeared. (Figure 4.2–3(b) )

Matching, or the difference in electrical characteristics between devices

that are designed behave the same, has also evolved with technology.

(Figure 4.2–3(d) ) The mismatch of the Vt is becoming smaller in advanced

technologies, since the value of Vt has become a more critical parameter

with the power supply voltage decreasing. The mismatch on b related to

the gain of a transistor does not evolve a lot. It is related to both the

mobility in the channel and the gate oxide thickness. The very thin gates in

advanced technologies show a larger spread in thickness.

The consequences of these evolutions on RF-transmitters will be dis-

cussed based on building block examples.

6. LNA

The low noise amplifier [5] (LNA) is a crucial building block in today’s

high-performance receivers. Even though the active component count of

the LNA is low, it fulfills several complex tasks in the receiver chain. This
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section gives an overview of the performance requirements of a modern

LNA circuit and discusses several problems and opportunities if an LNA

is integrated in a single-chip, low-voltage application.

The main task of the LNA is to amplify the antenna signal to a higher

level. The main reason for this is, as described in the previous section, that

a high amplification factor in the LNA makes the receiver less sensible to

the noise of the ensuing receiver circuits.

However, high signal levels will result in distortion in both the LNA

and the ensuing receiver circuits. Due to third-order intermodulation

products, unwanted signals will be mixed into the band of interest, again

increasing the noise. For each specific application, an optimum exists
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between thermal noise and distortion. Comparison between LNA’s can

thus be done by their crucial parameters: gain (G[dB]), the noise figure

(NF[dB]) and the input referred third-order intermodulation distortion

power (IIP3[dB]).

The reverse gain of the LNA (also called the reverse isolation or S12)

defines the gain from output to the input of the LNA. The signal coming

from the local oscillator may couple to the input of the mixer and reach the

output of the LNA. The reverse isolation of the LNA defines the amount

of this signal that is transmitted to the antenna of the receiver. The basic

driving force to limit the S12 is based on the spurious emission specifica-

tions of the receiver.

The most popular LNA topology, known as the inductively degener-

ated common source LNA, is shown in Figure 4.2–4, together with its

small signal equivalent (figure 4.2–5).

The base of this amplifier is transistor M1. To decrease the Miller

effect, cascode transistor M2 is added. This also increases the reverse

isolation of the LNA. To obtain a large load resistance in combination

with a low DC voltage drop, an inductor Ld is used. If the LNA is

integrated on a single chip, the resonant frequency of the gate-source

capacitance in combination with the load inductance can be chosen so

that the voltage gain is maximized for the frequency band of interest.

In order to maximize the power transfer between the antenna and the

LNA, the input impedance must be matched to the impedance of the

antenna (e.g., 50 V). This can be done by adding a grounded resistor at

the gate of transistor M1. However, this type of impedance matching adds

too much noise to the amplifier stage. Instead of a resistor, an inductor Ls

VDD

Rl

Ld

Lg

Ls

Vbias

M1

M2
Matching
network

Figure 4.2-4. Inductively degenerated common source LNA.
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can be added between the source of M1 and the ground. The input

impedance can be calculated as:

Zin ¼
1

jvCgs

þ jvLs þ vTLs,

which reduces to the resistive value Zin ¼ vTLs for the operating

frequency v0. The gate inductance Lg is chosen such that the imaginary

part of the input impedance is zero for the frequency of interest.

If the LNA is connected to a resistive load RL, the maximum power

gain can be calculated as:

GT ¼
RL

4RS

vT

v0

� �2

:

Notice that the power gain goes up with increasing vT . This implicates

that deep submicron technologies improve the gain of the LNA. However,

it has to be noticed that GT and vT are a function of Vgs�VT .

Using deep submicron imposes to reduce Vgs�VT , which could result

in reduced performances towards low-voltage applications, through vT ,

which can be a problem in low-voltage applications.

The main noise sources of the previously described LNA are the

channel noise of M1 and the thermal noise of the load resistor RL. It can

be shown that the noise factor of the amplifier reduces to the following

expression:

F � 1þ g

a
gd0RS

v0

vT

� �2

þ4
v0

vT

� �2
RS

RL

,

where gd0 is the drain-source conductance at zero Vds. The excess noise

factor g is one at VDS ¼ 0, and decreases to 2/3 in saturation. Due to high

Ls

vgs gmvgs

Lg

Rs Rl Rl
Cgs

vin

Matching
network LoadSource

Figure 4.2-5. Small signal equivalent of the CS-LNA.
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electric fields in short-channel devices, g can even be larger than 3. One

can see that smaller technologies improve the noise figure through vT ,

despite the counteracting effect of the increasing excess noise factor g. The

table below shows several ways to decrease the noise figure:

Fixed parameter Variable parameter

NF bias current I VGST

NF device width W/L VGST

NF VGST Ibias

For an NMOS in the saturation region, the input referred third-order

intermodulated interception power IIP3 can be approximated by:

IIP3 ¼ 5:25þ 20 log10 (2v0RSCgs)þ 10 log 10

� VGST � (2þQVGST) � (1þQVGST)2

Q

 !

in which VGST ¼ VGS�VT . Factor Q models the mobility degradation due

to velocity saturation. For a fixed current, increasing the VGST results in

decreasing the device width and thus also Cgs. These effects almost cancel

each other, which result in the fact that the only way to improve the linearity

of the inductively degenerated common source LNA is to increase the

current consumption. On the other hand, deep submicron devices offer

the ability to bias the transistors in the velocity saturation region. In this

way, a relatively constant transconductance and thus a higher linearity can

be achieved if sufficient gate overdrive voltage is applied.

Another important issue in CMOS LNA-design is ESD (Electrostatic

Discharge). As technologies scale further towards nanometer dimensions,

the decreasing oxide thickness reduces the breakdown voltage for a given

technology. The parasitic capacitance of the ESD-protection structures

has a serious impact on the performance of the LNA, including ESD-

protection in the LNA-design, which is thus inevitable.

7. DOWNCONVERSION MIXER

In a direct conversion architecture, considerations about mixer noise,

gain, and linearity are similar to LNA linearity, since the signals involved

are the same. In a heterodyne architecture, linearity specs are relaxed

proportional to the amount of filtering. Also the amount of harmonics

in the spectrum of the LO is important, since higher harmonics also
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downconvert noise and spurs within 2–3, . . . times the center frequency

into the signal band. These components can not be filtered away after-

wards. For example, in a square wave, the power of the third harmonic is

only �9.54 dB below the carrier. As a result, the mixer should show a

linear behavior in both LO and RF-path, and the LO-signal should not

contain a large amount of harmonics.

When mixing with a quadrature signal, another important topic is the

quality of the quadrature signal. Imperfect quadrature will result in im-

perfect image rejection for a low-IF architecture and distortion of the

signal in a zero-IF receiver. Several mismatches, amongst others in the

quadrature generation circuitry, or quadrature mismatch between the

mixers will contribute to nonideal image-suppression. Figure 4.2-6 shows

the image suppression as a function of the total mismatch (mismatch

between quadrature LO-signals, mismatch in the mixer, and mismatch in

the quadrature baseband processing). For a typical reciever requirement of

�35 dB, a phase and amplitude matching of 6 deg and 0.25 dB, respect-

ively, is required. This is in the same order of magnitude as the matching

performance of advanced technologies.

8. AD CONVERTER

In today’s submicron CMOS technologies, the analog front-end and

digital circuits are integrated on the same die. The AD converter [6] forms

the interface between the analog continuous-time continuous-amplitude

circuits, and the discrete-time and amplitude of the digital processing part.

The design of AD converters faces an increasing challenge because of

mismatch, reduced supply voltages, and relative high-threshold voltages

in a cheap all-digital CMOS technology.

Reducing the analog supply, while preserving bandwidth and dynamic

range, has no fundamental effect on the minimum power consumption.

However, this absolute limit is usually obtained by neglecting the possible

bandwidth B limitation due to the limited transconductance of the active

devices. If the maximum bandwidth is proportional to gm

C
, one can show

that [7]

SNR � B ¼ V 2
pp

gm

8kT

In most cases, decreasing the supply voltage with a factor a results

in a proportional reduction a of the signal swing Vpp. Preserving SNR and

bandwidth is only possible by increasing gm by a2.
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In the case of a MOS device, where gm �
I

Vgs�VT

, the power consump-

tion remains constant if the overdrive voltage Vgs�VT scales down with
the same factor a.

This effect can be noticed in high-speed (flash) AD converters [7]. For

the same speed and accuracy, the power drain for a high-speed ADC can

be compared:

P1

P2

¼ Vdd2

Vdd1

� tox1

tox2

� (1þ (Cdb1=50«ox) )

(1þ (Cdb2=50«ox) )

When going to submicron technologies, oxide thickness is downscaled

and the channel doping is increased. As a result the bulk capacitance

increases. It is clear that due to a stringent mismatch demand and the

increasing bulk capacitance, the expected power decrease is counteracted

when technology scales down, as shown in Figure 4.2-7.
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Figure 4.2-6. Image rejection due to mismatch.
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However, when technology scales further, the current factor b of the

MOS transistor becomes dominant, leading to the following equation:

P1

P2

¼ Vdd2

Vdd1

� tox2

tox1

� (1þ (Cdb1=50«ox) )

(1þ (Cbd2=50«ox) )
,

which makes the power increase since the power supply scaling is not

compensated by an increase of the matching properties of the technology.

In these analyses, substrate noise, power supply noise, and ground noise

are not considered, but undoubtedly they become more important when

technology scales down.

On the other side, an important advantage of moving into deep-

submicron technologies is that, the power consumption of digital circuits

is decreased while speed is increased. Every AD converter system includes

a large amount of digital circuitry. For digital building blocks, it is always

beneficial to move into smaller technologies.

For this reason, single loop SD converters are very attractive since they are

always combined with digital circuits on the same die to form a system. As

describedbefore, reduction of the supply voltage reduces the maximumsignal

swing. For the same dynamic range, noise floor and mismatch should be

reduced as well. The dynamic range of a SD converter can be expressed as:

DR ¼ 10 � log
V 2

in,max �OSR � Cs

2kT

100
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R
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Figure 4.2-7. Power consumption versus technology
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The OSR is the oversampling ratio and Cs is the sampling capacitance

in the first integrator. For a certain dynamic range, if the signal swing is

reduced, the oversampling ratio or the sampling capacitance must be

increased. Mismatch error, on the other hand, can only be reduced by

increasing the size of the device. To maintain speed, this will always result

in a higher power consumption. The most interesting property of the SD

converter is the noise suppression inside the loop. For a single loop

modulator, the noise suppression can be calculated as:

Fsup,k ¼
OSR2k

p2k
� (2kþ 1) �

Yk

i¼0

ai

 !2

,

where F is the noise suppression factor and ai denotes the loop coefficient

of the ith stage. This property allows the sampling capacitance of the

following stage to be scaled down proportionally. This results in a decrease

of the load capacitance of the used OTAs and thus a reduction in power

consumption. The advantage of this strategy can be seen in the results of

the first 90 nm SD designs [8]. If a comparison is made based on speed and

power, it can be noticed that both for low-voltage designs (Table 4.2-1),

and in state of the art reports (Table 4.2-2), 90 nm designs can achieve

better performance.

9. LOCAL OSCILLATOR

The core component and the most critical one of the LO-synthesizer is

the voltage controlled oscillator. The next section will deal with the

specifications and possible implementations.

In an ideal world, the LO-signal is assumed to be one single tone.

However, due to several noise contributions, the frequency of the tone of

Table 4.2-1. Figure of merit FOM ¼ 4kT �fB�DR
P

.

Name Supply (V) DR (dB) Signal BW(kHz) Power (mW) FOM

Yao, 2004 1 88 20 140 1493e-6

Peluso, 1998 0.9 77 16 40 300e-6

Gerfers, 2003 1.5 80 25 135 306e-6

Dessousky, 2001 1 88 25 950 275e-6

Sauerrey, 2002 0.7 75 8 80 52e-6

Peluso, 1997 1.5 74 3.4 100 14e-6

Keskin, 2002 1 80 20 5600 5.9e-6
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an oscillator is not stable in time. The spectrum of a noisy oscillator is

shown in Figure 4.2-8(b). As a consequence, part of the nearby blocking

signal is folded into the signal band when mixing with such a signal

(Figure 4.2-8(c) ). Phase noise is defined as:

L{Dv} ¼ PDv

Pv0

A lot of attempts have been made to model the amount of phase noise.

[9] A simple and useful model for the phase noise density at an offset Dv

from the center frequency Dv in the l=f 2-region is:

kTReff [1þ A]
v0

Dv

� �2

,

in which Req is the equivalent series dissipative part of the oscillator.

[10]

It is shown that, for GHz applications, the bottleneck for the phase-

noise spec is the coil in the resonator. [11, 12] Full integration of entire

wireless systems requires this coil to be integrated on the CMOS die too.

Losses in integrated coils are mainly due to series resistance of the wiring

metal, including skin effect, and Eddy currents generated in the underlying

lossy substrate. For these reasons, even in small technologies, high-quality

coils do occupy a large part of the chip area. The power lost into the

substrate also couples with nearby circuitry, so a careful layout is very

important.

For relatively low frequencies, in the order of magnitude of a few GHz,

the dominant noise source is the inductor. The contributions of the tuning

varactor and the active cell could almost be neglected. Since they are not

Table 4.2-2. ISSCC 2004.

Name Topology Tech.

(mm)

BW

(MHz)

DR

(dB)

Vdd

(v)

P

(mW)

FOM

Yao Switch-cap, 1b 0.09 0.02 88 1 0.14 1487

Putter Continuous-time, 1b 0.18 1.1 81 1.8 6 381

Gaggi switch-cap, 3b 0.13 1.1 82 1.5 8 360

Balmeli switch-cap, 4b 0.18 12.5 84 1.8200 259

Ying Continuous-time, Ib 0.18 2.5 86 1.8150 109

Breems continuous-time, 4b 0.18 10 67 1.8122 7

Ueno continueous-time, Ib 0.13 1.92 55 0.9 1.5 7

Philips continuous-time, Ib 0.18 1 49 1.8 2.07 1
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contributing to the phase noise, they could be optimized for tuning range,

power, . . . [12].

For applications in the order of magnitude of tens of GHz, the

dominant noise sources become situated in the varactors and gain-cell,

since the quality of an inductor becomes better with increasing fre-

quency. A codesign of all the parts of the entire VCO becomes necessary.

Full optimization of the tank has led to tank-quality factors of 40 to 50

[12].

10. QUADRATURE GENERATION

In the case the local oscillator is not delivering a differential signal, a

quadrature signal must be derived from the differential outputs of the

local oscillator. Several techniques are suited for this purpose:

. Polyphase filter: The operation is based on the phase shift of RC-and

CR-filters near their cutoff frequency. Again matching of integrated

resistors and capacitors is a limit to the obtainable bandwidth and

accuracy.

. Digital divider: A signal of twice the operating frequency is divided in a

digital way to 4 quadrature signals. This division is independent of the

LO

Downconverted
signals

Unwanted
signalWanted

signal

ω0
ω

ω

ω

Figure 4.2-8. Effect of a noisy LO-signal.
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frequency, yielding a very high bandwidth. Disadvantages with this

approach are the higher power consumption due to the high-operating

frequency, and the dependency of the duty-cycle, and in this way also

the output DC-level, on matching.

. Injection locked quadrature oscillator: A quadrature ring oscillator is

forced to oscillate at the incoming frequency. The quadrature oscillator

locks to the incoming signal if the frequency is within a certain range

around the free-running frequency. The same matching sensitivity as

above applies to this type of quadrature generator. The power is

usually quite low, and the systems have a considerable bandwidth. [13]

11. UPCONVERSION MIXER

Since the only signal involved in the upconversion path is the signal

being transmitted, a lot of the specifications for the transmitter depend on

the properties of this signal. An important distinction that must be made is

the difference between ‘‘constant envelope’’ signals and signals carrying

information in the amplitude as well. Figure 4.2-9 show the effects of

nonlinearity on the Error vector magnitude (¼averaged shift of constella-

tion points) for several modulation types. When comparing these results

with the Crest-factors given in Table 4.2-3, it is clear that this is a domin-

ant factor in the sensitivity to nonlinearities.

On top of the requirements for a good EVM, which is a measure for the

quality of the transmitted signal, there are also limitations to the maximal

amount of power being emitted in frequency bands away from the chan-

nel. Unwanted emissions in these bands are also related to linearity

requirements in the transmitter. As the power supply keeps scaling down

in advanced CMOS technologies, while the required output power does

not, the available headroom disappears, posing severe demands on design

of a linear upconvertor.

Table 4.2-3. Crest factors for several modulation types.

Modulation CF CFI

8-PSK 0.0 3.6

16-QAM 2.3 2.6

64-QAM 3.2 4.0

UMTS 3.9 6.5

OFDM 4.7 7.6
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12. POWER AMPLIFIER

Usually, the RF power amplifier [14 –18] is implemented as a separated

building block together with discrete components, like inductors, capaci-

tors, and striplines. Low cost and portable transceiver systems, however,

benefit from fully integrated PA’s, which limits the freedom of architec-

tures and components that can be used.

RF power amplifiers are designed to amplify the input signal and

deliver relatively high power to a low impedance load. DC- to RF-power

conversion efficiency is thus important due to their high power consump-

tion in the system. In PA design, several definitions of efficiency are used:
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Figure 4.2-9. Deviation from the ideal constellation points due to distortion: (a)

Distortion of the amplitude and (b) Distortion of both I and Q signals.
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. The drain efficiency (DE) is the ratio of RF output power to DC input

power:

DE ¼ Pout, rf

Pin, dc

;

. The power added efficiency (PAE) takes the loading of the input

source by the amplifying transistor into account:

PAE ¼ Pout, rf � Pin, rf

Pin, dc

; and

. The overall efficiency compares the RF output power with the total

input power (RF and DC):

hoverall ¼
Pout, rf

Pin, rf þ Pin, dc

:

The previous definitions only give us the efficiency at a specific output

level. Amplitude modulation affects the RF output power and results in a

time-dependent efficiency. In this case, an average efficiency must be

calculated.

The linearity of a PA is a measure of how the input signal is reproduced

by the PA. A bad reproduction of the input signal results not only in a

distorted output signal, but also out-of-band signals. Several types of

linearity can be distinguished; amplitude nonlinearity is caused by variable

gain or saturation of the amplifier. Amplitude to phase conversion creates

unwanted phase modulation of the output. Finally, the frequency response

of the amplifier reshapes the spectrum of the output signal. Several meas-

ures for linearity exist:

(1) The intermodulation distortion (IMD) compares the fundamental

frequency to the third order component, as explained in the LNA

section.

(2) The adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) compares the power in a

specified band out of the band of interest to the RMS power of the

output signal:

ACPR ¼

R fc�of f setþBW
2

fc�of f set�BW
2

S( f )�df

R f high

f low
S (f )�df
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(3) In case of QAM (quadrature amplitude modulated) signal, the

distance between the ideal signal vector and the received vector is

a measure for distortion. This distance is called the error vector

magnitude (EVM).

In case of constant envelope signals (CW, FM, and PM), the power

amplifier always operates at PEP (peak envelope power), and thus at

maximum efficiency. In case of amplitude modulated signals, the output

power must be decreased by the PAPR (peak to average power ratio). This

is called back-off and has a serious impact on the efficiency since the

power drained from the supply generally does not scale linear with RF

output power. For example, in case of the 128-subcarrier MB-OFDM

(Ultra Wideband), the PAPR can shown to be as high as 12 dB, which

reduces the maximum achievable efficiency compared to a constant envel-

ope signal with a factor of 15. Figure 4.2-10 shows the back-off between

the IdB compression point P1dB and the average input power PAVG.

The class A amplifier is biased in such a way that the transistor acts as a

current source for all parts of the input waveform. The drawback is that

the quiescent current is large and DE is ideally 50% at PEP.

In a class B and C amplifier, the bias voltage is lowered so that the

quiescent current is reduced and the transistor is active for half (class B) or

less (class C) of the input waveform. The drawback is higher distortion.

A class D amplifier uses two transistors (switches) to generate a square

waveform. A series output filter selects the required frequency component.

By avoiding a large voltage and large current at the same time, power

consumption in the transistors is reduced to a minimum.

Class E amplifiers use one transistor (switch) in combination with a

tuned load network. Power dissipation is avoided by enabling the transistor

Pin

Pout

1dB
compression
point

P1dBPAVG

back-off

Figure 4.2-10. Back-off.
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only when the voltage across it drops to zero. Since the parasitic capaci-

tance of the transistor can be seen as a part the load network, it can be tuned

out, which avoids performance degradation. Theoretically, an efficiency of

100% can be achieved.

A class F amplifier makes use of resonators (lumped elements or trans-

mission lines) in the loading network to create a square wave at the transistor

drain side, while only passing the wanted frequency to the output. Due to the

high-passive component count and low integrate-ability of inductors, this

type of amplifier is less suitable for on-chip implementation.

In digital and low power CMOS technologies, switching mode power

amplifiers are good candidates due to their high efficiency. A simplified

schematic of a class E power amplifier is shown in Figure 4.2-11. The

power is supplied through an inductor and can even act as a resonator in

combination with the shunt capacitance (which includes the parasitic

capacitance of the switching transistor). At high frequencies, the bonding

wire inductance and ESD protection circuitry capacitances must be taken

into account as part of the loading network.

Due to the switching nature of the structure, the maximum voltage at

the drain of the transistor will be higher than the supply voltage, which

makes this architecture sensible to failures like oxide breakdown and hot-

electron degradation. However, the maximum voltage can be reduced by

switching the transistor on before the voltage across it reaches zero.

13. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the problems related with technology downscaling—

limiting the performance of the analog transmit/receive circuitry were

Vdd

Rl

M1

Cout Lout

Cpar

Figure 4.2-11. Simplified class E amplifier.
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discussed in detail. It was shown that—although there is a benefit in speed

(C decreased) and a benefit in power consumed in the digital part, prob-

lems arise in the analog part. Most of these problems are due to the

decreasing power supply voltage. Due to these problems, analog design

becomes the bottleneck in advanced wireless system design.
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Abstract Ambient intelligence (AmI) applications can be very computationally

demanding and at the same time require a highly flexible hardware–software implementa-

tion. Examples include fourth generation (4G) mobile communication and smart cameras.

Programmable vector processing offers the required combination of flexibility and effi-

ciency. Three Philips vector processors will be introduced: OnDSP, EVP, and Xetal,

together with implementation details, benchmarking, and application.

Key words ambient intelligence; SIMD; smart cameras; software-defined radio; vector

DSP; vector processing

1. INTRODUCTION

Aarts et al [1] define ambient intelligence (AmI) as ‘‘electronic envir-

onments that are aware of and responsive to the presence of people,’’ or

embedded environments that are context aware, personalized, adaptive, and

anticipatory (cf. Table 4.3-1).

Such an environment can for example be a living room, a car, an office,

an airport, or the world, depending on the user services (or user functions)

at hand.

Using the examples of 4G wireless communication and smart cameras,

we will argue that ambient intelligence:
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(1) May require a flexible architecture to support the context aware-

ness, personalization, adaptiveness, and the ability to anticipate;

(2) Can be very computationally intensive, often requiring many tens of

giga operations per second (GOPS). Furthermore, for consumer

applications, these many GOPSes must be available at low costs,

and—for practical use—at very low levels of power consumption.

The combination of the required computational efficiency (low costs

and low power) and the required flexibility is a challenging one, involving

complex trade-offs between dedicated hardware and software on a variety

of programmable architectures.

In Section 2, vector processing is proposed as an architecture that offers

a high computational efficiency for a large class of relevant algorithms.

Specific architectures for vector processors developed at Philips Electron-

ics are introduced in Section 3, including benchmarking with other

processors. In Section 4, we return to system-level considerations and

applications, including 4G wireless communication and smart cameras.

1.1. 4G Mobile Communication

Future mobile handsets will need to support multiple wireless commu-

nication links, potentially including 2G cellular, 3G cellular, wireless local-

area network (WLAN), personal-area network (PAN), broadcast, and

positioning. A layered structure of such a future network, adapted from

Becher et al [2], is shown in Figure 4.3-1 and Table 4.3-2. These layers are

to be integrated in a common, flexible, and seamless IP core network,

supporting global roaming and a single access number per user. This

requires both horizontal (intrasystem) and vertical (intersystem) hand-

over, as indicated by the arrows.

A handset that supports one or more standards in each of the layers of

Figure 4.3-1 allows its user to be always connected, anytime and any-

where. Moreover, with some additional ‘‘ambient intelligence’’ the user

Table 4.3-1. Ambient Intelligence [1].

Embedded Many invisible distributed (networked) devices throughout the

environment;

Context-aware That know about your situational context;

Personalized That can be tailored toward your needs and can recognize you;

Adaptive That can change in response to you and your environment; and

Anticipatory That can anticipate your desires without conscious mediation.
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can be Always Best Connected (ABC) [3] i.e., always connected by the best

(combination of ) radio links and link parameters, such as bit rates and

Quality of Service (QoS) parameters. Here ‘‘best’’ is taken from the user’s

perspective, based on:

. The user’s profile (e.g., known to the operator);

. The network characteristics and load;

. The conditions of the various radio channels involved;

. The terminal capabilities (e.g., screen size, available battery energy);

. The location of the user and the time of the day; and

. The requirements of the active applications.

Positioning

Distribution

Cellular/2G

Cellular/3G

Hot spot

Personal network

Fixed (wired) x x x x    x x x x x   x x x

Figure 4.3-1. Layered structure of a 4G network.

Table 4.3-2. Layers of a future seamless wireless communication network.

Layer

Link range

[log10 m]

Down/up

link Mobility

Standards

(examples)

positioning 6–7 down full GPS, Galileo

distribution 5–6 down full DVB-T/H, DAB

cellular/2G 4–5 down, up full GSM, IS95, PHS

cellular/3G 3–4 down, up full UMTS, CDMA2000,

TD-SCDMA

hot-spot 2–3 down, up local 802.11 a/b/g/n, WiFi

personal 1–2 down, up local Bluetooth, DECT, UWB

fixed 0–1 down, up none POTS
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The 4G network of Figure 4.3-1 gives rise to a set of formidable

requirements on the flexibility of the architectures of future handsets:

(1) For each layer there exists a multitude of, often regional, standards.

Designing or optimizing an architecture for each standard is very

costly; a generic, multistandard architecture is preferred.

(2) Some handheld devices may even have to support multiple stand-

ards per layer (e.g., in a world phone). This implies that the archi-

tecture must support reconfiguration in the field;

(3) Individual standards typically evolve over the years toward higher

bit rates, more features, and more services. For example, 3G cellular

standards will need to support high-speed downlink packet access

(HSDPA), and for WLAN multiple-antenna schemes are being

studied (MIMO, IEEE 802.11n);

(4) For a given standard, new algorithms are continuously developed to

improve performance (e.g., a lower bit-error rate or a more efficient

spectrum usage). Ideally, it should be possible to adopt these im-

provements without redesign of the hardware; and

(5) Some applications may require multiple radios to be active simultan-

eously. Then, the architecture has to support a form of multitasking.

The combination of these requirements calls for a highly flexible archi-

tecture; one that can be programmed (or configured) late in the design or

manufacturing process, or even in the field, possibly by downloading new

software versions over the air interface.

In addition, the digital baseband processing required for these standards

can be as high as 10 giga instructions per second (GIPS), measured on a

conventional digital signal processor ([4], Figure 4.3-2), where 1 GHz

(¼GIPS) is roughly equivalent to 5 GOPS. Furthermore, the power budget

is restricted to only a few hundred mW.

Doppler
compensation

GPS

DVB-T

GSM

UMTS

802.11a

“GHz” 0.1 30

Galileo

EDGE, GPRS

HSDPA, MIMO

11n (MIMO)

0.3 1 3 10

Figure 4.3-2. Load estimates for the baseband processing for various wireless stand-

ards, measured in MHz of a conventional digital signal processor.
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1.2. Smart Cameras

Smart cameras are among the emerging new fields of electronics. They

will play an important role in AmI, because they translate scenes into

decisions. Smart cameras are devices that capture live video and process it

autonomously inside the camera. Smart camera applications typically

reduce the high-data-rate-input images or live video from the observed

scene to low-data-rate output in the form of decisions or identification

results. Among the examples that are worked on currently are person and

object identification, gesture control, event recognition, and data meas-

urement. More challenging applications are expected to come. It is im-

portant that these platforms are programmable since new applications

emerge every month. The complexity (and possible error-proneness) of

the algorithms and the fickleness of real-life scenes also strongly motivate

complete programmability. The points of scientific interest for smart

cameras are in the application areas, software, and IC development.

It seems like a daunting task to create programmable hardware that is

able to process millions of pixels per second for complex decision tasks.

However, this is possible by exploiting the inherent parallelism present in

the various levels of image processing. A desirable ‘‘silicon’’ property of

the resulting parallel architectures is that they are easily scaled up or down

in performance and/or power consumption whenever the application

changes. This not only lowers the need to develop new architectures

from scratch for new vision application areas, it also allows the design

team to use the same software suite with only some settings changed to

include files. This significantly reduces the overall cost of vision solutions

as they can be reused among the portfolio of the producer.

Two types of processors that play an important role in smart camera

architectures are the single instruction multiple data (SIMD) massively

parallel processor, and (one or more) general purpose DSPs [5, 6]. Enough

has been written about general purpose DSPs, so we will mainly focus in

this section on the merits of SIMD processors for the computationally

demanding image processing tasks. After reading this section, it will be

clear that they have unique and very clear merits from a silicon and

algorithmic point of view for realistic IC implementations of program-

mable smart cameras for ambient intelligence.

2. VECTOR PROCESSING

Conventional microprocessors as well as digital signal processors exe-

cute instructions one at a time, and each instruction typically deals with a

single scalar operation (e.g., loading an integer value from memory or
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adding two integer numbers). In order to meet the required compute

power, we need to apply parallelism on some scale, say, P. The two

basic options are:

. SIMD parallelism (single instruction stream, multiple data stream):

a single instruction can specify P identical operations on P (pairs of)

operands. For example, load P values from memory, or add two rows

of P integers each, elementwise, resulting inP sums. Making this SIMD

parallelism explicit in an algorithm is commonly called vectorization.

. MIMD parallelism (multiple instruction stream, multiple data

stream): P (identical) processors can execute P independent scalar

instructions in parallel.

The SIMD has a number of advantages over MIMD. First, the silicon

area and power consumption of storing instructions, fetching instructions

from memory, caching instructions, decoding instructions, etc., is shared

by P operations. Second, sequential execution of a single instruction

stream is simple and well-understood. This results in highly efficient

instruction scheduling, and in a low overhead of task switching.

Potential drawbacks of SIMD are the following. First, it is not clear

whether the algorithms needed for signal processing and video/image

processing can be vectorized. This is discussed in Section 2.1. Second,

not all parts of an algorithm can be vectorized equally well, potentially

resulting in an overall speed-up well below P. This phenomenon is de-

scribed by Amdahl’s Law, and is covered in Section 2.2. A number of

SIMD architecture features that maximize generality, flexibility, and per-

formance are discussed in Section 2.3.

Some vector processors are capable of operating on vectors of arbitrary

size. The processor must then chop very long vectors in segments of length

at most P. In the sequel we assume fixed length vectors.

2.1. Many Algorithms Can Be Vectorized

Despite the apparent restrictions of SIMD, many algorithms can be

vectorized efficiently. Efficiently here means that during most instructions,

P resources operate in parallel on P data items controlled by a single

instruction. Table 4.3-3 contains a list of algorithms that the authors

have vectorized for a variety of different applications.

We have also observed that the vectorization of these algorithms

typically scales well with P (i.e., doubling P nearly doubles the throughput

of the algorithm). There are, however, both limits and exceptions to this

form of scalability. For example, an N-point complex FFT scales well up

to 2N ¼ P, and not beyond.
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2.2. Amdahl’s Law

The speed-up that can be achieved by SIMD parallelism is limited by

the fraction of the program code that allows vectorization. This limitation

is known as Amdahl’s Law [10]. For example, when 90% of an algorithm

can be sped up by a factor P ¼ 32, the remaining 10% will dominate the

execution time and the overall speed-up is less than a factor 8! This

dependency of speed-up on the fraction of the code that can be vectorized

is depicted in Figure 4.3-3.

Table 4.3-3. Algorithms that can be vectorized efficiently.

Communication algorithms (Multi) media processing algorithms

rake reception RGB2YUV conversion and v.v.

UMTS acquisition (I)DCT

cordic SAD (including bilinear interpolation)

(I)FFT motion estimation

Fast Hadamard transform video scaling

OFDM symbol (de)mapping vertical peaking

16 QAM demapping disparity matching

equalization RGB rendering

symbol-timing estimation color segmentation

interference cancellation noise filtering (morphology)

joint detection (TD-SCDMA) object filtering (i.e. aspect ratio)

Viterbi decoding [9]

etc.

color interpolation,

etc.

Easy,
small benefit

Desired,
feasible ??

32
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Fraction vectorized (f )
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Figure 4.3-3. Amdahl’s law.
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Analysis of the algorithms of Table 4.3-3 revealed a large fraction of

the nonvectorizable parts of those algorithms comprising pointer arithmetic

(address calculations), regular scalar operations, and simple loop control.

2.3. More than SIMD

To further increase the amount of parallelism, we propose to pack

multiple SIMD operations in a single instruction. For example, a single

instruction could comprise both a load of a vector of P values and the

addition of two previously loaded vectors. Packing multiple operations in

a single instruction is known as very long instruction word (VLIW) [10]).

Furthermore, to counter the implications of Amdahl’s law, such a

VLIW instruction must also contain (multiple) address calculations [11],

support for zero-overhead looping [11], as well as multiple other scalar

operations. All parallelism combined can be visualized as in Figure 4.3-4

In this example, each little square box denotes the hardware resource for a

simple scalar operation (e.g., add, multiply, load, etc.). Here we have

assumed P ¼ 16, and as many as 6 vector and 6 scalar operations. The

boxes labeled with a � denote so-called address-computation units, cap-

able of operations, such as post increment. Note that the VLIW parallel-

ism is orthogonal to the scalar þ vector parallelism.

3. ONDSP, EVP, AND XETAL

Philips Semiconductors and Philips research have over the recent years

developed three different vector processors, for different application do-

mains:

. OnDSP targeting WLAN;

. EVP for 3G wireless communication and beyond; and

. Xetal for video and image processing.

Table 4.3-4. Cycle counts for a 64-point complex FFT.

Processor Ref Code Clock cycles SIMD

EVP16 [4] opt 64 16� 16

OnDSP [4] opt 160 8� 16

Tigersharc [7] opt 174 2� 8� 16

VIRAM opt 357 16� 32

TMS320C6203 [14] opt 646 N.A.

Altivec MPC7447 [14] opt 956 8� 16

Carmel 10xx [14] otb 5568 N.A.

AMD K6-2Eþ/ACR [14] otb 10,751 N.A.
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3.1. OnDSP

The OnDSP vector processor is a key component of several multi-

standard programmable Wireless LAN baseband product ICs [13]. The

OnDSP architecture, with a vector size of P ¼ 8 (128 bits), is depicted in

Figure 4.3-5. A single VLIW instruction can specify a number of vector

operations (e.g., load/store, ALU, MAC, address calculations, and loop-

control). OnDSP supports a couple of specific vector instructions, including

VLIW
parallelism

Vector parallelism

Vector
memory

Mul

Shuffle

++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Scalar

…

…

Add

…

Figure 4.3-4. Overall parallelism ¼ (scalar parallelismþ vector parallelism)� VLIW

parallelism.

Vector memory

…

Scalar RF [4]

8 words wide

…

1 word wide

V
L

IW
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on
tr

ol
le

r

P
ro

gr
am

 m
em

or
y

Load/Store

ALU

MAC

Shift

A
C

U

Vector registers [4]

MAC

Load/Store

ALU

Shift

… …

Figure 4.3-5. The OnDSP architecture.
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word insertion/deletion, sliding, and gray coding/decoding. Addresses to

the vector memory must be a multiple of P.

Table 4.3-4 illustrates the performance of OnDSP in comparison to

several well-known processors for a 64-point FFT, one of the basic kernels

of WLAN 802.11a. Note that TigerSharc [7], VIRAM, and AltiVec [12]

are also vector processors. Only the Carmel and AMD processors show

‘‘out-of-the-box’’ (otb) performance. For all other processors, the FFT

algorithm and code has been optimized for the processor (opt).

In a 0:12 mm CMOS process, OnDSP measures about 1:5 mm2 (250

kgates), runs 160 MHz (worst-case commercial), and dissipates about

0.8 mW/MHz including a typical memory configuration. A macroassem-

bler is used for VLIW scheduling, although optimization by hand is used

for critical code.

3.2. EVP

The embedded vector processor (EVP)[4] is a productized version of

the CVP [8]. Although originally developed to support 3G wireless com-

munication standards, the current architecture proves to be highly versa-

tile. Care has been taken to cover the OnDSP capabilities for OFDM

standards. The EVP architecture is depicted in Figure 4.3-6. The main

word width is 16 bits, with support for 8-bit and 32-bit data. The EVP

supports multiple data types, including complex numbers.

Vector memory

Vector registers [16]

…

Scalar RF [32]

16 words wide

Load/Store unit
…

1 word wide

V
L

IW
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on
tr

ol
le

r
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ALU

MAC/Shift unit

AXU

Intra-Vector unit

Code-Generation unit

Shuffle unit

A
C

U

Load/Store U

ALU

MAC U

… …

Figure 4.3-6. The EVP architecture.
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The SIMD width is scalable, and has been set to P ¼ 16 (256 bits) for the

first product instance called EVP16. The maximum VLIW-parallelism avail-

able equals 5 vector operations plus 4 scalar operations plus 3 address updates

plus loop-control. Specific vector operations include the following:

. Shuffle operation can be used to rearrange the P elements of a single

vector according to an arbitrary pattern, also a vector of length P;

. Intravector operations can be used to add (or take the maximum of)

the P elements of a single vector, possibly split in M segments of P/

M elements each, with M a power of 2; and

. CDMA-code generation can be used to generate P successive com-

plex code chips in a single clock cycle.

Programs arewritten inEVP-C, a superset ofANSI-C. Programswritten in

plain C will be mapped on the scalar part of the EVP, and hence will not utilize

the vector operations. The EVP-C extensions include vector data types and so-

called function intrinsics for vector operations, all in a C syntax. The EVP-C

compiler takes care of register allocation (scalar and vector registers) as well as

VLIW instruction scheduling (scalar and vector operations combined). The

EVP tool flow further comprises an EVP-C host-emulation library, a linker, a

bit-true/cycle-true simulator, a profiler, and an integrated debugger.

Table 4.3-5 illustrates the performance of EVP in comparison to several

well-known processors when de-spreading a rake finger, one of the basic

kernels of CDMA standards such as UMTS.

In a 90 nm CMOS process, the EVP16 core measures about 2 mm2

(450 k gates), runs at 300 MHz (worst-case commercial), and dissipates

about 0.5 mW/MHz (core only) and 1 mW/MHz, including a typical

memory configuration. These numbers are based on gate-level simulations

of annotated netlists.

3.3. Xetal

Xetal is a high-performance DSP originally developed for early-vision

processing, handling the computationally intensive pixel manipulations [6].

Table 4.3-5. Load [MHz] of a UMTS-FDD rake finger.

Processor Ref Load [MHz] Arithmetic resources

EVP16 [8] 0.5 16� (MACþALUþ PN gen:)

Tigersharc [7] 1 2� 8� (MACþALU)

4 UMTS DP [15] 6 4� (MACþALUþ PN gen:)

UMTS DP [15] 25 1� (MACþALUþ PN gen:)

TI C62 [16] 40

Carmel [15] 125 2MACþALU

TI C54x [15] 300 1 MAC/ALU
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Currently, Xetal is applied in different parts of the video processing chain:

from front-end image enhancement to the final display rendering. The Xetal

block diagram is shown in Figure. 4.3-7. The linear processor array (LPA) is

the major workhorse with 320 simple RISC-like processing elements (PEs).

Each PE has its own accumulator and flag storage units. There are 32 line-

memories each with 320 data elements used as temporary storage area. The

conversion from sequential video stream to parallel vector data and vice-

versa takes place in the sequential I/O memories. Xetal is programmable in a

C-like language with extensions to accommodate, among other things, the

vector data type.

The current Xetal chip is realized in a 0:18 mm CMOS process with a die

size of 20mm2. The chip runs at 25 MHz and provides up to 8 GOPS of

performance with a maximum power dissipation of 2.5 W. In fact, most

algorithms operate on data that shows a high degree of correlation, and

thus the actual power dissipation is usually quite less. Depending on the

application demand, the operating clock frequency and supply voltage can

be varied to optimize performance efficiency. In addition to this, the

architecture can easily be scaled up or down with respect to the number

of processing elements [17]. In Figure 4.3-8, the performance scaling is

shown for a maximum operating frequency of 50 MHz. The highlighted

curve corresponds to a design with 320 PEs that can deliver up to 16 GOPs.

The impact of varying the operating voltage and frequency of a given

design is shown in Figure 4.3-9. The improved GOPS/Watt figure at lower
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Figure 4.3-7. Xetal architecture.
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operating points is attributed to the nonlinear relationship between supply

voltage and operating speed of logic cells.

In order to see the benefits of SIMD-based processing platforms, a

number of performance metrics are given in Table 4.3-6. Although, Pen-

tium belongs to a different class of processors that handle sequential
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Figure 4.3-8. Xetal power consumption as a function of the number of processing

elements, supply voltage (Vdd), and clock frequency.
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computations, it is clear that there is a lot of overhead in terms of area and

power dissipation per unit of operation. The GOPS figures should be read

with care since in IMAP-CE an operation is a single action performed on a

single bit, whereas in Xetal a multiply-accumulate action on a 10-bit data

is considered an operation.

4. SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS

Vector processing combines a very high efficiency with a moderately

high flexibility. Nevertheless, in a complex system an optimal architecture

will generally also include other components (Figure 4.3-10).

. Dedicated hardware consumes less dynamic power than any pro-

grammable architecture. When flexibility is not required for certain

Table 4.3-6. Raw computational performance of various processor types to highlight

the merits of SIMD parallel processing.

Pentium4 IMAP-CE 128 PEs Xetal 320 PEs

clock frequency Hz 2.4G 100 M 25 M

peak performance GOPS 6 12.8 8

size mm2 131 121 20

bandwidth Gb/sec 58 204 160

peak power cons. W 59 4 2.5

power efficiency GOPS/W 0.1 3.2 3.2

area efficiency GOPS=mm
2

0.045 0.2 0.4

Application scope,
generality

Microcontroller

100 M1 k100 10 k 100 k 1 M 10 M
Code size [bytes]

1 G

10 G

100 G

100 M

Load
[ops]

Dedicated
hardware

DSP
efficiency
(area, power)

Function migration
[over time]Vector

processor

Figure 4.3-10. A HW architecture for a complex system that is both flexible and

efficient may comprise dedicated hardware, DSP(s), microcontroller(s), and vector

processor(s).
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parts of the system that are active most of the time, dedicated

hardware is the preferred option.

. Conventional DSPs can also efficiently support algorithms that are

intrinsically nonvectorizable (e.g., control code, Huffmann decod-

ing). Also, porting of legacy DSP code to a vector DSP may not

always be attractive.

. Microcontrollers, such as ARM and MIPS, are highly versatile and

flexible, with abundant tool support and available middle ware. For

all computing, except number crunching, they are to be preferred,

given their maturity and excellent tool support.

In Figure 4.3-10, dedicated hardware, vector processors, DSPs, and

microcontrollers are ordered along the axes of code size (bytes) and

computational load [ops] for a complex product, such as a high-end

mobile phone. The more flexible category will cover a substantially

larger fraction of the system’s complexity (code size), but a comparably

smaller fraction of the load (operations per second). Note that even

dedicated hardware can be weakly programmable, by writing a number

of configuration registers. The general trend is that functions migrate

over time toward a more flexible category, usually from hardware to

software.

4.1. 4G Mobile Communication

As we have seen in Section 1.1, a 4G mobile handset may have to

perform 10þ GHz of conventional DSP compute power in order to

support the increasing number of wireless communication standards.

This compute power is required for the so-called baseband processing.

When the radio functionality of the different standards can be expressed in

software on a flexible compute platform, it is increasingly common to refer

to such an architecture as a software defined radio [18, 19].

In Figure 4.3-11,the baseband section is split into three stages: filters,

modem, and codec. As is argued in [4], these three sections have

quite different characteristics and have quite different demands on flexibil-

ity. More specifically, the modem stage involves very different algorithms

for the different standards, offers most benefits for algorithmic improve-

ments, and is most often affected by revisions of these standards. It is this

stage where the flexibility of vector processors offers most benefits.

Figure 4.3-12 gives the load on the EVP16 for the modem stage of a

number of standards. Note that with a maximum EVP16 clock frequency

of 300 MHz, most standards leave quite a lot of headroom on the EVP.

This available headroom can be used:
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. To introduce improved but more demanding algorithms;

. To scale the supply voltage to reduce power consumption (cf Section

3.3); and

. To run multiple standards simultaneously.

Although it may be possible in principle to map also other functionality

on the EVP, it is more practical and more convenient to introduce other

components:

. Dedicated, weakly configurable hardware can be used for the filter

stage and some parts of the codec stage (e.g., a Viterbi decoder);

. A conventional DSP is used for irregular, less-demanding parts of

the codec stage, and also to support legacy 2G standards; and

. A conventional microcontroller can be used for protocol processing

and the user interface.
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Figure 4.3-11. Stages in a software-defined radio.

Doppler compensation

GPS
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EVP in 90 nm
CMOS

Figure 4.3-12. Estimated EVP16 load numbers for the modem stage of various

receivers.
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4.2. Mapping Vision Applications on Smart Cameras

The algorithms in the application domain of smart cameras can be

classified into three levels: low, intermediate, and high. (See Table 4.3-7.)

The low- or early-image processing level is associated with typical

kernels like convolution and data-dependent operations using a limited

neighborhood of the current pixel. In this part, often (the initial steps

towards) pixel classification is performed. Because every pixel can be

classified in the end as ‘‘interesting,’’ the algorithms per pixel are essen-

tially the same. We exploit this inherent data parallelism by operating on

more pixels per clock cycle, using an SIMD architecture [20, 21]. As

explained in Section 2, SIMD architectures issue the same instruction on

all data items in parallel, which lowers the overhead of instruction fetch,

decoding, and data access. This leads to economical solutions to meet the

high performance and throughput demanded at this task level.

In the intermediate level, measurements are performed on the objects

found to analyze their quality or properties in order to make decisions on

the image contents. It appears that SIMD type of architectures can do

these tasks, but they are not very efficient because only part of the image

(or line) contains objects and the SIMD processors are always processing

the entire image (or line). A general purpose DSP is often more appropriate,

assuming that the performance demands are met. If the performance needs

to be increased, a viable way is to use the property that similar algorithms

are performed on multiple objects, leading to task-parallel object process-

ing on different processors.

Finally, in the high-level part of image processing, decisions are made

and forwarded to the user. General-purpose processors are ideal for these

tasks because they offer the flexibility to implement complex software

Table 4.3-7. A classification of image processing algorithms, examples, and

characteristics.

Level Classification Examples Characteristics

high decision-making

real-time OS

networking

- some decision

tasks

- complex

processing

intermediate object

processing

- shape analysis

- shape coding

- segmentation

- lots of objects: 1 . . .

300 k objects/second

- similar processing per object

low (early) pixel . . .

processing

- image improvement

- edge enhancement

- convolution kernels

- lots of pixels: 1 . . .

1000 M/second

- similar

processing per pixel
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tasks and are often capable of running an operating system and doing

networking applications.

A complete smart-camera architecture has all these three components

as shown in Figure 4.3-13. Here, Xetal handles the part of SIMD process-

ing doing the low-level tasks, while TriMedia functions as the general-

purpose DSP that takes care of the intermediate and high-level tasks.

An illustrative application mapping, where we can easily indicate the

three processing levels, is face detection and recognition as shown in

Figure 4.3-13. Here, the low-level part of the algorithm classifies each

pixel as belonging to a face or not (face detection). This is mapped on

the SIMD processor. The intermediate-level determines the features and

identifies each detected face object. Finally, in the high-level part of the

algorithm, the decision is taken to open a door, to sound an alarm, or to

start a new-guest program. The latter two levels of tasks are performed by

the general-purpose DSP. More information on this application can be

found in [6].

5. CONCLUSION AND CHALLENGES AHEAD

Vector processing can be very silicon-area and power efficient, because

the energy and area involved in instruction storage, fetching, decoding,

etc., can be shared by many identical operations. For algorithms that can

be fully vectorized, this can give a speed-up of P, the SIMD width of the

Xetal TriMedia

Database

Sensor Person ID

•  Color conversion (rgb->yuv/hsi)
•  Color segmentation
•  Noise filtering (morphology)

•  Object filtering (i.e. aspect ratio)
•  Color interpolation
•  Region of interest selection

•  Eye and nose detection based

on projection lines

•  Check if person looking straight

at camera

•  Feed eye/nose region to a

neural net for identification

Figure 4.3-13. Face recognition actually has two parts: detection and recognition. The

complete detection part is perfectly mapped to the SIMD processor doing the low-level

operations. The recognition part is dealt with by the DSP.
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processor. For algorithms that are not fully vectorizable, overall efficiency

can be made close to P by means of additional parallelism: scalar

operations, address computations, and control operations, such as loop-

ing. A further increase of efficiency can be obtained by adding VLIW

parallelism, on top of the scalar plus vector parallelism. By carefully

combining these forms of parallelism, and by including a rich mix of

vector instructions, vector processing can be both remarkably versatile

and very efficient.

The vector processors OnDSP, EVP, and Xetal illustrate this claim on a

wide range of algorithms. Nevertheless, for a complex system, such as

software-defined radio or a smart camera, it is generally advantageous to

include dedicated hardware, a general-purpose microcontroller, and some-

times also a conventional DSP.

In order to further increase the application scope and in order to aim at

yet higher levels of computational performance, we intend to address the

following challenges:

(1) Vectorizing compilers. Making vector parallelism explicit (in terms of

e.g., EVP-C function intrinsics) is quite doable, but it would be much

more attractive if a compiler could extract vector parallelism from a

plain C or MatLab text. Although there is a long tradition in vector-

izing compilers (Wolfe [22]), their efficiency is still a concern. Also, it

turns out to be difficult to take full advantage of features, such as a

shuffle operation.

(2) Seemingly nonvectorizable algorithms. For some algorithms, it is

doubtful whether a vectorizing compiler will ever be able to extract

the vector parallelism. Quite ingenious program transformations

may be required to parallelize algorithms, like IIR, FFT, and vari-

able-length coding.

(3) Scalable vector shuffle. The shuffle operation, of which vector per-

mutation is a special case, is a remarkably useful operation. It is

critical to many algorithms, like FFT, motion estimation, as well as

memory-access operations, such as scatter-gather [10]. Unfortu-

nately, the size, delay, and energy of a general shuffle scales poorly

with the SIMD width. Further research is required into shuffle

operations that do the most common shuffle operations in a single

clock cycle, and the less frequent ones in multiple cycles still using a

reasonable silicon area.

(4) Architecture scalability. In order to be able to scale the processor

architecture from, say, P ¼ 16 to P ¼ 1024, other scalability chal-

lenges must also be addressed, including wire-dense layouts, and

various circuit issues.
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(5) Domain-specific vector operations. For critical algorithms in media

or communication applications, it may pay off to introduce appli-

cation-specific instructions (e.g., the CDMA-code generation in the

EVP.)

The above challenges are being addressed in a study towards the XVP

processor (Figure 4.3-14). In parallel, we aim at further extending the

application scope of vector processing to mobile communication, future

television, and ambient intelligence.
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Abstract We outline the issues relating to the development of an xtreme low power

(XLP) process option, and its associated logic and memory design styles, targeted for

ambient intelligence (AmI) and medical implant applications. The most obvious route to

low switching energies is by reducing the supply voltage. For an economically viable

process, however, we must also ensure that the resulting clock rates are high enough to

entice designers to use the process for real commercial applications. This requires that the

impact of XLP technology choices for both the front-end devices and back-end interconnect

be assessed at the level of critical path delays and memory access times. Moreover, these

technology choices must be selected to be optimum for a range of typical applications

designed using the XLP process, and not just for a single benchmark test vehicle. This has

led to the development of a virtual design flow for technology assessment, which integrates

device, interconnect, logic, and memory design options at the system level. Examples, of

how this new design flows, have been used to assess new XLP front-end and back-end

technology options will be presented. Data on low voltage system-level operation of

standard bulk, metal gate, high-k, and multi-gate CMOS will be discussed.

Keywords CMOS; interconnect; simulation
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1. INTRODUCTION

For many ambient intelligence (AmI) applications, the limiting factor is

the circuit power dissipation. Specifically, the dynamic switching energy is

largely determined by the voltage to which the distributed capacitance of

the interconnect must be charged. This voltage is, in turn, determined by

the trade-offs selected when designing the device for a target static leakage

current and drive strength. The dynamic power dissipation associated with

this switching energy is then defined by the delay of data signals through

critical paths that may well contain both logic and memory. There is,

therefore, an intimate coupling between front-end and back-end process

design, which is very difficult to evaluate without access to a complete

layout flow (place/route and timing analysis) and compact model support

(SPICE). At Philips Research, we have been developing a virtual design

flow (VDF), which attempts to overcome many of these difficulties in

order to allow novel CMOS architectures to be rapidly analyzed within a

realistic interconnect environment. The analysis method is based on the

same timing and power analysis algorithms employed by designers of

ASIC chips. Such a capability is crucial for developing a new generation

of XLP fabrication processes, since they cannot be based on a simple

shrink of any existing process.

Our approach has been to design a representative range of device

architectures with an emphasis on low operating voltage (Vdd). Data

from the following devices will be presented: standard CMOS, stand-

ard CMOS with high-k gate dielectric, standard CMOS with metal

gate, with the more exotic architectures being represented by fully

depleted silicon-on-insulator (FDSOI) devices, and double gate (DG)

devices. Since they are quite different from standard CMOS architec-

tures, the geometries of the FDSOI and DG devices are sketched in

Figure 4.4-1.

Due to an emphasis on low power, device design begins by speci-

fying three target-static leakage levels per micron of gate width: stand-

ard leakage (SL) 1000pA=mm, low leakage (LL) 100pA=mm, and

ultralow leakage (ULL) 10pA=mm. For each of these leakage specifi-

cations, an associated target for the device drive current is defined by

using standard CMOS as the reference device. For devices other than

the reference Vdd of 1.2 V for the standard CMOS device, Vdd is

treated as a variable to ensure that all devices have an identical Ion.

This procedure allows the performance (critical path delay) differences

between each of the device architectures to be more easily interpreted.

This, in turn, permits a much simpler analysis of the differences in
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switching energies, since they are largely determined by the value of

V 2
dd for a given circuit instance.

The VDF begins by embedding the devices within simple standard cell

and 6T SRAM layouts, using mixed-mode technology computer-aided

design (TCAD). This enables timing information to be extracted using

standard timing analysis formats, based on actual timing algorithms used

within the design community. Of course, actual timing analysis requires

knowledge of the layout of a particular instance of a circuit. To over-

come this we have developed a statistical virtual layout procedure based

on simplified models of place and route algorithms. Due to its statistical

nature, virtual layout does not attempt to analyze the timing of an

individual circuit instance, but rather yields more pertinent information

concerning the timing of an ensemble of circuits that could be fabricated

using the XLP process under development. The essential point of

pseudo-layout is that it can provide statistical distributions of wire

lengths so that the properties of different back-end interconnect archi-

tectures can be coupled to the timing matrices extracted from the em-

bedded device architectures.

In the next section, we describe the device design procedure in more

detail and this is followed in Section 3 by a discussion of how timing

matrices are extracted from devices embedded within logic cells. Sec-

tion 4 provides an overview of the VDF method with an emphasis on

how the delay metrics of other commonly used methods (intrinsic gate

delay, ring oscillator delay, etc.) compare with our VDF method. The

analysis of 6T SRAM is covered in Section 5 and data are presented

which compare 6T SRAM noise margins, write margins, read currents,

and read-out delays for the same device architectures considered in the

logic analysis. The conclusions of our investigations are summarized in

Section 6.

Buried oxide layer
Lower
gate 

Silicon substrate Channel

Upper
gate

Figure 4.4-1. Simplified architectures of the fully depleted silicon-on-insulator and

double gate architectures used in this study. The FDSOI device on the left is fabricated

on top of a buried oxide layer, which provides excellent electrical isolation. The double

gate device on the right possesses two gate electrodes above and below the channel.
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2. DEVICE DESIGN PROCEDURE

A major factor in determining the level of off-state transistor leakage is

pocket or halo doping (see [1] or [2]). Halo doping is used to remedy the

observed increase in subthreshold leakage with decreasing channel length.

Proper tuning of this halo doping results in a threshold voltage roll-up for

decreasing channel length (with low drain biases). By adapting the halo

doping, the threshold voltage and the static leakage are determined. This

method has been used in our design procedure to set subthreshold leakage

at a specified value. For FDSOI and DG devices, the parameter deter-

mining the subthreshold leakage is the work function of the metal gate and

not the channel doping. Therefore, for these two devices, the gate work

function is varied instead of doping profile. For all devices, the corre-

sponding drive current is calculated by applying the given supply voltage

to the gate (Vgate ¼ Vdd).

The large set of device characteristics needed for characterization were

generated with the device modeling package Medici, using the modified

local density approximation, which takes into account quantum mechanical

effects at the oxide–silicon interface. Gate leakage and junction leakage

have been considered separately and were not directly included in the device

simulation. For devices other than standard CMOS, the supply voltage has

been varied from its default value of 1.2 V, to get common settings for

leakage (Ioff ) and drive strength (Ion) across all device architectures. For the

alternative standard CMOS structures (hi-k, metal gate), the same doping

architecture as for the standard CMOS was chosen; again only the halo

doping value was tuned. This leads to the following tuning procedure:

(1) Start with a reasonable initial device structure with supply voltage

of 1.2 V;

(2) Tune the doping until Ioff is at the specified value;

(3) Adapt the supply voltage until Ion is at the specified value; and

Check whether Ioff is still close enough to the specification; if not, go to

step 2.

In the comparison of different architectures, a reference value for the

current of both NMOS and PMOS has been set with reference to standard

CMOS. Gate dielectric leakage current has been calculated based on

calibrated parameters extracted from the best experimental results

obtained with nitrided oxides. However, for standard CMOS, the gate

leakage was above 10% of the transistor leakage, and thus these could not

be considered as viable LL or ULL devices. However, the drive currents

obtained for these standard CMOS devices have been used as the target
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currents for the other devices. These are given in Table 4.4-1. For all

devices, gate length is 45 nm and, for the NAND gates, we selected

405 nm for the NMOS gate width and 485 nm for the PMOS gate

width. For the inverter, the widths were chosen to be 405 and 710 nm,

for the NMOS and PMOS, respectively. Other relevant lengths for the

NAND cell are shown in Figure 4.4-2.

With these leakage and Ion specs the calculated supply voltages for each

device are shown in Table 4.4-2. The value is an average for the Ion of the

PMOS and NMOS devices. The table entries for Bulk are only as a reference;

their gate leakage was above specification. Design solutions for the ULL

versions of the metal gate and high-k were also out of specification (OS) due

to the high channel doping needed, inducing excessive junction leakage.

3. LOGIC CELL TIMING EXTRACTION

From a design perspective, the detailed physical characteristics of the

different device architectures may be characterized by two simple timing

Table 4.4-1. Target drive current values.

Leakage NMOS Ion current PMOS Ion current

Standard 660 mA=mm 325 mA=mm

Low 549 mA=mm 288 mA=mm

Ultralow 452 mA=mm 234 mA=mm

Vin2

Vin1

Vdd

Vout

P2P1

N1

N2

S length = 0.125 µ N2

D and S length = 0.075 µ

D length = 0.125 µ N1

S length = 0.125 µ (P1 and P2)

D length = 0.075 µ (P1 and P2)

Figure 4.4-2. Layout of NAND cell used in this study.
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matrices. These matrices define the delay and the output transition time of

a given logic cell as a function of input transition time and the capacitive

load at the output of a cell. The generation of these timing matrices is done

via mixed mode TCAD simulation. Mixed mode simulation allows TCAD

devices to be combined with external circuit elements, such as load capa-

citors and voltage sources. For an inverter, two pairs of timing matrices

must be generated: one pair for a falling input and one pair for a rising

input. For a NAND cell, four input logic transitions are defined: rising and

falling signals on input A with input B constant, and rising and falling

inputs on input B, with input A constant. Thus, four pairs of timing

matrices must be generated. The delay and output transition time matrices

for each logic transition were derived for the following transition times

and load capacitances, respectively: 10, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 ps, and 1,

50, 100, 200, and 500 fF. This resulted in 5� 5 matrices. In addition, to

the delay and output transition time, the input capacitance of the library

cell and the power consumption of the cell during switching, were also

extracted.

4. SYSTEM-LEVEL LOGIC SIMULATION

When large cell arrays are laid out within an automated design flow,

nearest-neighbor placement of connected cells is extremely difficult to

achieve due to the level of cross-linking between chain cells and other

cells in the array. To model the statistical distribution of connecting

lengths, we employ a virtual placement method, based on the procedure

of Davis et al. [3], and modified to include region II of Rent’s rule [4]. This

was used to generate an estimate of the wire length distribution for a cell

array consisting of 230,400 cells. Wires from the distribution were then

virtually routed [5] into routing layers, with shortest wires allocated to the

lowest layers until full, and then moving up through the interconnect

layers, until all wires are allocated to layers (assuming a routing channel

utilization of 50%). The resulting virtual wire length distribution is shown

in Figure 4.4-3.

Table 4.4-2. Supply voltages for SL, LL, and ULL for different architectures.

Leakage Bulk MG Hi-K FDSOI DG

Standard 1.2 1.14 0.93 1.13 0.76

Low 1.2 1.14 0.96 1.13 0.76

Ultralow 1.2 OS OS 1.14 0.78
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In this analysis, we have defined a critical path of 24 NAND gates,

embedded within the array of 230,400 cells. The NAND critical path is

wired by sampling wires lengths from the virtual wire length distribution

and their lengths converted to capacitive loads by multiplying their length

by the capacitance per unit length, shown in Table 4.4-3, extracted from

the 45 nm back-end architecture of Fig. 4.4-4. The capacitance extraction

was performed using the program Raphael, and the effects of dielectric

barriers, etch-stop layers, and a side-wall slope of 87 deg are included. The

total capacitive load is the sum of the sampled interconnect load and the

cell input capacitance.

Timing analysis is performed by driving the first cell by a step input,

and then using the output transition time matrix to determine the cell

output transition time, and hence, the input transition time of the next cell,

10−6 10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2
100

101

102

103

104

105

106

Length

N
um

be
r

Figure 4.4-3. Wire length distribution.

Table 4.4-3. Capacitances per unit length.

Capacitance (pF/m) M1 M2-M6

Lateral 135 118

Upper 24 27

Lower 21 26

Total 180 171
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and so on, along the chain. Linear interpolation between delay matrix

elements was employed. The total path delay is the sum of the cell delays

determined from the delay matrices. The sampling process is stochastic,

and so a different trial will yield a different range of lengths, and capacitive

loads. The final delay is defined to be the most common (modal) delay

obtained from a histogram formed by 1000 repeated timing trials [5] (see

Figure 4.4-5). This captures the inherently stochastic nature of layout

tools.

Figure 4.4-6 shows the delay computed by three commonly used metrics,

plus the new VDF metric for the devices that made the mapping onto the SL

(1000pA=mm) leakage option. The additional metrics are: the intrinsic

gate delay CgateVdd=Ion, a nine-stage NAND ring oscillator delay, a hybrid

gate/wire delay CLVdd=Ion, and the 24 NAND VDF delay, described above.

For the hybrid delay, CL represents the capacitance of a wire length,

whose length was calculated by assuming that all the routing channels

in six wiring layers (with geometry of Figure 4.4-4) are utilized at 50%

occupancy. All delays for each metric are normalized so that the

relative performance of the bulk 1000 pA=mm devices calculated by all

metrics is 1.00.

We observe: (1) all metrics approximately agree when applied to the

bulk metal gate devices, but that there are big discrepancies for more

exotic devices and (2) if each metric is used to select the best and worst

architecture, we obtain four completely different selections. The same

basic trends were also observed for the LL and ULL options, and are

not included due to space constraints.

These differences arise because of two main reasons: the first is that the

intrinsic gate delay and the hybrid delay are essentially quasi-static and so

do not incorporate the effects of advanced architectures on lowering

80 nm line /70 nm spacing

105 nm via-low-K k=2.4
20 nm dielectric barrier k = 4.0

20 nm etch stop k = 4.0

250 nm PMD

20 nm dielectric barrier k = 4.0

170 nm line-low-K k = 2.4

120 nm line-low-K k = 2.4

105 nm via-low-K k = 2.4
10 nm PVD Cu-barrier

65 nm line / 65 nm spacing

10 nm PVD Cu-barrier

Figure 4.4-4. Back-end architecture for 45 nm node.
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threshold voltages and transition times; the second is that the intrinsic gate

delay and the ring oscillator delay do not incorporate wire loading. Also,

for the hybrid delay, the load capacitance corresponds to a wire of average

length, which is not necessarily the most appropriate statistical measure of

such a skewed wire length distribution.

Figure 4.4-7 shows the relative dynamic switching energy of the 230,400

NAND cell array, implemented in the different device options. The darker

shading indicates the switching energy of the cell determined by TCAD

mixed mode simulation, while the lighter shading indicates the dynamic

switching energy of the interconnect. Since the chosen design procedure

varies Vdd to obtain constant drive currents across all devices, the wire and

cell dynamic switching energies are largely determined by the different Vdd

values (see Table 4.4-2). The double gate and Hi-k bulk devices are the

clear winners. Due to lack of space, data for the LL and ULL options are

not included, but show similar trends for devices that met the specifica-

tions.

Figure 4.4-8 applies the new metric to cross-generational analysis of the

24 NAND gate VDF delay for ULL standard CMOS devices within the
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Figure 4.4-5. Histogram of delay times for standard CMOS. One thousand trials

sampling wires from the distribution of Figure 4.4-3 were used.
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180, 120, 90, and 65 nm technology nodes. For all these technology

options, the average leakage specification is approximately 10 pA=mm.

Thus, for a fair comparison, only the 45 nm devices which made the

mapping to the ULL specification can be used: the FDSOI and the DG

architectures. As might be expected, the two novel device architectures

break the historical degradation in performance associated with UL stand-

ard CMOS devices. It should be noted that this improvement in speed is

not caused by the high intrinsic drive strength of these novel device

architectures. During the design process, the high drive strength was

traded off for a lower supply voltage in order to match the drive of the

standard CMOS architecture. The underlying reasons for the improved

performance of these devices is the improved subthreshold

Performance and also that the lower supply voltages mean less charge

needs to be supplied to achieve a logic transition. For low power technolo-

gies, the lower drive strengths mean that a large component of the delay is

caused by the speed with which the device can pass through the subthres-

hold regime of operation. ULL devices with better subthreshold control are

therefore faster than equivalent standard CMOS devices with the same

drive strength.
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Figure 4.4-8. Virtual design flow (VDF) path delay calculated for ULL technologies

from 180 to 45 nm node. For technologies from 180 to 65 nm, the data are for
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double gate (circle).
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5. SYSTEM LEVEL MEMORY SIMULATION

Our aim in this exercise is to compare the relative merits of each of the

process options (Scaled Bulk, High-K Bulk, Metal Gate Bulk, Fully-

depleted SOI, and Dual Gate Architectures) for the core circuit elements

within 6T (6 Transistor) SRAM memory cells. Under the assumption

that small geometry effects exhibit similar behavior across the different

technology platforms, we proceed to extract the electrical characteristics

of such basic circuit elements directly from circuit elements constructed

with 2D TCAD models of the transistors. While such results may be used

for comparing relative merits of the individual technologies in the context

of an SRAM cell, care should be exercised in associating them with the

exact obtainable values in silicon. Nonetheless, the final values are still

valuable as a guide to the expected magnitudes of the electrical param-

eters for the SRAM cell. We define the following parameters for analysis:

. Static Noise Margin (SNM): the ability of an SRAM cell at retain-

ing data regardless of noise disturbances at the internal nodes and

process induced mismatches between the MOS devices in the mirror

halves of the memory cell.

. Write Noise Margin (WNM): the ease with which the memory cell

can be reprogrammed. It is basically defined as the voltage, to which

the Bitline or Bitline bar has to change before the voltages stored at

the internal nodes (i.e., the stored data in the memory cell), will flip.

The write-margin of the 6T-SRAM is highly dependent on the size of

the pass gate (PG) MOS devices, but hardly influenced by the size of

the pull down (PD) MOS devices.

. Read current: reading a stored data in a memory cell involves

discharging one of the two precharged interconnects (Bitline and

Bitline bar) until a certain amount of voltage difference is estab-

lished between them. The time taken to establish the required dif-

ferential signal depends on the maximum amount of current that can

be sinked by the memory cell. This current is mainly determined by

the size of the PG and PD MOS devices.

The action of reading/accessing a data stored in the SRAM memory

bank involves first decoding the address and then asserting the correct

word-line. Once the word-line is activated, the accessed SRAM memory

cell communicates its stored data by discharging one of the two precharged

data-bit-lines, to which it is attached. This generates a differential voltage

across the pair of bit-lines that is subsequently detected by the sense

amplifier. In this study, the approach taken to assess the read-timing
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speed of the SRAM is to consider the time needed to generate the necessary

voltage difference between the bit-lines from the uppermost memory cell.

The speed with which this voltage difference is established depends on

the parasitic discharge by gate leakage, the total capacitance on the pair of

bit-lines, and the read current of the memory cell itself. Ideally the leakage

and the junction capacitances should be minimized, whereas the read-

currents be maximized. The impact of the leakage currents of the memory

cell on the read timing is most noticeable when all the other memory cells

sharing the same pair of bit-lines possess the opposite data state from the

cell that is being accessed. This is because, in such a situation, the direction

of the leakage currents has the primary effect of producing a parasitic

discharge of the bit-line bar and behaving as an additional current source

that inhibits the discharge of the Bitline. The outcome is simply to prolong

the time to set up a voltage difference.

To compare the 6T-SRAM read-time for different technology options

taking into account the characteristics of each of the device architectures, a

physics-based approach was used whereby a single bit-slice column for

1024 cells with precharger was simulated using mixed mode TCAD. This

approach allowed combinations of different finite element MOS device

models with specific dimensions (widths) per device to form an accurate

description of the 6T-SRAM cell, with additional circuit components

involved in the operation of a 1024 cell bit-slice column.

The layout/arrangement of the memory cells along the Bitline suggest a

multisection RC line as a plausible electrical model, where we identify the

resistance as the interconnect resistance between the abutted memory cells,

and the capacitors as the sum of the interconnect capacitance and the

junction capacitance from the individual memory cells. In addition, inter-

connect simulations based on scaled 65 nm dimensions and ITRS specifica-

tions for the interconnect properties at 45 nm node show that interconnect of

a 400 um wire can be approximated to 10% accuracy by an RC section.

Since we are only interested in the worst-case read time of a Bitline

column, where only the topmost cell in the Bitline is accessed, it is much

more efficient (from the perspective of limited computer resources and

simulation time) to approximate the combined parasitic loading on the

topmost memory cell. A suitable simplified representation of the 1024 cell

Bitline column would then be a single 6T SRAM cell (formed by six

separate TCAD MOS devices), linked by the lumped RC model of the

interconnect to 1023 6T SRAM cells that can, in turn, be lumped together.

(In other words, a 6 TCAD MOS device model enlarged with a numeric

factor of 1023.) Furthermore, in state-of-the-art SRAM designs, the cell

layout used is rectangular with the MOS devices laid out horizontally. This

implies that cell height of the individual memory cells can be fixed, in this
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work, to 350 nm. With such simplifications the length of the interconnect,

and hence, the associated electrical load for a bit-slice column of 1024 cells

can be estimated. The remaining write and precharge circuits are imple-

mented using ideal MOS devices simply because they only serve the

purpose of setting up the correct data states in the individual 6T-SRAM

cells and also to prebias the Bitline/BitlineB to supply voltage prior to data

read-out execution.

For the extraction of the read timing, the SRAM cells for all the

technology options were designed to have a read current of 30 uA. The

results are tabulated in Table 4.4-4, for the 1000 pA=mm option. On the

whole, the read timing data extracted for all the device options are fairly

similar. This is a consequence of setting the Ion of all the individual MOS

devices and also the setting of the cell read currents to be equal. However,

in spite of this the read speeds are not exactly the same because, for each of

the technology options the implemented MOS devices have different

physical characteristics. These are reflected in the value of their junction

capacitances, sub-threshold control, and mobility parameters. Based on

the results in Table 4.4-4, the SRAM cells realized in FDSOI technology

are the fastest with read times about 21.1% lower than the equivalent

conventional bulk memory cells. Nevertheless, it should also be noted

that the dual gate option is only marginally slower than the SOI option

by at most 3%.

The small delay is due to the fact that dual-gate technology has more

gate capacitance than in the case of the FDSOI devices. More interest-

ingly, the results between the different bulk devices show very little speed

difference. In fact, the speed varies within a range of 2.5% faster to

approximately 5% slower than the conventional bulk architecture. Of all

the technology options, it appears that bulk metal gates on average gives

the slowest read speed for the SRAM cell.

Note also that the interconnect loading at 45 nm contribute a signifi-

cant amount to the delay in the read timing of memory bit slice. The size of

Table 4.4-4. Extracted electrical parameters for all options at 1000 pA=mm.

PUP/PDN/PGN Icell-read(uA)

SNM

(mV)

WNM

(mV) tread(ps) VDD(v)

Bulk 1/2/1.63 30 180 480 373 1.2

Bulk Hi-K 1/2/2 30 110 445 393 0.93

Bulk Metal Gate 1/2/1.95 30 175 445 365 1.12

Fully Depleted SOI 1/2/1.25 30 225 450 294 1.15

Dual Gate 1/2/1.3 30 167 270 331 0.76

Transistor sizes are normalized so that a size of the pull up (PUP) transistor is one.
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the contribution can be seen from Figure 4.4-9. For the bulk memory cell,

the timing delay increases from 140 to 350 ps, once interconnect loading is

included.

In the absence of a full memory cell layout, a comparison of the

memory cell area can be obtained by looking at the sum of the sizes of

the transistors PUP, PDN, and PGN. We see that in all comparable

instances the conventional bulk devices offer the smallest sized memory

among the bulk architectures. Not surprisingly, the fully depleted and dual

gate structures offers the smallest projected memory cell area, assuming

that the physical layout of the individual transistors (i.e., number/size of

terminal contacts) are identical to the bulk. Notice too, that the transistor

sizes for these two technologies are found to be nearly identical, due in

part to their very good sub-threshold control, and the fact that the ions are

equal. As for the SNM, this parameter emerges as a consequence of the

choices made for the read currents. Although there is quite some variation

between the values as a result of the different supply voltages, all of the

values are comfortably above 100 mV.
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Figure 4.4-9. Read timing delay for 1000 pA=mm leakage spec and 30 uA read current

memory cell.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a virtual design flow for assessing the system level

performance of Xtreme low power technology options. The predictions of

three other commonly used performance metrics agree with the VDF for

bulk/metal gate devices. However, as the devices become more ‘‘novel,’’

the predictions diverge rapidly, due to the increasing importance of wire

loading and sub-threshold behavior on the performance of more advanced

device architectures. In order to make valid power consumption compar-

isons between radically different architectures, all devices were designed to

have the same Ion and Ioff specifications by varying the supply voltage for

each device. This enabled a comparison of the dynamic switching energies

and path delays among architectures. A cross-generational analysis illus-

trated the trade-offs between architecture, leakage, and delay, and indi-

cated that FDSOI and DG architectures can meet the 10 pA=mm leakage

specification while providing significant gains in performance due to their

better sub-threshold control.

The performance of the SRAM cell at 45 nm node was also studied by

replicating the usual design procedure for SRAM cells within a TCAD

environment. Key characteristics of the SRAM cells, such as static-noise

margins, write-noise margins, cell-read currents, and read-timing delays

were extracted for a range of pass gate, pull down gate, and pull up gate

sizes. The device characteristics and physics as captured by the TCAD

models predict that 6T SRAM memory cells made using all the device

options have nearly similar transistor dimensions and stability properties.

However, the results also clearly show that the bulk metal gate implemen-

tation on the whole gives the slowest read timing, largest transistor dimen-

sions to achieve equivalent cell read currents. Also, it is of interest to note

that while the 6T SRAM cell in FDSOI technology shows outstanding

performance in terms of read delay without interconnect loading, the

advantage is much eroded once interconnects are taken into account. In

fact the difference in performance reduces from a near 45% improvement

from bulk to FDSOI to a smaller gain of approx 15%.
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Abstract Ambient intelligence (AmI) depends on the existence of vast quantities

of wireless sensors distributed throughout the environment. While advances in IC fabrica-

tion technologies, circuit designs, and networking techniques have greatly reduced the cost,

size, and power consumption of potential wireless sensor platforms, the development of

suitable power sources for many applications lags. The purpose of this chapter is both to

review technologies for scavenging energy from the environment to power wireless sensors,

and to discuss challenges and future research directions for vibration-based energy scaven-

ging. Many potential energy scavenging technologies are presented along with current state

of research and theoretical maximum power densities. Special focus is given to scavenging

energy from mechanical vibrations extant in many environments. Results from vibration-

based energy scavengers using piezoelectric structures developed by the authors are pre-

sented demonstrating power production of approximately 375 mW=cm3
. While wireless

sensor nodes have successfully been powered by vibration-based energy scavengers, several

improvements are possible, and indeed necessary, for widespread deployment. Three areas
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for improvement are discussed: adaptive frequency tuning, alternative geometry investiga-

tion, and microfabrication and integration of generators.

Keywords energy scavenging; piezoelectric; vibrations

1. INTRODUCTION

Pervasive networks of wireless sensor and communication nodes have

the potential to significantly impact society and correspondingly create

large market opportunities. The last several years have witnessed a large

research effort based around the vision of ubiquitous networks of wireless

sensor and communication nodes [1–3]. As the size and cost of such wireless

sensor nodes continue to decrease, the likelihood of their use becoming

widespread in buildings, industrial environments, automobiles, aircraft,

etc., increases. However, as their size and cost decrease, and as their preva-

lence increases, effective power supplies become a larger problem. The

scaling down in size and cost of CMOS electronics has far outpaced the

scaling of energy density in batteries, which are by far the most prevalent

power sources currently used. Therefore, the power supply is quickly be-

coming largest and most expensive component of the emerging wireless

sensor nodes being proposed and designed. The cost of batteries is com-

pounded by the fact that batteries must be either replaced or recharged on a

regular basis. This regular maintenance could easily become the single

greatest cost of installing a wireless sensor network for many applications.

If wireless sensor networks are to truly become ubiquitous, replacing bat-

teries in every device every year or two is simply cost prohibitive.

The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, existing and potential

power sources for wireless sensor networks will be briefly reviewed. Second,

challenges and future research directions for vibration-based energy scav-

engers will be discussed. While many scavenger devices have been demon-

strated, a number of issues limit their widespread application. This chapter

will discuss some of these issues including resonance tuning, optimal design

geometries, and microfabrication with a goal to monolithic integration with

sensors and wireless electronics. It should be noted that the design of

optimal power electronics to maximize the power transferred to the load

is also an important research area, but outside the scope of this chapter.

2. POWER CONSUMPTION

Before considering power sources, it is useful to consider the power

demand of a typical wireless sensor node. Assuming that the radio trans-

mitter operates at approximately 0 dBm (which would roughly correspond
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to an average distance of 10 m between nodes), the peak power consump-

tion of the radio transmitter will be around 2–3 mW depending upon

its efficiency. Using low power techniques [4], the receiver should not

consume more than 1 mW. Including the dissipation of the sensors and

peripheral circuitry, a maximum peak power of 5 mW is quite reasonable.

Given a maximum data-rate for the radio of 100 Kbit/s, and an average

traffic load per node of 1 Kbit/s (these numbers are based on real-radio

prototypes and a realistic smart home scenario), every node operates at a

duty cycle of approximately 1%. During the remaining 99%, the only

activities taking place in a node are a number of background tasks: low-

speed timers, channel monitoring, and node synchronization. The latter

actually is the dominant power consuming source of the node if not handled

appropriately. Using advanced ‘‘wake-up radio techniques’’ or semiasyn-

chronous beaconing techniques, the average ‘‘standby’’ power of the node

can be limited to 50 mW or lower. Combining peak and standby power

dissipation leads to an average power dissipation of approximately 100 mW.

Several small low power wireless platforms are currently available

commercially. Companies providing wireless sensor platforms include

Dust Networks [5], Crossbow [6], Xsilogy [7], Ember [8], and Millenial

Net [9]. The power needed to operate these platforms depends on how and

where they are used. Based on the authors’ investigations, they generally

require an average power consumption about 1 order of magnitude higher

than the 100 mW proposed above (generally one to several mW). However,

research projects have demonstrated that a wide range of applications is

possible within a power budget of approximately 100 mW.

3. REVIEW OF POTENTIAL POWER SOURCES

One may classify possible methods of providing power for wireless

nodes into three groups: store energy on the node (i.e., a battery), distrib-

ute power to the node (i.e., a wire), and scavenge available ambient power

at the node (i.e., a solar cell). Of course, combinations of the three

methods are also possible. In fact, even in an energy scavenging or

power distribution method, some onboard energy storage must be avail-

able. Energy storage and energy scavenging technologies will be briefly

reviewed here. The reader is referred to Roundy et al. [10] for a discussion

of methods to distribute power to a wireless sensor node.

The vast majority of wireless devices, including wireless sensors, are

currently designed to run on batteries. Figure 5.1–1(a) shows the average

possible power draw from three common primary battery chemistries
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versus time. Based on a power budget of 100 mW as specified above, 1 cm3

of lithium battery will provide approximately 1 year of operation. Figure

5.1–1(b) shows the average power draw from three common secondary

(rechargeable) battery chemistries. It should be remembered that recharge-

able batteries are a secondary power source. Therefore, in the context of

wireless sensor networks, another primary power source must be used to

charge them. In most cases, it would be cost prohibitive to manually

recharge each device. More likely, an energy scavenging source on the

node itself, such as a solar cell, would be used to recharge the battery.

Alternative energy storage technologies include microfuel cells [11] and

microradioactive generators [12]. Hydrocarbon-based fuels have very high

energy densities compared to batteries. For example, methanol, a common

fuel for microfuel cells, has an energy density of 17:6 kJ=cm3
, which is

about six times that of a lithium battery. Efficiencies of large-scale fuel

cells have reached approximately 45% electrical conversion efficiency and

nearly 90% if cogeneration is employed [13]. Efficiencies for microscale

fuel cells will certainly be lower. The maximum obtainable efficiency for a

microfuel cell is still uncertain. Demonstrated efficiencies are generally

below 1% [14]. Given the energy density of fuels, such as methanol,

small-scale fuel cells need to reach efficiencies of around 20% in order to

be more attractive than primary batteries. Some radioactive materials

contain extremely high energy densities. Li and Lal [12] have developed

the beginnings of a microradioactive generator using the 63Ni isotope.

The power level is equivalent to 0:52 mW=cm3
at an efficiency of

4 X10�6. With significant engineering improvements, this could become

a significant energy source for wireless devices.

Energy scavenging offers another alternative to solve the energy supply

problem, and a number of approaches have been studied over the past

years. Several researchers have pursued naturally occurring temperature
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variations as one potential source [15–17]. Shenck and Paradiso [18] have

built shoe inserts capable of generating 8.4 mW of power under normal

walking conditions. Much research has focused on solar (photovoltaic)

power [19]. Federspiel and Chen [20] used a small (about 10 cm in diam-

eter) airflow turbine to generate power intended for use by a Mica Mote

[6]. They produced approximately 350 mW=cm2
from air velocity at 5 m/s.

Vibration energy scavengers based on electromagnetic [21–24], electro-

static [25–27], and piezoelectric [28–30] conversion have been suggested

in the literature. The opinion expressed in this chapter is that, piezoelectric

vibration-to-electricity converters offer the most potential at the meso-

scale level. Reported power densities are on the order of

100---300 mW=cm3
. Table 5.1–1, which has been updated in this chapter

from previous research [10] shows comparisons among many potential

sources. It is the authors’ opinion that no single energy-scavenging solu-

tion will fit all environments and application spaces. Rather, unique

solutions need to be considered on an application-by-application basis.

However, as clearly indicated in the table, vibrations as a power source

compare well to other potential energy scavenging sources.

Table 5.1-1. Updated comparisons among potential energy and power sources.

Power Source

P=cm3

(mW=cm3)

E=cm3

(J=cm3)

P=cm3=yr

(mW=cm3=yr)

Secondary

storage

needed

Voltage

regulation

Primary battery — 2880 90 No No

Secondary battery — 1080 34 — No

Microfuel cell — 3500 110 Maybe Maybe

Ultracapacitor — 50–100 1.6–3.2 No Yes

Heat engine 106 3346 106 Yes Yes

Radioactive (63Ni) 0.52 1640 0.52 Yes Yes

Solar (direct sunlight) 15,000 * — — Usually Maybe

Solar (inside) 10* — — Usually Maybe

Temperature 40*y — — Usually Maybe

Human power 330 - — Yes Yes

Air flow 380yy — — Yes Yes

Pressure variation 17yyy — — Yes Yes

Vibrations 375 — — Yes Yes

*Sources whose metric is power per cm rather than power per cm3.
yDemonstrated from a 58C temperature differential.
yyAssumes air velocity of 5 m/s and 5% conversion efficiency.
yyyBased on 1 cm3 closed volume of helium undergoing a 108C change once a day.
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4. VIBRATION-BASED ENERGY SCAVENGING

While most of the power sources listed in Table 5.1–1 have an

important role to play within the world of energy scavenging for wire-

less sensor networks, the focus here is on vibrations as a power source.

In the last 3 years, as many as 50 publications have emerged on the

potential of vibrations, at least three new companies now have been

formed based on the development of vibration-oriented scavenging

products, and several established companies have begun development

on such products. These recent articles and small businesses add add-

itional weight to the proposition that vibrations are abundant, but as

yet untapped, for power sources in microelectronics. While many scav-

enger devices have been demonstrated, a number of issues limit their

widespread application. The remainder of this chapter will explore those

issues.

The opinion expressed in this chapter is that, piezoelectric vibration-to-

electricity converters offer the most potential at the meso-scale (� 1cm3)

level. The last row of Table 5.1–1 indicates � 375 mW=cm3
for vibration

sources. This value is based on simulation and experimental results from

the device shown in Figure 5.1–2(a) driven by vibrations of 2:25 m=s2
at

60Hz[10]. The device in Figure 5.1–2(a) has been used to power a 1.9 GHz

radio transmitter [31]. In a second test, using the larger generator in Figure

5.1–2(b), and integrated into a complete package in Figure 5.1–2(c),

temperature readings were sent from one of the Mica2Dot ‘‘motes’’ fab-

ricated by Crossbow Inc. [6]. These were powered at about a 1% duty

cycle. The ‘‘on’’ power of the larger node was 40–60 mW, and the average

power was 400---600 mW. This ‘‘TempNode unit’’—run entirely from

scavenging—was part of a ‘‘smart’’ building project for regulating tem-

peratures in a residence.

(a) (c)(b)

Figure 5.1-2. Meso-scale piezoelectric generators.
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5. BRIEF REVIEW OF MODELING FOR

PIEZOELECTRIC ENERGY SCAVENGERS

To frame the challenges and constraints placed on the energy gener-

ation, it is useful to review the models developed thus far; but only at a

level of depth needed to indicate the major design parameters that con-

tribute to the power scavenged. Figure 5.1–3 shows a schematic of a two-

layer bender mounted as a cantilever.

When this device is driven by vibrations, the generator provides an AC

voltage. If a resistor is connected across the piezoelectric electrodes, a

simple RC circuit results. Although simply driving a resistor is not that

useful in practice, this simple circuit gives a reasonably good approxima-

tion for the amount of power that can be generated. Furthermore, it leads

to the development of an analytical model that can give insight into the

design—performance relationships. The development of an analytical

model for this generator, and the validation of this model, has been

published elsewhere [10], so only the results will be given here. The

power delivered to the load resistor is given by:

P ¼ 1

2R

2k31tc
k2

� �2
cp

«
A2

in

v2
n

vRCb
� v 1

RCb
þ 2zvn

� �h i2
þ v2

n(1þ k2
31)þ

2zvn

RCb
� v2

h i2 , (1)

where v is the frequency of the driving vibrations, vn the resonance

frequency of the generator, cp the elastic constant of the piezoelectric

ceramic, k31 the piezoelectric coupling coefficient, tc the thickness of one

3

2

1

S

S

M

ZV

Figure 5.1-3. Two-layer bendermounted as a cantilever.S, is strain;V, voltage;M,mass;

and z, vertical displacement.
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layer of the piezoelectric ceramic, k2 is a geometric constant that relates

average strain in the piezoelectric material to the tip deflection, « the

dielectric constant of the piezoelectric material, R the load resistance, Cb

the capacitance of the piezoelectric bender, and z the dimensionless damp-

ing ratio.

If it is assumed that the device is operating at resonance (i.e., the

driving frequency, v, matches the natural frequency vn), then Equation

(1) could be rewritten in the form of Equation (2), where v2
n ¼ km�1,

where k, the equivalent spring stiffness, has been substituted.

P ¼ m2

2k

RC2
b

2k31tc
k2

� �2
cp

«
A2

in

(4z2 þ k4
31)(RCb)

2kþ 4zk2
31RCb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
km
p

þ 4z2m
: (2)

It directly follows from Equation (1) that power is maximized when the

natural (or resonance) frequency (vn) is equal to the driving frequency (v).

In fact, power output drops off dramatically as vn deviates from v, as is

illustrated in Figure 5.1–4(a). Equation (2) indicates that power is depen-

dent on the proof mass (m). While the relationship is not exactly linear,

in the region of interest, it is close to linear as demonstrated in Figure

5.1–4(b). It should also be noted that increasing the mass generally has

the effect of increasing the amount of piezoelectric material in order to

maintain the natural frequency. Finally, the relationship between power and

the coupling coefficient of the material (k2
31) is not obvious from the form of

Equation (2). Figure 5.1–4(c) indicates this relationship in graphical form.

The figure indicates that power increases quickly with increasing coupling

(c)
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Figure 5.1-4. (a) Power output versus driving frequency. The natural frequency of the

design is 120 Hz. (b) Power output versus proof mass. All parameters except piezo-

electric beam thickness have been kept constant. (c) Power output versus coupling

coefficient. Simulations were performed for a 1 cm3 piezoelectric scavenger driven by

vibrations of 2:5m=s2.
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up to a point, beyond which the increase is very modest. Nevertheless, as

system level coupling (especially for microfabricated devices) is usually

below the ‘‘knee’’ (Figure 5.1–4(c) ), improvement of the material coupling

coefficient is an important area of development.

The design relationships highlighted by the model presented in this

section are summarized in Table 5.1–2. Table 5.1–2 also serves as the

basis for design improvements and potential directions for current re-

search on piezoelectric energy scavengers.

6. IMPROVED ENERGY HARVESTING

6.1. Self and Adaptive Tuning Energy Sources

As discussed in the previous section, the power drops off dramatically

as the resonance frequency deviates from that of the driving vibrations.

Under many circumstances, the driving frequency will be known before

the device is designed and fabricated, and the appropriate resonance

characteristics can thus be ‘‘built-in.’’ In other situations, however, this

frequency will not be known a priori, or it may change over time. It is also

relevant to consider the mass-fabrication of such devices for use by other

investigators. It would clearly be advantageous to create a single design

that operates effectively over a range of vibration frequencies.

Table 5.1-2. Design relationships and potential improvements for piezoelectric

vibration based scavengers.

Design relationship from

Equations (1) and (2) Current designs

Design

strategy/improvement

Power versus natural

frequency

Operation limited to a very

narrow frequency band

Design for adaptive

self-tuning of the

natural frequency

Power versus mass Power limited by the

proof mass

Explore designs for

which the strain from

a given mass can be

improved

Power vs. piezoelectric

coupling coefficient

System coupling coefficient is

below ‘‘knee’’ in power versus

coupling coefficient curve

Improve designs for better

‘‘system’’ coupling, and

improve material properties

of thin film piezoelectrics

System integration

(constraints implied

by equations)

Limited by hand assembly MEMS designs desirable

in order to integrate with

sensors and CMOS
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Two possibilities exist: first, actuators could be developed that can alter

the scavenger’s resonance frequency, and second, designs for scavengers

with wider bandwidths could be developed. We will first consider reson-

ance frequency tuning actuators.

We have classified potential actuators to accomplish the resonance

tuning into two categories: ‘‘active tuning’’ actuators and ‘‘passive tuning’’

actuators. The distinction is that ‘‘active’’ actuators must remain continu-

ously ‘‘on’’ as long as the resonance frequency is not at its nominal

frequency. A good example of an ‘‘active’’ actuator would be electrostatic

springs [32]. By contrast, ‘‘passive tuning’’ actuators turn ‘‘on’’ to tune the

generator, and then are able to turn ‘‘off’’ while maintaining the new

resonance frequency. An example would be a moveable clamp that

would change the length (and thus the stiffness) of a flexure mechanism.

‘‘Active tuning’’ actuators will be considered first, followed by a design for

a ‘‘passive tuning’’ actuator.

We will use a nontechnology specific vibration-based scavenger model

to calculate the power required for tuning [21]. The primary idea behind

this model is that the generator behaves like a second-order mechanical

system. The electrical energy removed from the oscillating mechanical

system behaves like viscous damping from the point of view of the mech-

anical system.

The power output for this simplified model is given by:

P ¼
mze

v
vn

� �3

A2
in

v 2z v
vn

� �2

þ 1� v
vn

� �2
� �2

" # , (3)

where ze is the damping ratio associated with the electrically induced

damping, z the sum of ze and zm (the damping ratio representing mech-

anical loss), and other symbols are as defined for Equations (1) and (2).

Equation (3) is a more general power expression than Equations (1)

and (2). As such, it applies to a wider range of scavengers (piezoelectric,

electromagnetic, etc.), but provides less accurate estimates and less design

insight for piezoelectric generators than Equations (1) and (2). However,

this simplified model is useful to initiate the exploration into frequency

tuning because of its wide applicability.

Three tuning methods might be employed: (1) the tuning actuation

force, Fa(t), is proportional to displacement (alters the effective stiffness),

(2) Fa(t) is proportional to acceleration (alters the effective mass), and (3)

Fa(t) is proportional to velocity (alters the effective damping). It can be
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shown mathematically [33], that as long as the scavenger system is reason-

ably well-modeled by Equation (3), an ‘‘active’’ actuator will never result

in improved power output. In other words, the increase in power output

derived from applying the actuator will always be less than the amount of

power required by the actuator. A ‘‘passive’’ tuning actuator must be

able to alter the resonance frequency and then cut power to the actuator

while maintaining the new resonance frequency. One possible method to

alter the stiffness of a beam structure is by the application of destabilizing

axial loads [34]. Figure 5.1-5(a) shows a schematic concept of the struc-

ture. In reality, there would be another proof mass on the top of the beam,

but this has been removed for illustration purposes. The beam is modeled

as a simply supported beam with a proof mass in the middle. The apparent

stiffness of the beam is a function of the axial compressive preload

and theoretically reduces to zero as the axial preload approaches the

critical buckling load. The preload could easily be applied by set-screws

or other devices that push on the clamps at either end of the beam. While

this would require a significant amount of power during the tuning

phase, once the proper preload is applied, all power to the tuning oper-

ation could then be turned off. Figure 5.1-5(b) shows how the resonance

frequency of the beam in Figure 5.1-5(a) decreases as a function of pre-

load. The resonance frequency can be reduced by approximately 40% with

a preload of one-half the critical buckling load. Furthermore, the response

of the actuator is fairly linear in the region up to one-half the critical

buckling load.

The other approach is to design a structure with a wider inherent

bandwidth. Again, using the model represented by Equation (3), the

(a) (b)
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shim Proof
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ω
/ω

o
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0.4
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Resonance frequancy vs. preload

0 10.5
P/Pcr

Figure 5.1-5. (a) Schematic of a simply supported piezoelectric beam scavenger with an

axial preload. (Top half of proof mass is removed for illustration purposes.) (b) Ratio

of tuned to original natural frequency as a function of the axial preload.
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bandwidth is approximately 2zvn. If the bender resonates at 120 Hz and

the damping ratio is 0.025 (which corresponds well with measurements),

the bandwidth is 6 Hz, or �3 Hz.

This implies that to get a high coupling between the source and the

piezoelectric transducer, the scavenger has to be tuned to within �3 Hz.

This can be quite difficult in practice since the scavenger geometry and

material properties show enough variation to push the device off reson-

ance. One possible method to design scavengers with a wider bandwidth

is to connect N spring-mass-damper systems (Figure 5.1-6(a) shows a

system with three masses and four springs), such that the resonance

frequency of the i þ 1th system is located one bandwidth away from

that of the ith system. Thus the problem is one of determining the springs

and the masses given the eigenvalues of the individual systems. The

overall system is given by the Equation (4), where the objective is to

find k1 . . . kn and m1 . . . mn.

k1 k2

m1
m2

k3

y2y1 y3

k4 k1, k2, k3 − Piezoelectric beam
m1, m2, m3 − Masses
y1, y2, y3 − Downward
deflection of masses

m3

−95

−100

−105

−110

−115

−120

−125

−130

−135

−140
102.8 102.9

Frequancy (Hz)

(b) Frequency response of the 3 mass-spring structure

(a) Vibration stucture made of 3 masses and springs

Figure 5.1-6. Multidegree of freedom bender designed for higher bandwidth.
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Figure 5.1-6(b) shows the frequency response for the spring deflection

amplitudes of Figure 5.1-6(a), where k1 ¼ 568 N=m, k2 ¼ 776 N=m
and k4 ¼ 488 N=m. The masses are m1 ¼ 2:8125 g, m3 ¼ 2:268 g, while

m2 ¼ 30 g. A damping constant of 0.025 has been added. As can be seen

from the figure, the overall bandwidth is 17.5 Hz, with two of the four

springs contributing to the output at any given time.

6.2. Alternative Mechanical Structures Using Piezoelectric

Materials

Most researchers have focused research efforts on piezoelectric vibra-

tion-based generators on a single geometry. Indeed, most researchers have

focused on a cantilever beam, or some slight variation of a cantilever

beam. A cantilever beam has a number of advantages: it produces rela-

tively low resonance frequencies and a relatively high level of average

strain for a given force input, and it is easily realizable in a microfabrica-

tion process. However, a broader consideration of potential design geom-

etries can increase the performance of scavengers. Furthermore, different

geometries may have characteristics that make them more attractive for a

given application. Any design geometry should try to address at least one,

if not all, of the following goals:

. Maximize the piezoelectric response from a given input. This could

be accomplished by either maximizing the average strain in the

material for a given input, or changing the design to take advantage

of the 3–3 coupling mode;

. Improve the robustnessof the scavengerby reducing stress concentration;

. Minimize losses (damping) associated with the mechanical structure;

and

. Improve the manufacturability of the scavenger.

A major area for improvement of the scavenger design is in the geometry

of the piezoelectric bender itself. Bulk material properties impose a strain

limit typically around 500 microstrain. If this strain limit is exceeded,

the brittle ceramic piezoelectric bimorph fractures, compromising its
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generative capacity by upwards of 60%. Multiple cycles of overstrain com-

pletely destroy the bimorph’s generative capacity.

One method of preventing overstrain is to optimize the profile of the

bender. Benders produce electric current through deformation or strain of

the piezoelectric material. It follows that maximizing average strain should

maximize energy output. In order to maximize average strain, strain must

be both as uniform and as large as possible without exceeding the material

limit. A cantilever with a rectangular profile creates a strain concentration

at the clamped end, where the bending moment is at a maximum. With the

same volume of PZT and an increasingly triangular trapezoidal profile,

the strain can be distributed more evenly, such that maximum strain is

reached at every point in the bimorph. A trapezoidal geometry can supply

more than twice the energy (per unit volume) that the rectangular geom-

etry can supply, reducing both size and cost of the bimorph. The bending

energy of a beam is given by:

Ub ¼
ð

M2

2EI
dx, (5)

where M is the bending moment, E the modulus of elasticity, I the moment

of inertia, and x the distance from the base (or root) of the beam.

. The value of the bending energy relative to a cantilever of uniform

width for two alternative beam geometries is shown in Figure 5.1-7.

. In addition to modifying the profile of the cantilever beam, we are

exploring the following designs in detail:

. The double-cantilever beam (see Figure 5.1-8(a) ). This design ex-

ploits the trapezoidal shape developed earlier in this section, while

St
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ra

in
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in

LengthLengthLength
U = 1
(a) (b)

U = 1.54 U = 2.17
(c)

Figure 5.1-7. Relative bending energies and strain profiles for three alternative beam

geometries.
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allowing for an axial load to be applied at the clamped ends, which

would provide for frequency tuning.

. The curved compressor (see Figure 5.1-8(b) ). This design utilizes

curvature in the generator to ensure that the acting force induces

compressive, rather than tensile stress in the piezoelectric material.

This extends the fatigue life while maintaining the same level of power

output as an equivalent tensile stress. Again, a lateral force can be

applied to tune the natural frequency of the generator to its environ-

ment.

. The compliant mechanism and stack (see Figure 5.1-8(c) ). The third

design to be explored is one that translates relatively low force, high

displacement vibrations into smaller displacement, higher force mo-

tion around a PZT stack. This capitalizes on the higher efficiency of

the out-of-plane coupling mode and coefficient (k33), without the

usual requirement of high force actuation.

6.3. The Future—Microfabricated Ubiquitous Wireless Sensor

Nodes

The ultimate goal of energy scavenging devices for pervasive comput-

ing is the realization of a completely integrated, microfabricated sensor

node. To create a ubiquitous device of this nature requires careful consid-

eration of a number of materials and processing difficulties, each of which

predicate certain constraints on the materials selection and processing.

Specifically, the concerns are: (1) the piezoelectric material must have

sufficient material properties to produce a useable voltage under strain

and have an intimate crystallographic and interfacial contact with the

electrodes and growth substrate, (2) the growth, fabrication, and integra-

tion of the power source must consist solely of standard microfabrication

processes, and (3) the design of the energy scavenging device (with opti-

mized piezoelectric layers) must be able to produce sufficient voltage

under ambient vibrational excitation.

(a)

F F

M

M

M

(b) (c)

Figure 5.1-8. Schematic representations for three alternative designs: (a) the double

cantilever, (b) the curved compressor, and (c) the compliant mechanism and stack.
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Although many piezoelectric materials exist and are commercially

available as thin films (thickness on the order of 1 micron), few of them

exhibit large enough piezoelectric coefficients to generate appreciable

voltage while under strain. The Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) family of piezoelectrics

in general have large piezoelectric coefficients and can be grown epitaxially

with careful selection of growth substrate and electrodes (typically oxide

electrodes, such as SrRuO3 (SRO) and LaSr0:5Co0:5O3 (LSCO) ). Epitax-

ial, or pseudo-single crystal, thin films are attractive because the piezo-

electric coefficients, mechanical constants, and dielectric properties of the

films can be an order of magnitude higher than polycrystalline films of the

same composition. Also, epitaxial growth processes result in a very intim-

ate contact with the electrode, which can reduce both mechanical fatigue

and cyclic depolarization.

The requirement for all growth, fabrication, and integration steps to utilize

standard microfabrication techniques necessitates the use of silicon wafer

substrates and fabrication processes. Although the literature points to many

methods for achieving growth of PZT on Si, most of these processes involve

elaborate methods and multiple depositions of exotic buffer layers, most of

which are not necessarily compatible with standard postgrowth fabrication

processes, such as selective wet etching. An exciting alternative has been

recently developed by Motorola [35], and involves the deposition of only

one buffer layer, SrTiO3, which is an excellent growth template and allows

for the growth of epitaxial PZT thin films. Using SRO as an electrode also

allows the use of typical wet and dry etch fabrication processes, thus permit-

ting a design based completely on standard microfabrication processes.

Recent experiments have deposited PZT thin films with SRO top and

bottom electrodes onto STO coated Si single crystal substrates (obtained

from Motorola). The resultant epitaxial films had c-axis orientation, a

remanent polarization of 40 mC=cm2, and a d33 value of 140 pm/V (d31

values are on the order of 60% of d33). Arrays of varying length SRO/PZT/

SRO cantilever beams have been patterned and dry etched using standard

microfabrication processes as shown in Figure 5.1-9. The inset image is a

magnified section of the end of a beam. Selective wet etching processes to

release the cantilever beams from the Si wafer are currently underway.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Power sources are rapidly becoming a bottleneck limiting the wide-

spread deployment of the wireless sensor devices that will enable pervasive

computing. Both lower power designs and development of alternative

power sources are desperately needed. While researchers are working on
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a number of different methods to scavenge ambient energy to power

wireless sensor devices, the focus here has been on the design of piezoelec-

tric generators that convert low level mechanical vibrations into electrical

power. A number of such generators have been successfully implemented

in laboratory settings. Nevertheless, there are significant opportunities to

improve the performance of such generators. The authors are pursuing the

following approaches to improving the performance of vibration-based

energy scavengers:

. Frequency tuning. Current designs must resonate at the driving fre-

quency in order to generate a significant amount of power. Designs

incorporating multiple proof masses can moderately increase the band-

width of scavengers from around 6 Hz to 18 Hz. ‘‘Active’’ tuning ac-

tuators that must remain ‘‘on’’ and consume power continuously while

maintaining a new resonance frequency will not result in improved

power output. Therefore, ‘‘passive’’ actuators that tune the frequency

and then are able to turn ‘‘off’’ whilemaintaining the new frequency are

needed to improve the power output by frequency tuning.

. Alternative design geometries. We have considered a number of

potential alternative design geometries. The alternative designs

focus on improving the power output for a given input, or improving

the robustness of a design. Performance can be improved by perhaps

a factor of 2, and reliability can be significantly improved simply by

altering the profile of the cantilever beam. More novel geometries

are currently under investigation.

500µm 15µm

Figure 5.1-9. Dry etched arrays of unreleased SRO/PZT/SRO cantilever beams.
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. Development of processes to allow MEMS implementation and integra-

tion with sensors and electronics. Using recently developed processes

for growth and microfabrication of thin film PZT structures, unre-

leased vibration-based generators employing microcantilever hetero-

geneous bimorphs have recently been fabricated. Initial calculations

show that an areal power density of 5 mW=cm2 and a volume power

density of 80 mW=cm3 are possible from such structures.
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POWER MANAGEMENT OPTIONS FOR AmI

APPLICATIONS

Derk Reefman and Eugenio Cantatore
Philips Research, Eindhoven

{derk.reefman, eugenio.cantatore}@philips.com

Abstract An overview of power management (PM) for ambient intelligence (AmI)

applications will be presented. The basic principles of one the most important blocks in

PM, the DC:DC converter, will be demonstrated, followed by a discussion of how dedicated,

seamless integration of PM with specific applications, such as transmitter power amplifiers

and digital cores, could lead to a substantial system efficiency improvement. As one of the key

driving forces in AmI is presented by the required miniaturization, attention will be paid to

the hurdles that need to be overcome in PM to realize this miniaturization. The power source

in AmI applications is extremely important, and the relation between various energy scav-

engers and their interaction with the PM electronics is discussed extensively. Finally, conclu-

sions on power management and energy scavenging for AmI applications are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Power management has always been an integral part of the design of

electronic equipment. In the early days of electronics, power management

was a discipline with primary area of focus on how to provide all elec-

tronics with:

. sufficient power; and

. sufficient quality power

where no emphasis was put on either the size of the power supply or the

efficiency of the power supply. Whereas, originally this was still a highly

nontrivial exercise [1, 2]; the situation changed substantially in the 70s and

80s, when power supply became a commodity still ignoring aspects as
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efficiency and size. The main reasoning here was the fact that, even the

simplest functions, such as AM/FM radio, were consuming significant

amounts of power—also digital functions were highly expensive in terms

of energy consumption. As an example, one can consider the quad NAND

from the 74 TTL series, the 7400, which consumed no less than 60 mW at

5 V [3] in 1975. The enormous reduction in power consumption of elec-

tronic functions—and, in particular for digital functions—have led to a

situation where mobile equipment started to be feasible, making power

management much more relevant than ever before. This is illustrated in

Figure 5.2-1, where a high-level categorization of a modern IC system is

presented.

In Figure 5.2-1, it is clear that the analog and digital electronics cannot

be viewed independently of each other anymore, and that integral power

management needs to be considered on a system level. Apart from the

proliferation of mobile equipment necessitating a reconsideration of

power management, another mostly consumer electronics-driven phenom-

enon has appeared for mains-powered equipment. In many applications,

the size or other aspects of the device starts to become dominated by

cooling of the electronics. This trend is exemplified in, for example,
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Figure 5.2-1. System overview representative of most modern electronic applications.
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multi-channel power amplifiers for DVD and SA-CD players, where

typically consumers do not want the size of the 6-channel amplifier to

exceed that of the original stereo-box, even though three times as much

power is delivered. Another example is the desktop PC, where the cooling

fan is responsible for most of the noise of the PC. It is not surprising that

in this area emphasis is on power management schemes that reduce the

need for fan-cooled power supplies.

At this point in time, the situation is reached, where (if cost were not a

sometimes major driving factor) power supplies can have efficiencies of

over 90% and are thus no longer a bottleneck in the total power consump-

tion/dissipation. The only route left to make another step in system effi-

ciency is to create an intimate link between the power supply and the

application. While this presents a clear benefit as optimized power strat-

egies can be developed, at the same time, it conflicts with a general trend

observed so far that calls for reuse. Reuse requires a modular approach to

the design of various components, thus ruling out any possibility for close

interaction between a power supply module and the other parts of the

electronics.

The important consequence of this observation is that such an integra-

tion leads to a situation, where distributed power management dedicated

and optimized for even small parts of the total system, becomes necessary.

Such distributed power management in turn calls for small physical size of

the power supply, which is a major issue since the power supply size is

mainly determined by the size of coils and capacitors, which are deter-

mined by laws of physics rather than technology.

A further new development is the upcoming world of energy scavengers,

devices that can generate electric energy from energy present in the envir-

onment. For these devices, miniaturization is paramount, and in addition,

power is supplied not by a well-behaved battery, but by a rather badly

behaved scavenger. Depending on the type of scavenger, the output volt-

age can vary between hundreds of volts and millivolts. To complicate

things even more, the load line of scavengers is typically a nonlinear

function of the energy influx.

To set the scene for the remainder of the chapter, Figure 5.2-2 shows

the data rate that can be achieved, as a function of the power consumption

for various applications. The clear trend is that power increases linearly

with data rate, which basically is based on laws of physics: the only thing

that could possibly change is the proportionality factor.

The next section deals with basic principles of power management

(with emphasis on the factors determining efficiency) to keep the

paper self-contained. In the remainder of this chapter, focus will be

primarily on the issues identified above:
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. Integration of power supply and application; some case studies to

identify potential efficiency gains;

. Size reduction of the power supply unit necessary for integration

. Energy scavenging; what energy amounts can be harvested in what

volumes?

The above is not an exhaustive enumeration of topics that are within

the scope of power management. For example, battery management is not

covered here, but is an increasingly important issue for handheld equip-

ment. For an overview of recent advances in battery management, the

reader is referred to [4]. A topical overview of power management is

provided in [5].

2. ELECTRICAL CONVERSIONS

In a power management unit, in principle, two types of electrical energy

conversion can occur: AC:DC conversion and DC:DC conversion,

where the input and output voltages are different. In principle, AC:DC
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conversion is straightforward, and can be performed using synchronous

rectification [6]. However, this relies on the fact that the available voltages

are >0.5 V to overcome the threshold voltages of the active devices.

Whenever the scavenger voltage is less than the required threshold voltage,

this necessitates the presence of a battery, which supplies the required

voltage.

2.1. Principles of DC:DC Conversion

In this section, some basics of power management will be outlined. For

a much more extensive overview, the reader is referred to [6]. As high

efficiency is paramount, the outline will be limited to inductive converters.

DC:DC converters come in different flavors: the upconverter, down-

converter, and up/down-converter, which create output voltages higher,

lower, or either higher or lower, respectively, than the input voltage.

In most handheld applications, both up and down conversion of the

battery voltage are necessary. For a battery voltage of 3.6 V, which is a

typical voltage for a Li–ion battery, down conversion is required to supply

the digital core, which typically runs at 1.8 V or lower. Upconversion is

needed for the supply of the display, which often requires voltages as high

as 15–20 V for the backlight of the display. In Figure 5.2-3, a standard

down- and upconverter topology are depicted.

The attractiveness of this type of converters is that—in principle—the

energy conversion is lossless: the only elements in the converter are

switches, coils, and capacitors, each of which does not dissipate.

L L
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Vg,P

Vg,N 
Vg,P

Vin

VinVout
Vout

S1

S1S2

S2RL

RloadC C

VL

Figure 5.2-3. Standard topologies for a down (left) and up (right) converter.
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In the following, the down (or Buck-) converter will be elaborated a bit

more in detail. The switches S1 and S2 are turned on and off with a certain

duty cycle D. When the switch S1 is closed, and switch S2 is open,

the current through the coil L1 increases, and energy is stored in the

magnetic field around the coil that is built up by the increasing current.

Furthermore, the capacitor is charged, and energy is stored in the electric

field between the plates of the capacitor. This sequence is illustrated in

Figure 5.2-4.

The top figure in Figure 5.2-4 shows how the switch S1 is closed for a

time DTS, where D is the duty cycle. This is immediately followed by a

time (1 – D)TS, where the switch S2 is closed an d S1 is open. The voltage

VL is thus subsequently equal to the input voltage Vin for a time DTS, and

zero for a time (1�D)TS. The resulting coil current is indicated in

the second part of Figure 5.2-4, where the maximum current is reached

S1 closed S1 closedS1 closedS2 closed S2 closed

IL

IS

VL

0

<IL>

Vout

<Vout>

Figure 5.2-4. Waveforms occurring in a Buck converter. Upper graph: voltage at the

VL node; center: current through the coil; and bottom: output voltage Vout.
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at the moment when S1 is opened (and S2 closed), and the minimum

current when S2 is opened. The resulting voltage ripple at the output

terminal Vout is indicated in the lower part of Figure 5.2-4. Typically, the

design of a DC:DC converter is such that the output ripple amounts to a

few mV.

2.2. Efficiency in DC:DC Conversion

In Figure 5.2-5, several parasitic elements, which cause the efficiency of

the Buck converter to be less than the ideal 100%, are shown.

The main elements causing energy dissipation in a Buck converter are

parasitic series resistors and capacitors, which are subsequently charged

and discharged during a single cycle. Whereas a capacitor in itself is not a

dissipating element, the currents flowing through parasitic resistances due

to the (dis-)charging process give rise to an energy loss, which is propor-

tional to fsCparaV
2, where Cpara is the total parasitic capacitance and V is

the voltage difference over the capacitor.

Typically, the series resistance RP and RN due to the Rds,on of the

switches varies inversely proportional to the area of the switch, whereas

the parasitic capacitance is proportional to this area. It can be shown that

the energy that is dissipated can be written as [6]:
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Rload

Cds,N

Cgs,P

Cgd,P
 Cgd,N

Cgs,N

Cds,N

L

V

Vg,P

Vg,N

Figure 5.2-5. Some of the parasitics in a Buck converter, which cause the efficiency of

the converter to be less than 100%.
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Ploss ¼ fsCparaV
2
in þ I2

DC(Rds,on þ Rresidual)

þ 1

192

Vin

fsL

� �2

(Rds, on þ Rresidual),
(5:2-1)

where Rds,on þ Rresidual is the total parasitic resistance from input terminal

to output terminal, separated in the channel resistance of the FET (Rds,on)

and all other series resistances, such as bond wire resistance and coil

resistance RL. By varying the size of the power transistor, one has some

degree of freedom to exchange capacitive losses against resistive losses.

As an illustration, in Figure 5.2-6, the efficiency of a small 40 mW

Buck converter (with the lowest values for parasitics practically achieved

today in a 20 V process) is depicted as a function of frequency, for

three different optimizations: optimized for fs ¼ 1 MHz, L ¼ 10 mH,

fs ¼ 10MHz, L ¼ 1:0 mH, and fs ¼ 60 MHz, L ¼ 0:1 mH. Clearly, the

DC:DC converter with the larger coil (10 mH) provides best peak effi-

ciency. The 0:1 mH coil based DC:DC converter displays an optimum

efficiency of 78% around 60 MHz. It is important to remark that the

values that are achieved in practical situations, are less than 0.9 times

Figure 5.2-6. Peak efficiency of a buck converter for a load of 40 mW, for an induct-

ance value of 10, l and 0:1mH.
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the values reported in Figure 5.2-6 due to the fact that Equation (5.2-1)

ignores some sources of losses that become particularly important while

approaching higher frequencies. Hence, from an efficiency point of view,

the lower the switching rate, the better.

3. SEAMLESS INTEGRATION OF POWER

MANAGEMENT

Seamless integration of power management in the application is close

to the optimal (if not the optimal) way to maximize the energy effi-

ciency of an application. In this section, two examples will be discussed:

integration of the power supply with an RF power amplifier (PA) (for,

e.g., mobile telephony, Bluetooth, etc.) and integration of the power

supply in digital cores. Anticipating the discussion in the upcoming two

sections, the dotted lines in Figure 5.2-2 already show an estimate of the

maximum gain in efficiency that can be obtained with optimal power

management.

3.1. Power Supply Optimization of an RF PA

Virtually all RF modulation schemes make use of both phase and

amplitude modulation of the RF signal (e.g., GSM-EDGE, UMTS, Blue-

tooth, ZigBee, etc.). As a result, the RF PA is usually driven in class AB,

because the linearity requirements of the PA for the above-mentioned

modulation schemes are rather stringent. The typical power required for

a UMTS PA is indicated in Figure 5.2-7.

The curve labeled ‘‘Class AB’’ shows power consumption as function

of the required output power. Clearly, at low output powers, the efficiency

is virtually zero: for example, at an output power level of 10 dBm, the

efficiency is 5%. At the highest output powers, the efficiency is slightly

higher than 35%. Because in typical situations output powers of about 10–

15 dBm occur much more often than maximum output powers, the aver-

age efficiency is only 10–15%. This situation can be improved by employ-

ing a supply voltage to the PA, which is optimally suited for its required

output level. In a standard configuration, the PA is used at a supply

voltage of about 3.5 V (dictated by the use of a Li–ion battery), and

the PA is designed to deliver maximum output at a voltage swing that

corresponds to this 3.5 V. However, when only l0 mW is required, the

voltage swing is much less, and the remaining large headroom leads to

dissipation. However, the PA can deliver the power equally well when
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supplied with a much lower supply voltage, hence reducing the headroom

due to which the dissipation is significantly less. Such a situation is

depicted in Figure 5.2-8.

Clearly, some challenges remain in the control of the DC:DC con-

verter, as it will have to supply the voltage and power, which still results

in a sufficiently good signal at the output of the PA, while simultaneously

optimizing the efficiency of the PA. To illustrate the degree of perform-

ance improvement that can be achieved in this way, the curve labeled

‘‘Power control’’ is added in Figure 5.2-7. While at large output powers,

there is no or little improvement of the efficiency (which is expected on

basis of the fact that the PA has been optimized for high output powers),

significant improvement in the lower power areas is achieved. In prac-

tical use, the high power output levels are hardly used. Hence, the average

efficiency of the system has improved by a factor of about 2 as compared

to the situation without a DC:DC converter. However, a further improve-
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ment is possible. In Figure 5.2-9, a typical envelope of a UMTS signal is

given.

When the supply voltage tracks the required power envelope of the PA,

the power efficiency of the PA is optimized. Virtually independent of the

required output power, the PA’s efficiency is at least 45%. Obviously,

this puts significant requirements for the DC:DC converter, such as

PA

DC:DC
Control

Figure 5.2-8. Simplified diagram of a DC:DC converter that tunes the supply voltage

for the PA such as to optimize the overall efficiency.

Figure 5.2-9. Example of a UMTS signal. In power control, the PA supply voltage is

constant and just above the peak amplitude of the signal (straight line). In envelope

tracking, an example power supply voltage is shown as a dotted curve.
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bandwidths exceeding 10 MHz and very low ripple voltages (<0.2 mV).

As a result of these requirements, such a system has not been proven in

practice yet. Whereas for UMTS, efficiency increases by a factor 2 (power

control) or even 4 (envelope tracking) are theoretically possible, these

increases depend strongly on the power profile of the protocol. For

example, in EDGE or Bluetooth, high output powers are occurring most

frequently, and theoretical increases in efficiency are reduced to about 1.5

and 3. Further, limited DC:DC converter efficiency will reduce the effi-

ciency gain even more.

3.2. Digital Core Power Supply

Power consumption in active digital cores is determined mostly by

switching losses. Hence, the majority of power losses are described by

the simple relation:

Pcoreloss ¼ fclockCtotV
2, (5:2-2)

where fclock is the clock frequency, Ctot the total capacitance that is

charged/discharged per clock cycle, and V the supply voltage. As the

delay of a logic cell is inversely proportional to the supply voltage [7],

the lowest clock frequency that is needed to perform a certain DSP

function determines the supply voltage that is necessary. In classical

design, the supply voltage of the digital core is fixed to a level so that (in

worst case) the core can meet its most tight specification. This means that

in less-demanding situations, where the processing rate can be much less

than the maximum rate, the supply voltage is significantly higher than

required and causing unnecessary losses. Along the same lines as discussed

in the previous section (Section 3), this leads to the desire to adjust the

power supply voltage according to the load profile of the core.

Figure 5.2-10 shows how classically a DSP is operated when <100% of

the maximum processing power is needed by simple duty-cycling: when

(for example) 50% is needed, the DSP runs for 50% of the time and is

turned off for 50% of the time to save energy. Alternatively, one could

lower the supply voltage to such an extent that the resulting maximum

processing speed matches with the required needs, due to which the supply

voltage can be lowered. If the supply can be lowered by a factor a, this

brings a power reduction of a factor a2. Like the system discussed in the

previous section, this calls for a close interaction between the power supply

and the core, as is exemplified in Figure 5.2-11. A continuous calibration

loop in the digital core determines whether the supply voltage should be

increased, or is allowed to decrease a bit. So the power supply must (as in
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the previous section) accommodate severe requirements in terms of band-

width.

In Figure 5.2-12, the power savings that can be achieved employing

such a strategy are depicted. In particular when the required processing

power is substantially less than the maximum, savings can be as large as a

factor of 3. Still, such power savings heavily depend on the applications;

typically, applications that already were not too power hungry, can be

made even less power hungry whereas in case of applications that require a

lot of power, not much can be done.

3.3. Integration Aspects

An issue which arises due to the above signaled developments is that,

where previously the application (a PA, digital core, or anything else) was

stand-alone, this is not true any more. From a practical point of view, this

means that a single component will be replaced by a set of components

(original application, DC:DC converter chips, coils, capacitors, etc.). In

most cases, this also implies a multiplication of the required volume, which
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is an undesirable feature in general, and in particular in the field of

ambient intelligence: devices need to ‘‘disappear’’ in the environment. As

a result, this necessitates not only the integration of power management

and application on a system level, but also on a physical level: again, the

total system needs to be realized as a single package, which is of the size of

the original application.

For the exemplary PA with integrated power management, the scope of

this issue is still rather limited: only a single (albeit complex!) DC:DC

converter is needed with some sophisticated control mechanism. For the

situation where integration in digital cores is considered, the situation

becomes potentially more complex. In fact, if it is beneficial to supply

the total core with an optimized supply, it is even more energy efficient to

split the core in several parts, each with their own optimized energy

supply. This leads to a situation where a single package will need to

contain a multitude of DC:DC converters.

Clearly, the only solution to this problem is in the miniaturization of

the converter, in particular of the bulky external coil and capacitor. The

following section will study this issue in more detail.

4. SIZE REDUCTION

The size of the DC:DC converter is typically determined by the size of

the capacitance and the coil. As explained in Section Section 2, these

elements serve as energy storage. The amount of energy EC and EL,

respectively, that can be stored by a capacitor and a coil, is given by:

EC ¼
1

2
«E2VC

EL ¼
1

2
mB2VL

(5:2-3)

where E, B are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, « is the

dielectric constant, and m the magnetic permeability. Clearly, Equation

(5.2–3) shows that the total amount of energy stored in a capacitor or coil

is proportional to the volume VC or VL, respectively, over which the field

(either electric or magnetic) extents. In the case of the Buck converter as

discussed in Section 1.3, this means that the coil and capacitor need to

provide the load with energy during the time (1�D)TS, when the switch

S1 is switched off. As this time is inversely proportional to the switching

frequency fs, it is clear that the volume of the energy storage elements

bears the following relation to the switching frequency fs:
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VC ,VL /
1

fs
: (5:2-4)

Clearly, in order to reduce the size of the L and C components, such

that they can be integrated, the switching frequency needs to be increased.

In addition to that, coils need to be developed that are capable of carrying

the current required by the application without excessive DC or AC losses,

which becomes potentially problematic for higher switching frequencies as

discussed in Section 2. Integration of capacitors is much less of a problem,

even though still far from trivial. In this section, focus will be on the design

of coils suitable for DC:DC conversion, and the route toward higher

switching frequencies.

4.1. Toward Smaller Capacitors

In Figure 5.2–13, a schematic representation of a Philips trench cap-

acitor in silicon is depicted. While around 2001, trench capacitors were

capable of providing about 10---20 nF=mm2 of capacitance [9], current

processes in Philips Semiconductors, Caen already provides almost double

this value. It is further anticipated that the capacitor density will increase

by more than a factor of 2 in the coming year, thus providing about

100 nF=mm2. With these capacitances, integration in DC:DC converters

is only a matter of time. For coils, the situation is rather different as will be

elaborated in the next section.

Metal top electrode

n+-polySi

n+-Si

Dielectric

Counter
electrode

Si substrate

Bottom
electrode

Figure 5.2-13. Trench capacitors in the PICS process.
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4.2. Toward Smaller Coils

For the design of coils, several classical categorizations exist:

. Coils with/without magnetically active core material; and

. Planar (2D) and solenoidal (3D) coils.

To identify relative merits of each of these classes, some of the non-

idealities of inductors need to be explored, in particular losses.

The following sources of energy losses in inductors can be identified:

(1) DC copper losses. The turns of a coil are usually made from copper,

which has a nonzero resistance (for example, the specific resistance

rCu of Cu equals rCu ¼ 1:68 mVcm). Hence, the winding acts as a

simple resistor due to this effect.

(2) AC copper losses. For high frequencies, the skin-effect becomes

important. Due to this effect, the current flows only close to the

surface (skin) and the effective resistance is higher. For copper, the

skin-depth is 0.2 mm at 100 kHz, 0.02 mm at 10 MHz. In addition,

the AC magnetic field induces eddy currents in the copper. The

losses due to the eddy currents increase steeply as a function of

frequency. Finally, the proximity effect also causes losses.

(3) Hysteresis losses. These losses arise from the sweeping of flux from

positive to negative values. Hysteresis loss is due to the materials’

intrinsic properties due to the energy used to align and realign the

magnetic domains. Soft-magnetic materials are therefore preferred

as core material.

(4) Eddy current core losses. These losses arise from the circulating

currents within the magnetic materials due to differential voltage

inside the cores itself. This loss is highly dependent upon the specific

resistivity of the core material. The higher the switching frequency,

the higher the eddy current loss. Due to this effect, the effective

inductance will also decrease for increasing frequencies.

The major advantage of the use of a magnetically active material as

core of a coil is in the fact that it increases m. From Equation (5.2–3),

it is observed that this is a desirable phenomenon, as higher m implies

less volume for identical inductance. However, the price that is paid

for this advantage is additional sources of losses, as the last two items

in the aforementioned sources of energy loss occur only for magnetic-

ally active core material. In practice, it appears extremely difficult to

obtain exact closed-form expressions for the losses in a coil. An often

used approximation for the total losses due to sinusoidal currents is

given by:
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PL � a � f c � B d , (5:2-5)

where f is the frequency of the current. Typical values for c, d are:

2 # c # 4; 2:5 # d #3, (5:2-6)

where c typically tends to be larger for larger f. To balance the relative

merits of a magnetic core, the increase in m should be weighed against

the increase in core losses. Among the best high frequency ferrites is 4F1, a

Philips ferrite currently sold by Philips spin-off Ferroxcube [10]. In Figure

5.2–14, the permeability is depicted as a function of frequency.

In Figure 5.2–14, both the real component m0s of the complex series

permeability as well as the complex part m00s is indicated. These are related

to the ohmic series resistance RL (that can be thought of as in series with

the inductance L, see Figure 5.2–5) and reactance 2p fL as follows:

m00s
m0s
¼ RL

2pfL
: (5:2-7)

From Figure 5.2–14, we can now estimate the highest switching fre-

quency that can be realized without excessive core losses. The current

MBW293

4F1
103

102

10

1
1 10 102

f(MHz) 103

m�s, m�s

µ�s

µ�s

Figure 5.2-14. Real and imaginary part of the permeability of the ferrite 4F1 (from [10]).
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waveform in the inductor of a DC:DC converter is typically triangular (see

Section 2), meaning that the third harmonic is still very relevant. With

Figure 5.2–14, this indicates that core losses are less than 6% only for

fsw < 7 MHz, where losses due to other effects have not been accounted

for yet. However, m0s is still of the order of 80, creating a potential reduction

in coil size by this factor. In absence of such core material, the switching

frequency should be increased by a significant amount to obtain the same

ripple at the DC:DC converter output. The question is whether the use of

these materials, introducing additional technology steps, is economically

feasible. In particular when integration is involved, a question arises —

whether a technology flow exists that can deal with elements, such as Fe, Ni,

Zn, and Mn, which are normally seen as the most dangerous materials in a

clean room. Further, the question about mechanical stability arises: ther-

mal expansion coefficients need to be identical for the ferrite and the system

in which the ferrite is integrated. A recent development to tackle this latter

problem is to disperse ferrite particles in a polymer matrix [11]. However,

due to this dilution, the effective m goes down by a factor, which can be as

large as 10, reducing the benefit of the use of such materials.

To keep compatibility with typical fab rules, a large focus has been

given to the design of ‘‘coreless’’ coils: coils without a magnetically active

material. In this case the crucial problem is to get a significant inductance

without running into the problem of too much DC resistance. To good

approximation, the inductance of coreless solenoids and planar coils is

given by [12]:

Lsolenoid �
m0n

2pa2

b

Lplanar � 10�9(H=m)
n2a2

0:2aþ 12c

, (5:2-8)

where a is the diameter of the coil, b its length, and c the inner diameter.

The equation for planar inductors is phenomenological and not based on

fundamental physics. For both solenoidal and planar coils, the inductance

varies quadratically with the number of turns. However, the resistance due

to the total length of all turns has different dependencies:

Rsolenoid / n

Rplanar / n2,
(5:2-9)

which means that the optimal inductance/resistance ratio is obtained for a

3D solenoidal coil. However, as current silicon technology is optimized for
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2D structures, practical realizations may be restricted to 2D or quasi-3D

geometries only. Typical values for inductances and resistances are

0:25 mH=7:1V for a planar coil, and 0:035 mH=0:03V for a solenoidal coil,

both about 0:5 mm2, which gives a flavor of what in currently used tech-

nologies is possible.

5. ENERGY SCAVENGING

In a sense, energy scavenging is the focus point of the trends identified

and discussed in the preceding sections. In a microsystem based on energy

scavenging, a seamless integration of energy source, application, electrical

energy conversion, and power management are realized, all with the aim of

miniaturization.

In Figure 5.2–15, a schematic representation of the energy and informa-

tion flow in a typical application based on energy scavenging is depicted.

5.1. Overview of Energy Scavengers

Several kinds of devices have been proposed in the literature to convert

environmental energy in electric energy. These devices range from the

AC:DC 

Magnetic
transducer

Light
transducer 

Thermo
transducer

Piezo
transducer 

Battery 

DC:DC 

Application 

Battery
management

DC:DC w.
loadline adapt. 

Figure 5.2-15. Schematic diagram of the energy (thick arrows) and information

(thin arrows) flow in an application based on energy scavenging. While a multitude

of energy scavengers are indicated, in practice, probably only one or two will be

employed.
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well-known and mature photovoltaic cells to thermoelectric scavengers

(based on thermocouples), and devices able to convert mechanical energy

present in the environment as vibrations (machines, domestic appliances),

large movements (on the human body, for instance), etc . An overview of

energy scavengers is presented in [13] and [14]. Some of the most important

aspects of these scavengers, like achievable energy density, internal imped-

ance and typical output voltage levels, are summarized in Figure 5.2–16.

5.2. Power Management in a Microsystem Powered by an Energy

Scavenger

As shown in Figure 5.2–15, a microsystem that obtains its energy from a

scavenger has to comprise at least two DC:DC converters. The first con-

verter (DC:DC load line adaptation in Figure 5.2–15) has two functions:

. It transfers energy from the voltage level available at the scavenger

output to the voltage level needed to charge the battery; and

. It offers to the energy scavenger the optimal electric load in order to

optimize the transfer of energy to the battery (load line adaptation).

The second converter (Figure 5.2–15) adapts the rather high voltage of

the onboard battery to the biasing needs of the other (integrated) elec-

tronics in the system (typically < 2 V).

Voltage levels provided by energy scavengers can span a wide range:

electromagnetic vibration scavengers typically output 1 to l00 mV [15],

while macroscopic generators based on thick piezoelectric layers can pro-

duce voltages in the order of tens of kilovolts [16]. Depending on the kind

of generator, moreover, the electric power can be available in time as a

Type of scavenger Max.output
power per
cm3 (or cm2)
[µW]

Internal
impedance [Ω]

Typical
voltage
level
[V]

Voltage
dynamic

Indoor
(200–1000 Lux)

1−1,000 Nonlinear 0.2 − 0.4 DC
Photovoltaic

Sun 15,000 Nonlinear ~0.4 DC

Thermoelectric ∆T = 2K 40 4 − 106 4 − 400 m DC

Electromagnetic 400 ~100 <100 m AC(1−103 Hz)

Capacitive 40 <106 (per cm2) >50
Pulse
(1−103 Hz)Vibration

Piezoelectric 300 103 − 105 (per cm2) 100 m − 100 Pulse/AC
(1−103 Hz)

Figure 5.2-16. Characteristics of various energy scavengers.
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sinusoidal, pulsed, or DC signal. A summary of the dynamic character-

istics of the electric output for different types of energy scavengers is given

in Figure 5.2–16.

Batteries used in microsystems powered by energy scavengers must

offer a very small form factor together with the possibility to be recharged

continuously without suffering damage. Solid-state thin-film Li–ion bat-

teries have both these characteristics [14, 17], thus, they are ideal candi-

dates to provide energy storage for energy scavengers. These batteries are

ultrathin, have a typical energy density of � 50mWh=cm3, a self-discharge

rate of less than 5% per year and a maximum voltage of � 4:2 V. Solid-

state thin-film Li–ion batteries can be charged within 4 min, under the

condition that the voltage across the battery must be kept above� 3 V and

below � 4:2 V If these boundaries are exceeded, the battery experiences

irreversible degradation mechanisms. This charging behavior simplifies

the design of the converter that provides load line adaptation, as the

output current waveform and the quality of the DC output voltage are

not really a concern. It will be the task of the secondary converter to

provide the electronics with bias voltages of the desired quality.

5.3. Load Line Adaptation

An accurate and direct way to achieve the maximum power transfer to

the battery is to design the control of the load line adaptation converter so

that it maximizes the current flowing into the battery. This control action,

however, implies accurate and frequent measurement of the output current

and the use of a rather complex control algorithm [18]. This control

strategy does not seem to be adapted to an ultralow power implementation

of the load line adaptation converter, with sufficient efficiency at power

levels in the microwatt range. A simpler and possibly less energy-demand-

ing approach would be to exploit the relationship between the open circuit

voltage given by a generator and the voltage it delivers when the power

transferred to the load is maximal. If the source impedance can be con-

sidered linear (resistive or complex), and the load impedance can be

considered resistive, the voltage amplitude at maximum power transfer is

just half that of the voltage amplitude provided by the generator without

load. This is direct consequence of the maximum power transfer theorem

applied to a resistive load [19]. In this case, to perform the load line

adaptation, the DC:DC converter has just to control the input voltage

Vin (Figure 5.2–17) to be half of the open circuit value to achieve max-

imum power transfer to the load. The open circuit voltage of the generator

must be measured periodically, disconnecting the load, in order to adapt

to possible variations in the level of available energy in the environment
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and ensure an optimal energy transfer at any time. This kind of control

can be implemented without performing continuous and accurate meas-

urements and is better adapted, in the view of the authors, to microwatt

power levels. Such an approach would work, for instance, in the case of

the piezoelectric generator presented in [18], where the maximum power

transfer is indeed reached at a voltage level approximately equal to half the

open circuit voltage. Other energy scavengers, however, do not provide the

maximum power at half of the open circuit voltage. Some examples are:

. The energy scavenger has nonlinear output impedance. For instance,

photovoltaic cells can be electrically modeled as a current source in

parallel to a diode.

. In some vibration scavengers, a variation of the electric load causes

an appreciable variation in the mechanic damping, so that the

electrical characteristics of the generator depend on the load itself.

In the case of photovoltaic cells it is easy to verify from a set of

I-V characteristics that a cell outputs the maximum power at a voltage,

which is �70% its open circuit voltage [20], as shown in Figure 5.2–18.

Measurements confirm that this ratio is kept over a wide range of illumin-

ation conditions. Many DC:DC converters developed for photovoltaic

cells make use of this property and control the output voltage of the cell

to a 70% fraction of its open circuit value to achieve maximum power

Energy scavenger

AC:DC
L

L R

Zin Vin

Vin
L R

(a)

(b) (c)

Vin

Cin

CinCin

+Vbatt

+Vbatt
+Vbatt

S2

S1

Figure 5.2-17. Schematic representation of an upconverter connecting the scavenger to

the battery.
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transfer to the load. A further advantage of the control of the input

voltage to achieve maximum power transfer is that the power–voltage

characteristic is in general rather flat around the maximum power point

(Figure 5.2–18). The accuracy of the control and the size of the input

buffer capacitance Cin (Figure 5.2–17) can thus be relaxed without losing

much in performance.

5.4. Integration of the Load Line Adaptation Converter in a

Microsystem Powered by an Energy Scavenger

In this section, issues related to the (physical) integration of a load line

adaptation DC:DC converter together with the necessary passives in a

1 cm3 volume at micropower levels are investigated. Calculations will be

performed with reference to the following assumptions:

. Scavenger power output: Pin ¼ 10 mW;

. The input voltage of the load line adaptation circuit (¼scavenger

output), Vin is assumed to be less than the battery voltage Vbatt;

. The inductance of the largest coil that can be integrated on a 1 cm2

area is estimated, on basis of the figures given in Section 4, to

L ¼ 50 mH. Its resistance is RL ¼ 100 V;

. The largest capacitance per unit area available is � 20 nF=mm2;

3.5E−03

3.0E−03

2.5E−03

2.0E−03

1.5E−03

1.0E−03

5.0E−04

0.0E+00

8.0E−04

6.0E−04

7.0E−04

5.0E−04

4.0E−04

3.0E−04

2.0E−04

1.0E−04

0.0E+00
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45

Vpmax = 70% Voc

P

I Pmax

Vin

Voc

Figure 5.2-18. Measured power output of a photovoltaic cell as a function of its output

voltage.
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. The energy storage is realized with a solid state thin-film Li–ion

battery, Vbatt ¼ 4:2 V;

. The switches of the converter are small to enable high frequency

operation; their resistance is Ron ¼ 100 V and their gate capacitance

Cgate ¼ 100 fF; and

. The losses in the AC:DC converter will be neglected.

The load line adaptation converter is implemented with a simple boost

scheme, being Vin < Vbatt (see Figure 5.2–17). During the first conversion

phase, lasting a time t1 switch S1 is closed and S2 is open. The inductor L

drains power from the scavenger output (after AC:DC conversion, if this

is needed), and charges, increasing its current. A capacitance in parallel

with the scavengers output (Cjn, Figure 5.2–17(a) ) provides the necessary

charge, avoiding excessive Vin drop. In Figure (5.2–17(b) ), an equivalent

circuit of the DC:DC converter during this phase is presented. During the

second conversion phase, t2, switch S1 is open and S2 is closed. The

inductor L can provide its current to the output and charge the battery.

In Figure 5.2–17(c), an equivalent circuit of the DC:DC converter during

time t2 is presented. In Figure 5.2–17[(b) and (c)], the inductor and switch

resistance have been lumped in a global parasitic resistance R ¼ Ron þ RL.

Assuming that Cin is large enough to consider Vin approximately constant,

the time constant during the phase t1 (Figure 5.2–17(b) ) will be tin ¼ L=R.

If the on-time of switch S1, t1 is larger than the time constant tin, the loop

current will approach exponentially the value Vin=R with time constant ti,

and the voltage across the inductor will approach with the same dynamic

zero. In this case, most of the current drawn from the scavenger will be

dissipated on the resistance R and will not be stored in the inductance. So,

the DC:DC converter will be very inefficient. The converter can be effi-

cient only if the on-time of switch S1, t1 � tin, so that the current devel-

oped in the inductor can be transferred to the output without unnecessary

dissipation on R. The time constant tin ¼ L=R is in our case 0:25msec: t1
can still be made smaller than this value without excessive dynamic dissi-

pation in the control electronics. A smaller value of L would be unprac-

tical, as the control electronics should operate the switches with even

shorter phases t1 and t2, resulting in too high power consumption. In

conclusion, the largest value of L that can be integrated in 1 cm2 is just

large enough to allow a realistic speed for the control electronics.

The value of Cin required to have, at an average input voltage

Vin ¼ 1 V, a ripple of l00 mV while the inductor is charging would be in

this case 10 nF. This value can be integrated without problems within the

given dimensions using high density integrated capacitance techniques

(Section 4), or (at the cost of yield, and provided that the input voltage

is low enough) with gate capacitance in CMOS chips.
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A serious problem arises when the scavenger provides its energy at a

voltage level <200 mV. This can happen because of intrinsic small internal

impedance of the scavenger coupled to low output power levels (like it is

common in electromagnetic vibration scavengers [15]). Even piezoelectric

scavengers that normally provide energy at voltage level of volts can have

very limited output voltage when the thickness of the piezoelectric layers

is aggressively scaled down to the mm size, increasing the capacitance level.

If the scavenger energy is available at voltages below 200 mV, its energy

can be transferred to a higher voltage level with one of the following

techniques:

. If the voltage generated by the scavenger is AC, it can be raised to

higher levels with a transformer, to be then rectified (at a voltage

level easy to handle), and further processed by the load line adapta-

tion converter. In Figure 5.2–19, it is shown the efficiency of a

transformer as a function of the frequency of the AC input signal

and for two values of the internal impedance of the source,

Zin ¼ 100 V, 10 kV. The lines in black are calculated for an hypo-

thetic integrated transformer with a self-inductance of the primary

of 50 mH. The gray curves are calculated for a 4 cm3 iron trans-

former with 100 turns in the primary and an iron core. Figure 5.2–19

demonstrates that it is impossible to build an efficient transformer in

Zin = 100 Ω

Zin = 100 Ω

Zin = 10 kΩ
Zin = 10 kΩ

Lm = 0.125 H  

Lm = 50 µH

1.0E+02 1.0E+04 1.0E+06 1.0E+08
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

fin

η

Figure 5.2-19. Efficiency of a transformer as a function of the frequency for different

values of the source impedance Zin. Black curves are obtained for a primary self-

inductance Lm ¼ 50 mH, a value that can be obtained with an integrated implementa-

tion. Gray curves are obtained for a primary self-inductance of 0.125 H, which can be

obtained with 100 turns on a 4 cm3 iron core. Resistive and magnetic losses are

neglected.
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the frequency domain of the vibration scavengers (1 Hz–1 kHz)

within a very reduced volume.

. If the voltage generated by the scavengers is DC, or it could be

efficiently rectified, even at low voltage levels, another possibility

would be to use just a DC:DC converter to increase the input voltage

to the battery level. Figure 5.2–20 shows the efficiency of an upcon-

verter as a function of the input voltage. The value used for the

parasitic resistance of the inductor and the switches are the ones

specified in this section. As one can see, the converter efficiency

drastically decreases at values lower than 100 mV.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Several issues regarding power management for AmI purposes have

been discussed. It has been shown that optimal power management is

capable of reducing the power demands of various applications by about

a factor of 2–4, depending on the type of application. These improvements

shift the trend lines in Figure 5.2–2 to the dashed line position. A further

substantial power reduction is physically impossible as the total efficiency

of such systems has reached a level close to 100%. Thus, while signifi-

cant work is in progress to realize this important increase in power

0.01 0.1 1 10
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Vin

η

Figure 5.2-20. Efficiency of a DC:DC converter as a function of the input voltage.

The parameters used are listed in (Section 5). The efficiency is calculated based on the

assumption that the average inductor current is equal to the average output current of

the scavenger, and that the inductor current ripple is negligible (continuous conduction

mode).
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efficiency, it cannot be expected that applications will penetrate deeply in the

mWatt region in Figure 5.2–2 due to further improvements in power man-

agement.

Also, in order to make an important miniaturization step, integrated

coils need to be developed, concurrently with the development of DC:DC

converters that switch at high frequency (� 10MHz). This development is

in contradiction with the requirement of increasing efficiency and calls for

substantial work in the area of power management.

Further, it has been shown that the efficiency of energy extraction from

energy scavengers is highly dependent on several scavenger characteristics,

in particular the level of its output voltage in relation to the frequency of

its output voltage. From a practical point of view, it is realistic only to

build scavengers with output voltages of several hundreds of mV, or

otherwise the total efficiency of the energy scavenger will drop to levels

below 10%. Alternatively, the frequency of the scavenger output must be

increased to values significantly larger than 10 kHz. Typically, this rules

out the use of most miniaturized vibrational energy scavengers, as well as

many thermoelectrical energy-based scavengers [21]. This observation

shows that the development of new energy scavenger types must be conducted

in close collaboration with the power management electronics.

Concluding at this point in time, the only feasible power sources for

most (miniaturized) systems for autonomous AmI devices are either

photovoltaic cells or batteries.
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Chapter 5.3

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

Efficient Energy Storage Devices for Wireless

Electronics

P.H.L. Notten
Philips Research Eindhoven, Eindhoven University of Technology

peter.notten@philips.com

Abstract Batteries are indispensable in our present-day portable society. In order

to feet the wide variety of portable and wireless electronic equipment we can nowadays

rely on various battery systems, each having its own specific advantages and disadvantages.

In this contribution, the basic principles of the most popular battery systems are reviewed,

including Nickel–MetalHydride, Nickel–Cadmium, and Lithium–ion.

Keywords rechargeable batteries; Nickel–MetalHydride; Nickel–Cadmium; Li–ion

1. INTRODUCTION

Rechargeable batteries are energy storage devices, which are able to

convert chemically stored energy into electrical energy during discharging

and vice versa during recharging. The application of batteries to provide

portable equipment with electrical energy has been rapidly growing during

the last decades. Various types of commercially available batteries are used

nowadays, varying from small button-type cells used in small-size elec-

tronics to batteries for hybrid cars and other large-scale electrical storage

applications. Two classes of batteries can, in principle, be distinguished

(see Table 5.3-1).

The first group is formed by the primary cells. These types of batteries

can, in general, not be recharged and are therefore considered as non-

rechargeable. The most popular member of this class, often applied in
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many portable electronics, is the alkaline Zinc–Manganesedioxide

(ZnMnO2) cell. Another example is the Zinc–air (Zn–air) button cell,

commonly used in hearing aids, although formally speaking, this system

should be positioned in between a battery and a fuel cell system, as

the oxygen electrode is based on the fuel cell concept of ‘‘external’’

chemical storage rather than the battery concept, relying on ‘‘internal’’

chemical storage inside the battery electrodes.

The second group is formed by the so-called secondary cells. These

can be recharged once they are partly or completely discharged. During

recharging, electrical energy is converted again into chemical energy by

means of a charging device. It is evident that for applications, which

frequently need a lot of ‘‘portable energy,’’ such as cellular telephones,

laptop computers, PDA’s, and electrical shavers, rechargeable batteries

are preferred, not only for economical reasons but also for our conveni-

ence. This chapter will therefore focus on rechargeable batteries only.

Various types of rechargeable batteries are available and the number is

still expanding. The most popular types are, at the moment, the conven-

tional Nickel–Cadmium (NiCd) battery, the high-energy dense Nickel–

MetalHydride (NiMH) battery, and the most recently developed Lithium

(Li–ion) batteries. There are very large differences in the characteristics and

performances between the various systems. This becomes clear when one

considers, for example, the battery open-circuit voltage and the energy

densities of the considered systems in Table 5.3-1 [1–3]. It is obvious that

these parameters may have a different impact on the electronic design of

portable equipment. It should, however, be emphasized that in order to

make a proper battery choice for a particular application, one has to deal

with a wide variety of battery characteristics. Many aspects should already

Table 5.3.1. Open-circuit potentials and energy density values for various primary

(nonrechargeable) and secondary (rechargeable) batteries.

System Open-circuit potential (V)
Energy density*

Wh/kg Wh/l

Primary Batteries Zn�MnO2 1.6 80–150 300–400

Zn–air 1.65 300–400 800–1300

Secondary Batteries SLA 2.1 30–40 70–80

NiCd 1.3 35–65 100–200

NiMH 1.3 40–90 160–310

Li–ion 3.8 100–160 200–400

*Energy densities are strongly dependent on discharge rate.
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be considered in the very early stages of the development phase. Figure 5.3-1

gives a glimpse of the various parameters, which may be taken into account.

It is an understatement to say that application of portable energy in

cordless versions of consumer electronics will become even more import-

ant in the near future than is already the case now. A further expansion

into the direction of Autonomous devices for Ambient Intelligence is also

foreseen. Knowledge about the performance of the various battery sys-

tems is therefore indispensable. In this contribution, we will focus on the

basic electrochemical principles and characteristics of the most important

systems, starting with the most popular rechargeable systems. Since

Philips Research can be considered as the inventor of the NiMH battery,

and since NiMH batteries has taken over the NiCd market during the last

decade, we will start explaining the basic electrochemical principles of this

battery type. Subsequently, the differences in concepts of NiCd and Li–ion

will be described. Apart from the various concepts, some electrochemical

characteristics typical for these systems will be addressed as well, includ-

ing, for example, their charge and discharge performance, self-discharge,

and occurring memory effects.

2. NICKEL–METALHYDRIDE BATTERIES

2.1. Basic Reactions

A schematic representation of a NiMH battery containing an AB5-type

hydride-forming electrode is shown in Figure 5.3-2 [2, 3]. The electrodes

Environmental
acceptability

Energy density

Misuse resistance

Design flexibility

Energy
for money

0�C discharge Cycle life

Shelf life

Discharge rate

Charge rate

Specific energy

×

×

×

×

×

××

×

×

Figure 5.3-1. A wide variety of parameters characteristic for conventional and future

type of batteries, which should be taken into account already in the very early

development stage of new products.
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are electrically isolated from each other by a separator. Both separator

and electrodes are impregnated with an alkaline solution, which provides

for the ionic conductivity between the two electrodes. The overall electro-

chemical reactions, occurring at both electro during charging (ch) and

discharging (d) can, in their most simplified form, be represen by:

Ni(OH)2 þOH� !ch
d

NiOOHþH2Oþ e�, (5:3-1)

AB5 þ xH2Oþ xe� !ch
d

AB5Hx þ xOH�: (5:3-2)

During charging, divalent NiII is oxidized into the trivalent NiIII state

and water is reduced to hydrogen atoms at the metalhydride (MH) elec-

trode, which are, subsequently, absorbed by the hydride-forming com-

pound. The reverse reactions take place during dischar. The net effect of

this reaction sequence is that hydroxyl ions in the electrolyte are trans-

ported from one electrode to the other, and hence that no electrolyte

consumption takes place during current flow. For a proper functioning

of a battery, it is thus essential that both electrical and ionic conductivity

take place. The basic reactions are also indica in Figure 5.3-2.

In general, exponential relationships between the partial ano/ca cur-

rents and the applied electrode potential are obser under kinetic-controlled

conditions, as is depicted schematically in Figure 5.3-3 (dashed curves)

Nickel
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Hydride
electrode

Overcharge

Overdischarge

Charge capacity

4OH-

2OH- + H2

2H2O + O2 + 4e-
MH

Ni
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2e- + 2H2O

O2
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H2O
NiOOH

Ni(OH)2
OH-

xOH-

xH2O
xe-

MHx

d

H2

Charge

Discharge

Seperator impregnated with
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OH-
ch

Figure 5.3-2. Schematic representation of the concept of a sealed rechargeable NiMH

battery.
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[4–8]. The potential scale is given with respect to an Hg/HgO (6 N KOH)

reference electrode. The equilibrium potential of the Ni-electrode under

standard conditions is far more positive (Eo
Ni ¼ þ439mV) than that of the

MH-electrode, which is found to be dependent on the plateau pressure of

the hydride-forming material used (Eo
MH ranges between �930 and

�860mV). This implies that the theoretical open-circuit potential of an

NiMH battery is approximately 1.3 V, very similar to that of an NiCd

battery. This makes these two different battery systems indeed very com-

patible, although it should already be mentioned here that small differ-

ences in performance exist between both systems.

During galvanostatic charging of the NiMH battery with a constant

current, an overpotential (h) will be established at both electrodes. The

magnitude of each overpotential component (hNi and hMH in Figure 5.3-3)

is determined by the kinetics of the charge transfer reactions. An electro-

chemical measure for the kinetics of a charge transfer reaction is generally

considered to be the exchange current Io, which is defined at the equilibrium

M + H2O + e− MH + OH−ch

ch

Open-circuit potential ηNi

Ni

Ee

Ee

Ic

Ia

Ia

Ic

I �I �

E�H2O/H2
E�H2O/MH

E�NO3
−/NO2

E�OH−/O2 E�Ni

MH

II/III

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0 1.50

0

Ni(OH)2 + OH− NiOOH + H2O + e−

hMH

E[V] vs Hg/HgO

Figure 5.3-3. Schematic representation of the current-potential curves for an Ni and

MH electrode (solid lines), assuming kinetically controlled charge transfer reactions.

The partial anodic and cathodic reactions are indicated as dashed lines. The exchange

currents (Io) are defined at the equilibrium potentials (Ee). Potentials are given with

respect to a Hg/HgO reference electrode. Besides the redox potentials (Eo) of the main

electrode reactions, those of some side-reactions are also indicated.
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potential, Ee, where the partial anodic current equals the partial cathodic

current (see Figure 5.3-3).

In case of the Ni-electrode Io is reported to be relatively low

(Io
Ni ¼ 10�7 A=cm2), which implies that at a given constant anodic cur-

rent, Ia, the overpotential at the Ni-electrode is relatively high (see Figure

5.3-3). In contrast, the kinetics of the MH-electrode is known to be

strongly dependent on the materials composition. Assuming a highly

electrocatalytic hydride-forming compound, this implies that the cur-

rent-potential curves, characteristic for the MH-electrode are very steep

in comparison to those for the Ni-electrode, resulting in a much smaller

value for hMH at the same cathodic current Ic, as is schematically shown

in Figure 5.3-3. It is evident that the battery voltage under current flow is

a summation of the open-circuit potential and the various overpotential

components. This includes the ohmic potential drop (hIR) caused by the

electrical resistance of the electrolyte (Re). The reverse processes occur

during discharging, resulting in a cell voltage lower than 1.3 V. Clearly,

since the potential of both electrodes may change considerably, the

absolute values of these potentials cannot be directly deduced from the

cell voltage. The use of a reference electrode is therefore inevitable in

order to interpret the current-potential dependencies in an appropriate

way.

It can be concluded that the kinetics of the charge transfer reactions

can generally be described by exponential relationships, denoted as the

Butler–Volmer equations. These nonlinear relationships indicate that the

so-called charge transfer resistances do not have constant values but are

dependent on the applied current. The Butler–Volmer relationships can

simply be characterized by two parameters (i.e., the equilibrium potential

Ee and the exchange current Io). It should, however, be noted that these

parameters do not have fixed values but are dependent on the concentra-

tion of the electroactive species involved in the charge transfer reactions,

and thus change as a function of state-of-charge [2, 8]. This is schematic-

ally illustrated for the current-potential characteristics for the MH

electrode in Figure 5.3-4.

The anodic oxidation of stored hydrogen atoms is here shown to be

dependent on the hydrogen concentration at the electrode surface, whereas

the reduction rate of water is independent (no water is consumed) on the

state-of-charge. As a result, the complete current-potential curves (bold

lines), and hence the indicated values for Ee and Io, change significantly as

a function of state-of-charge (SoC). This holds, of course, not only for the

metalhydride electrode, but also for other electrodes. This makes an

appropriate mathematical description of an entire battery much more

complex [4–8].
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2.2. Side Reactions

2.2.1. Overcharging

To ensure the well-functioning of sealed rechargeable NiMH batteries

under a wide variety of conditions, the battery is designed in such a way

that the Ni electrode is the capacity-determining electrode, as is schemati-

cally indicated in Figure 5.3-2. Such a configuration forces side-reactions

MH + OH−
d

M + H2O + e−

Ia = Io.exp

I a
no

di
c 
[A

]
I c

at
ho

di
c 
[A

]

Ee

Io =

RT
aH aOH−F

In
aH2O

FAoka Kc aH aH2OaOH

M + H2O +e− ch
MH + OH−

Ic = Io. exp RT

Ic

E [V]

Ee

Io

RT
αFη

−(1−α)Fη

η

(1-α)(1-α)(1-α) α α

E� +=

Figure 5.3-4. Schematic representation of the dependence of the partial anodic cur-

rent-potential curves on the hydrogen concentration within the solid of a metalhydride

electrode (i.e., at different states-of-charge). The hydride formation is state-of-charge

independent. As a consequence, the overall Butler–Volmer relationships (solid lines)

reveal that both the equilibrium potential (Ee) and the exchange current (Io) change as

a function of state-of-charge.
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to occur at the Ni electrode, both during overcharging and overdischar-

ging, as is shown later.

During overcharging OH� ions are oxidized at potentials more positive

with respect to the standard redox potential of the OH�=O2 redox couple

(about 0.3 V with respect to the Hg/HgO reference potential), and oxygen

evolution starts at the Ni electrode, according to:

4OH� !Ni
O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4e�: (5:3-3)

Again, an exponential relationship between the current and potential is

to be expected, as is shown in curve (a) of Figure 5.3-5 and, a more or less

constant oxygen overpotential (ho2
), will be established at the Ni electrode.

As a result, the partial oxygen pressure inside the sealed cell starts to

rise. Advantageously, oxygen can be transported to the MH electrode,

where it can be reduced at the MH/electrolyte interface in hydroxyl ions at

the expense of the hydride-formation reaction (Equation 5.3-2),

O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4e� !MH
4OH�: (5:3-4)

When this reduction reaction is kinetically controlled, an exponential

dependence is also to be expected for this reduction reaction, as is shown

in curve (b) of Figure 5.3-5.

E�
MH ≈ −0.9V

irec

hrec hO2

E�
O2

≈ 0.3V

iO2

Ic

Ia

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3-5. Schematic representation of the overcharging process inside an NiMH

battery. The anodic oxygen evolution reaction (curve (a) ) takes place at the Ni

electrode, whereas the cathodic oxygen recombination reaction (curve (b) ) occurs at

the MH electrode.
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It should, however, be noted that the steepness of this curve not

necessarily need to be the same for both the oxygen evolution (curve

(a) ) and recombination reaction (curve (b) ). It is even very unlikely

that the kinetics of both reactions are similar as the oxidation and the

reduction reactions take place at chemically different electrode surfaces,

resulting in different values for the exchange current densities. All to-

gether, the above mechanism ensures that the partial oxygen pressure

inside the battery can be kept very low, assuming that the recombination

mechanism is functioning properly.

The parasitic oxygen evolution reaction takes place at more positive

potentials than the basic Ni reaction (Eq. 5.3-1). This generally results in a

rather sharp increase in the battery voltage at the end of the charging

process at the point, where the overcharging process takes over. This is

indeed confirmed experimentally as Figure 5.3-6 reveals.

This voltage rise is often exploited to detect the end of the charging

process, although it should be noted that in general, the battery is not fully

charged using this end-of-charge detection point. It is also clear from

Figure 5.3-6 that the pressure inside the battery is sharply raising at the

end of the charging process, around a 100% state-of-charge level, and

tends to level off at higher states-of-charge. In the steady state during

overcharging, the amount of oxygen evolved at the Ni electrode (repre-

sented by IO2
in curve (a) of Figure 5.3-5) is equal to the amount of oxygen

recombining at the MH electrode (Irec in Figure 5.3-5), resulting in a
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Figure 5.3-6. Development of the cell voltage (E), the internal gas pressure (P), and the

cell temperature (T ) as a function of state-of-charge for an NiMH battery during

charging and overcharging with a high (3 A) current. The battery is then fully charged

within 20 min.
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constant gas pressure. Furthermore, this implies that all electrical energy

supplied to the battery during overcharging is completely converted into

heat. From Figure 5.3-5, it is clear that the complete battery voltage is

used under these circumstances to build up the two overpotential contri-

butions. The kinetics of this so-called recombination mechanism has been

extensively studied [9].

Besides the gas pressure build-up inside a battery, the development of

the battery temperature is also of considerable importance and may influ-

ence various factors in a negative sense (e.g., cycle-life). The formation of

heat (W) inside a battery has been represented by

W ¼ Ii

X
i

�TDSi

nF
þ
X

i

hi þ IiRe

( )
, (5)

where Ii is the local current flowing through the various reaction paths (i)

through the battery, T the temperature, n the number of electrons involved

in the overall charge transfer reaction (summation of Equations (5.3-1)

and (5.3-2) ), and F is the Faraday constant [5, 8]. The factors, which

contribute to the evolved heat during current flow, can be easily recog-

nized in Equation (5.3-5):

(1) The entropy change (DSi) brought about by the electrochemical

reactions;

(2) The summation term is composed of the various overpotential com-

ponents (hi) and has to include the various electrochemical reactions;

and

(3) The internal battery resistance, whose contribution may be signifi-

cant, especially when high currents are applied, as the heat evolution

due to this effect is proportional to the square of the current.

As long as the basic electrochemical reactions (Equations (5.3-1) and

(5.3-2) ) proceed inside the battery, both overpotential components are

relatively small. This implies that the heat contribution, resulting from the

electrode reactions is limited. The temperature rise during the normal

charging procedure is therefore limited, as Figure 5.3-6 reveals. However,

this situation changes drastically as soon as the oxygen recombination

cycle at the MH electrode starts. Since the MH electrode potential is at

least 1 V more negative with respect to the standard redox potential of the

OH�=O2 couple (see Figure 5.3-5), this implies that the established over-

potential for the oxygen recombination reaction is extremely high

(>1.2 V). Considering Equation (5.3-5), it is therefore to be expected

that the heat evolved inside a battery will sharply increase as soon as the
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oxygen recombination cycle starts. This is indeed in agreement with the

pronounced temperature increase found during overcharging in the ex-

periments (see Figure 5.3-6). Although the recombinati cycle moderates a

considerable pressure rise inside the NiMH battery, it is essential to avoid

prolonged overcharging in order to prevent a considerable temperature

rise, which may negatively affect other electrode properties. In conclusion

it can be said that, dependent on the kinetics of the oxygen recombination

reaction (i.e., dependent on the competition between reaction in Equa-

tions (5.3-2) and (5.3-4) ), the gas pressure and/or temperature of the

battery will rise during overcharging. In fact the gas pressure and the

temperature rise counterbalance one another when the recombination

rate is very poor; the large pressure rise will be combined with a small

temperature increase. On the other hand when the recombination rate is

excellent, the internal pressure will be limited, while the temperature

increase will be rather pronounced. Under extreme charging conditions,

both effects do have a negative influence on the battery performance.

It should, however, be emphasized that an exorbitant pressure rise may

be fatal for the battery performance once the safety vent, with which

rechargeable batteries are always equipped, has been opened. The reason

for this is that during venting not only the surplus of gases, but simultan-

eously a significant amount of electrolyte is also released from the battery.

This has a negative influence on, for example, the battery cycle-life and

recombination kinetics.

2.2.2. Overdischarging

Protection against overdischarging is another factor of importance,

especially when NiMH batteries, which inevitably reveal small differences

in storage capacities, are used in series. This implies that some batteries are

already completely discharged, while others still contain small amounts of

electrical energy. Continuation of the discharge process induces over

discharging to occur with the already fully discharged batteries. Under

these circumstances, water is forced to reduce at the Ni electrode (see

Figure 5.3-2), according to:

2 H2Oþ 2e� !Ni
2OH� þH2, (5:3-6)

which also results in a pressure build-up inside the battery when no

precautions are taken. This decomposition reaction takes place at rather

negative potentials at the Ni electrode (i.e., more than 1.3 V more negative

with respect to the NiII=NiIII redox potential), as is indicated in curve (a)

of Figure 5.3-7.
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As the (electro)chemical affinity of the MH electrode towards hydro-

gen gas is excellent, it is evident that this gas can be again converted into

water at the MH electrode during overdischarging, according to:

H2 þ 2OH� $ 2H2Oþ 2e�: (5:3-7)

Whether conversion of molecular hydrogen occurs directly at the MH

electrode or atomic hydrogen is oxidized indirectly after chemical adsorp-

tion and/or absorption has taken place, is not clear. It is, however, obvious

that in both cases, high demands are put on the physical properties of the

electrode/electrolyte interface [10]. The electrochemical oxidation also

occurs close to the OH�=H2O redox potential (curve (b) of Figure 5.3-7).

This means that the cell voltage of NiMH batteries is expected to be close

to 0 V under these overdischarging conditions, or even invert to some

minor extent when the overpotential contributions of both reactions are

taken into account. The experimental result of such a process is shown in

Figure 5.3-8, and is in agreement with these expectations. During normal

discharging the battery voltage is located around 1.2 V and drops indeed

towards an inverted voltage of �0.2 V when the overdischarge reactions

irec

ηrec

(b)

(a)

η
H2

i

iH2

E�NiE�H2

Figure 5.3-7. Schematic representation of the overdischarging process inside an NiMH

battery. The hydrogen evolution reaction occurs at rather negative potentials at the Ni

electrode (curve (a) ), and oxidation of hydrogen occurs at the MH electrode (curve

(b) ) in the same potential region, resulting in a battery voltage close to 0 V.
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take over. Figure 5.3-8 also reveals that the pressure rises due to hydrogen

evolution may be considerable. In the example given, the pressure was

quickly built up to the critical level of approximately 20 bars.

At that level the safety vent was forced to open, which can be recog-

nized on the small pressure decrease. After a short period of time the vent

closes again. Since the overpotentials of both the hydrogen evolution and

hydrogen recombination reaction are relatively low during overdischar-

ging (see Figure 5.3-7), their contribution to the heat evolution will be

rather limited. This strongly contrasts to the overcharging situation des-

cribed above.

In conclusion we can say that a hydrogen recombination cycle controls

the pressure rise inside NiMH batteries under overdischarging conditions.

As hydrogen evolution and hydrogen oxidation at the separate electrodes

take place in the same potential region (see Figure 5.3-7), it is obvious that

the battery voltage is very close to 0 V under these conditions. This

strongly contrasts to NiCd batteries, for which a large potential reversal

is generally observed during prolonged overdischarging as is shown in the

subsequent section.

2.2.3. Self-discharge

It is well-known that charged NiMH batteries, similar to all recharge-

able batteries, lose their stored charge under open-circuit conditions to a

certain extent. The self-discharge rates are strongly dependent on external
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Figure 5.3-8. Experimental result of the development of the cell voltage (E) and the gas

pressure (P) as a function of state-of-discharge for an NiMH battery during dischar-

ging and overdischarging.
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conditions, such as, for example, the temperature of the batteries. Typical

self-discharge rates at room temperature are of the order of 1% of the

nominal storage capacity per day. An example of the variation in self-

discharge rate for an NiMH battery as a function of temperature is shown

in Figure 5.3-9.

Various mechanisms contribute to the overall self-discharge rate. These

mechanisms are all electrochemical in nature. The mechanism operative in

NiMH batteries occurs mainly via the gas phase, and can be divided into

processes initiated by the Ni electrode or by the MH electrode. The most

important mechanism contributing to the overall self-discharge rate will be

treated below:

(i) Considering the redox potentials of the Ni electrode (þ439 mV) and

that of the competing oxygen evolution reaction (þ300 mV, see Figure

5.3-3), it is obvious that trivalent NiIII is thermodynamically unstable

in an aqueous environment. As a consequence, NiOOH will be re-

duced by hydroxyl ions at the open-circuit potential, according to:

NiOOHþH2Oþ e� ! Ni(OH)2 þOH�, (5:3-8)

4 OH� �!Ni
O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4e�: (5:3-9)
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Figure 5.3-9. Dependence of the self-discharge rate on the temperature for an NiMH

battery.
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These reactions, occurring at the Ni electrode at a rate given by the

exchange current, are represented by curves (a) and (b) in Figure 5.3-10,

respectively.

The electrons released by the OH� ions are transferred to the Ni

electrode at the electrode/electrolyte interface. Although the NiIII species

are thus in principle unstable, electrical charge can, however, be stored in

the form of chemical energy in the Ni electrode. This is due to the fact

that the kinetics of the oxygen evolution reaction are, fortunately, rela-

tively poor, so that it takes quite a while before capacity loss due to battery

self-discharge becomes appreciable. Subsequently, the produced oxygen

gas can be transported to the MH electrode, where it can be converted

again into OH� ions at the expense of charge stored in the MH electrode,

that is,

(a)

(c)

(d)

(b)

E�MH E�O2

E�Ni

I

Figure 5.3-10. Schematic representation of the ‘‘oxygen gas phase shunt,’’ partly

responsible for the self-discharge behavior under open-circuit conditions of aqueous

rechargeable batteries, like NiMH. Oxygen evolution (curve (a) ) is initiated at the Ni

electrode, which is simultaneously discharged (curve (b) ) at the open-circuit potential.

Consequently, O2 can be reduced at the MH electrode (curve (c) ) at the expense of

electrochemically stored hydrogen (curve (d) ).
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O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4e� �!MH
4OH� , (5:3-10)

MHþOH� !MþH2Oþ e�: (5:3-11)

These reactions, also occurring at the open-circuit potential at the MH

electrode, are represented by curves (c) and (d) in Figure 5.3-10. In the

steady-state, all reaction rates are equal. Furthermore, Figure 5.3-10 indi-

cates that the battery open-circuit voltage is around 1.2 V. The ultimate

result is that charge stored in both the Ni and MH electrode is slowly

released through a gas-phase shunt, in this case oxygen gas.

(ii) A different type of gas-phase shunt is initiated by the MH electrode

and is caused by the presence of hydrogen gas inside the battery. As

the storage capacity of the MH electrode is considerably larger than

that of the Ni electrode (see battery concept in Figure 5.3-2), and the

MH electrode contains a certain amount of precharge in the form of

hydride, a minimum partial hydrogen pressure is inevitably estab-

lished inside the NiMH battery, according to the chemical equilibrium

MH$Mþ 1=2H2 ": (5:3-12)

The minimum H2 pressure is dependent on the condition of the battery,

but will often be determined by the hydrogen plateau pressure, which is

characteristic for many hydride-forming compounds. As a result, H2 is in

contact with the Ni electrode. Since the standard redox potential of the

OH�=H2 redox couple is much more negative than that of the NiII=NiIII

couple, hydrogen can be oxidized at the Ni electrode, whereas the Ni-

electrode is simultaneously reduced, according to

H2 þ 2OH� �!Ni
2H2Oþ 2e�, (5:3-13)

NiOOHþH2Oþ e� ! Ni(OH)2 þOH�: (5:3-14)

Since the oxidation of hydrogen gas takes place more than 1.2 V more

positive with respect to its standard redox potential and the kinetics of this

reaction is very favorable, it is likely that the oxidation reaction at the Ni

electrode becomes diffusion-controlled. This implies that the oxidation

current, which generally reveals an exponential dependence on the voltage,
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will level off to become constant at higher voltage levels. Such diffusion-

controlled oxidation process, as represented by Equation (5.3-13) is sche-

matically indicated in curve (a) of Figure 5.3-11.

The Ni reduction reaction (Equation 5.3-14) is represented by curve

(b). The overall electrochemical process occurs under open-circuit condi-

tions at the Ni electrode and will be strongly influenced by the partial

hydrogen pressure inside the battery. It has indeed been reported that the

self-discharge rate at the Ni electrode is proportional to the partial hydro-

gen pressure [10]. For this reason it is important that the hydrogen

pressure inside the battery is kept as low as possible (i.e., to employ

hydride-forming compounds), which are characterized by a relatively

low hydrogen plateau pressure. Again, according to Equations (5.3-12)

and (5.3-14), the chemical energy stored in both the MH and Ni electrode

is wasted by a gas-phase shunt and can no longer be employed for useful

energy supply.

E 8

(b)

E 8

(a)

i
ηNiηH2

H2

Ni

Figure 5.3-11. Schematic representation of the ‘‘hydrogen gas phase shunt,’’ occurring

during self-discharge inside an NiMH battery under open-circuit conditions. The

hydride stored in the MH electrode is inevitably in equilibrium with hydrogen in the

gas phase. H2 gas can be oxidized at the Ni electrode (curve (a) ) at positive potentials,

where NiO2H simultaneously is reduced (curve (c) ). The oxidation current is shown to

be diffusion-controlled, resulting in an anodic current plateau. It has indeed been

shown that the self-discharge rate is proportional to the partial hydrogen pressure

inside NiMH batteries.
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(iii) The third self-discharge mechanism is related to the fabrication

process of the Nickel-oxide electrode. These solid-state electrodes

are generally prepared by electrolytic reduction of an acidic salt

electrolyte, often Ni(NO3)2 [2]. During this process, NO�3 ions are

reduced to NHþ4 ions. This results in a significant increase in pH near

the electrode/electrolyte interface. The solubility product of Ni(OH)2
will be exceeded and, as a result, Ni(OH)2 will subsequently precipi-

tate on the substrate. A consequence of this process is that, despite

the fact that the as-prepared electrodes are thoroughly washed, a

certain amount of nitrate ions are inevitably incorporated into the Ni

electrodes, which can be leached out during the battery cycle-life.

These NO�3 ions, dissolved in the liquid phase, form the basis of this

third self-discharge mechanism. These ionic species can be reduced to

lower oxidation states [11]. It is generally assumed that a so-called

nitrate/nitrite shuttle is operative in alkaline rechargeable batteries

[12]. The standard redox potential of the nitrate/nitrite redox couple

[11] is much more positive than that of the MH electrode (�91 mV

versus Hg/HgO, see also Figure 5.3-3). This implies that ions deliv-

ered by the Ni electrode can be reduced at the MH electrode under

open-circuit conditions, according to

NO�3 þH2Oþ 2e� �!MH
NO�2 þ 2OH�, (5:3-15)

MHþOH� !MþH2Oþ e�: (5:3-16)

These reactions are schematically indicated by curves (a) and (b),

respectively, in Figure 5.3-12.

The produced nitrite ions can diffuse to the Ni electrode. As the

electrode potential of the Ni electrode is more positive than the redox

couple of the nitrate/nitrite couple can be converted to nitrate again (curve

(c) of Figure 5.3-12), while NiOOH is simultaneously reduced (curve (d) ),

according to

NO�2 þ 2OH� �!Ni
NO�3 þH2Oþ 2e�, (5:3-17)

NiOOHþH2Oþ e� ! Ni(OH)2 þOH�: (5:3-18)

This reaction sequence can proceed continuously, as the electroactive

nitrate and nitrite species are continuously produced at both electrodes. The
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final result is again that, charge stored in both the MH and Ni electrode is

consumed and no longer is available for useful energy supply.

2.2.4. NiMH charging and discharging characteristics

The most common charging method for NiMH batteries is constant

current charging. The current has, however, to be limited in order to avoid

an excessive rise of temperature and/or internal gas pressure (see Figure

5.3-6). This means that severe overcharging has to be terminated by a

reliable end-of-charge detection. The most commonly applied method is

based on a voltage drop (�dV/dt) induced by the temperature increase

during overcharging. Figure 5.3-13 shows the impact of the charging

current on the overall battery voltage at ambient temperature. According

to kinetic considerations, the battery voltage is indeed expected to increase

with increasing currents not only in the ‘‘Ni region’’ at low depth-of-

charge (DoC), but also in the ‘‘oxygen region’’ at high DoC.

The transition between these two regions is somewhat dependent on the

charging current in that it is shifting towards lower DoC when the current

is increased, making the competition between the Ni and O2 reaction more

severe. Furthermore, it should be noted that the �dV/dt effect is much

more pronounced at higher currents, resulting from a higher heat produc-

tion. This is in agreement with the relationship given in Equation (5.3-5).

(b)

E 8E 8

(d)

(a)

(c)

i

MH

E 8Ni

NO−3

Figure 5.3-12. Schematic representation of the so-called nitrate/nitrite (NO�3 =NO�2 )

shuttle, which takes place in the electrolyte phase. This ‘‘electrolyte shunt,’’ induced by

leaching out the Ni electrode starts with the NO�3 reduction at the open-circuit

potential of the MH electrode (curve (a) ), at which the stored hydrogen simultaneously

is oxidized (curve (b) ). The produced NO�2 ions are transported and converted again to

NO�3 (curve (c) ) at the Ni electrode, which itself is reduced (curve (d) ).
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The capacity of an NiMH battery depends strongly on the conditions,

such as the rate of discharge and the ambient temperature. Parameters like

cut-off voltage, cycle-life, and general cell condition have a minor effect.

The influence of the discharge rate is shown in Figure 5.3-14.

For every battery system, energy is ‘‘lost’’ in two different ways during

battery use. In the first place, there is a ‘‘virtual los’’ in discharge capacity,

which is fairly limited up to currents of 1 A. The term virtual means that

the capacity is not really lost, but is inaccessible at high currents due to the

established concentration gradients. Secondly, further energy is lost by the

drop of the discharge voltage with increasing currents, which may become

very pronounced at high currents (Figure 5.3-14). This energy is really lost

and is dissipated as heat (see Equation 5.3-5).

These effects are further accentuated at lower temperatures, as is

depicted in Figure 5.3-15. The combination of high discharge rate and

low temperature boost the virtual capacity loss. Note the increasing effect

of the cut-off voltage level at higher discharge rates, particularly at low

temperatures. An arbitrary cut-off voltage level of 1 V is adopted in

Figure 5.3-15, and it shows that it makes quite some difference for the

discharged capacity whether one discharges at 25 or 08C, especially at a

high drain current of 4 A required for (e.g., power tools).
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Figure 5.3-13. Cell voltage versus time during charging of NiMH batteries at 258C at

various charging rates.
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2.3. Nickel–Cadmium Batteries

The principles outlined in the previous section for NiMH batteries are,

in several aspects, very much alike for NiCd batteries. The concept of an

NiCd battery and the basic electrochemical reactions are represented in

Figure 5.3-16.
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Figure 5.3-14. Influence of the discharge current on the cell voltage and discharge

capacity for an AA-size NiMH at 258C.
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Figure 5.3-15. Influence of the discharge current on the development of the cell voltage

for an AA-size NiMH battery at 0 (dashed lines) and 258C (solid lines).
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Evidently, the electrochemical behavior of the nickel electrode is simi-

lar to that employed in NiMH batteries, although it should be noted that

the performance may differ considerably due to relatively small variations

in chemical composition. The electroactive cadmiumhydroxide (Cd(OH)2)

species are converted into metallic cadmium (Cd) via a complex series of

intermediate chemical dissolution/precipitation reactions during charging.

Since the charge transfer reaction is reversible, the opposite reaction

occurs during discharging. The white areas of both electrodes represent

the nominal storage capacity of the battery. The basic electrochemical

charge transfer reactions in its most simplified form are as follows:

Ni(OH)2 þOH� !ch
d

NiOOHþH2Oþ e�, (5:3� 19)

Cd(OH)2 þ 2e� !ch
d

Cdþ 2OH�: (5:3� 20)

In order to ensure the overcharge and overdischarge ability of sealed

rechargeable NiCd batteries, these batteries are designed in a very specific

way, which is partly based on the same concepts as explained for NiMH

batteries. Especially, the gas recombination cycle initiated during over-
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Figure 5.3-16. The concept of a sealed rechargeable NiCd battery.
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charging is exactly the same for NiCd and NiMH batteries. Since both

systems are based on aqueous electrolytes, and since the Ni electrode is the

capacity-determining electrode in these systems, it is obvious that oxygen

evolution is forced to take place at the Ni electrode during overcharging.

Simultaneously, reduction of Cd(OH)2 in excess present in the Cd-

electrode still continues according to reaction (Equation 5.3-20). As a

result, the partial oxygen pressure within the cell starts to rise and induces

electrochemical conversion of O2 at the Cd-electrode. The same reaction

sequence takes place, as represented by Equations (5.3-3) and (5.3-4), and

was illustrated in Figure 5.3-5. As both reactions also occur at very similar

electrode potentials during overcharging (i.e., at relatively high overpo-

tentials), the temperature development is expected to be very similar to

that of NiMH batteries. Dependent on the competition between reactions

in Equations (5.3-20) and (5.3-4), the gas pressure and/or the temperature

of the battery will rise during overcharging. Figure 5.3-17 indeed shows

that both the development of the internal gas pressure and temperature

increases at the end of the charging process where the overcharging

reactions start to proceed.

Differences between these characteristics may be due to differences in

reaction kinetics and also to different charging conditions, such as over-

charging current. The potential decrease (�dV/dt), for example, is generally

more pronounced for NiCd than for NiMH, which makes an end-of-charge

detection based on this phenomenon easier for NiCd batteries than for

NiMH batteries.
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Figure 5.3-17. Development of the cell voltage (E), the internal gas pressure (P), and

the battery temperature (T ) of an NiCd battery as a function of state-of-charge during

charging with a current of 0.6 A (1 C-rate). Clearly, overcharging has quite a different

impact on these parameters than the normal charging process.
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Protection against overdischarging NiCd batteries is somewhat more

complex for NiCd than for NiMH batteries. Since a hydrogen recombination

cycle has to be avoided due to the poor electrocatalytic activity of the Cd-

electrode with respect to the H2 oxidation reaction, battery manufacturers

adopted another elegant approach. A significant amount of Cd(OH)2, gener-

ally denoted as depolarizer, is added to the Ni-electrode and, to a lesser extent,

some metallic Cd is added to the Cd-electrode as discharge reserve (see shaded

overdischarge areas in Figure 5.3-16). During overdischarge, the Cd(OH)2
present in the Ni-electrode is reduced to metallic Cd (Equation 5.3-20), while

the excess of metallic Cd is still being oxidized at the Cd-electrode. As the

amount of extra Cd with respect to Cd(OH)2 is limited, oxygen gas will be

evolved at the Cd-electrode during continuation of the discharge process.

Again an oxygen recombination cycle is established, now starting at the

cadmium electrode, as is indicated in Figure 5.3-16.

The theoretically expected development of the electrode potential of the

Ni (curve (a) ) and the Cd-electrode (curve (b) ) during both the discharge

and overdischarge process are shown in Figure 5.3-18.
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Figure 5.3-18. Schematic representation of the potential dependence of an NiCd

battery during discharging and overdischarging. The potentials of the separate Ni

and Cd electrodes are represented by the dashed curves (a) and (b), respectively, and

are given with respect to an Hg/HgO reference electrode. The development of the total

cell voltage is shown by the solid line (curve (c) ). The two stages of the overdischarge

process can clearly be recognized.
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The two different stages, characteristic for the overdischarge process,

can clearly be recognized in this figure and have a pronounced influence

on the total cell voltage (ENi � ECd), as is schematically shown in curve

(c) of Figure 5.3-18. During the first stage of overdischarging, the same

redox reaction takes place at both electrodes and a cell voltage close to 0 V

is therefore to be expected. When the oxygen recombination cycle starts

(i.e., when O2 is evolved at the Cd-electrode at positive potentials (curve

(b) of Figure 5.3-18) ), and converted again into OH� at the Ni-electrode

at very negative potentials (curve (a) ), a potential reversal of the battery is

indeed to be expected (curve (c) ).

An experimental result of such overdischarge process is shown in

Figure 5.3-19. The potential dependence is very much the same as for

the predicted potential. Once the NiCd battery is fully discharged, elec-

trochemical transition of Cd-species occurs at both electrodes and, conse-

quently, the cell voltage is close to 0 V at the first overdischarge plateau.

Evidently, as the overpotential contributions of both electrochemical

reactions are very limited, the heat production is relatively small. This

results in a very limited temperature increase in this first plateau region

(see T-curve in Figure 5.3-19). Continuation of overdischarging leads to

cell potential reversal; a second potential plateau, in this case around

�1:8 V, is established, at which the oxygen recombination takes place. In

agreement with the theoretical considerations given above, the tempera-

ture rise is here much more pronounced and is very similar to that under
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Figure 5.3-19. The characteristic response of the cell voltage (E), internal gas pressure

(P), and temperature (T) of an NiCd battery during (over)discharging with a current of

1.2 A (2 C-rate).
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overcharge conditions. Although the processes occurring during overchar-

ging and overdischarging are essentially the same, the kinetics of these

processes need not necessarily be the same. This becomes clear when one

considers the pressure build-up during both processes. The experimental

results generally reveal that the pressure during overdischarging rises more

rapidly than during overcharging, indicating that the oxygen recombin-

ation kinetics at the Cd electrode is more favorable than at the Ni elec-

trode. This sometimes results in a very steep pressure increase, as is shown

by the P-curve in Figure 5.3-19.

The well-known memory effect is related to the complex dissolution/

precipitation mechanism of the Cd electrode. As has been pointed out, the

Cd electrode is composed of a two-phase morphology and the crystallite

sizes determine the kinetics of these electrodes. Under normal operation

conditions, these crystallite sizes will be small and, consequently, the

surface area reasonably high. When the Cd electrode is operated under

these normal conditions, the current density will be relatively low for the

entire electrode. On the other hand, when only a small part of the storage

capacity is frequently used, that part, which is not under continuous

current flowing conditions, are allowed to recrystallize. As a result, those

effectively ‘‘unused’’ electrode parts recrystallize into much larger mor-

phological structures, which results in a much lower surface area. When at

a certain moment, this part of the electrode is charged and/or discharged,

the current density and consequently the overpotentials will be much

larger than for those parts, which were frequently under (de)loading

conditions. This results in a virtual capacity loss. This virtual capacity

loss can be diminished by charging and discharging the battery over the

entire capacity for a few cycles.

Some discharging characteristics for NiCd are shown in Figure 5.3-20.

Similar trends as for NiMH (Figure 5.3-14) can be seen: (1) the voltage

drops when the current is increased due to the inevitable overpotential

losses and (2) a virtual capacity loss is observed as transport limitations

are playing a more dominant role at higher currents. As discussed before,

this is not a real capacity loss, as all capacity can be discharged when the

system is allowed to equilibrate so that the built-up concentration gradi-

ents can be minimized again.

2.4. Li–Ion Batteries

So far, this contribution has been restricted to aqueous rechargeable

battery systems. The battery voltage of these systems is dominated by the

decomposition potentials of water. In this section, we concentrate on a

non-aqueous and relatively new system, which has reached its mature
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commercialization stage for one decade now: the lithium–ion battery. This

battery type differs from aqueous systems in several aspects. In the first

place, lithium is a base metal having a very negative value for the standard

redox potential (less than �2:5 V versus Hg/HgO; compare with values

indicated in Figure 5.3-3). Combining an electrode based on this redox

system with a second electrode having a positive redox potential leads to a

battery concept with an extremely high cell voltage, of the order of 3.5 up

to 4.0 V. In the second place, the molecular weight of some lithium and

some lithium-host materials are relatively low, which may result in battery

systems with potentially high energy densities, as was already mentioned in

relation to Table 5.3-1. In order to make use of lithium as negative

electrode material, water and air have, however, to be excluded. Aqueous

electrolyte solutions can therefore not be employed, as Li is unstable in

this environment. Consequently, all lithium systems are based on organic

electrolytes, either in the liquid or the solid form. Conventional Li–ion

batteries are nowadays exclusively based on liquid organic electrolytes.

All-solid-state Li–ion batteries will become more important in the near

future for smaller applications in the field of Autonomous devices in the

context of AmI. But the basic principles apply for both systems.

The concept of a rechargeable Li–ion battery is relatively simple and is

shown in Figure 5.3-21.

The positive electrode generally consists of trivalent cobaltoxide spe-

cies, in which lithium ions are intercalated (LiCoIIIO2). During charging,

trivalent LiCoO2 is oxidized into four-valent Li1�xCoIVO2 and the excess
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Figure 5.3-20. Development of the cell voltage of an AA-size NiCd battery at 258C and

various discharge currents.
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of positive charge is liberated from the electrode in the form of Li ions,

according to

LiCoIIIO2 !
ch

d
Li1�xCoIVO2 þ xLiþ þ xe�: (5:3� 21)

The Liþ ions dissolve into the electrolyte. For a proper reversible func-

tioning of a Li–ion cell, not all Liþ ions can be removed from the solid. This

implies that x can, in practice, not become lower than 0.45. The electrolyte

generally consists of an organic solution, like propylenecarbonate (PC),

containing a high concentration of an Li salt (e.g., LiClO4, LiAsF6, or

LiPF6) to ensure the electrolytic conductivity between the two electrodes.

Arriving at the negative electrode, Liþ ions can be reduced. This would

result in metallic lithium. It was, however, found that the formation of

metallic Li unfortunately results in a poor cycle-life. Furthermore, it was

recognized that the risk of dendrite formation at the Li electrode surface

and, consequently, the risk of short-circuiting resulted in an unsafe design.

In order to circumvent these problems, the following electrode construction

has been proposed: the Li ions are transported inside a carbon (C6) elec-

trode and are subsequently reduced according to

LiyC6d þ xLiþ þ xe� !ch
d

LiyþxC6, (5:3� 22)
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Figure 5.3-21. Concept of a sealed rechargeable Li–ion battery.
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where the value for y, which may range from 0 to 0.7 is dependent on the

nature of the used graphite. From the overall reaction;

LiCoO2 þ LiyC6 !
ch

d
Li1�xCoO2 þ LiyþxC6, (5:3� 23)

it is clear that the essence is that lithium ions are transported from one

electrode through the organic electrolyte to the other electrode. This basic

principle is obviously very similar to that of the NiMH battery except that

Lithium is involved instead of hydrogen. This transportation concept has

often been denoted in speaking terms, like the ‘‘rocking chair’’ model or

the ‘‘swing’’ concept to illustrate the swinging movements of the Li-ions.

The advantage of this concept is that lithium is safely stored within both

electrodes. A disadvantage is, of course, that the energy density has been

reduced significantly with respect to potentially possible values. Inspection

of Table 5.3-1 reveals that the energy density per volume is hardly higher

with respect to that of, for example, the NiMH battery. The advantage can

be found in the energy density per weight (Table 5.3-1). It should, how-

ever, be noted that this characteristic is often not of major importance in

many electronic applications.

One of the remaining problems of Li–ion is that a thorough (electro)-

chemical protection against both overcharging and overdischarging is not

(yet) available. Recombination cycles, as employed in NiMH and NiCd

batteries, do not exist at the moment for Li–ion batteries. However, it should

be emphasized that the organic electrolyte can also be decomposed, whereas

recombination of the decomposition products into the original organic solv-

ent has not been realized yet. This implies that overcharging and overdischar-

ging has to be avoided under all circumstances, and care should be taken that

the cell potential is never outside the potential range in which the basic

electrochemical reactions occur. An excellent method to accomplish this is,

charging and discharging at a constant potential until the voltage limits are

reached. An example of a typical constant-current-constant-voltage (CCCV)

charging profile is shown in Figure 5.3-22 reveals the development of the cell

voltage (E), the applied current (I), and the stored capacity. In the initial

stage, the battery is charged rapidly with a moderate constant current.

The maximum height of the current is, for safety reasons, generally

prescribed by the battery manufacturer. Figure 5.3-22 shows that the cell

voltage is gradually increased up to a value of 4.2 V. This value is con-

sidered to be the upper allowable limit and ensures a proper functioning of

the battery. As soon as this limit is reached, the charging regime changes

from amperostatic (CC) to potentiostatic (CV-mode). As a result the

current is adapted in this region and decreases rapidly to lower values.
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Evidently, charging proceeds more slowly which can be recognized by the

inhibited increase of the storage capacity. At the end of the charging

process, the current diminishes to very low values when the battery is

fully charged. In total charging takes more than 1 hour. Recently, we

have proposed the concept of boostcharging in order to cope with the

customer request to more quick charge Li–ion without introducing any

negative cycle-life effects [13]. In this way, for example, one third of its

rated capacity can be charged within 5 min [13].

Some discharge characteristics as a function of the current level are

shown in Figure 5.3-23. Again, the same two trends are observed. Firstly,

due to larger overpotentials the voltage drops at higher currents, and

secondly, the virtual capacity goes down rapidly due to transport limita-

tions. In general, the kinetics of Li–ion is somewhat poorer compared to

those of NiCd and NiMH.

The self-discharge rates of commercially available Li–ion batteries are,

on the other hand, generally somewhat lower than that of the aqueous

systems. Although the self-discharge mechanism is not fully understood, it

is likely that the origin must also be sought in the electrochemical instabil-

ity of the organic electrolyte. The specified self-discharge rates are now-

adays of the order of 0.1% per day at room temperature. Following the

reasoning of the previous two sections, it is clear that the large temperature

increase found for the aqueous systems during overcharging is not ob-

served for Li–ion batteries, because a corresponding recombination cycle

does not exist.
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PERSONAL HEALTHCARE DEVICES

Steffen Leonhardt
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Abstract This chapter gives an overview on state-of-the-art devices for personal

healthcare. Due to the expected large impact on health economy and on the biomedical

engineering device industry, a discussion of the ongoing demographic changes that will

presumably push the future development of personal healthcare devices is included. Finally,

some trends in ongoing research and suggestions for open problems are presented.

Keywords definition of personal healthcare; demographic changes; geriatric patients;

cardiovascular diseases; motion sensors; ECG monitoring; oxygen saturation

1. INTRODUCTION

What first comes to mind when talking about ‘‘biomedical engineer-

ing’’ these days are large technical devices, like magnetic resonance im-

aging (MRI) tomographs, computer tomographs (CT), anaesthesia

workstations or dialysis machines. Such devices were and still are pro-

duced mainly for a clinical setting, and only a few of today’s biomedical

engineering devices aim at being used directly by the patient at home. This

scenario will soon change. The following chapter presents an overview and

some background information on factors that are expected to influence

the future demand for personal healthcare devices and may, therefore, fuel

further technological developments.

In Section 2, an attempt to define personal healthcare devices is made.

Due to its large impact, the subsequent section exclusively deals with the

expected changes in the world population age distribution with a special

focus on the situation in Germany. Section 4 presents some state-of-the-art
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devices, while Section 5 tries to find areas of future research and iden-

tify major trends for personal healthcare. Finally, a summary is given in

Section 6.

2. DEFINITIONS

Attempting to define the term ‘‘personal healthcare devices,’’ the follo-

wing statement seems well-suited: personal healthcare devices are ‘‘smart,

wearable medical devices supporting diseased people in their domestic envir-

onment.’’ Some of these attributes need further discussions.

2.1. Personal Healthcare Devices Are Smart

Most personal healthcare devices are able to measure vital signals or

special physiological parameters of the patient. The sensors employed are

especially suitable for this rather rough environment and can cope with

humidity, mechanical stress, etc. The crucial question of coupling between

the device and the body (e.g. mechanically, optically, resistively, magnet-

ically, etc.) has been solved. Sensor fusion (i.e. extraction of information

from several sources) may generate added value. Motion artefacts repre-

sent a typical and major challenge for measurement tasks in personal

healthcare situations.

Other personal healthcare devices may provide therapeutic measures

like electric stimulation (e.g. for induced heart contraction, acoustic sen-

sation, or heart defibrillation) or infuse drugs. One prominent example for

such a therapeutic device is the heart pacemaker (Figure 6.1-1).

In addition, the term ‘‘smart’’ implies some local computing power

enabling the device to extract information from measured signals, detect

artefacts, store valuable fractions of information in memory, diagnose the

patient status, and possibly generate alarms automatically. Also, smart-

ness may include the option to individually calibrate the device when

necessary and store this information.

2.2. Personal Healthcare Devices Are Wearable

This property has several consequences. First of all, many personal

healthcare devices are worn on or in the body. In fact, such devices may be

either implants (like e.g. heart pacemakers or cochlear implants) or exter-

nal devices integrated into clothing or items of daily use (like watches,

glasses, etc.). Secondly, personal healthcare devices tend to be small and

light to avoid discomfort while wearing them. Thus, miniaturization and
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integration are important issues. Thirdly, personal healthcare devices

usually have some onboard energy supply system. In some case, a battery

may be sufficient while other devices rely either on a smart recharging

strategy (e.g. inductive power transfer) or employ an autonomous body

power generation and distribution technology.

In a network environment, all body-worn devices and all implants have

to be connected. Either a point-to-point or a bus connection may be

established by means of electrical wires or optical fibers woven into the

garment (textile integration, see [2]), or by means of a wireless body area

network (BAN, see [3, 4]).

However, in a broader and less integrated sense, the definition of

personal healthcare devices may be extended to include today’s desktop

devices that can already be used in one’s own domestic environment.

Figure 6.1-2 gives an example of a commercial telemonitoring service

already in operation allowing domestic measurement of weight, electro-

cardiogram (ECG), pulse rate, blood pressure and blood sugar concentra-

tion, and transmission of that information to a medical consultant team

via the Internet.

2.3. Personal Healthcare Devices Support Diseased People

This property addresses the fact that the target group of personal

healthcare devices may be handicapped, have developed deficiencies,

have minor but chronic diseases, or is expected to get them. One major

fraction of that target group is the ‘‘elderly patients,’’ a group that will

significantly increase in numbers during the next few decades. As these

demographic changes will occur throughout the whole world, the next

chapter will be completely devoted to a discussion of these changes.

Figure 6.1-1. An implanted heart pacemaker with two electrodes. (Copyright Biotro-

nik GmbH. Modified from [1], reprinted by permission.)
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Furthermore, it is certainly worthwhile to study the typical handicaps and

chronic diseases of elderly persons to identify adequate areas of future

research.

However, other patient populations, like middle-aged subjects at a high

cardiac risk, people with sleep disorders, diabetics, or other users of

personal healthcare devices (like users in sportive scenarios or specific

working conditions), should not be excluded.

2.4. Personal Healthcare Devices Are Used Especially in People’s

Domestic Environment

This property relates to the question how well personal healthcare

devices fit into people’s domestic environment. In some cases, it may be

possible to change the homes and install special equipment for 24/7

monitoring (like motion sensors in the room corners, infrared sensors at

the ceiling, microphones in the bedroom to detect breathing sounds, etc.).

Note that the domestic environment is an important area of applica-

tion, but that this focus should not exclude other mobile applications like

sportive ones. It must also be pointed out that although some patients may

accept ‘‘total monitoring,’’ others may be reminded of Orwell’s famous

novel ‘‘1984,’’ and refuse to accept such a violation of privacy at home.

Thus, there certainly are several psychological questions related to this

issue, which need to be further investigated.

Figure 6.1-2. Commercial Telemonitoring System measuring several physiological

parameters and obtaining feedback from a medical consultant team. (Copyright

Philips Telemonitoring Solutions (PTS), modified and reprinted by permission.)
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3. DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN THE WORLD

A seemingly general law of population dynamics is that population

growth is often inversely proportional to average income and wealth of a

nation. From a prediction of the World Health Organization (WHO) for

2025, we can directly conclude that many of the so-called first and second

world countries are coming to age, see Figure 6.1-3.

When focussing on Germany, it turns out that the population pyramid

has dramatically changed its shape over the last century (see Figure 6.1-4).

In 1901, the population age–group distribution clearly was a ‘‘population

pyramid’’ (see Figure 6.1-4, left). Such a distribution has many young and

only a few old people being supported by a large group of middle-aged

people. Keep in mind that the average life expectancy in those days was

below 50 years, indicating that many people died before reaching the

typical retirement age.

By 1950, the shape of the age–group distribution had dramatically

changed (see Figure 6.1-4, 2nd left), mainly due to the natality and

losses in specific age-groups (especially the 20–35-year-old world war

veterans; men more than women), during the World War I and World

War II years.

Figure 6.1-3. Prediction of world population aged 65 years and above for the year

2025. (Copyright WHO. Modified from [35], reprinted by permission.)
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In the 2001 age distribution, two other major phenomena can be

identified: (1) the enormous number of the baby boomer generation now

aged 35–45 and (2) the effect of contraceptives, which became available in

the early 1960s and allowed effective birth control for an increasing

number of women. As a result, the number of people in the age group

below 30 significantly dropped (see Figure 6.1-4, 2nd right).

In 2050, the shape of the predicted German age–group sizes shows an

almost uniform distribution. Possibly, in the future we may have to name

such a distribution a ‘‘population column’’ rather than a ‘‘population

pyramid.’’ In Germany and in many other countries, there seem to be

three major factors influencing this demographic change.

3.1. Birth-Rate

(syn. natality or total fertility rate, TFR) To keep the German popula-

tion at its current level, a total fertility rate of 2.1 children per woman

would be required. However, the current natality in Germany is only 1.38

babies per woman [5].

It is interesting to note that the total fertility rate between East and

West Germany has almost equalized by now, but the history of East

German and West German reproductive behavior shows some differences

over the last few decades reflecting the different political systems and

economic incentives (see Figure 6.1-5).

By inspection of Figure 6.1-5, major differences of birthrates are no-

ticeable in the 1980s (when the East German government supported the

decision for children with financial incentives), and in the 1990s (when the

social changes due to the German unification seem to have frightened

potential East German parents).

Figure 6.1-4. Population pyramid in Germany over the last century and predicted for

2050. Numbers on x-axis in 1000 persons; age on y-axis in years. (Copyright Statis-

tisches Bundesamt. Modified from [5], reprinted by permission.)
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While the TFR average value of the European Union is only slightly

larger (1.48 in 2000) than that in Germany, due to several other low

birthrate EU member states (e.g. Greece: 1.29; Italy: 1.24; and Spain:

1.23), some other first world countries deviate significantly from this

tendency. For example, Island has a TFR of 2.10, USA 2.06, France

1.88, and Denmark 1.77. But Figure 6.1-3 reveals that even some of the

second world countries (e.g. China, Brazil, and Russia, but not India) will

grow older. By contrast, in some sub-Saharan African countries, today’s

women bear an average of 6 children each.

3.2. Life Expectancy

The second factor influencing the demographic situation is life expect-

ancy, which, in Germany, has dramatically increased over the last century,

especially in the first half (see Figure 6.1-6).

One major reason that has already been identified was the reduced

infant mortality: while in 1901, 200 out of 1000 infants born alive died

Natality in Germany

West-Germany East-Germany Germany
3

2

1

0
1952 1970 1990 2010 2030 2050

Figure 6.1-5. Birth-rates for West-, East-, and total Germany from 1952 to 2050.

Predictions for the years >2002 are based on the 10th coordinated Federal German

population forecast. (Copyright Statistisches Bundesamt. Modified from [5], reprinted

by permission.)
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within the first year (20%!), only 4 out of 1000 infants did not survive in

2001. To a large extent, this decline in infant mortality was due to im-

proved health care, a continuous enhancement in hygiene, and access to a

better diet. But, of course, the improved living standards (easier working

conditions, better housing conditions) throughout life have contributed to

life expectancy as well.

3.3. Migration

The third factor influencing demographic changes in Germany is mi-

gration. In the 1950s and 1960s, Germany invited foreign workers to move

to Germany, which induced a notable population rise. Another notable

migration occurred during the early 1990s when many people of German

origin from GUS states decided to move to Germany.

Currently, three scenarios on the impact of migration upon the total

German population are discussed. These estimates range from a growth of
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100.000 to 300.000 (see [5]), which certainly will influence the overall

population dynamics and may shift the aging dynamics somewhat, but is

not sufficient to keep the population in Germany constant.

4. STATE-OF-THE-ART PERSONAL HEALTHCARE

DEVICES

In the later sections, we present a selection of rather typical devices,

which are already in the market, or are in the process of becoming

commercially available. This collection may give an impression of pos-

sible applications and of the variety of designs. Keep in mind, though,

that such a selection may be personally biased and is by no means

comprehensive. For example, hearing aids or blood glucose monitors

certainly are personal healthcare devices, but are omitted due to space

restrictions.

4.1. MOTION SENSORS

One example for this category is the Actiwatch device manufactured

by Cambridge Neurotechnology Ltd. ([6], see Figure 6.1-7). The basic

design features a battery-powered, wrist-worn device weighing about

10 g and containing a miniature uniaxial accelerometer that measures

a signal as the wearer produces accelerations above 0.05 g. Applications

include general monitoring of activity, insomnia (with additional pres-

sure sensor to be actively pressed between thumb and fingers), mood

(with additional light sensor), energy expenditure (with additional tem-

perature sensor), fatigue/alertness and sleep analysis like snoring levels

(with additional microphone), or detection of periodic limb movement

during sleep (PLMS).

For detection of tremor associated with Parkinson’s disease and for

monitoring and assessing the effect of drugs on the CNS, a special design

named Actiwatch Neurologica is available (focusing on readings in the

3–11 Hz range).

Another example of monitoring energy expenditure with motion sen-

sors is the ‘‘HealthWear Armband’’ by BodyMedia, Inc. [8], which senses

temperature gradients from skin to environment, mechanical activity and

bioimpedance of the skin (see Figure 6.1-8). The targeted application is

diet control, where the device and a connected PC act as personal

assistants.
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Note that in heart pacemakers, activity sensors based on acceler-

ometers or on piezoelectric elements were already introduced more than

a decade ago [10–12], and are commercially employed to control the

pacing frequency based on the individual’s activity level.

4.2. Heart Rate and ECG Monitoring

The ECG monitoring is a task which is very well-suited for personal

healthcare devices. There are many commercial devices already available on

the market, and only a few selected examples will be presented here. Such a

selection certainly is very subjective and by no means comprehensive.

Figure 6.1-7. Actiwatch system as a wrist-worn device (left) and applied to the feet for

sleep analysis (right). (Modified from [7], reprinted by permission.)

Figure 6.1-8. HealthWear Armband (left) and application to diet control (right).

Numbers indicate accelerometer (1), heat flux (2), galvanic skin response (3), skin

temperature (4), and near-body temperature (5). (Modified from [9], reprinted by

permission.)
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One prominent representative of heart rate monitoring devices is the

Polar monitoring system [13], originally aiming at sportive applications

(see Figure 6.1-9).

The Polar system consists of a thoracic belt featuring dry electrodes to

electrically measure heart rate and a wrist-worn watch-like monitor for

display of the heart rate. The heart rate is transmitted telemetrically from

the belt to the watch.

Note that devices with dry electrodes benefit from sweat, making them

especially suitable for sportive applications. On dry skin, however, skin

resistance may become a problem.

Somewhat different from the Polar system are ECG multilead meas-

urement systems which include aids to position the electrodes, a big

advantage for end users using such a device on their own. One represen-

tative of this class of devices was the classical CardioScout system (see

Figure 6.1-10), a measurement device consisting of a preshaped multi-

electrode disposable and a reusable electronic board (transmitter) con-

nected to the electrode disposable.

Another commercial example of a positioning aid for ECG monitoring

comes from Tapuz, Inc. [16]. This device has rather large dry electrodes

and relies on the elasticity of the silicone apron, which can be pressed

against the chest by pulling back both arms (see Figure 6.1-11, right).

Through a simple connection to a standard cell phone (see Figure 6.1-11,

left), this device can be easily used to transmit a multilead ECG around the

world.

As another design example, the Actiheart device should be mentioned

briefly. Like the Actiwatch, this use-and-forget device is very small and

weighs only 10 g. In order to use it, standard wet ECG electrodes are used

for the measurement (see Figure 6.1-12, left).

Figure 6.1-9. POLAR thoracic belt (left) and wrist-worn display (right). (Modified

from [14], reprinted by permission.)
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The primary function of this device is to collect ECG data and store it

in memory (data logging, up to 11 days). According to the manufacturer,

lifetime of the rechargeable Lithium batteries is claimed to last 14 days.

The measured data can be read with an Actiheart reader (Figure 6.1-12,

right) and transmitted to a PC for further analysis.

Figure 6.1-10. Old CardioScout system with disposable electrode pad and reusable

electronic board including a telemetric system. (Copyright Picomed GmbH from [15],

modified and reprinted by permission.)

Figure 6.1-11. Multilead electrode apron and measurement box connected to a stand-

ard mobile phone (left) and application of apron to chest (right). (Modified from [16],

reprinted by permission1.)

1 Note: the device(s) portrayed in this figure are proprietary products of Tapuz Medical Tech-

nology (T.M.T 2004) Ltd. All rights of the owner are reserved.
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Another example for ECG monitoring devices, the CardioOnline belt

from Philips Research Aachen, has recently been announced. It features

dry electrodes, an integrated accelerometer, and is equipped with a re-

chargeable Li-Polymer battery. Wireless communication to external moni-

tors is possible via a 5 mW RF front-end link allowing communication

at 433 MHz, 868 MHz, 1.88 GHz (DECT), and 2.4 GHz (Bluetooth).

Figure 6.1-13 give some impressions of possible textile integration.

4.3. Blood Pressure Monitoring

Blood pressure is a very important physiological parameter and fre-

quently measured in clinical settings, often invasively with direct access to

arteries. For private use, noninvasive arm and wrist monitoring devices are

available, but, especially wrist devices, are often subject to intrinsic meas-

Figure 6.1-12. Actiheart ECG data logger applied to the body (left) and Actiheart

Reader (right). (Provided by [7], reprinted by permission.)

Figure 6.1-13. Flexible ECG monitoring device appropriate for integration into under-

wear (left), textile belts or bras (right). (Copyright Philips Research Aachen, modified

and reprinted by permission.)
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urement errors due to a hydrostatic pressure difference between the heart

and location of the monitor. To overcome this foreseeable and frequently

occurring measurement mistake, Braun has recently launched a price-

winning blood pressure monitor equipped with an active positioning

sensor, which helps to find the right arm position during measurements

(see Figure 6.1-14).

4.4. Monitoring of Oxygen Saturation

Blood oxygen saturation is a very important vital parameter and

holds information on the quality of ventilation, as well as on perfusion

and status of the cardiovascular system (e.g. heart rate). In addition,

derived quantities, like heart rate variability, give valuable information.

In this area, integration and miniaturization are important driving forces.

For example, Asada and coworkers [18] have designed several ring devices

wearable on a finger, where the device carries not just the saturation

sensors, but also energy supply and a RF link at 915 MHz. Figure 6.1-15,

right, illustrates this trend.

4.5. Textile Integration

Textile integration is a promising approach to make personal health-

care devices wearable. Besides putting flexible electronic boards into shirt

pockets (which should be considered a rather low level of integration), a

Figure 6.1-14. Proper positioning with the wrist-worn blood pressure monitor

Sensor Control. (Copyright Braun GmbH from [17], modified and reprinted by per-

mission.)
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few truly integrated designs are becoming available, like the LifeShirt

manufactured by Vivometrics Inc. ([20], see Figure 6.1-16).

The sensory principle of the LifeShirt is the so-called respiratory in-

ductive plethysmography (RIP), known from the classical Respitrace device

and widely accepted as a gold standard for respiratory monitoring. In fact,

the electric coils used as sensing elements for respiration are integrated

Figure 6.1-15. Classical handheld pulse oximeter (left, [19]) (Copyright Nellcor Puritan

Bennet Inc. USA and the miniaturized Harvard saturation measurement ring right,

from [18]. Modified and reprinted by permission.)

Life shirt recorder
saves data to 
compact flash 
memory card

ECG leads

Posture
sensor

Ribeage had for 
respiratory rate and 
sign count

Abdominal band 
measures respiration

Figure 6.1-16. The concept of the LifeShirt (left) and its application to monitoring of

first responders. (Modified from [20], reprinted by permission.)
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into the woven fabric. Several peripheral devices (like a wearable ECG

monitoring) can be connected to the system.

A competing design, the so-called SmartShirt, has been developed at

the Georgia Institute of Technology in the late 1990s [2], and is now

manufactured by Sensatex, Inc. [21]. This sometimes called ‘‘wearable

motherboard’’ technology features an integrated microcontroller and an

optical fiber bus woven into the fabric. Several sensors can be connected

via a specifically designed interconnection technology. The targeted areas

of applications include first responders, sportive and military use, but

there are also first reports on baby clothing using this technology to

prevent sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). Figure 6.1-17 shows

some details of the concept.

5. OPEN PROBLEMS AND ONGOING RESEARCH

In this chapter, some open research problems shall be addressed.

Afterwards, some of the ongoing research programs are shortly presented.

5.1. Some Open Questions

There are several physiological parameters like noninvasive continuous

blood pressure or continuous blood glucose concentration that are crucial for

Microphone

Optical fiber

Conductive
grid

Data bus

Sensor

Smart Shirt
controller

Figure 6.1-17. The concept of the SmartShirt (left) and a prototype. From [21].

(Copyright Sensatex Inc. Modified from [21], reprinted by permission.)
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many applications and cannot be obtained yet. For continuous blood

pressure monitoring, the pulse transit time (PTT) may be an option [22]

as individual calibration is not a problem in an individualized personal

healthcare scenario. First reports on accuracy in the ICU are promising

[23–25].

Body area networks represent a key technology for personal healthcare

to combine different sensors and produce new levels of information by

sensor fusion. Figure 6.1-18 gives an example of a sportive body area

network scenario used for monitoring of ECG, SpO2, tilt and motion.

Like in other distributed networks, time synchronization is an import-

ant issue, especially when it comes to distributed measurement tasks in the

�s range.

Textile Integration is viewed as another key technology for personal

healthcare devices [26]. Yet, there are also open questions regarding the

application of this technology. One example is distributed measurements

of potentials (e.g. from arm to foot as in bioimpedance spectroscopy, see

[27]). Since these potentials are small analogue signals, one possible option

would to integrate small shielded cables into the garment. While digital

ECG &
Tilt sensor

SpO2 &
Motion sensor

Body
Area

Network

Motion
sensors

ZigBee

Personal
Server Internet

BiuetoothTM

or WLAN

Network coardinator &
temperature/

humidity sensor

Physician

Medical Server

Caregiver

Emergency

Weather Forecast

Figure 6.1-18. Example of a wireless body area network including communication

links to the Internet. (Modified from [3], reprinted by permission.)
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signal transmission through textiles has been successfully demonstrated

(see e.g. [28]), analogue signal transmission through coaxial or better

triaxial cables might be a problem. Another research question not yet

answered is the connection between rigid electronic boards and a flexible

textile garment. For many applications, electrodes, especially textile elec-

trodes, are an important issue and there are first ideas on how to make them.

However, replacing this resistive coupling by proper noncontact methods

like capacitive, optical or magnetic coupling to the body would be prefer-

able. Finally, hygienic aspects like washability need to be addressed.

For almost all wearable devices, motion artefacts are a key problem.

There is a huge demand for robust sensing technologies and/or artefact-

suppressing algorithms.

In addition, the question of an optimal power supply is open. Of course,

one way to power wearable devices are batteries. However, as is well

known from the hearing aid industry, changing these small batteries is a

cumbersome procedure, especially for elderly people with reduced manual

skills and vision. Rechargeable batteries may be a good approach and a

smart power management strategy could be to design proper recharging

stations (e.g. by integrating a means for inductive power transfer into the

bed or the sofa). Another option would be to use body energy sources (like

motion or heat production) to power personal health care devices, see [29]

for reference. Also, using flexible solar modules as a power source for

personal health care should be further investigated.

A difficult question in this context is power distribution, since electrical

energy produced during walking by a piezoelectric element integrated into the

shoes may be needed somewhere else (e.g. to support a wrist-worn device).

More general aspects of personal healthcare devices that need to be

further addressed are usability and ergonomics. Regarding man–machine

interaction, the needs of the elderly patients are certainly different from

young computer users. Furthermore, reliability and liability become im-

portant issues as soon as everybody starts to rely on personal healthcare

devices more than on other human senses.

5.2. Ongoing Research Programs

Several ongoing projects address issues related to personal healthcare.

In the following, a few selected examples funded by the EU or the German

Ministry of Research (BMBF) are given.

5.2.1. EU project sensation

SENSATION [30] aims to explore a wide range of micro- and nano-

sensor technologies, with the aim to achieve unobtrusive, cost-effective,
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and real-time monitoring, detection and prediction of human physio-

logical states in relation to (e.g. wakefulness, fatigue, and stress) anytime,

everywhere, and for everybody.

5.2.2. EU project MyHeart

With a budget of e33 million and 33 project partners from 11 countries,

MyHeart [31] is another European project aiming at creating options for

wearable smart electronic systems and associated services that empower

users to take control over their health status. It is an effort of industrial

research institutes, academics and hospitals to cover the whole value chain

from textile research via fashion and electronic design to medical and

home-based applications.

The project focuses on cardiovascular diseases (CVD), the leading

cause of death in the western world. It is commonly accepted that a

healthy and preventive lifestyle, as well as early diagnosis, can systemat-

ically combat the origin of CVD and save millions of life-years. MyHeart

explores technologies to support people to adopt a more healthy and

active lifestyle in order to reduce risk for developing CVD and limit the

recurrence rate of earlier acute events. One of the first results of MyHeart

is a prototype of a wearable, wireless monitoring system that measures

and diagnoses body signals of the wearer to detect abnormal health

conditions.

5.2.3. EU project WEALTHY

Another EU project focusing on textile personal healthcare is

WEALTHY [32]. The main objective of WEALTHY is to set up a com-

fortable health monitoring system. This will be based on a ‘‘wearable’’

interface, implemented by integrating smart sensors (in fiber and yarn

form), advanced signal processing techniques and modern telecommuni-

cation systems on a textile platform, and by developing a monitoring

system for data management with local intelligence in the form of a

decision support unit.

5.2.4. EU project TOPCARE

TOPCARE stands for ‘‘Telematic Homecare Platform in Cooperatives

Health Care Provider Networks.’’ The overall objective of this project is to

develop technical devices and telecommunication structures, and to lay the

organizational groundwork for bringing cooperative health care services

into the home of patients. A telematic homecare platform is being estab-

lished and evaluated in European cooperative healthcare environments for

home monitoring and treatment of patients needing:
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. Infusion therapies,

. Controlled ventilatory support, and

. Monitored medication adjustment and adherence control when trea-

ted with anticoagulants.

Note that while the other EU projects presented mainly dealt with

sensor technology and measurement tasks, this project includes therapy

guidance and therapeutic devices.

5.2.5. BMBF project PHMon

PHMon stands for ‘‘Personal Health Monitoring System with Micro-

system Sensor Technology’’ and is a research project conducted by the

University of Karlsruhe together with industrial and scientific partners

[34]. It is funded in part by the BMBF microsystem initiative. The aim of

the project is to develop sensors and an integrated platform for continu-

ous blood pressure monitoring [22–25], noninvasive blood glucose meas-

urement through with infrared absorption and polarization in the eye,

respiration evaluation by analyzing breathing sounds, and noninvasive

measurement of intraocular pressure.

6. SUMMARY

Due to the demographic changes presented in this chapter (with a special

focus, but not limited to the situation in Germany), medical technology has

to and will change its face. Medical care and especially medical technology

must adapt to the special needs of a growing elderly population (while not

forgetting the young and middle-aged population). Due to a lower eco-

nomic burden, more medical care will be delivered at home.

These developments will change the medical device market. In the

future, the typical customer of medical technology will probably not be a

hospital buying equipment for an intensive care unit, but it may very well

be a private customer or a provider for nursery homes.

It can be expected that the public will discuss the economic questions

connected to these demographic changes more vigorously in the near

future. To the author, it seems rather likely that large parts of the financial

burden connected to medical care, especially when dealing with not dir-

ectly life-threatening disorders, will have to be shouldered by the patients.

Due to the already existing large patient populations, major target

areas already are and will remain cardiovascular diseases and diabetes.

Other areas, like neurological diseases, pulmonary diseases, and ortho-

paedic problems, will further grow as we become older.
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Abstract In this chapter we elucidate the peculiarities of one-dimensional field-effect

transistors by studying electronic transport in carbon nanotube field-effect transistors

(CNFETs). It is shown that the ‘‘geometrical smallness’’—meaning the extremely small diam-

eter of carbon nanotubes—as well as the ‘‘electrical smallness,’’ (i.e., the one-dimensionality of

electronic transport in nanotubes), determine the electrical response of CNFETs. A model for

the simulationof this electrical responseofCNFETs is introduced andpredictions based on this

model are compared with analytical expressions as well as with experiments. It turns out that

the particular behavior ofCNFETs can be explained within a Schottky barrier transistor model

with modified electrostatics and 1D transport. As an example of this behavior, the appearance

of multimode transport in CNFETs is discussed in detail and the impact on the electrical

characteristics is illuminated.

Keywords carbon nanotube field-effect transistors; multimode transport; one-dimen-

sional transport; quantum capacitance; Schottky barrier

1. INTRODUCTION

Since approximately seven years, researchers have been exploring car-

bon nanotube field-effect transistors (CNFETs) as building blocks of a

future nanoelectronics. The increasing interest in CNFETs stems from the

fact that carbon nanotubes exhibit extraordinary electronic and structural
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properties. They hold promise for ballistic transport over distances as

large as a few hundred nanometers at room temperature and are extremely

small objects, ideally suited for aggressively scaled field-effect transistor

(FET) applications. It is in this sense that they are potentially enabling a

new level of functionality for ambient intelligence.

Figure 6.2-1 shows an SEM of a typical CNFET. A highly doped

silicon substrate serves as a large area back gate. The nanotube is separ-

ated from the substrate by a gate oxide, 10 nm in thickness, grown on top

of the silicon. Contacts made of metals, such as aluminum, titanium, or

palladium, are used as source and drain. The electrical characteristics of

such a CNFET very much resemble that of conventional MOSFETs. An

example of typical output characteristics for a p-type device is shown in

Figure 6.2-2. Consequently, the electronic transport has been interpreted

in terms of conventional MOSFETs [1, 2]. However, the appearance of

short-channel-like effects in electrostatically well-tempered devices [3] has

stimulated further investigations aiming at a more profound understand-

ing of transport in CNFETs. It is the extremely small geometry in com-

bination with the ‘‘electrical smallness’’ (i.e., one dimensionality of carbon

nanotubes) that leads to the different electrical response of CNFETs if

compared to bulk-like silicon MOSFETs. For instance, a strong depend-

ence of the electrical characteristics on the gate oxide thickness was found,

which could consistently be explained with the presence of Schottky

barriers at the contact interfaces [4, 5].

In this chapter we will elaborate in detail on the impact of the ‘‘geo-

metrical’’ and ‘‘electrical smallness’’ on the device behavior of CNFETs

using an analytical analysis supported by simulations. To this end a model

for the quantum mechanical simulation of the electronic transport in

CNFETs will be introduced in Section 2. Subsequently, particular features

and benefits of the smallness of carbon nanotubes for the device perform-

ance will be discussed. Comparing analytical approximations with simu-

D
rain

Source

Carbon nanotube

Gate dielectric thermal (SiO2)

Gate (silicon substrate)

Figure 6.2-1. Electron micrograph of a CNFET. A large area back gate is separated

from the tube by a gate dielectric.
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lations using the model presented in Section 2, we will explain the relevant

phenomena.

2. MODELING TRANSISTOR ACTION

In this section, a general framework of a model for CNFETs and the

quantum mechanical simulations of their electrical behavior will be intro-

duced. Our model is rather general and applies to a variety of 1D FET

structures. Nanotube-specific properties are accounted for by material

characteristics, such as the effective masses, the energy gap, and diameter.

Our model is able to describe:

. Ballistic as well as scattering limited transport in the nanotube channel;

. Single as well as multimode transport, including several conduction

and valence bands with different effective masses in the conduction

and valence bands;

. Tunneling phenomena, in particular, direct source to drain tunneling,

tunneling through the gate oxide, and band-to-band tunneling; and

. Contact effects by attaching metallic source and drain reservoirs to

the semiconducting tube channel.

The model will be used to discuss and explain peculiarities of the

electronic transport in 1D FET devices that are related to their ‘‘geomet-

rical’’ and ‘‘electrical smallness.’’ The simulations are based on a self-

consistent solution of the Schrödinger equation using the nonequilibrium

Green’s function formalism (NEGF), and the Poisson equation.

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

|I d
  [

µA
] |

-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0
Vds  [V]

Vgs: 0V to -1.2V
       step: -0.3V

Figure 6.2-2. Typical output characteristics of a p-type CNFET. The lines are guides to

the eye.
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As was mentioned in the introduction, CNFETs behave like Schottky

barrier FETs and consequently, in our simulations, we consider a model,

where metallic source and drain electrodes are in direct contact with the

nanotube and a Schottky barrier of varying height builds up at the contact

interfaces. Although this model has been shown to have shortcomings [6],

it is able to explain the transport phenomena relevant for the present

analysis.

2.1. Electrostatics

Despite its smallness, a real CNFET is nevertheless a 3D object and a

3D calculation should be employed in order to simulate its electrical

characteristics accurately. This, however, represents an enormous compu-

tational burden. Fortunately, in the case of a gate that is wrapped around

the nanotube channel (as shown in Figure 6.2-3), it is possible to reduce

the electrostatics to a 1D one using the approach by Auth and Plummer

[7]. This approach captures all relevant aspects related to the scaling of the

gate oxide thickness dox, the body (i.e., channel) thickness dnt, and of

course the appearance of short-channel effects in laterally scaled devices.

The main ingredient is the approximation of the potential distribution in

the channel perpendicular to the direction of current transport by a

quadratic expansion, which leads in cylindrical coordinates to

F(r,x) � c0(x)þ c1(x)rþ c2(x)r2, (6:2-1)

where r ¼ 0 is at the center of the nanotube. Due to the cylindrical

symmetry, the following boundary conditions apply: @F=@rjr¼0 ¼ 0 at

Source/Drain
contact

r
R

Oxide

Channel

Gate

dnt

dox

x

Figure 6.2-3. Schematics of a CNFET with a gate wrapped around the channel. The

source/drain contacts can be either a metal or a doped nanotube segment.
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the center and @F=@rjr¼R ¼ «ox=«nt � (Fg �Ff )=(R ln (1þ dox=R) ) at the

border of the channel [7]. Here, R ¼ dnt=2, Ff (x) ¼ F(r ¼ R,x) is the

surface potential and Fg is the gate potential. «nt and «ox are the relative

dielectric constants of the nanotube and the gate oxide, respectively. With

these boundary conditions, a reduced Poisson equation for the surface

potential Ff ¼ F(r ¼ R,x) can be derived. Inserting Equation (6.2-1) into

the Poisson equation yields the constants following 1D modified Poisson

equation for Ff [7]

d2Ff

dx2
�Ff �Fg þFbi

l2
¼ � e(r �N)

«0«nt

(6:2-2)

that will be used throughout this article 1. Here, Fbi is the built-in potential,

r is the density of mobile carriers, and N a constant charge background

due to a doping of the nanotube with either donors (‘‘þ’’-sign) or acceptors

(‘‘�’’sign). The length l is given by l ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
«ntd2

nt ln (1þ 2dox=dnt)=8«ox

p
[7].

This modified Poisson equation describes well the electrostatics of a fully

depleted FET and has been successfully applied to investigate silicon-

on-insulator MOSFETs [9, 10]. A CNFET is the ideal fully depleted device,

since in a nanotube, there is no ‘‘bulk’’-part giving rise to a depletion

capacitance.

Equation (6.2-2) allows easy access to a number of insights into the

nanotube device characteristics. For instance, considering the limit r � 0,

which-corresponds to the off-state of a CNFET, Equation (6.2-2) can be

solved analytically leading to a solution of the form:

Ff (x) / exp �x

l

� �
: (6:2-3)

This means that l determines the length scale, on which potential variations

are being screened. The screening becomes more effective if devices exhibit

ultrathin bodies dnt and ultrathin gate oxides dox. Scaling the channel length

down improves the device performance but eventually can lead to a loss of

the electrostatic gate control of the channel. Equation (6.2-2) states that

electrostatic integrity is preserved as long as l is smaller than the channel

length L. Since in nanotubes—inherently small objects—l can be made very

small without the introduction of dopants, they seem to be ideally suited for

1 Note, that the quadratic approximation is strictly valid if l is much larger than R ¼ dm=2 [8];

in virtually all cases considered here l > dm=2 is fulfilled.
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the realization of ultimately scaled devices from the electrostatics point of

view. At the same time, the complete absence of dopants prevents variations

in characteristics from device-to-device, which is known to be a major

problem in today’s aggressively scaled conventional MOSFETs.

While a wrapped-around gate as was discussed above is ideal for

preserving electrostatic integrity [7] experimental devices to date usually

have a single, planar gate as is shown in the electron micrograph (Figure

6.2-1). However, comparing our simulations with experimental character-

istics, we consistently find that the electrostatics of such devices can be

described reasonably well by the same Poisson equation (Equation 6.2-2),

but with a larger screening length of the form l ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dntdox«nt=«ox

p
, which

was originally derived for a planar gate, planar channel geometry, such as

a single-gated MOSFET on SOI [9, 10]. Unless stated otherwise, the

reduced Poisson equation with this larger l will be used in the following.

2.2. Quantum Transport Equations

For the calculation of the charge in and current through the nanotube,

we employ the nonequilibrium Green’s function formalism. Together with

the reduced Poisson equation (Equation 6.2-2), our model allows the self-

consistent calculation of the electronic transport in CNFETs.

To numerically compute the Green’s functions, we make use of Datta’s

approach [11, 12]. We consider a 1D finite difference scheme with lattice

constant a and nearest neighbor hopping parameter t� as illustrated in

Figure 6.2-4(a). A quadratic dispersion relation in the conduction and

valence band (see Figure 6.2-4(b) ) is used with effective masses being

m�con and m�val , respectively. In order to describe the complex band struc-

ture in the band gap, we make use of Flietner’s dispersion relation [13, 14].

At lattice point i this leads to

Figure 6.2-4. (a) Finite difference grid with lattice spacing a and (b) shows the con-

duction and valence bands and the complex band structure in the band gap for a ¼ 0.
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…2q2

2m�con

¼ «i 1� «i

Eg

� �
1� a

«i

Eg

� ��2

, (6:2-4)

with a ¼ 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m�con=m

�
val

p
and «i ¼ E �Fi

f being the kinetic energy. For

the specific case of a semiconducting nanotube, the effective masses in the

conduction and valence bands are equal (i.e., m�con ¼ m�val ¼ m� so that

a ¼ 0), and the charge neutrality or branching point Ebr is at midgap. The

discretized form of the Hamiltonian follows to be

Hi, j ¼
t� þ tþ þFi

f i = j

�t� i -1 = j

�tþ i + 1 = j

0 otherwise

8
><
>:

(6:2-5)

where i,j are indices of different points of the finite difference grid.

t� ¼ 1=2ti þ 1=2ti�1½ ��1
and the hopping parameters ti equal …2=2m�a2 in

the conduction/valence band and ti ¼ …2=(2m�a2(1� «i=Eg) ) within the

band gap of magnitude Eg. The retarded Green’s function Gr in matrix

notation (discrete form) is given by the expression

Gr
i, j ¼

1

a
[(E � 1�H � S

r
)�1]i, j, (6:2-6)

where 1 is the unity matrix. The self-energy function S
r

is a sum of

contributions that account for: (1) the coupling of the channel to semi-

infinite source and drain contacts and (2) scattering in the channel. In

principle, gate leakage can be incorporated via S
r
as well [15], but has been

omitted here for simplicity. In the following, we consider only metallic

source and drain contacts with a Schottky barrier of height FSB with

respect to the conduction/valence band as is illustrated in Figure 6.2-5,

where the gray line represents the conduction band (the valence band has

been omitted in the illustration for clarity), and the small circles refer to

points of the finite difference grid. Scattering in the nanotube channel is

accounted for by attaching Buettiker probes via appropriate self-energy

functions to each site of the finite difference grid [16], which is also shown

in Figure 6.2-5. Each Buettiker probe has its own Fermi level E
j

f such that

the dotted line in Figure 6.2-5 represents the position dependent quasi-

Fermi level in the channel. In the case considered here, each electrode at

site j (either Buettiker probe or source/drain contact) contributes to S
r
, a

matrix, which has zero entries everywhere except at (j,j) such that S
r
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becomes a diagonal matrix. To be specific, the diagonal elements of S
r
are

given by

S
r
s,d ¼�

(t�)2

tmet

exp ia

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m0(E þ E

s,d
f )

…2

s0
@

1
A;

S
r
j ¼� gt exp ia

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m�(E �F

j
f )

…2

s0
@

1
A,

(6:2-7)

where j ¼ 2(N � 1) runs over all sites with Buettiker probes and N being

the dimension of the finite difference grid; S
r
s,d are (1,1) and (N,N) entries,

respectively, accounting for the coupling to the source/drain contacts. The

coupling parameter tmet ¼ …2=2m0a
2, and the parameter g describe the

coupling of the probes to the channel. The difference between the

source/drain contacts and the probes is that the Fermi energy in the

Buettiker probes is not fixed by a certain terminal voltage, but individually

floats to a value so that the total current flowing into and out of each

Buettiker probe sums up to zero. During the self-consistent calculations,

the appropriate Fermi energies in the probes are found by an iterative

procedure; for details, see Ref. [16]. Since carriers can enter one probe at a

particular energy and leave it at another energy, each Buettiker probe

represents a dissipative scattering site, whose effectiveness is mediated by

the coupling g of the probe to the channel. As was shown by Venugopal

(see appendix of Ref. 16), one can associate the mean free path of carriers

in the channel lscat with the parameter g:

Source Channel Drain

E
d
f

EN
fΣ Σ

r
s

Σr
d

r
j

ΦSB
E1

f E2
f

Es
f

Figure 6.2-5. Incorporation of scattering by attaching floating Buettiker probes at

each grid point. The resulting Fermi levels in the probes constitute the quasi-Fermi-

level distribution along the current transport direction.
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lscat ¼ 2a� 1

g
: (6:2-8)

This means, if g is large (i.e., if the Buettiker probe is tightly bond to the

channel), the mean distance between scattering becomes short and vice

versa.

Having calculated Gr, the local density of states (LDOS) can be deter-

mined. Figure 6.2-6 shows a gray scale image of the LDOS in a ballistic

SB-CNFET (i.e., with g ¼ 0). Dark areas refer to regions with a low DOS,

whereas lighter areas indicate a high DOS. The standing wave pattern in

the channel of the SB-CNFET is a result of the Fermi velocity mismatch

between metal and nanotube. The nonzero DOS at the contact interfaces

is due to metal wave-functions penetrating the semiconductor gap, where

they get exponentially damped.

In order to determine the charge density r—needed in the Poisson

equation to compute the potential distribution—one has to calculate the

electron and hole correlation functions Gn ¼ Gr � �in � Ga and

G p ¼ Gr � Sout � Ga (we use Datta’s notation everywhere [11]) with

Ga ¼ (Gr)y; the ‘‘�’’ stands for matrix multiplication. The matrices S
in, out

are related to the retarded self-energy function(matrix), and thus are

diagonal matrices as well with their diagonal entries given by

S
in
j, j ¼ f (E

j

f )Gj, j and S
out
j, j ¼ (1� f (E

j

f ) )Gj, j. Here, f (E
j

f ) is the equilibrium

Fermi distribution with Fermi energy E
j

f of the jth electrode (i.e., source

and drain if j ¼ 1 or j ¼ N, and a Buettiker probe otherwise), and

Gj, j ¼ �2Im(S
r
j, j). The charge density is then given by

0
X (a.u.)

Drain

E
 (

a.
u.

)

Channel

L

Source

Es
f

ΦfΦSB 

Figure 6.2-6. Local density of states for a CNFET with Schottky contacts.
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rj ¼
2

p

Z 1
Ebr(x)

dEGn
j, j(E)� 2

p

Z Ebr(x)

�1
dEG

p
j, j(E), (6:2-9)

where the first term on the right hand side determines the electron contri-

bution and the second term the hole contribution to the charge density; the

factor of 2 in the expression for rj is due to the 2 conduction channels in

a nanotube. Poisson’s equation (Equations (6.2-2) and (6.2-9) ) are solved

together iteratively until a self-consistent solution is found 2. Finally, the

current flowing from source to drain is computed using the Fisher–Lee

relation [16, 18]

Id ¼
4e

h

Z
dE
X

j

TN, j(E) [ f (E � Ed
f )� f (E � E

j

f )], (6:2-10)

where the transmission coefficient between the drain contact at site N

and another electrode at site j is TN, j(E) ¼ GN,N jGr
N,jj

2
Gj,j. Equation

(6.2-10) is the Landauer result, where 4e/h is the current one mode can

carry and the integral gives the number of modes that contribute to the

current.

3. TRANSPORT IN CNFETS

After having introduced a model for the simulation of CNFETs, we

will now use this model to study the electronic transport in these devices.

We will first focus on the impact of the ‘‘geometrical’’ and then on the

impact of the ‘‘electrical smallness’’ of carbon nanotubes on the perform-

ance of CNFETs. The ‘‘geometrical smallness’’ plays the dominant role

for the electrostatics, whereas the ‘‘electrical smallness’’ (i.e., the 1D of

carbon nanotubes) is reflected in a distinctly different density of states.

As is discussed below, this makes the so-called quantum capacitance

becoming a relevant entity. The magnitude of this capacitance compared

to the oxide capacitance Cox strongly influences the performance of

CNFETs.

2 A Newton–Raphson method is used to determine the update of Ff at each iteration step [17].

This method leads to self-consistency within a few iterations.
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3.1. Impact of the Small Geometry

It has been discussed in Section 2.1, that the ‘‘geometrical smallness’’

(i.e., the small body thickness dnt of nanotubes) leads to an exponential

screening of potential variations. This is also true for the Schottky barriers

at the contact channel interfaces and implies that the Schottky barriers

can be made very ‘‘thin’’ by letting l! 0. (Note that this is distinctly

different from a large area metal semiconductor contact. In this case, the

potential inside the semiconductor falls off (approximately) proportional

to the square instead of exponentially.) Consequently, one can expect the

electrical behavior of CNFETs to strongly depend on l. Here we will study

the impact of l on the electrical characteristics of CNFETs. We will

concentrate first on the off-state and then briefly discuss the on-state. As

it turns out, both, the off-state as well as the on-state strongly depend on

oxide and body thickness.

3.1.1. Off-state

In a fully depleted conventional long channel device, the inverse

subthreshold slope S ¼ (@ log Id=@Vgs)
�1 should always be 60 mV/dec,

independent of the actual oxide thickness dox (as long as short-channel

effects are absent and no traps at the oxide-channel interface are pre-

sent). This fact can already be deduced from a closer look at Equation

(6.2-2). Far away from the source-channel interface, the curvature of

Ff � 0 and, because r � 0 in the off-state, Equation (6.2-2) reduces to 3

�
F0

f �Fg þFbi

l2
¼ 0, (6:2-11)

where F0
f is the potential in the channel far away from the contact

interface. As illustrated in Figure 6.2-7(a), this potential barrier determines

the current flow through the channel: only electrons in source that are

thermally excited over F0
f can contribute to the current. From the equa-

tion above, it becomes apparent that a change in gate voltage results in the

same change of the surface potential F0
f (i.e., dFg ¼ dF0

f ) leading to an

S ¼ 60mV=dec [19].

In Schottky barrier devices, the situation is different: dFg ¼ dF0
f also

holds far away from the Schottky barrier (see Figure 6.2-7(b)), but unlike

the case above it is not F0
f anymore that determines the current, but the

3 A nonzero doping density N only changes the built-in potential Fbi and hence will have no

effect on the off-state of the CNFET.
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Schottky barriers at the channel-contact interfaces. This situation is shown

in Figure 6.2-7(b): a change in Fg yields the same change in Ff only far

away from the contact interface (black line). The current injection, how-

ever, is determined by the change of the Schottky barrier.

As was discussed above (see Section 2.1), l is the relevant length scale

of potential variations and hence determines the shape of the Schottky

barrier. In order to quantify the influence of l, we derive a first-order

expression for the inverse subthreshold slope. In the off-state, the density

of mobile carriers can be neglected and the potential at the source

Schottky diode is given by

Ff (x) ¼ (FSB �F0
f )e
�x

l þF0
f : (6:2-12)

For not too large oxide thicknesses and if FSB 	 kBT the current is

mainly determined by the tunneling component of carriers originating

from an energy range between #FSB and ~FF with ~FF < FSB. The reason

for this is that below ~FF the tunneling probability is exponentially sup-

pressed and we can take ~FF as a lower cutoff energy. Above FSB, the

Fermi function has become negligibly small, because FSB 	 kBT . We

now make the crude approximation that the tunneling probability is

unity between ~FF and FSB and zero below F~. This is justified because of

the exponential shape of the Schottky barrier (cf. Equation 6.2-3), which is

a direct consequence of the small geometric dimensions of nanotubes. The

numerical value of S defines the change of gate voltage needed to alter

the current Id by one order of magnitude. For Vds large enough, the

contribution of the drain contact to Id can be neglected and since we

(a)

E
f(

E
)

(b)
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E

ChannelChannel
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f

δΦg = δΦ0
f dΦg = dΦ0

f

~Φ
ΦSB
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X

1 0

d

f(
E

)
Figure 6.2-7. Change of the potential Ff at the source end of the channel for two

different Fg for (a) a conventional-type FET and (b) an SB-CNFET.
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approximated the transmission probability to be 1 above ~FF, S can be

computed by requiring the ratio of the drain currents for two different

gate potentials (voltages) to be equal to 10:

10¼!
Z1

~FF(Fg1)

dEexp �
E�Es

f

kT

� �
0
B@

1
CA
, Z1

~FF(Fg2)

dEexp �
E�Es

f

kT

� �
0
B@

1
CA, (6:2-13)

where f (E � Es
f ) has been approximated by an exponential. Note, that we

put the upper limit of the integration to infinity. The error, however, is

negligible, if FSB 	 kBT . As a result

~FF1 � ~FF2 ¼ kBT ln (10): (6:2-14)

One can associate a tunneling distance d with the lower cutoff ~FF (i.e.,
~FF ¼ Ff (d)), as illustrated in Figure 6.2-7(b); d is the thickness of the

Schottky barrier, for which the tunneling contribution becomes negligible.

This means, that for a certain set of parameters of the CNFET (such as

effective mass, Schottky barrier height, etc.), d is constant but does, of

course, depend on those parameters, in particular on the effective mass

(see below). Inserting this tunneling distance d into Equation (6.2-12)

yields ~FF1,2 ¼ (FSB �F0
f1,2 ) exp (� d=l)þF0

f1,2 for the two lower cutoff

energies and we get

F0
f1
�F0

f2
¼ kBT ln (10)

1� e�d=l
: (6:2-15)

As long as d < l, which is the case for realistic gate oxide and body

thicknesses, we can expand the exponent to first order in d=l. Decreasing

the effective mass requires a larger d in order to get the same (low)

tunneling probability at the lower cutoff energy ~FF and vice versa. If to

first order the Schottky barrier is approximated by a barrier of thickness d

and constant height, the WKB approximation [20] yields a tunneling

probability of exp (� const �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
m�
p

d). It is then easy to see that for the

tunneling probability to be constant, d scales as 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
m�
p

. Finally, noting

that dF0
f ¼ dFg in the off-state, we obtain:

S /
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
m�
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

«nt

«ox

dntdox

r
kBT ln (10): (6:2-16)
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Hence, S is proportional to
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dox

p
as was already reported by Heinze and

coworkers [21], and experimentally verified by Appenzeller and coworkers

[4]. In addition, S depends in the same way on the body thickness and

effective carrier mass of the channel material. The above dependence of S

on the various parameters of the SB-CNFET has been confirmed using the

self-consistent simulation discussed earlier and is shown in Figure 6.2-8.

Here, S is plotted versus
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dox

p
and constant dnt ¼ 1 nm. As can be seen, the

S values lie on a straight line as predicted by the analytical approximation.

Only for the smallest dox ¼ 0:5 nm S deviates from the behavior, but for

such a thin oxide l becomes smaller than d so that the exponent in

Equation (6.2-15) cannot be expanded anymore. The same graph follows,

if dox ¼ 1 nm and dnt varies since l depends on dox and dnt in the same way;

the square-root dependence of S on the effective mass has been confirmed

by simulations too (not shown here). For comparison, S ¼ 60mV=dec,

independent of dox as expected for a conventional well-behaved MOSFET

is shown in Figure 6.2-8 as well (gray line). Finally, note that for the

derivation of Equation (6.2-16), we did not have to assume any nanotube

specific properties and thus the above expression for S is quite generally

valid for ultrathin body FETs. As a result, a good off-state in SB-FETs

can be expected, if dox, dnt, and m� are made as small as possible [22].
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Figure 6.2-8. Inverse subthreshold slope S as function of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dox

p
(black line squares). For

not too thin oxides, a linear relationship is obtained. Gray line is S of a conventional-

type MOSFET.
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3.1.2. On-state

To illuminate the influence of the device geometry on the on-state, we

approximate the current Id for small bias Vds as follows

Id ¼
4e

h

Z
dET(E) (fs � fd) �

4e2

h
Vds

Z
dET(E) � @f

@E

� �
, (6:2-17)

where T(E) is the transmission probability at energy E. Here, we consider

the case of a ballistic SB-FET such that T(Es
f ) is due to the presence of the

Schottky barriers at the channel contact interfaces only. Since �@f =@E is

peaked around Es
f , the integration yields approximately

Id �
4e2

h
VdsTSB(Es

f ): (6:2-18)

This expression is the Landauer formula (see Refs. [11, 23], for instance)

for transport in mesoscopic systems multiplied by the tunneling probability

through the Schottky barriers. The transconductance gm follows to be

gm ¼
4e2

h
Vds

@TSB(Es
f )

@Vgs

: (6:2-19)

Usually an SBFET exhibits a performance inferior to a conventional

type device because of the relatively large Schottky barriers. However, due

to the strong variation of the potential distribution at the Schottky

barriers and thus due to the strong dependence of TSB(Es
f ) on l, excellent

transconductances can be expected for CNFETs. In fact, recently SB-

CNFETs have been realized with thin gate oxides that show an excellent

on-state with gm of up to 4:3 mS [3, 24]. Despite a relatively high Schottky

barrier of around 0.3 eV, the gm of these devices surpasses those of

conventional Si-MOSFETs. Again, the reason for this is the extremely

small diameter dnt of carbon nanotubes that leads in combination with

thin gate dielectrics to a very tight gate control of the Schottky barriers at

the contact interfaces. This fact has a number of unusual implications: For

instance, it was found that extracting the Schottky barrier height from

experimental characteristics using the thermionic emission theory yields a

drastic underestimation of the true barrier height; in principle even nega-

tive barriers can result from an analysis using thermionic emission [25].

This means that the barrier in the on-state becomes highly transparent

with tunneling probabilities close to one allowing for excellent on-states.
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3.2. Electrical Smallness

Besides their extreme ‘‘geometric smallness,’’ the most prominent fea-

ture of carbon nanotubes is their ‘‘electrical smallness’’: carbon nanotubes

are objects, where each subband represents a 1D channel for conduction

leading to a different DOS in the channel if compared to conventional Si-

MOSFETs, for instance. It was mentioned earlier that in such low-dimen-

sional systems, the so-called quantum capacitance Cq becomes a relevant

entity. Due to its importance for the electronic transport in 1D FETs, we

will introduce the concept of the quantum capacitance and discuss its

dependence on the dimensionality of the device under consideration. In

addition, the influence of Schottky barriers at the channel contact inter-

faces on Cq will be studied. Finally, the impact on the device character-

istics will be discussed.

3.2.1. The quantum capacitance

From a conventional MOS capacitor, it is known that well above the

threshold voltage Vth(Vgs > Vth), the surface potential Fs
f (i.e., the poten-

tial at the gate oxide-channel interface), hardly moves anymore with

increasing gate voltage and the MOS system then behaves like a parallel

plate capacitor [19]. In a CNFET, however, the surface potential can

under certain circumstances be influenced by the gate, even if Vgs > Vth.

The reason for this completely different response of the bands to the gate

potential is the decreased charge carrying capability of nanotubes due to

their 1D density of states. The relationship between charge and response

of the bands to a gate potential gives rise to a capacitance, the aforemen-

tioned quantum capacitance Cq [26–28]. The ratio of the quantum capaci-

tance Cq and oxide capacitance Cox is key to the understanding of (e.g., the

appearance of multimode transport) CNFETs as is discussed later.

Consider an n-type, long-channel CNFET in the on-state such that

r 6¼ 0; for simplicity, the doping density N is set to zero. At distances far

away from the contact-channel interfaces, the curvature of the surface

potential is approximately zero. As a result, Equation (6.2-2) can be

rewritten in the form

1

e
F0

f �Fg þFbi

� �
¼ l2 er

«0«nt

¼ Qtot

Cox

, (6:2-20)

where Qtot and Cox are the charge and oxide capacitance per unit area in

the single-gate planar case and the charge and capacitance per unit length

in the gate-wrapped-around case (cf. Section 2.1). (Note that Equation

(6.2-20) points out an alternative way of how to calculate the modified
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Poisson equation (Equation (6.2-2) ) for different device geometries, such

as planar double gate and gate-all-around, for instance: simply insert Cox

appropriate for the device under consideration and identify l2 from the

above expression). Taking the derivative of this equation with respect to

F0
f one gets

dF0
f ¼

Cox

Cox þ Cq

dFg (6:2-21)

with the quantum capacitance Cq given by

Cq ¼ e
@Qtot

@F0
f

: (6:2-22)

This means that in an FET, the oxide capacitance and the quantum

capacitance are connected in series as is shown in Figure 6.2-9, so that the

total gate capacitance becomes 4

Ctot ¼ e
@Qtot

@Fg

¼ CoxCq

Cox þ Cq

: (6:2-23)

The following conclusions can be drawn from Equation (6.2-21): as

long as Cq#Cox, a change of gate voltage always results in a change of F0
f .

If on the other hand Cq 	 Cox, a change of gate voltage yields dF0
f ! 0

meaning that the movement of the surface potential stops as is the case in a

conventional MOSFET.

For a long-channel conventional type FET (see Figure 6.2-9(a) ) with

small applied bias, we can determine the quantum capacitance as follows.

Let D3D(E �F0
f ) be the 3D density of states; F0

f again is the potential far

away from the contact interface. Then, neglecting the contact regions, the

charge in the channel can be written as

Qtot / edntWL

ð
dED3D E �F0

f

� �
f (E � Es

f ), (6:2-24)

where dnt is the thickness, W the width, and L the length of the channel.

According to Equation (6.2-22), the quantum capacitance becomes

4 Expression (6.2-23) is only valid for a long channel device. In fact, dQtot¼@Qtot=@Vgs � dVgsþ
@Qtot=@Vds � dVds ¼ CqCox=(Cq þ Cox)dVgs þ CddVds, where Cd is the drain capacitance. In elec-

trostatically well-behaved devices, Cd is negligible.
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C3D
q ¼ e

@Qtot

@F0
f

/ �e2dntWL

ð
dED3D(E)

@f (E � Es
f )

@E

� e2dntWLD3D(Es
f �F0

f ), (6:2-25)

since the derivative of the Fermi function is peaked around Es
f . This means

that in 3D, C3D
q /

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

f �F0
f

q
and thus C3D

q increases when the surface

potential changes, whereas Cox ¼ const. Therefore, in 3D systems, like

MOSFETs, Cq 	 Cox is always valid at large enough gate voltage, 5 and

consequently the surface potential hardly moves anymore in the on-state

while Vgs increases [29]. However, the situation is completely different in a

1D system, such as a CNFET [28]. Here, C1D
q is proportional to the 1D

density of states (i.e., / 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

f �F0
f

q
), such that in principle C1D

q #Cox can

be achieved in 1D systems. Calculating C1D
q and Cox for 1D, it becomes

apparent that rather thin gate oxides and/or high-k dielectrics are needed

in order to obtain C1D
q < Cox, though [30].

In case of a 1D system with Schottky barriers, such as an SB–CNFET,

a more detailed consideration is needed and things can be quite different.

If the Schottky barrier height FSB 	 kBT , then tunneling is the dominant

process of carrier injection into the channel. In this case, Equation (6.2–24)

for the charge in the channel has to be modified to

Qtot / eL

ð
dETSB(E �F0

f )D
1D(E �F0

f )f (E � Es
f ), (6:2-26)

(a) (b)
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Φ0
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Figure 6.2-9. Total charge in the channel far away from the contact interface. The total

gate capacitance is determined by the oxide and quantum capacitance.

5 For instance, in a MOSFET with dnt and dox ¼ 2 nm, the oxide capacitance is approximately

2 � 10�6 F=cm�2
, whereas for Es

f �F0
f ¼ 0:1 eV Cq becomes 4 � 10�4 F=cm�2

.
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where TSB is the tunneling probability for carriers to be injected into the

channel through the source/drain Schottky barriers. Consequently, the

quantum capacitance becomes

C1D
q � e2LTSB Es

f �F0
f

� �
D1D Es

f �F0
f

� �
þO(@TSB=@F0

f ), (6:2-27)

where the higher order corrections proportional to @TSB=@F0
f (i.e., pro-

portional to the change of the transmission probability through the

Schottky barrier with change of surface potential), are neglected here.

The presence of the Schottky barrier influences Cq in two ways: first, the

particular potential landscape of the Schottky barrier prefers carrier in-

jection at high energies (relative to the conduction band), where the

density of states is low, and second, as is known from the analysis above

(see Section 3.1), that the potential distribution and therefore the tunnel-

ing probability TSB(Es
f ) strongly depends on dox and can be significantly

smaller than 1. Hence Cq in SB-CNFETs will be smaller than in a con-

ventional-type CNFET, and moreover, both, Cox and Cq decrease when

making dox larger and vice versa. This means that even for larger dox, both

capacitances can still be of the same order—a critical finding that has not

been previously noticed.

The exact value of the ratio between Cq and Cox depends of course

also on the Schottky barrier height, which provides an additional degree

of freedom independent of the oxide thickness that allows to modify the

quantum capacitance. Increasing the Schottky barrier height decreases

the transmission probability TSB and hence decreases Cq, while Cox

remains unchanged. The relation between Cox and Cq and its dependence

on the oxide thickness and Schottky barrier height has important impli-

cations for the performance of CNFETs and 1D FET structures in

general 6:

First, if Cox > Cq, the total gate capacitance Ctot is determined rather

by Cq than Cox (cf. Equation (6.2-23) ). Cq on the other hand can be

lowered by increasing the Schottky barrier height. With the right choice of

barrier and very thin gate oxides, it is possible to decrease Cq without a

substantial loss of drive current such that the device delay t ¼ CtotVdd=Id

improves. This means in 1D FETs, the presence of Schottky barriers can

be beneficial for the high frequency performance (details will be published

elsewhere).

6 Most of our statements can be applied to small nanowire structures or molecular devices

as well.
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Second, since Cox$Cq in CNFETs with Schottky barriers, the surface

potential will respond to a change of Vgs even well in the on-state (cf.

Equation (6.2-21) ) such that higher 1D subbands or modes—hundreds of

meV separated from the first conduction/valence band—can participate in

the current 7. The appearance of this multimode transport in CNFETs, its

observability, and the impact on the performance of CNFETs will be

explored in the following section.

3.2.2. Appearance of multimode transport

Before we look into the issue of multimode transport more closely by

using simulations, the question arises, how one can tell whether or not

multiple modes participate in the current when looking at the Id � Vgs

characteristics? The answer is that very often one cannot! To be able to

observe multimode transport, it is necessary that current in one mode

saturates with increasing gate voltage before a subsequent mode signifi-

cantly contributes to the current. In this case, a step-like increase of Id

follows. Figure 6.2-10 shows this scenario: in (a), the subband separation

is sufficiently large so that the contributions of different modes can be

distinguished; (b) shows the transconductance contributions of the first

three modes. If their overlap is small (i.e., if subsequent modes are

energetically well separated from each other as in the present example),

multimode transport is observable and manifests itself in the step-like

increase of Id . However, if the subband separation is small so that the

transconductance contributions overlap (see Figure 6.2-10(d)), the steps in

Id vanish as illustrated in Figure 6.2-10(c) and the Id � Vgs curves look like

if transport was due to a single mode only. In this case multimode

transport occurs but cannot be observed. We discuss later that this is

exactly what happens in Schottky barrier CNFETs.

In higher dimensional systems, such as conventional MOSFETs, the

subbands are very close to each other so that a saturation ideally never

occurs. The saturation in the Id � Vgs curves of CNFETs is thus a direct

consequence of the one-dimensionality of nanotubes, where the current

through one subband saturates when it reaches the current level associated

with the quantized conductance 4e2=h.
In order to further investigate under what circumstances multimode

transport appears, we make use of the approximation for the current Id at

small bias (Equation (6.2-18)). We will first consider the case of a ballistic

7 Note that as more and more subbands contribute, Cq will eventually dominate and the

movement of bands will slow down and even stop. This, however, crucially depends on the

energetic separation of the subbands.
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CNFET with Schottky barriers at the contact interfaces. The role of

scattering in the channel will be illuminated later.

3.2.3. Ballistic transport

Let Ti
SB be the transmission probability through the source and drain

Schottky barriers for the mode i. Then the total transmission probability T

in Equation (6.2-18) can be written as Ti ¼ Ti
SB=(2� Ti

SB) (see e.g., Ref.

[11], p. 64) and Equation (6.2-18) becomes

I1D
d ¼

4e2

h
Vds

X
i

T i
SB

2� Ti
SB

: (6:2-28)
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Figure 6.2-10. Id � Vgs curves in the case of multimode transport: (a) subbands have

large energetic separation leading to a step-like increase of Id , (b) transconductance

contributions of the first three modes, (c) closely spaced subbands lead to a linear

increase of current above Vth, and (d) shows the transconductance contributions in

case of a small energetic separation between subbands.
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For simplicity, we summed transmission probabilities, which is equiva-

lent to an incoherent combination of the two Schottky barriers at source

and drain. In Equation (6.2-28), the current contribution of each mode

saturates when the transmission through the Schottky barrier at the Fermi

energy Ti
SB(Ef ) approaches unity and the current level corresponds to the

quantized conductance g ¼ 4e2=h.

In general, to observe multimode transport in ballistic 1D structures,

both Vds and kBT have to be smaller than the subband separation. In SB-

CNFETs, however, this is by no means a guarantee that multimode

transport is observable. On the contrary, as will become clear below, it is

very unlikely in SB-CNFETs that multimode can be observed although it is

likely to occur. The presence of the Schottky barriers, more precisely the

particular dependence of the tunneling probability through the barrier on

the gate potential is what determines Id and prohibits the observation of

multimode transport. To see this we calculate the transconductance gm

gm ¼
4e2

h
Vds

@F0
f

@Fg

� e @

@F0
f

X
i

T i
SB

2� Ti
SB

, (6:2-29)

where F0
f and Fg are the surface potential far away from the contact

interfaces and the gate potential, respectively. Using expression (Equation

6.2-21), this can be rewritten in the form

gm ¼
4e2

h
Vds �

Cox

Cox þ Cq|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
I

�
X 2e

(2� Ti
SB)2|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

II

@Ti
SB

@F0
f

: (6:2-30)

As was discussed above (and will be supported by simulations shown

below), if a significant Schottky barrier is present at the contact interfaces,

it is easy to obtain Cox$Cq in a CNFET, and therefore the term I in

Equation (6.2-30) varies only between 
 1=2 and 1. The term II is also

only weakly dependent on F0
f , since Ti

SB is a number between 0 and 1, and

therefore this term gives rise to a factor between 1/2 and 2. Hence, gm is

dominated by @Ti
SB=@F0

f . A closed expression for gm can be found if the

Schottky barrier is approximated by a triangular shaped potential leading

to the Fowler–Nordheim approximation for Ti
SB [19].

In order to be able to distinguish contributions of different subbands,

the peaks of the different gm contributions have to be separated enough as

was mentioned earlier. This separation increases if the energetic separation

of the subbands is made larger (i.e., by decreasing the nanotube diameter).
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On the other hand, the effective Schottky barrier height for this particular

subband increases simultaneously at the same amount as the subbands get

separated and therefore the peak transconductance of this subband is

significantly lowered. However, since for very thin oxides together with

the ultrathin body of a nanotube TSB can be highly transparent, one might

expect that in this case multimode transport should become observable.

Figure 6.2-11 shows the contributions of the first three subbands to the

transconductance for dnt ¼ 1 nm, dox ¼ 2 nm and a Schottky barrier height

of FSB ¼ 0:3 eV and an energetic subband separation of 0.2 eV calculated

using the Fowler–Nordheim approximation mentioned above. It can be

seen that even for such a thin gate oxide and tube diameter, a subband

separation of 0.2 eV is too large as to be able to observe multimode

transport, because the gm peaks of higher subbands do not exceed the

contribution of the first subband. The reason for this is twofold: (1) at

first, even for very thin gate oxides and ultrathin bodies, the transmission

probability TSB increases quickly only over a certain gate voltage range,

but then as it gets closer to unity the change of TSB with altering Vgs slows

down considerably. This fact can be understood if one considers the

Schottky barrier as having a triangular shape—as was done in the

Fowler–Nordheim approximation above—with the tip of the triangle (at

the top of the actual barrier) having an angle w. If the angle is large (close

to 908), it changes quickly when altering Vgs and consequently, TSB rapidly

changes. On the other hand, making w go to zero (then TSB ! 1), requires

very large gate voltages with the change in w, and hence in TSB becoming

0
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0.10dT
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/d
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4 6
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1st mode ΦSB = 0.3e V
2nd mode ΦSB = 0.5e V
3rd mode ΦSB = 0.7e V

Figure 6.2-11. Transconductance contributions of the first three subands in a ballistic

SB-CNFET with FSB ¼ 0:3 eV, dnt ¼ 1 nm, and dox ¼ 2 nm; the subband separation is

0.2 eV.
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very small. As a result, for large gate voltages beyond the peak transcon-

ductance gm drops rather slowly as is shown in Figure 6.2-11. Secondly,

the peaks of gm get smaller for higher subbands since the Schottky barrier

is larger and therefore the maximum change of current with gate volt-

age i.e., the peak transconductance is lower. In essence, the gate voltage

range over which the transmission probability through the Schottky bar-

rier is made unity (in this case Id saturates) is so large that it overlaps with

the gate voltage, where subsequent subbands contribute most to the

transconductance. Therefore, multimode transport is usually not observed

in SB-CNFETs. However, for a significant Schottky barrier (i.e.,

FSB 	 kBT as frequently encountered in experiments), one can always

expect multimode transport to occur. The magnitude of the contributions

of higher subbands crucially depends on the subband separation as will

become clear below.

The reason why multimode transport always occurs was already men-

tioned above, but is worth rephrasing here. Due to the presence of the

Schottky barrier, Cq is on the order of or smaller than Cox over a large

range of gate oxide thicknesses. This is expected for thin gate oxides, where

Cox becomes large but is also true for large gate oxides, since the carrier

injection into the channel is strongly reduced for large dox and thus Cq

decreases (cf. Equation (6.2-27) ) accordingly. Therefore, even well in the

on-state, the bands will respond to the gate potential and thus higher

subbands play a role for current transport. This is an important finding

since although multimode transport is hardly observable in SB-CNFETs

it does occur and contributes to the current, particularly in larger diameter

nanotubes. As a result, the current in experimental devices is often attrib-

uted to a single mode alone and hence can lead to a misinterpretation of

effects related to the metal-nanotube contact. In particular, Schottky

barrier heights are likely to be underestimated due to an increased current

level. Next, we will concentrate on a quantitative analysis using simula-

tions regarding the appearance and the magnitude of multimode transport

in CNFETs. We have included in our model higher subbands by adding

additional pairs of conduction and valence bands (with larger Eg) and

doing the same calculations as in the single-band case. In order to keep the

numerical burden as small as possible, we have restricted the computations

to three subbands. m�con in the different subbands are all assumed equal for

simplicity. The total charge contributed by all three subbands is added and

used for the iterative solution of the Poisson equation. Finally, the current

carried by all subbands is computed using the Fisher–Lee relation, Equa-

tion (6.2-10).

We have simulated the Id � Vgs curves for a long channel CNFET with

two different oxide thicknesses of dox ¼ 2 nm and dox ¼ 20 nm. All other
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parameters were kept the same for both devices. To be specific, we con-

sidered devices with a Schottky barrier height of FSB ¼ 0:3 eV and

Eg ¼ 0:6 eV, and a subband separation of 0.05 eV. 8

Figure 6.2-12(a) shows the transfer characteristic for the device with

dox ¼ 2 nm. The black straight line refers to the total drain current Id , the

light gray dotted, the gray dashed, and dark gray straight lines denoted

with (i) to (iii), refer to the current contributions of each subband. While

the curves do not appear perfectly smooth due to the discrete gate voltage

step size, there is clearly no sign of multimode transport in the total device

current although higher subbands (mainly the second) substantially (

20%) contribute according to our simulations.

The inset in Figure 6.2-12(a) shows how the surface potential of the

first subband changes with gate voltage. For small gate voltages, the slope

of this curve is �1 (gray dashed line), because the device is in its off-state

and a change in Vgs results in the same change of surface potential. For

increasing gate voltages, the slope decreases but does not go to zero. The

gray area in the inset illustrates the region of possible F0
f (Vgs) values,

where the black dashed line describes the limit Cq 	 Cox for a conven-

tional MOSFET. The gray dashed line on the other hand illustrates the

quantum capacitance limit (i.e., Cq � Cox), and the slope remains �1 even

well in the on-state. It is apparent that the device considered here is rather

in the quantum capacitance limit, which was expected since higher sub-

bands contribute significantly to the total drain current. We have dis-

cussed above that for a Schottky barrier CNFET, a device with large dox

can still be in the quantum capacitance limit, because the carrier injection

into the channel is affected by a larger dox, thus decreasing Cq. This

behavior can be seen in Figure 6.2-12(b) in case of the device with

dox ¼ 20 nm: The inset shows the same qualitative dependence of F0
f on

Vgs as was observed for the device with the thin oxide. Consequently, we

expect that higher subbands contribute to the current, which is indeed the

case: they contribute about 14% to the total current.

3.2.4. On the role of scattering

As we have seen in the previous paragraph, multimode transport does

occur in CNFETs based upon nanotubes with larger diameter (i.e., small

subband separation), but can hardly be observed in the electrical charac-

teristics. The transconductance contributions of subsequent modes have to

be separated enough from each other and the peak transconductance has

8 This set of parameters does not correspond to a particular nanotube diameter, but is chosen

to illustrate the critical dependencies.
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to be large enough in order to observe a step-like increase of Id , conditions

that are generally not met in SB-CNFETs. For a large subband separ-

ation, the peak transconductances of higher modes are always less than the

contribution of the first mode, and for small subband separation, the gate

voltage range needed for one mode to saturate is too large so that the

transconductance contributions cannot be resolved. A way to achieve

current saturation in a much smaller gate voltage range is to deliberately

introduce strong scattering in the nanotube channel, thereby limiting the

current carrying capability of each subband. Such scattering can be real-

ized by heavily doping the nanotube with potassium, for instance [31, 32].

The reason why scattering changes the situation and makes multimode

transport observable becomes apparent, if scattering is included in the

analysis above. In this case the total transmission through the CNFET is

determined by the transmission through the source and drain Schottky

barriers TSB and by the transmission through the channel

Tscat 
 1=(1þ L=lscat) with lscat being the mean free path for scattering.

Hence, the overall transmission function for subband i is [11]

Ti ¼ Ti
SBTscat

2Tscat � 2Ti
SBTscat þ Ti

SB

: (6:2-31)

Note, that the expression for the transmission function only applies for

calculating the current. Scattering has only little effect on the quantum

capacitance and hence in Equation (6.2-27), the transmission function is

only determined by the carrier injection into the channel (i.e., T is deter-

mined by the Schottky barriers at the contact channel interfaces alone).
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Figure 6.2-12. Transfer characteristics at Vds ¼ 0:03V for devices with (a) dox ¼ 2 nm

and (b) dox ¼ 20 nm and otherwise equal parameters (see main text). Contributions of

the first three subbands are denoted by (i), (ii), and (iii). The inset shows F0
f versus Vgs.
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For simplicity, we assume a gate voltage independent Tscat, which in

addition is the same in each subband. Inserting this in Equation (6.2-18)

and calculating the transconductance yields

gm ¼
4e2

h
Vds �

Cox

Cox þ Cq

�
X 2

(2� 2Ti
SB þ Ti

SB=Tscat)
2

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
II

@Ti
SB

@F0
f

(6:2-32)

In Equation (6.2-32), the second term Cox=(Cox þ Cq) again is only

weakly dependent on F0
f and varies between 1/2 and 1. But in contrast

to Equation (6.2-30), the term II now plays an important role because for

strong scattering (i.e., lscat=L! 0), it tends to go to zero as Ti
SB ! 1. As a

result, the transconductance is limited to a much smaller Fg range as

compared to the ballistic case. Figure 6.2-13 shows the transconductance

contribution of the first three subbands as discussed earlier for the ballistic

case; but here scattering is taken into account and lscat=L chosen to be

approximately 1/50. In this case, the three contributions of the different

subbands can be distinguished since the peaks of gm are separated from

each other and the transconductance level of each subband is large

enough. As long as the scattering is not that large as to destroy the

appearance of distinct modes, increasing the scattering leads to a better

resolution of the different contributions.

It is worth rephrasing the present situation: in the case of SB-CNFETs,

scattering is needed in order to be able to distinguish between the different

modes in the electrical characteristics, since scattering diminishes the
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impact of the Schottky barriers on the transfer characteristics. This is

rather different if compared to other low dimensional structures, like

quantum point contacts, for instance. Here, scattering destroys the ap-

pearance of multimode transport. The reason for this is the rather small

energetic separation of different subbands that is on the order of 1–

10 meV [33]. In carbon nanotubes on the other hand, the subband separ-

ation can be 200–300 meV, and hence very strong scattering is needed to

destroy the appearance of different modes.

In a recent study, we have verified the above discussion about the

impact of scattering on the observability of multimode transport, both,

experimentally as well as with simulations [31]. Using potassium doping of

the nanotube channel [32], we introduced strong scattering in the CNFET

and measured the Id � Vgs curves for moderate bias (for details Ref. [31]).

Figure 6.2-14(a) shows the result of this experiment. One can clearly see a

step in the characteristics at around Vgs � �1:1 V. On a larger gate voltage

range as shown in the inset of Figure 6.2-14(a), it is possible to identify

several steps (marked by arrows) that we attribute to the onset of higher

subbands. In addition, we simulated the Id � Vgs characteristics of the

experimental devices using the model presented in Section 2 with Buettiker

probes taking care of scattering in the nanotube channel. A Schottky

barrier FSB ¼ 0:3 eV and a subband spacing between the first and second

subband of 300 meV were assumed in agreement with predictions based

upon tight binding calculation for the nanotubes used in the experiment.

The ratio L=lscat was set to 30 and all other parameters for the simulations

were chosen in accordance to the experimental device under consideration

(i.e., dnt ¼ 1:4 nm, dox ¼ 5 nm, and Eg ¼ 0:6 eV); all effective masses were

taken to be 0:1 m0. The result of the simulation is shown in Figure 6.2-

14(b) for two different Vds. Although the current level of the simulated

curve is higher, since we did not try to find the ratio L=lscat that fits best to

the experiment, the qualitative agreement between theory and experiment

is apparent, reinforcing our physical interpretation of the role of scattering

and the general picture of multimode transport in CNFETs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Carbon nanotube field effect transistors represent a relatively new

class of field-effect transistor devices exhibiting very promising electrical

characteristics. At first sight, one may interpret CNFETs in terms of

conventional bulk-like MOSFETs. However, a closer look reveals new,

interesting aspects, and a distinctly different behavior of CNFET devices.
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In this article, we have addressed some of these aspects that are related to

the unique ‘‘geometrical’’ and ‘‘electrical smallness’’ of carbon nanotubes.

The small diameter and the cylindrical geometry of carbon nanotubes

make them ideal objects for ultimately scaled devices. In combination with

thin gate oxides, a very tight gate control can be achieved effectively

suppressing short-channel effects even for very small channel lengths. It

is this gate control that allows for excellent electrical characteristics of

CNFETs despite the presence of Schottky barriers at the contact inter-

faces. In effect, steep inverse subthreshold slopes and excellent on-states

surpassing those of conventional silicon MOSFETs can be realized.

The one-dimensionality of carbon nanotubes has a strong impact on the

electrical response of CNFETs to an applied gate voltage. In particular the

interplay between 1D density of states and the presence of Schottky barriers

yields a strongly reduced quantum capacitance if compared to higher di-

mensional systems. As a result, Cq is on the order of, or smaller than the

oxide capacitance Cox over a large range of oxide thicknesses. Therefore, the

gate potential is able to manipulate the surface potential and thus multi-

mode transport always occurs in SB-CNFETs, particularly in devices based

upon nanotubes with larger diameters, where the contribution of higher

subbands is substantial. Although the presence of the Schottky barriers is

responsible for the appearance of multimode transport, they prohibit at the

same time its observability. However, we have shown that by introducing

strong scattering in the channel of a CNFET, multimode transport becomes

observable proving that multimode transport indeed occurs and has to be

taken into account in a quantitative analysis.
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Figure 6.2-14. (a) Experimental Id � Vgs curves for a heavily K-doped CNFET. The

inset shows a larger Vgs range; arrows mark the onset of higher subbands. (b) Simula-

tions using the model with Buettiker probes to account for scattering. (Reprinted figure

with permission from J. Appenzeller et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 92, 226802, 2004.)
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Concluding, note that the present analysis is not restricted to CNFETs.

CNFETs were investigated since they represent to date the best and most

prominent example of 1D FETs. Therefore, our findings are rather gen-

erally valid and also apply to other 1D FET structures exhibiting similar

‘‘geometrical’’ and ‘‘electrical smallness.’’
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HARDWARE FOR AMBIENT SOUND

REPRODUCTION

Ronald M. Aarts
Philips Research Eindhoven

ronald.m.aarts@philips.com

Abstract Today’s and tomorrow’s audio and video applications put increasing de-

mands on sound reproduction techniques, particularly because of the advent of ambient

intelligence (AmI). A good sound reproduction system is generally in conflict with the

boundary conditions posed by AmI, both by size as well as by setup flexibility. Hence,

improving the sound quality within these conditions is important, because the traditional

means have difficulties with these constraints. Various new and old means for sound

reproduction are discussed as possible candidates, including ‘‘singing display,’’ and ‘‘Bary-

Bass’’: the former uses a display as a sound generator; the latter a system, which maps the

low frequency region (20–120 Hz) onto a single tone, and uses an extremely efficient

transducer at that particular tone. Apart from the transducers, various other options are

discussed to relax the boundary conditions of traditional sound reproduction setups re-

quired by AmI.

Keywords barybass; driver; force factor; headphones; incredible surround; loud-

speaker; phantom source; sound reproduction; ultrabass

1. INTRODUCTION

Before and after the ‘‘birth’’ of the classical electrodynamic loud-

speaker in 1925, various other concepts appeared [1–6], and some of

them have left the scene, to mention a few:

. laser loudspeakers using the photo acoustic effect [7];

. loudspeaker arrays, consisting of various drivers;
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. ‘‘audio spotlight’’ using interfering ultrasonic sound beams [8–9];

. ‘‘flame loudspeaker’’ and ‘‘Ionophone,’’ using pyroacoustic transduc-

tion;

. vibrating panels;

. (digital) sound projector (see Figure 6.3-5);

. headphones;

. neck-sets (see Figure 6.3-7);

. electromagnetic loudspeakers [1];

. piezo loudspeakers [1];

. electrostatic loudspeakers [1];

. vibrating (LC) Displays (‘‘Singing Display,’’ based on electrostatic

forces) [6]; and

. BaryBass, a resonant loudspeaker (see Figure 6.3-10–6.3-12) [5].

Some of these systems will be discussed later, for the others, one is

referred to the bibliography section. For ordinary living room applica-

tions, classic sound reproduction by ordinary loudspeakers will do for

most of the time, however, for ambient audio, we might need some of the

above-mentioned alternatives. The reasons can be due to size, privacy, but

also whether it is to be produced locally, or it is sound for everybody, or

perhaps even sound, which follows you in any room of the house.

In the following we will show some special loudspeaker systems, and

then we will present various techniques to overcome several problems with

traditional sound reproduction.

1.1. ‘‘Flat-Pack’’

SoundpaX loudspeakers (from NXT) are ‘‘flat-pack,’’ corrugated card-

board loudspeakers. They are very light and easy to foldaway. An example

is shown in Figure 6.3-1.

Figure 6.3-1. SoundpaX loudspeakers are ‘‘flat-pack,’’ corrugated cardboard loud-

speakers.
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1.2. Picture Frame

Another example is given in Figure 6.3-2; this new generation speaker by

NXT’s technology may be successfully applied to a wide variety of applica-

tions: multimedia, plasma TVs, home stereos, architectural acoustics, and

consumer electronics. They are lightweight and flexible speakers that can

reproduce high- to midrange frequencies. The panels blend invisibly into

your room, as the detachable frames allow you to insert your favorite prints.

1.3. ‘‘Singing’’ Display

Singing Display [6] has as aim to generate sound from the display itself

to save component costs and miniaturize audio-visual products.

1.3.1. Background

As displays become more pervasive, many products are becoming

audio-visual. A case in point is the GSM telephone, where the display

has become indispensable. Indeed, the GSM display is becoming so large

to allow for games, Internet, video, etc., whilst the phone itself is becoming

so small, that there is little room to accommodate the loudspeaker or

microphone, which is still required for the primary GSM function (i.e.,

making a phone call).

1.3.2. ‘‘Singing’’ display

It is proposed to avoid this issue by making use of the display itself to

produce (loudspeaker) or detect (microphone) the audio signals. GSM

Figure 6.3-2. New generation speaker which can blend invisibly into your room, as the

detachable frames allow you to insert your favorite prints.
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products are shown in Figure 6.3-3. In the GSM in the middle, the

‘‘singing display’’ has taken over the role of the loudspeaker, whilst on

the right hand side, the super ‘‘singing display’’ has taken over the role of

both loudspeaker and microphone and, optionally, the keyboard.

It is clear that this approach not only saves space and weight in the

product, but also reduces the component count and could hence make

the product cheaper. Whilst the idea is illustrated with a GSM embodi-

ment, its scope of application is all possible audio-visual products due to

the cost savings, particularly for portable applications (where space/weight

saving becomes essential). The most common display used in portable

applications is the LCD. LCDs come in many modes (TN, STN, MVA,

etc.), and types (passive or active matrix), but have a common feature that

they comprise a thin layer of electrooptic material sandwiched between

two substrates and are driven using an electric field.

1.3.3. Layout

The proposal is to exploit the specific geometry of the LCD to induce an

acoustic output. The geometry is shown schematically in Figure 6.3-4.

The LCD is driven by applying an (AC) voltage to the electrodes,

which are either transparent (ITO) or reflective (Al). The observation is

that under certain conditions, it is possible to use the applied voltage to

cause the LCD to vibrate and create an acoustic output. The vibration is

Display

Speaker 

Mic

Singing
display

Mic

Super
singing
display

Figure 6.3-3. Traditional GSM telephone: GSM with ‘‘Singing Display’’ (no loud-

speaker) and with super ‘‘Singing Display’’ (no loudspeaker, keyboard, or micro-

phone).
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caused by electrostatic forces across the liquid crystal layer. The frequency

and magnitude of the output is tunable both in frequency and amplitude,

depending upon details of the applied voltages. By correct application of

the applied voltages, it will be possible to use the display as a loudspeaker.

The singing display concept has been proven, however, the acoustic output

of the singing display is currently too low to get a sufficient sound pressure

level.

1.4. Sound projector

1Limited’s Digital Sound Projector is a single slim panel that connects

directly to a DVD or CD player. By producing tight, focusable beams of

sound, the sound projector beams the separate sound channels around the

listener’s room. By reflecting off walls and other surfaces in the room,

these beams finally come to the listener from left and right, front and rear;

see Figure 6.3-5. This single unit replaces a more conventional five loud-

speaker setup for surround sound reproduction.

2. WEARABLE AUDIO MODULES

In September 2000, Philips and Levi’s launched wearable electronics

products. The product range is branded industrial clothing design (ICDþ),

and consists of four different jackets. Each of the four styles contains a

simple body area network using wires integrated into the jacket design.

This network allows the synchronous control of the Philips Xenium GSM

mobile and Philips Rush MP3 player through the use of a unified remote

control. A multidisciplinary team of textile designers, electronic engineers,

and product designers have been working together on wearable electronics

at Philips Research in Redhill, UK. An example is shown in Figure 6.3-6.

Substrate

Substrate

Liquid crystalV

Voltage, V1 Voltage, V2 Voltage, V1

Figure 6.3-4. An LCD consists of two substrates with electrodes (grey area). The liquid

crystal is situated between the substrates. Application of a variable voltage causes the

cell to vibrate.
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Another example is by Infineon, which has developed a prototype audio

module for the integration in clothes. In addition to ensuring the function-

ality—for example, as an MP3 player—special attention was paid to a

robust and textile-ready design. The components are designed so that the

electronics and the interconnections between the textile structures do not

interfere with a comfortable wear, allow for easy and convenient use, and

allow the clothing to be washed without the need to remove the electronics.

A flat keyboard is built with metallized films on an electrically conductive

fabric strip. The metal films are attached with an adhesive that is commonly

used in the clothing industry. A tiny sensor module is connected to the metal

films and registers when the pads are ‘‘pressed.’’ The earplug microphone

set is also connected to the audio module through the fabric strip.

3. MULTICHANNEL AUDIO

The presence of digital versatile disk (DVD) and super audio CD

(SACD) has made multichannel audio popular in sound systems

for consumer use today. Here, a method is presented, which converts

Figure 6.3-5. 1Limited’s Digital Sound Projector is a single slim panel producing tight,

focusable beams of sound, beaming the separate sound channels around the listener’s

room.
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two-channel stereo to multichannel sound reproduction using a three-

dimensional (3D) representation [10] (hereafter referred to as ‘‘space

mapping’’). Although many have introduced multichannel sound sys-

tems with a large number of channels, we restrict ourselves to a home

cinema setup, for which investigations have shown that five channels are

sufficient. This setting is adopted from multichannel configuration with

three loudspeakers placed in front of the listener, and the other two at the

back. By use of principal component analysis, we developed an algorithm

that produces a vector, which indicates the direction of both dominant

signal and remaining signal. These two signals are then used as basis

signals in the matrix decoding. It offers two improvements above existing

multichannel techniques. Firstly, a problem associated with channel

cross talk is reduced, and therefore better sound localization is achieved.

The latter gives more space to the listener to enjoy the offered program

rather than the restricting listening area referred to as the ‘‘sweet

spot.’’ Secondly, a better sound distribution to the surround channels is

achieved by using a cross-correlation technique, while maintaining en-

ergy preservation. So, it remains backward and forward compatible with

ordinary stereo.

Figure 6.3-6 An example of Philips’ and Levi’s wearable audio devices.
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3.1. The Center Channel

We consider the three-channel approach in particular. It is known that

the sound quality of stereo sound reproduction can be improved by adding

an additional loudspeaker between each adjacent pair of loudspeakers.

This additional center loudspeaker can be fed with the sum signal of the

left and right channel. A major drawback of this approach is that cross

talk with left and right channels is inevitable, and resulting in a narrowing

of the stereo image. However, we derived a center channel’s gain using the

direction of a stereo image, which is time varying. It automatically tracks

the main direction of the dominant signal.

4. POSITION INDEPENDENT STEREO

Another method to achieve correct localization for stereophonic sound

reproduction in a wide listening area is to use a loudspeaker array and so-

called time-intensity trading, a mechanism of the human auditory system

determined via psychoacoustic experiments within a wide listening area

[11]. The use of two spatially separated loudspeakers imposes restrictions

on the ability of stereophony to reconstruct the correct acoustic field so

that a sharp image can be perceived. Such a system can provide a well-

defined image for a centrally located listener mainly at low frequencies,

depending on the geometrical displacement of the speakers relative to the

listener.

The basis of stereophony is the ability to create phantom sources.

It is known that the brain locates a monophonic signal originated from a

single source by comparing the differences in the arrival time and intensity

of that signal at each ear. If the same monophonic signal is played through

two loudspeakers on either side of the listener, then the sound seems to

appear from midway between the two loudspeakers, since the traveling

time of the signal arriving at each ear is the same. This is called a phantom

(or virtual) source. We will discuss how to enlarge the region, within which

the image remains reasonably. In general, it can be stated that correct

localization within a wide listening area is beneficial for all applications,

where a good stereophonic sound is required. The idea of achieving an

enlargement of the sweet spot area in a stereophonic setup has been

introduced and studied at the Philips Research Labs, Eindhoven, and

the stereo sound system has been called ‘‘Position Independent’’ (PI).

The main idea is that the directivity pattern of a loudspeaker array

should have a well-defined shape so that a good stereo sound reproduction

is achieved in a large listening area. Optimal digital filters are then
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designed and applied to individual drivers of linear loudspeaker arrays in

order to obtain a directivity pattern of a specific shape. This shape has

then to be adapted to the time intensity trading mechanism of the human

auditory system. The goal here is to derive an optimal directivity for the

PI-stereo system, which is based on parameterized time intensity trading

data, and then to find, by means of an optimization process, the corre-

sponding FIR filter coefficients that achieve this optimal directivity

pattern. It has been proven that an optimal directivity pattern for a

loudspeaker can be realized by using an array of drivers positioned at a

specific distance from each other. In our case, a practical design to achieve

PI-stereo sound reproduction is a pair of loudspeaker cabinets, each

cabinet equipped with a pair of drivers for the high frequency range with

a separation suitable for this frequency range and for the mid frequencies

with a corresponding separation, so as to obtain the desired optimal

directivity pattern.

5. ULTRA BASS

In many sound reproduction applications, it is not possible to use large

loudspeakers, due to size and or cost constraints. Typical applications are

ambient audio, but also portable audio, multimedia, and TV. In these

applications, the devices are often of small size, and therefore the trans-

ducers are inherently small as well. Needless to say, the competitive

market also dictates the highest possible audio quality of these products.

However, probably the most well-known characteristic of small loud-

speakers is a poor low frequency (bass) response. In practice, this means

that a significant portion of the audio signal may not be reproduced

(sufficiently) by the loudspeaker. For loudspeakers used in applications

as mentioned above, reproduction below 100 Hz is usually negligible,

while in some applications, this lower limit can easily be as high as several

hundred Hertz. The bass portion of an audio signal contributes signifi-

cantly to the sound ‘‘impact,’’ and depending on the bass quality, the

overall sound quality will shift up or down. Therefore, a good low-

frequency reproduction is essential.

A traditional and conceptually very simple method to increase the

perceived sound level in the lower part of the audible spectrum (below

the loudspeaker’s resonance frequency, which is usually the lower limit) is

to amplify the low frequency part of the audio spectrum, by a fixed or

dynamic (depending on signal amplitude and or reproduction level)

amount. For very low frequencies, the mechanical limits of the loud-

speaker will limit the stroke the cone can make, leading to distortion and
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possibly, loudspeaker overload. Thus, physically increasing the radiated

sound pressure level means forcing the loudspeaker to radiate sound in a

frequency range, for which it is not equipped. It may be better to prevent

this completely by methods outlined below. In the process we shall dis-

cover several advantages of these methods. Now, from psychoacoustic

theory, we know that a pitch perception can occur at a frequency that is

not contained in the audio signal. This is possible through nonlinearities in

the cochlea (difference tones), or a higher-level neural effect in the audi-

tory system (virtual pitch). These two effects, appear to be very suitable

effects for our purpose of enhancing bass perception using small loud-

speakers. These effects can be utilized by some simple nonlinear (but

controlled) processing, replacing very low frequencies in the audio signal

by higher frequencies [12, 13]. These will still have the same perceived pitch

as the original, using the psychoacoustic effects previously mentioned.

Such effects also occurred in transistor radios, where undesired nonlinea-

rities gave rise to a distorted sound. However, the method that we now

propose uses nonlinearities in a controlled manner, and restricted to only

the lowest frequencies, such that the effect is to our benefit. Without any

information about the signal processing employed, we can immediately

infer a number of advantages that such a scheme shall provide:

A higher radiated sound pressure level from a given loudspeaker,

because of increased efficiency and decreased cone excursion. Further-

more, at higher frequencies the auditory system is more sensitive, which

will also contribute to increased loudness;

Less power consumption, because of increased efficiency. This can be

very important for portable applications; and,

Fewer disturbances in neighboring areas, because of the fact that the

lowest frequencies are not physically present, while the added higher

frequencies are absorbed more efficiently than the low frequencies.

6. INCREDIBLE SURROUND SOUND

It is virtually impossible to imagine sound reproduction today without

stereophonic techniques, and it is to the credit of both the technology and

human binaural hearing capabilities that a single pair of loudspeakers can

evoke auditory perspectives so convincingly. Incredible Sound is a convin-

cing stereo base-widening system, developed to improve the sound repro-

duction in applications with closely separated loudspeakers [14]. The aim

of incredible surround sound is to offer a practical solution, replacing

the traditional approach generally used. A filter is derived, using a

simple model, where ideal loudspeakers and an acoustically transparent
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subject’s head are assumed. This system appeared to be very practical to

implement and tolerant against head movements.

7. NOMADIC RADIO: WEARABLE AUDIO

MESSAGING AND AWARENESS

Nomadic Radio developed at MIT Media Laboratory is as a unified

messaging system that utilizes spatialized audio, speech synthesis, and

recognition on a wearable audio platform. A client–server-based messa-

ging infrastructure is already in place, and support is added for commu-

nication and location awareness. Messages such as hourly news

broadcasts, voice mail, and email are automatically downloaded to the

device throughout the day. The current system operates primarily as a

wearable audio-only interface, although a visual interface is used for

development purposes. A combination of speech and button inputs are

used to control the interface. Textual messages such as email, calendar

reminders, weather forecasts, and stock reports are delivered via synthe-

sized speech. Users can select a category, such as news or email, browse

messages sequentially, and save or delete them on the server. As the system

gains the capability to determine its location, a scenario is envisioned,

where the listener’s location context enables the system to provide relevant

messages as needed. For example, as the user moves close to a particular

room, she may hear a voice message left by a colleague, or more import-

antly she is reminded of a meeting if she is not in a desired location at a

specific time.

7.1. Design of the Wearable Audio Platform

Audio output on wearables requires use of speakers worn as head-

phones or appropriately placed on the listener’s body. Headphones are not

entirely suitable in urban environments, where users need to hear other

sound sources, such as traffic or in offices, where their use is considered

antisocial as people communicate frequently. In these situations, speakers

worn on the body could instead provide directional sound to the user

(without covering the ear), yet they must be designed to be easily worn and

least audible to others. The Soundbeam Neckset (shown in Figure 6.3-7),

worn around the neck, has been modified for audio I/O from the wearable.

The Neckset is a patented research prototype originally developed by

Andre Van Schyndel at Nortel for use in hands-free telephony. It consists

of two directional speakers, mounted on the user’s shoulders, and a

directional microphone placed on the chest. A button on the Neckset
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will activate speech recognition, or deactivate it in noisy environments.

Spatialized audio is rendered in real-time and delivered to the Neckset.

8. THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3D) HEADPHONES

Headphone virtualizers that are commercially available today are op-

timized for a head other than that of the listener. This results in large

localization errors for most listeners. At Philips Research, a system is

introduced that includes a calibration procedure, which can be carried

out conveniently by the listener [15, 16]. This system consists of ordinary

headphones, into which microphones have been mounted. The sound

reproduction using headphones then gives the same listening experience

to the user as if the reference multichannel loudspeaker system was being

used. Besides the usual computational requirement for a headphone vir-

tualizer, this system needs in addition two low-cost microphones.

8.1. Technology Background

Theway inwhich soundpropagates from the loudspeaker towards the ear

drums of the listener depends on the loudspeaker, the room, and the physical

properties of the listener (e.g., the shape of the head, ears, and torso).

The physical properties of the head and outer ears of the listener

modify the sound as it travels from the source to the eardrums. The

transfer functions describing this sound propagation from multiple

sound sources to both ears are known as head-related transfer functions

Figure 6.3-7. MIT’s Soundbeam Neckset.
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(HRTFs). Multichannel audio can be filtered with the HRTFs of the

listener prior to headphone sound reproduction. If loudspeaker repro-

duction is emulated using headphones, compensation for the sound re-

production characteristics of the headphones is required. In this way the

multichannel loudspeaker system can be emulated very accurately. When

audio is filtered with HRTFs that are measured from another person,

there are large errors in the vertical and front back localization. Therefore,

a system is introduced that is personalized to the listener.

The system at hand consists of headphones with integrated microphones

and a digital signal processing unit (DSP), to which the headphones are

connected. During the calibration, the DSP is connected to a multichannel

loudspeaker setup. A noise signal is played through each of the loudspeak-

ers and is registered by the microphones. The DSP then computes how the

sounds should be processed prior to headphone reproduction, such that

exactly the same sound is generated at the position of the microphones,

which are very close to the ears. When the calibration is completed, the

listener can manually choose between loudspeaker or headphone sound

reproduction, showing the capabilities of the system.

8.2. Hexaphone

A dedicated implementation of the work has been realized which is code-

named ‘‘Hexaphone.’’ Two examples are shown in Figures 6.3-8 and 6.3-9.

Figure 6.3-8. Prototype of headphones with integrated microphones.
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Figure 6.3-9. Prototype of earphones with integrated microphones.

Figure 6.3-10. Left: the magnet system of the BaryBass transducer; right: a normal

medium-sized bass loudspeaker. A 50 euro cents coin is shown for size comparison; the

actual price is much less.
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9. BARYBASS

Direct-radiator loudspeakers typically have a very low efficiency, since

the acoustic load on the diaphragm or cone is relatively low compared to the

mechanical load. On the one hand, the efficiency is inversely proportional to

the moving mass, while on the other hand, it is proportional to the square of

the product of the cone area and the force factor (determined by the magnet

system and the voice coil). Furthermore, in order to get a sufficiently low

resonance frequency, the moving mass must be high enough, and the

cabinet volume—which acts as an air spring—must be large enough. How-

ever, for many consumer applications, the cone size should be small. In

addition, the driving mechanism of a voice coil is quite inefficient in con-

verting electrical energy into mechanical motion. These conflicting condi-

tions cannot be met with a classical loudspeaker. Low frequency drivers

(woofers) have a magnetic structure (see Figure 6.3-10, right side) that is

rather large, so that the typical frequency response is flat enough and the

efficiency is high enough. The solution consists of two steps [5]. First, we

relax the requirement that the frequency response must be flat. By making
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Figure 6.3-11. The response (Sound Pressure Level (SPL) [dB] versus frequency) of the

BaryBass driver (log/log plot).
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the magnet considerably smaller (see Figure 6.3-10, left side), a large peak in

the sound pressure level (SPL) curve (see Figure 6.3-11) will appear. At the

resonance frequency, the efficiency can be a factor 10 higher than that of a

normal loudspeaker. In this case, we have at the resonance frequency of

about 70 Hz—a high level of almost 90 dB @ 1 Watt input power, using

only a small cabinet. Since it is operating in resonance mode only, the

moving mass can be enlarged, without degrading the efficiency of the

system. Due to the large peak, the normal operating range of the driver

decreases considerably, however. This makes the driver not suitable for

normal use. To overcome this, a second measure is applied. We map the

low frequency content of the music signal, say, 20–120 Hz, to a slowly

amplitude modulated tone, whose frequency equals the resonance frequency

of the transducer. The modulation is chosen so that the coarse structure (the

envelope) of the music signal after the mapping is the same as before the

mapping. The required electronics is implemented both in the digital and in

the analog domain, the latter one requiring less than a dozen transistors and

a few RC components. An example of a BaryBass driver mounted in a flat

enclosure with a volume of less than 1 l is given in Figure 6.3-12. The

resonance frequency is about 50 Hz, which is probably, currently, the

world’s smallest subwoofer with such a low-resonance frequency, while

the sound power efficiency is very high.

Figure 6.3-12. This new loudspeaker can be mounted in a very small volume and thin

cabinets and blend invisibly into your room.
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10. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that using either special loudspeakers or signal process-

ing, it is possible to go beyond the limits, which are usually dictated by

physics. The reason that this is possible indeed is to utilize psychoacoustic

phenomena,which relax these limits. This gives newopportunities for sound

reproduction in general, but inparticular in the ambient intelligence context.
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Abstract In this chapter we explain why security is important in an ambient intelli-

gent (AmI) environment. In order to achieve trust and security in this environment not

only cryptographic algorithms are needed, but also secure methods for generation and

storage of secret keys. Physical uncloneable functions (PUFs) can be used to this end,

because they have built in security properties, such as uncloneability and tamper evidence.

We show that cryptographic keys can be extracted securely from PUFs. This enables one

to go beyond simple identification applications. In particular, more advanced protocols,

such as authentication, key exchange, certified execution, and proofs of execution, can be

based on PUFs.

Keywords authentication; encryption; key extraction; tamper resistance

1. INTRODUCTION

As electronic components are becoming cheaper, smaller and more

powerful will become omnipresent, and influence our daily life in many

aspects. The electronics will be networked and disappear into the back-

ground, becoming invisible. Devices will react in an adaptive, personalized,

and anticipatory way to human beings. In [1], a list of enabling technolo-

gies for ambient intelligence (AmI) is given. It ranges from user-centered

design and ambient lighting to ubiquitous computing and trust. In this

chapter, we will mainly discuss this last item; explain why it is important,
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and investigate how physical principles can be used to protect crypto-

graphic keys.

The very defining features of AmI imply a number of serious security

risks. In networked systems, many devices communicate with each other,

which allows for many points of attack. The personalized nature of the

interactions requires the storage of customization parameters, which may

be privacy sensitive. The context awareness requires numerous sensors,

giving attackers a chance to eavesdrop on our private affairs. Finally,

adaptive and anticipatory devices have to be programmable, which intro-

duces all the well-known risks of viruses, spyware, worms, and Trojan

horses inherent in programmable environments.

In order to work well, trust and confidence in the surrounding electron-

ics in an AmI world is of crucial importance. The realization of these two

properties depends on the use of security technologies. One of the key

components of security technology is cryptography. Its three traditional

objectives are: confidentiality, authenticity, and non-repudiation. By using

encryption algorithms, people can send secret information to specific

recipients. This provides confidentiality. Authentication is a technique

that allows checking, whether information is indeed coming from the

stated sender and, whether it has been tampered with. Non-repudiation,

finally, is a property of a security system that prevents people from

denying previous actions or commitments.

All those algorithms depend on secret keys. The algorithms are always

assumed to be public and only the keys are considered to be secret. The

security of cryptographic algorithms depends therefore on the secrecy of

the keys.

In order to keep the keys secret, cryptographic algorithms are designed

such that, given that an attacker knows the algorithm and captured some

messages (plaintexts) and their encryptions (called ciphertexts), it remains

very difficult for him to extract the secret key from these plaintext–cipher-

text pairs. The security properties of currently used symmetric key crypto

systems, like AES and DES., and public key systems, like RSA, El Gamal,

etc., are well-investigated and understood. It turns out that the best-

known attacks against those crypto systems are still too complex to be

practical.

Another way to find the secret key is to attack the physical device,

where the key is stored. This kind of attack is called a hardware attack.

This attack turns out to be much easier and hence much more successful

[2, 3]. Therefore, there is a need to protect keys against hardware attacks.

This is the topic of this chapter. We extend a recently proposed method to

protect cryptographic keys. Instead of protecting keys by appropriate

defensive measures (like coatings, packaging, etc.), we derive keys from
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complex physical systems that are inherently uncloneable. The idea is that

many keys can be derived from those systems and that they are automat-

ically destroyed when the physical system is tampered with.

1.1. Motivation

Hardware components for security applications (memory, discs, pro-

cessors, etc.) have to satisfy very tough requirements. As explained above,

it is important that they keep critical secrets, such as cryptographic keys

hidden, often while performing computations that employ these secrets.

To this end, the hardware must be made resistant to various types of

passive and active attacks, such as probing, etching, electron beams, ion

beams, machining methods, fault induction, electromagnetic analysis (dif-

ferential) power analysis, etc. The usual way of making chips opaque to

scrutiny is to cover them with a protective coating, or to package them in a

strong barrier. In some applications, it is even mandatory for security

components to detect tampering attacks while they are underway, or at

least to show evidence of tampering afterwards (tamper evidence). Some-

times, it is required that they erase their critical secrets as a response to an

attack. Current detection methods make use of wires under constant

surveillance or various sensors that measure voltage, temperature, or

mechanical stress. A final constraint is that all these hardware measures

have to be kept as cheap as possible. Clearly, this puts high pressure on

their design and often results in compromises at the cost of security. When

tamper proofing fails and secrets do leak out of a device, hackers can

impersonate the device by making ‘‘clones.’’ Well-known examples of

clones are: copied SIM-cards, credit cards, pay-TV smartcards, bank

passes (fuel station attack1). Losses due to cellular phone cloning are

estimated at hundreds of millions of dollars per year.

Physical uncloneable functions (PUFs) have been proposed as a cost-

effective way to produce uncloneable tokens for identification [4, 5].

The identification information is contained in an inexpensive, randomly

produced (i.e., consisting of many random components), highly compli-

cated piece of material. The secret identifiers are read out by performing

measurements on the physical system and performing some additional

1 In the fuel station attack, an attacker places a small (unnoticeable) coil in the bankpass reader

at the fuel station and attaches a small camera to the roof. When your bankpass is read by the

machine, the attacker reads the critical information on the magnetic strip of your bankpass and

records your pincode with the camera. Using this information, he produces a cloned bankpass.

Using this cloned bankpass and your pincode, he can now withdraw or spend money in your

name.
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computations on the measurement results. The advantage of PUFs over

electronic identifiers lies in the following facts:

(1) Since PUFs consist of many random components, it is very hard to

make a clone, either a physical copy or a computer model;

(2) PUFs provide inherent tamper evidence due to their sensitivity to

changes in measurement conditions; and

(3) Data erasure is automatic, if a PUF is damaged by a probe, since the

output strongly depends on many random components.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 1.2, we present a

general introduction to PUFs and in Section 1.3, we give some intuition

for their applications. Then in Section 1.4, we list a number of physical

systems, on which PUFs can be based. The security model and the possible

ways of attacking PUFs are discussed in Section 1.5. In Section 2, we

explain how key extraction from noisy measurements is performed. We

introduce a new algorithm using helper data and we demonstrate its

applicability for optical and coating PUFs. Finally, in Section 3, we give

protocols for PUF-based authentication, renewal, copy protection, certi-

fied execution, and proof of execution.

1.2. General Introduction to Physical Uncloneable Functions

(PUFs)

A PUF is a function that is realized by a physical system, such that the

function is easy to evaluate, but the physical system is hard to characterize

and hard to clone [4, 6, 7]. The PUFs were introduced by Pappu [4] as a

cost-effective way of identifying physical tokens. Since a PUF cannot be

copied or modeled, a device equipped with a PUF becomes uncloneable.

This makes PUFs attractive as a protective measure against attacks based

on copying of key material (fuel-station attack), and for digital rights

management (DRM) systems.

A PUF is a physical system designed, such that it interacts in a com-

plicated way with stimuli (challenges), and leads to unique and unpredict-

able responses. A PUF challenge and the corresponding response are

together called a challenge–reponse-pair (CRP). Since several challenges

can be applied that lead to unique responses, a PUF is modeled as a

function mapping challenges to responses. From a security perspective,

a PUF is similar to a keyed hash function. The physical system consisting

of many random components is equivalent to the key. Given the input

(challenge) and the key (the system), the output is easily generated; but

given the output, it is difficult to obtain information about the key.

Furthermore, the system does not allow efficient extraction of the relevant
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properties of its interacting components by investigation of a small num-

ber of CRPs.

Physical systems that are produced by an uncontrolled production

process (i.e., one that contains some randomness), turn out to be good

candidates for PUFs. Because of this randomness, it is hard to produce a

physical copy of the PUF. Furthermore, if the physical function is based

on many complex interactions, then mathematical modeling is also very

hard. These two properties together are defined as uncloneability. The

most well-known examples of PUFs are: Optical PUFs, Acoustic PUFs,

Coating PUFs, and Silicon PUFs, though many more are possible.

In order to use PUFs, we need hardware components for challenging the

PUF and a detector for measuring its responses. Additionally, processing

power is needed to turn the outcomes into secret bit strings that can be used

for cryptographic purposes. The challenging components, the detector and

the processor executing the algorithm can be located on the device with the

embedded PUF, or they can be inside a separate reader device. In the first

case we speak of an integrated PUF, while the latter one is a stand-alone

PUF. An advantage of an integrated PUF is that it allows adding control

to it. A controlled PUF (CPUF) is a PUF that is bound to a processor,

which completely governs the input and output. The chip prevents frequent

challenging of the PUF and forbids certain classes of challenges. It scram-

bles incoming challenges, so that an attacker cannot systematically probe

the device. Furthermore, it hides the physical output of the PUF, revealing

to the outside world only indirect information derived from it (e.g., by

encrypting or hashing the bit-string that is extracted from the analog

output). Hence this control layer substantially strengthens the security.

1.3. Applications

From a security perspective, the uniqueness of the responses and unclo-

neability of the PUF are very useful properties. Because of these properties,

PUFs can be used as unique identifiers, means of tamper-detection and/or

as a cost-effective source for key generation (common randomness) between

two parties. By embedding a PUF inseparably into a device, the device

becomes uniquely identifiable and uncloneable. Here ‘‘inseparable’’ means

that any attempt to remove the PUF will, with very high probability,

damage the PUF and destroy the key material it contains. A wide range

of devices can be equipped in this way (e.g., smart-cards, credit cards, RFID

tags, value paper, chips, security cameras, etc. This makes it possible to

identify these devices and check the trustworthiness of their output. We

discuss two kinds of applications: one for stand-alone PUFs and a more

advanced one for integrated PUFs.
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The usage of a PUF consists of two phases: enrolment and authentica-

tion. During the enrolment phase, the Verifier produces the PUF and

stores an initial, small set of CRPs securely in his database. Then the

PUF is embedded in a device and given to a user. The authentication

phase starts when the user presents his device to a terminal. The Verifier

sends a randomly chosen PUF challenge from his database to the user. If

the Verifier receives the correct response from the device, the device is

identified. Then, this CRP is removed from the database and will never be

used again for identification purposes.

If, additionally, one needs to exchange secret messages between the

device and the Verifier (e.g., for a financial transaction), a secure authen-

ticated channel is set up between the Verifier and the device, using a

session key based on the PUF response.

The CPUFs allow for new applications, such as ‘‘certified execution’’ and

‘‘certified measurement’’ [6]. A CPUF can generate a signed digital certifi-

cate, stating that a certain kind of processing has occurred inside the CPUF,

such as program execution or some measurement, and listing the results of

this processing. The certificate can be verified by the original Verifier as well

as by third parties. A powerful example is a CPUF bound to a security

camera. Footage from such a camera can serve as strong evidence in court,

since the certificate allows the judge to verify the identity of the camera and

to ascertain that the pictures have not been tampered with.

1.4. Physical Realizations

Several physical systems are known on which PUFs can be based. The

main types are Optical PUFs [4], Coating PUFs, Silicon PUFs [6, 7], and

Acoustic PUFs. In this chapter, we mainly discuss Optical PUFs and

Coating PUFs.

1.4.1. Optical PUFs

Optical PUFs consist of a transparent material (e.g., glass) containing

randomly distributed light scattering particles. They exploit the unique-

ness of speckle patterns that result from multiple scattering of laser light in

a disordered optical medium. The response (output) is a speckle pattern. It

is a function of the internal structure of the PUF, the wavelength of the

laser, its angle of incidence, focal distance, and other characteristics of the

wavefront.

Optical probing of the PUF is difficult because the light diffusion

obscures the locations of the scatterers. At this moment, the best physical

techniques can probe diffusive materials up to a depth of approximately 10

scattering lengths [8].
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Even if an attacker learns the positions of all the scatterers, this

knowledge is of limited use to him. If he tries to make a physical copy of

the PUF, he runs into the problem that precise positioning of a large

number of scatterers is an arduous process. It would seem easier to

make an ‘‘electronic’’ clone (i.e., a device that simply looks up the correct

responses to all challenges from electronic memory) without bothering

with the physics. However, even this turns out to be very hard. It requires

optical modeling of multiple coherent scattering. More precisely, the

attacker has to solve the ‘‘forward problem,’’ which is a very complex

task [9].

1.4.2. Coating PUFs

Coating PUFs are PUFs that are integrated with an IC, and hence

belong to the class of integrated PUFs. More precisely, the IC is covered

with a coating consisting of (e.g., aluminophosphate), which is doped with

random dielectric particles (e.g., TiO2, SrTiO3, or BaTiO3). By random

dielectric particles, we mean several kinds of particles of random size and

shape with a relative dielectric constant «r differing from the dielectric

constant of the coating matrix. The PUF consists of the combination of

the coating with the dielectric material.

In order to challenge the Coating PUF, an array of metal sensors (e.g.,

a comb structure), is laid down between the passivation layer and the

coating. Sufficient randomness is only obtained if the dielectric particles

are smaller than the distance between the sensor parts.

Figure 6.4-1. Left: Experimental apparatus for the read-out of an Optical PUF em-

bedded in a credit card. Right: Speckle pattern that is obtained when an Optical PUF is

irradiated with a laser beam.
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A challenge corresponds to a voltage of a certain frequency and amp-

litude applied to the sensors at a certain point of the sensor array. Because

of the presence of the coating material with its random dielectric proper-

ties, the sensor plates behave as a capacitor with a random capacitance

value. The capacitance value is then turned into a key.

Coating PUFs have the advantage of possessing a high degree of

integration. The matrix containing the random particles can be part of

the opaque coating. Thus, the tamper-resistance coating, which protects

the secrets present in the electronics (stored and during computation),

itself serves as a carrier of (inherently tamper-resistant) secrets. Coating

PUFs also have the advantage that they can be easily turned into a

Controlled PUF (CPUF). The control electronics can simply be put

underneath the coating.

Probing the PUF from the outside gives insufficient information to the

attacker. The outcomes of the capacitance measurements from inside are

very sensitive to the precise locations of the dielectric particles. Even if

the precise locations of the random particles are known, physical repro-

duction of the coating costs a prohibitive amount of effort because of the

complexity.

If successful probing is possible, then electronic cloning may be feas-

ible. Our current knowledge of Coating PUFs indicates that the amount

of key material present in a Coating PUF is much smaller than for

Optical PUFs.

1.4.3. Acoustic PUFs

In an Acoustic PUF, we measure the response of an object to an

acoustic wave. An electrical signal is transformed to a mechanical vibra-

tion through a transducer. This vibration propagates as a sound wave

through the object and scatters on the randomly distributed inhomogene-

ities in the object. The reflections of those waves are measured by another

transducer, which converts the vibration back into an electric signal. It

turns out that the reflections are unique for each token.

Figure 6.4-2. Structure of a Coating PUF.
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1.4.4. Silicon PUFs

Silicon PUFs were introduced in [7]. They exploit the fact that manu-

facturing variations in a circuit cause substantial differences in circuit

delays. These variations are caused by mask variations, but also tempera-

ture and pressure variations during manufacturing. The magnitude of the

delay variations caused in this way is about 5%.

A challenge for the PUF is a digital input signal. The delay caused by the

circuit between input and output is the response of the PUF. It turns out,

however, that these PUFs are quite sensitive to temperature variations, and

that compensationalgorithms for this effect have tobe implemented tomake

the system work properly. For more details about Silicon PUFs, see [7].

1.4.5. Attack models

Introduction of a new type of security hardware will of course invite

new modes of attack. It is important to have a good understanding of the

exact level of security offered by a PUF. Loosely speaking, we say that a

PUF is compromised, or broken, as soon as an attacker can (a) physically

reproduce the PUF or (b) predict responses with reasonable probability.2

In case (b), the attacker cannot reproduce the physical token, but he can

mimic its behavior.

We make the following assumptions. The enrolment takes place at

a trusted authority (i.e., an authority that does not misuse CRPs or

give them away to third parties). For the authentication phase, we

distinguish between uncontrolled PUFs and CPUFs. CPUFs contain a

trusted internal reader (i.e., responses are not visible in the clear).

Hence, CPUFS can authenticate messages themselves, and the ‘‘exter-

nal’’ reader has no function other than passing messages between the

CPUF and the Verifier. For uncontrolled PUFs, we assume that the

reader is transparent. By transparent, we mean that an attacker can

see the information that is processed by the reader (including responses),

but cannot modify this information or the actions of the reader.

Furthermore, we assume that the reader is capable of authenticating

messages to the Verifier with a secret key built into (nontransparent)

tamper-resistant hardware.

Hence, the communication channel from the reader to the Verifier is

authenticated for both cases. Consequently, an attacker can learn CRPs,

but cannot insert his own messages to the Verifier into this channel.

Furthermore, we assume that the two-way communication channel is

2 Reasonable probability means a probability which is substantially better than random

guessing.
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public (i.e., susceptible to eavesdropping). Finally, the Verifier is assumed

to be trustworthy.

Below, we list a number of attack methods (without pretending to be

exhaustive) that target either the physical token itself, or those parts of the

protocol that involve CRP handling. For each attack we discuss counter-

measures.

1.4.6. CRP measurement attack

Attack

The attacker gains unnoticed access to the victim’s PUF for a short period

of time and quickly measures and stores as many CRPs as he can. We

differentiate between

(1) Brute Force: The full set of CRPs is obtained and stored in a

lookup table. The attacker uses this table as an electronic clone

of the PUF.

(2) Intrapolation: Sufficiently, many CRPs are obtained for the cre-

ation of an electronic clone based on a physical modeling algorithm

that can intrapolate between the measured CRPs.

Countermeasures

PUF read-out should be relatively slow [10]. In this way the attack will last

too long to be practical. Further countermeasures are

(1) Brute Force: The PUF must support a huge number of CRPs, so

that the attack takes too much time.

(2) Intrapolation: Idem. In addition, the complexity of the physics

should reduce the effectiveness of the intrapolation algorithm.

Remarks

. The most trivial of all attack methods is the brute force attack,

requiring the least amount of skill;

. A CPUF is resistant against the measurement attack, since it forbids

challenges to take place in quick succession, and it does not disclose

the responses in the clear (see Section 3.4); and

. In [10], a quantitative measure was introduced that indicates how

resilient a PUF is against brute force attacks, namely, the number of

different CRPs that can be used before a PUF’s secrets are

exhausted. An equivalent formulation of statement is: how many

CRPs does an attacker have to measure before he can, information-

theoretically speaking, predict responses to new challenges?
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For Optical PUFs, the analysis of the security parameter was performed in

[10]. If one models an Optical PUF as a waveguide with random scattering

between the transverse modes, it can be shown that the security parameter

is approximately given by

Ntot �
APUF

A

d2

ll
, (6:4-1)

where l is the mean free path, A the irradiated area of the PUF by the laser,

APUF the total area of the PUF, l the wavelength of the laser, and d is the

thickness of the PUF. Note that the result in Equation (6.4-1) refers to an

idealized model with perfect detection, where the only noise present is the

quantization noise in the number of photons. Although the result should

be viewed as a ‘‘worst case’’ answer, we expect that the scaling in the

parameters d, l, and l holds.

1.4.7. Eavesdropping on the channel between the prover and the verifier

Attack

Attackers eavesdrop on the communication channel between the PUF and

the Verifier.

Countermeasures

Protocols have to be designed, such that an attacker does not gain useful

information from the messages going over the communication channel.

(Obviously responses are secret, while challenges might be public.) To

achieve this, they can either use classical cryptographic techniques, like

encryption algorithms, Zero-Knowledge protocols, etc. or exploit the huge

number of CRPs present in the PUF.

1.4.8. Man-in-the-middle attack

A man-in-the-middle attack exists against PUF-based authentication

schemes. By way of example, we investigate the case, where a smart-card

equipped with a PUF is used for authentication. We assume that the

attacker has captured one CRP.

The man-in-the-middle positions himself between the reader and

the Verifier. When the smart-card initiates contact with the Verifier, the

man-in-the-middle intervenes and impersonates the Verifier. He performs

the following steps:

(1) He sends the challenge from the one CRP known to him to the

smart-card;
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(2) The smart-card responds correctly, and now the attacker has

established a Secure Authenticated Channel (SAC) with the

smart-card;

(3) The attacker contacts the Verifier. The Verifier starts the authenti-

cation protocol by sending a challenge. The attacker captures the

challenge and initiates a renewal protocol (see Section 3.2) with the

smart-card and forwards the Verifier’s challenge;

(4) The smart-card sends its secret response to the attacker over the

SAC; and

(5) Using this secret, the attacker constructs a correct response to the

Verifier.

As a result, the Verifier and the smart-card think that they have

established a SAC with each other, but in fact the attacker can eavesdrop

on any message that passes between them (since he has a common secret

with the smart-card as well as with the Verifier). Note that the attack

applies to CPUFs as well as uncontrolled PUFs.

Several countermeasures are possible. One option is to store the

Verifier’s public key in the smart-card, which is used at the start of

any protocol to check that the protocol was initiated by the legitimate

Verifier. This requires some public key operations in the smart-card,

which are rather expensive and hence should be avoided as much as

possible.

A cheaper countermeasure makes use of the way, in which PUF

challenges are processed. The underlying assumption needed for the

man-in-the-middle attack to work is that, the Verifier’s authentication

challenge can be fed to the PUF when the smart-card is expecting a

renewal challenge. Hence, the attack is thwarted by cleverly differentiat-

ing between the two input modes. In Section 3, a CPUF protocol is

presented, where authentication challenges are fed directly to the PUF,

but renewal challenges are first subjected to a one-way hash function by

the smart-card. In this way, the attacker is forced to compute the inverse

hash of the Verifier’s authentication challenge before he can send it to the

smart-card.

1.4.9. Active physical probing of the PUF

Attack

The attacker determines the exact characteristics of the random compon-

ents of the PUF by physical probing. Then he creates a clone by

(1) Physical reproduction; and

(2) Physical modeling of the input–output behavior.
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Countermeasures

Complexity of the PUF and of the physics underlying the challenge–

response behavior. Ultimately, the PUF’s random characteristics can

always be obtained by a resourceful attacker. A complex PUF, however,

will force the attacker to buy expensive equipment, or to spend a large

amount of time probing. Furthermore, the creation of a clone is made

difficult by

(1) a large number and high complexity of components; and

(2) complexity of the physics.

Remarks

. A wide variety of physical probing methods is available to the

assailant: dissection, X-rays, electron microscopes, MRI, etc.

. It is very hard, if not impossible, to define a quantitative measure of

resilience. As with all tamperproofing efforts, it is an arms race

between the security engineers and the attackers.

. There is an important difference with ordinary, electronic storage of

secrets. A successful characterization of the PUF is not sufficient to

break the security. In addition, the attacker will either have to

painstakingly produce a replica, or to spend a lot of computing

power in an effort to correctly model the challenge–response physics.

2. KEY EXTRACTION

In the study by Pappu et al. [5], it was demonstrated that Optical PUFs

can be used for identification. There, the Verifier’s decision is based on the

correlation between two speckle patterns: When the correlation is above a

certain threshold value, the Verifier is convinced that the proving party

possesses the PUF that was originally enrolled. If the correlation is lower,

identification fails.

This correlation-based approach has two main drawbacks:

(1) The proving party has to send a speckle pattern to the Verifier,

revealing information about the PUF to eavesdroppers; and

(2) At the end of a successful identification, the Prover and Verifier

have not established a shared secret that can be used as a session

key. Extraction of a key would allow for more advanced protocols.

In this section, we explain how a secure key is derived from a PUF.

Because of noise, the responses to a challenge during enrolment and
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verification differ slightly. Cryptographic functions (encryption functions,

one-way functions, etc.) are very sensitive to small changes in the keys

they use. Hence, responses to challenges cannot be used as cryptographic

keys. Therefore, additional techniques have to be applied to eliminate the

noise. The algorithm that we present for key extraction from PUFs is based

on so-called helper data [11, 12] (or, equivalently, Fuzzy Extractors [13]).

2.1. The Principle of Key Extraction from Noisy Data

Generally speaking, a key extraction algorithm is built on a Secret

Extraction Code (SEC) [11], or equivalently a fuzzy extractor [13]. For

the sake of simplicity, we describe the algorithm in terms of a shielding

function [12], which generates a special set of SEC [11], while having all

the necessary properties. We denote the PUF response to a challenge C

during the enrolment phase by X 2 Rn, and during the verification phase

by Y 2 Rn. A function G(.,.) is called d-contracting, if for all Y that

lie within a sphere of radius d of X ( k X�Y k #d), and for fixed

W ,G(Y ,W ) ¼ G(X ,W ). We use d-contracting functions to extract keys

S ¼ G(X ,W ) from noisy data X using helper data W. A function G(.,.)

is called «-revealing, if the helper data W leaks less than « bits on S (in the

information-theoretic sense) (i.e., I(W;S)#e). An (e, d)-shielding function

G: Rn � f0,1gw ! f0,1gk is a function that is d-contracting and «-reveal-

ing. It is used to extract a secret of length k from the PUF response as

follows.

2.1.1. Enrolment phase

During the enrolment phase, the PUF is challenged with a challenge C

and the response X according to this challenge is measured. Then, a

random key S is chosen from f0,1gk and helper data W is computed by

solving G(X,W) ¼ S for W. The quadruplet (PUF_ID, C,W,S) is then

stored in a CRP database.

2.1.2. Verification phase

When the PUF is inserted into the reader, the PUF’s identity is sent to

the Verifier. The Verifier chooses a random challenge C from its database

and sends it to the PUF together with the corresponding helper data W.

Then the PUF is challenged with the challenge C and its response Y is

measured. A key S’ is then computed as S0 ¼ G(Y,W). It follows from the

d-contracting property of the function G that S’ equals S, if Y is suffi-

ciently close to X. The key S can then be used securely, since the helper

data does not reveal information on S.
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2.2. Key Extraction from Optical PUFs

In practice, one faces several sources of noise when trying to extract

keys from speckle patterns:

. stray light;

. scratches, dirt, and moisture on the PUF surface;

. misalignment of the laser with respect to the PUF; translations, and

rotations; and

. misalignment of the detector with respect to the PUF.

We present the results of a number of experiments that we have done.

2.2.1. Experimental setup and key extraction method

We performed experiments with the following setup. The laser is a DBF

laser with a wavelength of 785 nm (spectral width 1 nm). The beam

diameter is 1 mm. We have used five scattering samples with a thickness

of 0.4 mm. Pictures of the reflected speckle pattern are taken with a 1024

by 768 pixel CCD camera with a pixel pitch of 6:25 mm. The bitmap has

256 gray levels. The distance between the laser and the sample is 10 cm,

and the distance from the sample to the camera is 13 cm.

Bit-strings were extracted from the speckle patterns as follows. Each

bitmap is first down sampled by a factor of 8 (in both x and y direction) in

order to reduce the redundancy present in the picture due to the speckle

size, which in the geometry described above is larger than 8 pixels on

average. Then a Gabor filter is applied [4]. Only the Gabor coefficients in

the 458 and 1358 directions are computed and quantized. This yields a bit-

string of length 2400.

In the enrolment phase, helper data is constructed by selecting those

Gabor coefficients that have an absolute value above a certain threshold.

These are the ‘‘robust’’ components of the response. Positive values are

mapped to ‘‘1,’’ negative values to ‘‘0,’’ which leads to a bit string Z. The

threshold is chosen, such that averaged over speckle patterns, approximately

1000 Gabor coefficients exceed the threshold. Then, an error correcting code

(ECC) is chosen and a secret code word s in ECC is randomly generated.

Then the difference W ¼ z� s is stored as part of the helper data.

The total set of helper data consists of a set of indices pointing at the

locations of the robust Gabor coefficients and of the string W. The Verifier

stores the secret s and the helper data.

During the authentication phase, a speckle pattern is measured and

Gabor coefficients are derived in the same way as during the enrolment

phase. Then, the helper data from the enrolment phase are used to select
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the robust coefficients. This leads to a bit string Z’. Then, the second part

of the helper data, W, is used to compute Z0 �W ¼ (Z0 � Z)� s. Clearly,

when the number of errors is not too large, then the error correction code

decodes this correctly into s.

2.2.2. Results

The effect of small misalignments is shown in Figures 6.4-3 and 6.4-4.

The sensitivity to rotations was tested by varying the angle of incidence of

the laser beam. The sensitivity to translations was tested by shifting the

samples in one direction. All measurements were repeated 10 times (rein-

serting the samples each time), and averaged over these 10 instances. As a

direct measure of the difference between two speckle patterns S1, S2, we

use the correlation C between the bitmaps,

C ¼ hS1(~xxi)S2(~xxi)ii � hS1(~xxi)iihS2(~xxi)ii
s1s2

; C 2 [� 1, 1],

where <>i denotes the spatial average and s is the standard deviation in

the gray level of the speckle pattern.

The graphs in Figures 6.4-3 and 6.4-4 show that the Gabor coefficients

look completely independent (50% errors) for rotations larger than

0.7 mrad and shifts larger than 0.1 mm. The robust bits, however, are

significantly more resilient; there, the error level of 50% is reached at much

larger perturbations.

In order to correct the noise on the robust bits, we have taken a BCH

code with parameters (1023, 56, and 191). This means that we have 256

code words of length 1023 in the code that can correct 191 errors. The

secret keys have a length of 56 bits.

2.3. Key Extraction for Coating PUFs

In order to give an idea of the identification capacity of Coating PUFs,

we present the following experimental results in Figure 6.4-3. The differ-

ence between the intraclass and interclass variance is clearly very large.

This allows us to derive unique keys from different ICs.

We describe the procedure for extracting key bits from a Coating PUF.

This method is called quantized key extraction, and allows to extract keys

from analog (continuous data). For the sake of simplicity, we show how

1 bit can be reliably derived from a single capacitance measurement. It is

straightforward to extend this method to the extraction of more bits. The

capacitance value is a zero mean Gaussian distributed random variable

with variance s2
x. For simplicity, we adopt a model where the noise N is

also a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance s2
n. For
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Y ¼ X þN, helper data W and secret S, the d-contracting function is

given by

S ¼ 1 if 2nq #Y þW < (2nþ 1) q, for any n ¼ . . . ,� 1, 0, 1, . . .
0 if (2n� 1 ) q #Y þW < 2nq, for any n ¼ . . . , � 1, 0, 1, . . .

�

with q a quantization step size. During enrolment, X is measured and the

Trusted Authority will construct a W, such that X þW lies in the middle

of the nearest quantization interval.3 The value of W will be

W ¼ (2nþ 1
2
)q� X if Ð si ¼ 1

(2n� 1
2
)q� X if Ð si ¼ 0

(

where n ¼ . . . , � 1, 0, 1, 2, . . ., is chosen such that �q < W < q. The

value of n is discarded, but the values of W are used as helper data.
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Figure 6.4-3. Effects of rotating the angle of incidence. Left: correlation between

original and perturbed speckle pattern. Middle: error percentage in the binarized

Gabor coefficients (2400 bit-string). Right: error percentage in the selected robust

bit-string (�1000 bits).
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(�1000 bits).

3 This can be interpreted as a watermark of Quantization Index Modulation [14].
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Using a more sophisticated quantization technique, we achieve the

following results. We performed experiments on a wafer consisting of 71

ICs containing 21 measurement points per IC. The mean of the capaci-

tance distribution is mc ¼ 7:85 10�13 F and its variance sc ¼ 7:32 10�14 F.

The noise distribution has a variance of sn ¼ 7:28 10�17 F. Using the

above-mentioned key-extraction method, we derive 11 bits at an equal

error rate of 0%.

2.4. Key Extraction for Acoustic PUFs

Key extraction of acoustic PUFs can be performed using the qua-

ntized key extraction method, explained in the Section 2.3. This leads

to keys with an effective entropy of 20 bits. For more details we refer

to [15].

3. PROTOCOLS

3.1. Identification and Authentication

The goal of an identification protocol is to check whether a specific

PUF is present at the reader. As an example, one might think of

a credit card or smart-card (equipped with a PUF) that is put into

the reader by a user and has to be identified by the Verifier. The

Verifier verifies the presence of the PUF in the card by checking the res-

ponses to one, or more challenges that were previously measured during

enrolment.

We present a protocol for identification over an insecure channel.

3.1.1. Identification protocol

. User: Puts his card with PUF in the reader and claims its ID.

. Verifier: Randomly chooses a challenge C from his CRP data-

base and sends it to the User together with the corresponding helper

data W.

. Reader: Challenges the PUF with the Challenge C, measures the

Response Y, and uses the helper data W to compute S’. Finally S’ is

sent back to the Verifier.

. Verifier: Checks whether S’ equals the key S stored in his database.

Then, he removes the triplet (C,W,S) from his database and never

again uses these data for identification. Next time, another CRP is

randomly chosen from his database.
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We note that the security of this protocol relies on the fact that an

attacker, who has seen (C1, W1, S1) cannot predict the key S2 that cor-

responds to the data (C2,W2), and on the fact that the PUF supports a

large number of CRPs.

The goal of an authentication protocol is to ensure that the received

messages originate from the stated sender, in particular from the device

containing the PUF. The objective is to make the PUF generate the same

key as the one that is stored at the Verifier’s database. This key is used to

MAC 4 (sign) messages.

3.1.2. Authentication protocol

. User: Puts his card with PUF in the reader and claims his ID.

. Verifier: Randomly chooses a challenge C from his CRP database

and sends it to the User together with the corresponding helper data

W and a random nonce m.
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4 MAC stands for message authentication code. It is used for signing a message, such that the

receiver of the message can check whether the messages is coming from the legitimate person, and

not from an imposter.
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. Reader: Challenges the PUF with the Challenge C, measures the

Response Y, and uses the helper data W to compute S’. Finally

MS 0(m) is sent back to the Verifier (where MS0(m) denotes a MAC

on m, using the key S’).

. Verifier: Computes MS(m) with the key S stored in his database and

compares it with MS0(m). If both are equal, then S ¼ S0 with very

high probability. The key S is then used to MAC and/or encrypt all

further messages.

The security of this scheme depends on the fact that (when the key S is

unknown) the MAC MS(b) to a message b is unpredictable given that the

attacker has seen the MAC to a message a 6¼ b [16].

3.2. Renewal

During enrolment, a database of CRPs (with appropriate helper data)

is created and stored by a Verifier. Since a PUF typically has many CRPs,

the database might become very large. For a system with many users,

the size of the database would become unacceptable. Therefore, it is

desirable to start from a small number of CRPs and update those later

on, when necessary. This is done with a renewal protocol, which is per-

formed as (discussed later), before the Verifier has completely run out of

CRPs.

3.2.1. Renewal

. User and Verifier: Run an authentication protocol, resulting in a

secure authenticated channel (SAC) with session key S based on one

of the last CRPs in the Verifier’s database.

. Verifier: Randomly generates ‘‘prechallenges’’ P1, . . . ,Pn. Then, he

computes challenges Ci ¼ h(Pi), where h is a one-way function. If

one of these newly generated challenges has been used before, it is

discarded and a new one is generated. The prechallenges P1, . . . ,Pn

are sent to the User over the SAC.

. Reader: Performs the one-way function h on each prechallenge,

obtaining challenges C1, . . . ,Cn, measures the responses X1, . . . ,Xn,

and sends them to the Verifier over the SAC.

. Verifier: Derives helper data W1, . . . ,Wn and keys S1, . . . Sn from

the responses and stores {h(Pi), Wi, Si}.

The security of this protocol follows from the security of the session

key that is agreed on during authentication. The challenges and responses
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stay hidden to eavesdroppers. Note that the inclusion of the one-way

function at the side of the reader is an effective measure against man-

in-the-middle attacks (see Section 1.5.3).

3.3. Copy Protection

By embedding a PUF into a smart-card, credit card, RFID-Tag, value

paper, etc., these objects become uncloneable, and their identity is checked

by running one of the protocols mentioned above.

A PUF can also be used for copy protection purposes by embed-

ding it into a data carrier, such as an optical disc. The attack that we

prevent is the making of bit-by-bit copies of the optical disc. On the

disc we store a table containing a list of (C,W,h(S))-triplets, where C

denotes a challenge, W the helper data, S the key derived from the

response to the challenge C, and h a one-way hash function. Further-

more, this table is signed with the private key of the Authority that is

responsible for PUF enrolment. In order to make signature verification

possible, each playback device is equipped with the Authority’s Public

Key.

When the disc is put into the player, the player checks the authenticity

of the disc by running the following protocol:

(1) The player checks the signature on the list of (C,W,h(S))-triplets;

(2) The player randomly chooses a number of challenges from the list of

triplets, measures the responses, uses the helper data W to compute

S’, and checks whether h(S )¼h(S’ ); and

(3) If the check is ok, the player decides that the disc is authentic and

plays the content. Otherwise, the player does not play the content

stored on the disc.

In the first step, the player verifies that the list was created by the

legitimate authority, by checking the signature. If the signature were not

there, any attacker could produce a disc, embed his own PUF, and create

the corresponding table. Since the attacker does not have the Authority’s

Private Key to sign the list properly, he is not able to put a valid list on the

disc. Steps 2 and 3 then verify whether the list indeed corresponds to the

embedded PUF. By using the same kind of technique, the content can also

be encrypted with a key derived from the PUF embedded in the disc.

3.4. Special Protocols for CPUFs

The protocols described below are executed with Controlled PUFs.

In [6], a CPUF was introduced, such that it can only be accessed by
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programs and only by using two primitives called GetResponse and

GetSecret. Let F denote the physical action of the PUF and h a one-

way hash function, then, these primitives are defined as follows:

GetResponse (PreChallenge) ¼
F(h(h(Program),PreChallenge))

GetSecret(Challenge) ¼
h(h(Program), F(Challenge))

In these primitives, Program denotes the code of the program that

will be executed in an authentic way. Right before starting the program,

the CPUF computes h(Program) and later uses this value when the

primitives GetResponse and GetSecret are invoked. The name

‘‘Response’’ refers to a direct PUF response, while ‘‘Secret’’ is a derived

quantity.

3.4.1. Bootstrapping

In order to start any useful protocol with a CPUF, a user needs to

have at least one CRP. The GetResponse and GetSecret primi-

tives given above do not allow a user to obtain CRPs, if he does not

already possess one. To allow for enrolment, a separate CPUF mode

must exist; the ‘‘bootstrapping’’ mode, which is only executed at the

Certification Authority (C.A.). In this mode, the CPUF outputs PUF

responses in the clear, without applying one-way functions or encryp-

tions. The existence of the bootstrapping mode is a potential security

hazard. Ideally, the CPUF cannot be forced to reenter into this mode

after enrolment has finished. This could be achieved (e.g., by burning

through some components).

3.4.2. Certified execution

The motivation for Certified Execution is as follows:

Alice wants to run a computationally expensive program on Bob’s computer.

When she gets the result, she wants to have a proof that the computation was

indeed performed on Bob’s computer and that the result has not been faked. It will

be explained how this can be achieved with CPUFs [6].

Definition

An e-certificate for program ‘‘Program’’ with input ‘‘Input’’ run on

a processor P is a string that is efficiently generated by Program(Input)
executed on P such that the user of P can efficiently check whether the

output was indeed generated by Program(Input) on P.
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Let (C,X) be a valid CRP for Bob’s PUF. Alice sends a program

(called ‘‘CProgram’’) to the CPUF, with the following two arguments

C, E & MK (Program, Input)

where E & MK stands for encryption and MAC-ing with the key K,

K¼h(h(CProgram), X).

The program Cprogram looks as follows:

(C, E&M) ¼Inputs;
K¼GetSecret (C);
(Program, Input) ¼ D & MK (E&M);

Abort if the MAC does not match
Result ¼ Program(Input);
Certificate ¼ MK (Result);
Output(Result, Certificate);

The fact that the result of the computation is MAC-ed with the shared

secret K convinces Alice that the output has indeed been created by Bob’s

CPUF (Alice can compute the key K herself). Note, however, that the

e-certificate has limited use. From the fact that it is based on a CRP shared

between the CPUF and Alice, it follows that Alice can produce an

e-certificate herself. This means that she cannot use an e-certificate as a

proof towards third parties.

3.4.3. Proof of execution

An e-proof convinces third parties that a certain program was executed

on a certain processor.

Definition: An e-proof ‘‘Eproof’’ for program ‘‘Program’’
with input ‘‘Input’’ on a processor P is a string efficiently generated

by Program(Input) on P, such that there exists a protocol A
between the processor P and any arbiter, with inputs Eproof and

Program, and possibly some auxiliary information, which can effi-

ciently:

(1) Decide correctly whether e-proof was generated by Program(Input)

on P or not; and

(2) If correctly generated, decrypt the results ‘‘Result,’’ which were

generated together with e-proof by program(input) on P.

We present a CPUF-based solution that realizes the above-mentioned

definition of an e-proof. To this end, we change a Program into one
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having an execution and an arbitration mode. During the execution

mode, the program generates not only the results of the computation

but also the e-proof. The user (Alice) combines it with the Certified

Execution technique to be sure that the program was correctly executed

on Bob’s CPUF. An arbiter can then check the e-proof by running

the program in arbitration mode. There are two key ingredients. The

first one is the fact that the GetResponse primitive depends on the

hash of the complete program that contains both modes. The second one

is that the encryption/MAC-key is a key that cannot be generated by

Alice herself.

Execution mode

We consider the following setting: Alice wants to execute Program(Input)
on Bob’s PUF and wants to get an e-proof for the computation. Alice first

modifies the program

Program(Input) into Eprogram(Inputs),

where

Inputs¼(Program, Input, PC),Mode

with mode equal to ‘‘execution mode’’ and PC a random prechal-

lenge. Eprogram is given by

begin program
(X,Mode)¼Inputs;
If Mode is execution mode:

begin
(Program, Input, PC)¼X;
Result¼Program(Input);
KE¼GetResponse(PC);
EMResult¼E&M(Result,KE);
EProof¼(PC,EMResult);
Results¼(Result,EProof);

end
If Mode is arbitration mode:
begin
/* See Section Arbitration */
end
Output(Results);

end program
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Arbitration Mode

An arbiter who has received a proof of Execution Eproof from Alice

prepares the input

Inputs¼(EProof,Mode)

where Mode is equal to ‘‘arbitration mode’’ and executes the following

Eprogram on Bob’s CPUF.

begin program
(X,Mode)¼Inputs;
If Mode is execution mode:
begin
/* See Section Execution Mode */

end
If Mode is arbitration mode:
begin
EProof¼X;
(PC,EMResult)¼EProof;
KA¼GetResponse(PC);
Result¼ D & MKA(EMResult);
CheckBit¼(MAC of EMResult matches);
Results¼(Result,CheckBit);

end
Output(Results);

end program

The arbiter uses this technique in combination with Certified Execution

to execute Eprogram(Inputs) on Bob’s CPUF. The arbiter checks

the e-certificate to verify the authenticity of the results that he gets back

from the CPUF. The arbiter verifies whether the Checkbit¼True (i.e.,

whether the MAC of EMResult matches). If so, the arbiter decides that

Program(Input) on Bob’s PUF has computed Eproof and Result
in execution mode.

The above protocol is called an arbiter protocol. We note that an arbiter

needs a valid CRP to be able to run the protocol. This can be taken care of

by running a CRP management protocol with a Trusted Third Party,

where the ownership of the PUF is registered and who distributes CRPs

over a Secure Authenticated Channel.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have explained why security is important in an AmI

environment. In order to achieve Trust and Security not only crypto-

graphic algorithms are needed, but also secure methods for generation

and storage of secret keys. Physical Uncloneable Functions can be used to

this end because they have built in security properties, such as unclone-

ability and tamper evidence. We have given a generic algorithm to extract

secure and reliable cryptographic keys from PUFs. The feasibility of this

algorithm was shown in the case of Optical and Coating PUFs. Key

generation from PUFs enables one to go beyond simple identification

applications. In particular more advanced protocols, such as authentica-

tion, key exchange, certified execution, and Proofs of execution, become

feasible.
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CONCLUSIONS AND KEY CHALLENGES

Satyen Mukherjee
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satyen.mukherjee@philips.com

Abstract Ambient intelligence (AmI) is seen as the next wave in the world of consumer

electronics, where electronic systems in our living environment will cater to our needs and

desires in a natural way. Many technologies come into play in providing the required

solutions and many challenges are evident both in the hardware and software domains.

Looking to the future, some of the key hardware challenges have been addressed in this

book. This chapter builds on that and indicates 10 hardware related elements where major

research challenges are foreseen.

Keywords AmI; extreme low power electronics; microsensors; microactuators; ubi-

quitous power

1. INTRODUCTION

From a long-term perspective, ambient intelligence (AmI) is about sys-

tems embedded in our environment, sensitive to the user’s needs and

emotions, that perform actions without explicit instructions from the user.

The goal is to improve our quality of life and attend to our overall well-

being. Many technologies come into play to achieve these objectives:

sensing, storage, signal processing, communications (wired and wireless),

displays, lighting, energy harvesting, and personal healthcare, among others.

Digital technologies (both hardware and software), driven by the computer

or data processing application domains, and made commercially viable by

Moore’s law, will continue to play a key role in this evolution. The crucial

requirements of power efficiency in some areas and sophisticated sensing

in others call for solutions that go beyond the domain of Moore’s law
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(‘‘more than Moore’’ involving multiple technologies combined in system

in packages).

In this new era of consumer electronics, advances in the underlying

hardware technologies will propel the growth in AmI applications. Al-

though much progress has been made, continual research efforts will be

needed to address the ongoing challenges in 10 key areas:

(1) Microsensors,

(2) Ubiquitous Power Source,

(3) Extreme Low Power Electronics,

(4) Highly Efficient and Robust Wireless Communication Systems,

(5) Nonobtrusive and Flexible Displays,

(6) Self-configuring Networking Devices,

(7) Robust and Noise Immune Integrated Electronics,

(8) Embedded Processors,

(9) Microactuators, and

(10) Low Cost Electronic Solutions.

The following sections elaborate the listed challenging areas.

1.1. Microsensors

Sensors will play a critical role in many AmI applications. Starting with

the sensing of ambient conditions, such as light level, temperature, humid-

ity level, carbon monoxide and odor, presence detection at various levels

of sophistication (image, well-being, mood, etc.) will be required. With the

growing awareness of bioterrorism, radiation and chemical hazards, de-

tection of gaseous chemical, and biological agents will become essential. In

addition to basic functionality, these sensors will require high levels of

accuracy to avoid false indications. Furthermore, the sensors should blend

seamlessly with the surroundings and consume minimal power to allow

unlimited lifetime.

Advanced MEMS technologies are expected to provide many solutions

to a wide range of applications. MEMS devices make use of mechanical

properties of the structures in conjunction with electronic sensing, pro-

cessing, and control to accurately and reliably sense physical parameters,

such as acceleration in automobile airbags. Microfluidic devices using

MEMS structures are being developed to detect minute quantities of

biological agents. These devices, when embedded in silicon, can be con-

trolled by onboard electronics to provide local processing and communi-

cations to surrounding devices. Challenges in these applications lie in

ensuring ease of use and long lifetime by means of self-cleaning and self-

monitoring features. Furthermore, developing optimized embedded

MEMS devices in mainstream CMOS is essential for low cost and
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practical use. Therefore, for intelligent microsensors, more of Moore

(System on Chip) as well as more than Moore (System in Package) will

be required in developing complete solutions.

1.2. Ubiquitous Power Source

Powering the devices for AmI remains a major challenge as applica-

tions grow. Whether it is a smart sensor, an embedded processor, or an

actuator, the meaningful solution should not require, for example, peri-

odic maintenance or replacement of batteries. It will be essential to de-

velop devices and techniques that allow harnessing energy from various

available sources (light, temperature gradient, mechanical motion or vi-

bration, air flow, pressure variation, etc.). The devices can be used either

stand-alone, when sufficient power is available, or coupled with energy

storage devices, such as rechargeable batteries or high-density capacitors.

Additional long-life energy storage devices being investigated in the indus-

try include microfuel cells, and even atomic energy storage devices.

Coupled with energy scavenger and storage elements, high-efficiency

power conversion circuits will be necessary to optimally drive the devices

in question. Although much progress has been made in these areas, the

maximum available power is still limited to a mW=cm3
, thereby limiting

application options.

1.3. Extreme Low Power Electronics

Since providing adequate power to the devices is a challenge, it is

obviously prudent to minimize power consumption in the embedded

electronics using technologies that can operate with extreme low power.

With mainstream scaled CMOS, power supply scaling and subthreshold

circuit operations are being developed for both digital and analog and

mixed signal circuits. There are many challenges here since scaling CMOS

below a certain point (180 nm node) results in exponentially rising power

loss due to leakage through the transistor gate insulators as well as

through the short channels. Lowering supply voltage is the obvious rem-

edy to this leakage related loss. This is appropriate in many AmI systems

where performance (in terms of speed or data rate) can be traded for low

power. In addition to design or circuit techniques, optimized process

technologies, employing silicon on insulator (SOI) for instance, can

allow an additional degree of freedom in low power solutions. Successful

application of these techniques will require additional design tools and

flows for reliable and reproducible designs. For large systems, modeling at

different abstraction levels will be essential for practical utilization of these
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techniques. Furthermore, for large circuits single chip solutions will be

often less power efficient compared to 3D integrated multidie solutions

(System in Package) due to losses in long interconnect.

1.4. Highly Efficient and Robust Wireless Communication Systems

As the number of devices in the environment grows, so do the commu-

nication needs and data size. With wireless communications using radio

frequencies it is important to avoid interference among the devices. In

residential applications, data rates range from tens of kilobits per second

for status or control signals to a few Gbits per second for streaming high

definition TV (HDTV) signals. The resulting interference among devices,

as well as with neighboring residential locations, can pose major chal-

lenges. Communication architectures aimed at resolving some of these

challenges include a judicious combination of wired backbone between

regions (e.g., rooms in a residence) coupled with wireless within a region

and adequate storage devices. Furthermore, allocation of specific fre-

quency bands for different applications, along with standardization, help

to mitigate the problem. At low data rates and moderate distances (20–

250 Kbits/s), the Zigbee standard operating at 2.4 GHz is being pursued in

the industry. For high data rates going up to 480 Mbits/s, ultrawide band

(UWB) at 3–10 GHz is being proposed. The established WLAN employ-

ing 802.11a/b/g covering intermediate data rates and operating frequencies

are prevalent. For multi-Gbits/s data rates (envisioned for WPAN), the

60 GHz frequency band is being explored. For many AmI applications,

the challenge is compounded by the additional requirement of low power

consumption in the wireless devices.

Implementation of these wireless communications systems will increas-

ingly require multiple technologies for performance reasons, and will

therefore require system in package in addition to system on chip solu-

tions.

1.5. Nonobtrusive and Flexible Displays

Displays play a vital role in our interactions with the environment.

Therefore displays will be a driver for many AmI applications where

they can blend with the surroundings without compromising perfor-

mance (image resolution, contrast, and brightness). In addition to the

mobile flat and thin displays prevalent today, many applications will re-

quire large displays that are flat and flexible. Some applications will require

rollable displays for flexibility and space saving reasons. The 3D displays

will be particularly useful in providing a natural touch to the ambient.
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Interactivity with the display will also be required in many applications.

These interactions can be visual, audio, or even tactile. Displays and light-

ing will merge in many situations and compatible solutions for both will be

necessary to enhance the impact of one on the other. Ambilight is an

example of such a product where colored solid-state lighting around a flat

display is controlled to match the images in the display, thereby enhancing

viewer experience. Developments in polymer LEDs, Organic LEDs, and

technologies, such as electrophoretic (e-ink) and electrowetting along with

LCDs, will be helpful in finding many of the solutions. A multidisciplinary

approach will be necessary to find ways to combine technologies for large

area electronics and varied display effects. Large area electronic technolo-

gies will include polymer or plastic electronics along with organic semicon-

ductor devices. These technologies will also be combined with well-

established silicon technologies or, in many cases, amorphous and poly-

silicon thin film transistors. Reliability and lifetime of the devices remain

the main challenges today.

Displays are typically implemented using technologies, termed broadly

as large area electronics, which can be seen as an extension of Moore’s law

in 2D. In other words, techniques from the conventional Moore’s law

domain (lithography driven) will be deployed to a large extent. However,

for cost and efficiency reasons other approaches, such as screen-printing,

will become increasingly important.

1.6. Self-Configuring Networking Devices

With a myriad of devices or nodes in the ambient, it will be essential to

develop techniques that allow easy setup of the AmI system. The nodes

may be stationary or nomadic, depending upon the function and imple-

mentation flexibility requirement. The entire network formed of wired and

wireless interconnections will set constraints on the devices at both hard-

ware and software levels. Depending upon the application setting, the

nodes may require peer-to-peer communication for low power consump-

tion or communication via a few centralized master nodes or a combin-

ation of the two. The choice will in turn define the requirements

in hardware architecture and building blocks. The introduction of a

new device in the environment should be seamless. Self-configuration,

with minimal user intervention, will be essential for practical applications.

Run-time adaptive design concepts will be required in many situations.

Wireless technologies and regulatory standards will generate additional

constraints. From a marketing perspective, globalization of the commu-

nications standards will help promote economy of scale with new

products.
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1.7. Robust and Noise Immune Integrated Electronics

Many embedded devices in the AmI systems will face conflicting require-

ments: low power consumption on the one hand and robustness and reliabil-

ity on the other. The classic trade-off between power consumption and signal

to noise ratio (SNR) may not suffice in many situations where only limited

power is available and a long lifetime is required, without compromising

accuracy or precision. Therefore, new low power design techniques will be

required to address error correction techniques in a noisy environment. Very

low voltage and low power sensor-interface analog electronics, coupled with

digital electronics to correct the errors created by the low SNR will need to be

investigated to allow optimization of the power and SNR trade-off.

Packaging techniques such as 3D integration with appropriate parti-

tioning of the different building blocks (digital and mixed signal or analog)

can be used effectively to achieve improved noise immunity in the overall

system in many implementations.

1.8. Embedded Processors

The proliferation of smart sensors and communication networks re-

quired in the AmI systems will drive the need for embedded processors

with a wide range of performance requirements. A key question to be

addressed is whether a platform approach or a particular point solution is

appropriate in a given application. Performance, power, and cost will be

some of the parameters that will need to be considered. Flexibility as well

as time to market will play a role in choosing the proper solution. A wide

range of communications standards will need to be introduced where

software defined radio (SDR) will bring the most flexibility. In certain

applications, such as face tracking, the processors will need to operate at

very high operations per second requiring parallel processing in some form

(Single Instruction and Multiple Data—SIMD or Multiple Instruction

and Multiple Data—MIMD). Vector processors can provide the flexibility

required to address challenges in low power implementation, compilation,

scalability, and ability to handle a wide range of algorithms.

1.9. Microactuators

While sensing and gathering information from the ambient is a key

element, providing information to the user is another vital element in most

AmI applications. The information feedback can be visual, audio, sensory

or olfactory, or even mental. In each case, devices need to be developed

that blend into the surroundings. Furthermore microactuators in many

cases can perform a function for certain types of sensing applications—for
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example, microfluidic devices for biosensing and analysis. MEMs-based

actuators, such as micromotors, can play a major role in AmI systems and

affect our surroundings in unprecedented ways. Similarly, microrobots are

candidates for a variety of applications in the manipulation of material.

Microactuation can be based on a number of physical phenomena, such as

electromagnetic, electrostatic, thermomechanical, phase change, piezoelec-

tric, shape memory, magnetostrictive, electrorheological, electrohydrody-

namic, and diamagnetism. Challenges lie in bringing some of these

techniques up to manufacturing levels and transforming others from the

lab demonstration phase to functional models that perform effectively in

an AmI setting.

1.10. Low Cost Electronic Solutions

To make a lasting impact on our lives, AmI applications will need to be

widespread like the lightbulb or cell phone. This is possible only if the

solutions are low enough in cost to make applications affordable for large

segments of the population.

While Moore’s law has provided the roadmap for cost reduction in the

digital IC world (mainstream CMOS technologies), which is clearly a major

component in AmI solutions, many applications require electronic break-

throughs that go beyond the domains of Moore’s law. For instance, wireless

technologies require front-end electronic solutions that are typically analog

in nature and very often employ passive components beyond the capabilities

of mainstream CMOS technologies. The industry is pursuing two ap-

proaches to address this issue. One is the enhancement of the mainstream

CMOS processes to include additional components in the back end (MEMS

and other similar devices), thereby allowing single system on chip (SoC)

solutions and hopefully lower cost. The other approach, also termed ‘‘More

than Moore,’’ involves novel packaging techniques resulting in system in

package (SiP). There are several approaches to system in package including

multichip modules, sophisticated 3D integration, passive integration, and

inclusion of biological elements. In all of these, cost reduction is a major

driving factor. Continued research is required in these areas to develop new

materials (perhaps nanoparticle-based), devices and techniques to allow low

cost packaging solutions while preserving functionality and performance.

With advances in each of the above areas the implementation gap between

the AmI system concepts and hardware devices shown in Figure–1 (Preface)

will be bridged effectively. From the breadth of the technical areas involved,

it is evident that it will be essential to apply multidisciplinary approaches to

achieve meaningful solutions that will enhance the AmIware technologies.
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